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Thesis Summary 

Scientists have developed various deception detection methods to assist 

investigating officers working across a range of contexts from terrorism to insurance 

fraud. One of the most theoretically grounded and diagnostic deception tests is the 

Concealed Information Test (CIT) which is advocated by researchers and 

systematically applied in Japanese criminal cases. The CIT relies on theories of 

memory and attention to detect a suspect’s recognition of crime information placed 

amongst various control stimuli. Two CIT approaches are explored in this thesis. The 

first is the already established physiological CIT (measuring heart rate and skin 

conductance) whose validity has been demonstrated following decades of research 

and field application. The other is a recently proposed computer-based oddball task 

called the reaction-time CIT (RT-CIT) which also shows promise in the lab. 

Following a brief introduction to the scope of this thesis [1], a variety of unanswered 

questions relating to CITs are investigated. For example: Can we test crime scene 

recognition with the RT-CIT? [2]; When a crime is committed by a pair, should they 

be given a CIT together and what is the impact when their knowledge is shared? [3]; 

What dangers (or benefits) are there in using a human investigator to conduct the 

CIT? [4]; Can virtual reality be used to improve recognition and consequently CIT 

detection? [5]; What is the effect of administering a delayed CIT? [6]; Can the 

concept of verticality be exploited in the RT-CIT to increase detection? [7] and 

finally; what is the relationship between self-reported; motivation, stress, 

performance and countermeasure use in the CIT? [8]. Theoretical and practical 

implications for the CIT as a memory-based deception test, discussed and future 

research opportunities identified [9]. Overall, this work demonstrates that the CIT’s 

diagnosticity can be affected by various factors explored in this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 1 

What’s CIT all about?  

A brief introduction to concealed information test and the theses 

outline 

 

Summary 

 This chapter provides a brief introduction to the Concealed Information Test 

(CIT) before outlining the contents of the remaining chapters. Each of the 

experimental chapters in this thesis contains a discrete CIT study (designed for 

submission to peer reviewed journals) although share common themes and 

methodologies discussed in this introduction. As each experimental chapter contains 

its own detailed introduction, only a brief overview of the CIT paradigms used 

through this thesis are presented - suggestions for recent reviews of the topics 

discussed are provided. Following this, an overview of the remaining chapters is 

provided, with each of their planned contributions to knowledge described.  
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Deception Detection 

 Whether you are a professional lie catcher or not, you are typically only just 

better than chance at detecting deception (Bond Jr & DePaulo, 2006). Hence, it is 

unsurprising that scientists have explored various techniques to assist with this 

important task (for two thorough reviews of the deception literature see Vrij, (2008), 

with more updated findings presented in Granhag, Vrij and Verschuere, 2015). The 

use of physiological measures, such as changes in heart rate, to detect deception is 

primarily associated with the well-known polygraph or ‘lie detector test’. In the 

polygraph, specifically the Control/Comparison Question Test (CQT), deception is 

inferred from changes in suspects’ physiological responses between control and 

critical questions. For example, responses to the critical question e.g. “Did you steal 

the money?” are compared to e.g. “Have you ever stolen anything in your life?” The 

idea is that guilty suspect shows a stronger physiological response to the critical 

questions whereas innocent suspects show the opposite effect (Ambach, & Gamer, 

2018). Unfortunately, this approach has received much criticism from the scientific 

community due to the lack of theoretical basis and standardization however this 

debate, typically between practitioners and researcher is ongoing (Fienberg et al., 

2003 on behalf of the National Research Council). 

The Concealed Information Test 

An alternative approach to detect deception is to determine what information 

the suspect has about the crime. To appear innocent, guilty suspects usually conceal 

incriminating knowledge about the crime particularly when the details have yet to be 

released by the media or the investigating authorities. So how can we detect a 

suspect’s concealed recognition of crime information that an innocent person would 

not know? The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a memory detection tool 
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designed to do exactly this and has been researched and applied systematically and 

used as forensic evidence in the Japanese criminal system for decades (Osugi, 2011). 

For two accessible and thorough reviews of CIT literature see Verschuere, Ben-

Shakhar and Meijer (2011) and more recently Rosenfeld (2018).  

Unlike other lie detection approaches, the CIT aims to detect deception 

through the measurement of a suspect’s recognition to specific crime related details. 

In this sense the CIT does not detect deception per se but rather aims to detection 

specific recognition. Because of this specificity, the CIT is considered more 

theoretically grounded than other deception tools and is supported by deception 

scientists. So how might a CIT work? Consider an example where the perpetrator 

breaks into a university building using bolt cutters, covers a CCTV camera with 

shaving foam, before then stealing some items. They then give these stolen items to 

another person in a car park. The police identify a number of potential suspects and 

through CCTV determine what was used to break the lock and cover the CCTV 

camera. Additionally, the police get a description from a witness reporting a 

suspicious exchange of valuable items in a car park. Finally, the police have a 

suspicion of who received the stolen items. In this scenario the CIT could consist of 

five crime related details, i.e. bolt cutters, shaving foam, the building, car park and 

the accomplice (e.g. Figure 1.1) not known by an innocent suspect. In the CIT, these 

five crime details would be presented randomly and sequentially amongst five 

equally plausible options, much like a multiple-choice questionnaire (e.g. Figure 

1.2). One question could be “Did you use this tool to break into the building?” with 

images of five different plausible tools then presented, one being the bolt cutter. 

Another question might be “Was this the person you handed the stolen items to?” 

followed by different faces with one being the suspected accomplice. A person 
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without knowledge of the crime, i.e. an innocent suspect, would be unable to 

discriminate the crime from control items. In a physiological CIT, 1 the suspect’s 

recognition of crime details via physiological responses (typically skin conductance, 

heart rate) to ‘crime items’ (aka probes, such as the bolt cutters or the building 

broken into) is compared with their responses to non-crime related stimuli, ‘control 

items’ (aka irrelevants, such as other tools that can break a lock or other buildings in 

the vicinity of the burgled building). Compared with controls, crime items produce a 

larger physiological response, such as an increased skin conductance response 

(SCR), as predicted by orienting theory which is taken as an indication of recognition 

of those items (e.g., Figure 1.3). In addition to orienting measured recognition, 

arousal inhibition experienced by the suspect lying and suppressing the truth causes 

guilty suspects' heart rate to slow down or decelerate (ΔHR) (Verschuere, Ben-

Shakhar & Meijer, 2011). The difference in magnitude of the physiological 

recognition response to crime items versus control items is known as the CIT effect. 

Through measuring orienting, and sometimes arousal inhibition, the CIT is highly 

diagnostic (AUC = 0.85, n = 3863, Meijer et al. 2016) at detecting concealed 

recognition, with minimal false positives (i.e. concluding that an innocent suspect 

recognizes the crime item).  

 

 

1 In this thesis a “physiological CIT” represents a CITs that uses measure of the 

Autonomic Nervous System such as heart rate and skin conductance.  
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Figure 1.1. Example of stimuli that could be presented to a suspect in a CIT where 

the perpetrator has broken into a building with bolt cutters, covered a CCTV camera 

with shaving foam and then stolen some items, before selling these to an accomplice 

within a car park.  

 

Figure 1.2. Example of how image stimuli are presented to suspects in a 

physiological CIT including approximate timings 
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Figure 1.3. Example typical skin conductance response to image stimuli for guilty 

suspects where the crime item is the bolt cutters 

Reaction Time CIT 

The reaction time Concealed Information Test (RT-CIT) is a relatively recent 

CIT paradigm that uses reaction times (RTs) rather than physiological responses to 

detect concealed information. This test is based on the finding that concealing 

knowledge of a crime requires inhibition of the truth, leading to an overall slowing of 

responses made to crime-related items (for a review see Verschuere, Suchotzki, & 

Debey, 2015). The RT-CIT has some advantages over the physiological based CIT as 

it is cheaper, faster, simpler to administer, easier to analyze and does not require 

specialist training or equipment. In brief, the RT-CIT is an oddball task in which 

participants respond, using a keyboard, to a sequence of briefly presented stimuli. 

Each RT-CIT trial consists of the presentation of one of three types of stimulus: a 

crime, a control, and a target item (Figure 1.4). Participants respond ‘no’ to indicate 

that they do not recognize either the crime or the control items. The third type of 

stimuli are target items which consist of a set of images that the participant is shown 

before the test and are instructed to respond ‘yes’ to. If target items were not present, 
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participants could complete the task with 100% accuracy simply by pressing the ‘no’ 

key and without having to process the stimuli adequately enough for the test to be 

effective. 

Typically, guilty suspects are slower to respond ‘No’ (untruthfully), that they 

do not recognize a crime item, than they are to respond ‘No’ (truthfully), that they do 

not recognize a control item. It is largely agreed that this slowing is due to response 

inhibition experienced by participants whilst they resolve the conflict between 

actually recognizing an object yet having to report deceptively that they do not 

(Debey, Ridderinkhof, De Houwer, De Schryver, & Verschuere, 2015). Furthermore, 

this conflict sometimes results in an increased number of errors, for example, 

pressing ‘Yes’ to the crime items or ‘No’ to the target items (Suchotzki, Verschuere, 

Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar, & Crombez, 2017). The target items serve no 

diagnostic role and are simply presented to ensure that participants are processing the 

stimuli and engaging with the task. Studies conducted using the RT-CIT have shown 

that it can be just as diagnostic as the physiological-based CIT (AUC = .82 n = 981, 

Meijer et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 1.4. Example of one block of 24 images in an RT-CIT containing four crime 

items (red and ‘P’) each with four controls (blue and ‘I’) and one target (green and 

‘T’). 
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Thesis Outline 

 Although, simplistically, the CIT effect is generally considered to be driven 

by recognition and inhibition, various factors have been found to modulate it, 

including but not limited to: suspect motivation; countermeasure use; the number of 

crime items used; whether recognition is concealed or not; crime memory; whether 

crime information has leaked to innocent suspects; and the effect of simulating 

innocent suspects' data for establishing baseline detection rates (Meijer, Selle, Elber 

& Ben-Shakhar, 2014; Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van 

Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar & Crombez, 2017). Other modulating factors less 

understood include social influence from either a CIT administrator/investigator or 

crime collaborator.  

However, there remain interesting yet unanswered questions in both the 

physiology and RT-CIT which are experimentally explored in this thesis (Figure 

1.5). In short these questions are: Are scene stimuli, e.g. the crime scene, suitable for 

use in the RT-CIT? (Chapter 2); When a crime is committed by a pair, should they 

be given a CIT together and what is the impact when their knowledge is shared? 

(Chapter 3); What dangers are there in using a human investigator to conduct the 

CIT? (Chapter 4); Can virtual reality be used to improve CIT detection by facilitating 

memory? (Chapter 5); What is the effect of administering a delayed CIT and is it 

similar to presenting faded stimuli? (Chapter 6); Can vertical metaphorical 

associations (lying is immoral) be incorporated to increase RT-CIT detection? 

(Chapter 7) and finally; What is the relationship between self-reported motivation, 

stress, performance and countermeasure use in the CIT? (Chapter 8). Each chapter is 

described individually below. 
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 Chapter 2. Increasing the range and type of possible stimuli that can be used 

to test a suspect’s recognition of a crime is important, as more CIT questions have 

been shown to increase overall detection of guilt (Meijer et al., 2014). In Chapter 2, 

the possibility of using scenes in the RT-CIT is explored as scenes are known to be 

processed differently to object stimuli. For example, compared to objects: scenes 

require encoding into memory over several glances (Melcher, 2006); recognition is 

possible without complete identification (Cleary & Reyes, 2009); scene information 

is processed rapidly requiring fewer attentional resources (Munneke et al, 2013); and 

the PPA brain region responds only to scenes (Oliva & Torralba, 2006). The work in 

Chapter 2 determined: i) if scene stimuli can produce similar sized CIT effects seen 

in the literature; ii) whether scene stimuli differ from object stimuli in the RT-CIT; 

and iii) the susceptibility of scene-based RT-CITs to a physical countermeasure 

strategy.  

 Chapter 3. High profile criminal activity is often planned and carried out by 

groups of people with each member having individual roles and knowledge about the 

crime (Zheng, Messner, Lu & Deng, 1997). Group testing in the CIT is used to 

extract hidden information from crime groups (e.g., Elaad, 2016). However, the 

effects of social influence in group CIT testing, compared to individual testing, and 

what information each suspect has been exposed to, has yet to be systematically 

investigated. This topic is explored in Chapter 3 by having pairs of participants view 

a mock crime video from the 1st person perspective of two thieves carrying out a 

heist together. During this heist, the thieves encounter crime information together or 

individually before undergoing a physiological CIT either together or separately 

(Experiments 1-3). In the second part of Chapter 3, participant pairs are tested 

together in a group RT-CIT whilst concealing recognition of autobiographic scenes 
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(Experiment 4), before determining whether the group-based RT-CIT differed from 

individual testing (Experiment 5). Finally, the procedure in Experiment 2 is repeated 

but using an RT-CIT (Experiment 6).  

 Chapter 4. Deception is a social act; however, CITs are often administered 

with minimal social interaction. This is because theories from social psychology 

caution against using investigators who are knowledgeable about the crime when 

administering forensic assessments of witness or suspect memory (Rosenthal, 2002; 

Perlini & Silvaggio, 2007). However, other theories suggest using an investigator 

may be beneficial (Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 2010). Accordingly, in Chapter 

4, the effects of potential social influence by the investigator are explored. The work 

directly tests the impact of using a human investigator, blind to the suspects’ guilt, to 

administer a physiological CIT face-to-face to both guilty and innocent suspects. 

Guilty suspects only, watched a mock crime video, thereby encoding eight crime 

details which the human investigator knew. In Experiment 1 (within-subjects) and 

Experiment 2 (between subjects), either an investigator sat opposite the suspect 

asking each question, followed by presenting photographs of the stimuli in a 

structured CIT fashion, or a computer was used to present the CIT.  

 Chapter 5. Facilitating memory retrieval either through the use of CIT 

stimuli that closely match the encoded memory, or by matching encoding and 

retrieval modality (e.g. verbal or visual) has been shown to increase CIT detection 

(Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987; Rosenfeld, Ward, Frigo, Drapekin, & Labkovsky, 2015). 

In Chapter 5, participants are given a novel CIT in virtual reality where the mock 

crime details (two rooms and two objects) were presented as photo-realistic 3D, 1:1 

scaled models. This was compared against an equivalent CIT with 2D images 

presented instead. This was to determine: i) whether memory retrieval is superior in 
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VR compared to 2D images; and ii) whether a VR-CIT offers increased diagnosticity 

as a forensic memory detection test.  

 Chapter 6. Related to Chapter 5, the effects of memory in the CIT are 

explored; specifically, the effects of a long - and realistic - time delay between crime 

and CIT which has been shown to affect CIT detection (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 

2018). Participants were given a CIT, either within a week or approximately two 

months following a mock crime task, in which they were not explicitly instructed to 

remember any details. Following this experiment, an unplanned follow-up 

experiment was developed to explore the effects of gradually fading CIT image 

stimuli onto the screen in an attempt to simulate reduced recognition due to 

forgetting. 

 Chapter 7. Deception is important in the RT-CIT, as it is thought to 

contribute to the response inhibition experienced by guilty suspects when responding 

to the crime items. Verticality (relative positioning of stimuli in the vertical 

dimension) has been linked to various metaphoric associations such as high/up 

equating to positive/moral whereas low/down equals negative/immoral (Cian, 2017; 

Meier & Robinson, 2004; Crawford et al., 2006; Meier, Sellbom & Wygant, 2007). 

For guilty participants, crime items requiring a deceptive response are incompatible 

with concepts of positivity/moral and may therefore slow processing and RTs in the 

direction of the RT-CIT effect. Over three experiments this is explored by presenting 

image stimuli either at the top or bottom of the screen to determine whether 

verticality interacts positively with the RT-CIT. 

 Chapter 8. Motivation of the suspect to avoid detection appears to increase 

CIT detection rates (Meijer et al., 2014) but could also relate to whether 

countermeasures (attempts to fool the test) are used by the suspect, which 
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consequently tend to decrease the CIT effect (Meijer et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

stress during the CIT and a suspect’s self-perceived lying ability have also been 

shown to benefit CIT detection (Elaad, 2018). In many of the experiments conducted 

as part of this thesis, participants were given a questionnaire to complete following 

the CIT. These measured participants’ self-reported motivation to avoid detection, 

stress felt during the CIT, perceived performance at avoiding detection, and whether 

or not they used a countermeasure and if so what. Using this data, a mini meta-

analysis was conducted to explore these additional factors not considered in the 

previous chapters.  

 Chapter 9. Finally, concluding remarks, theoretical and practical insights are 

discussed, and further work recommended. 

 

Figure 1.5. Overarching research questions explored in this thesis and which CIT 

paradigms were used.  
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CHAPTER 2  

Seen this scene?  

Scene recognition in the reaction-time concealed information test 

 

Abstract 

Detecting a suspect’s recognition of a crime scene (e.g. a burgled room or a 

location visited for criminal activity) can be of great value during criminal 

investigations. Although it is established that the reaction-time Concealed 

Information Test (RT-CIT) can determine whether a suspect recognizes crime related 

objects, no research has tested whether this capability extends to the recognition of 

scenes. In Experiment 1, participants were given an autobiographic scene-based RT-

CIT. In Experiment 2, participants watched a mock crime video before completing 

an RT-CIT which included both scenes and objects. In Experiment 3, participants 

completed an autobiographic scene-based RT-CIT, with half instructed to perform a 

physical countermeasure. Overall, the findings showed that an equivalent RT-CIT 

effect can be found with both scene and object stimuli and that RT-CITs may not be 

susceptible to physical countermeasure strategies thereby increasing its real-world 

applicability. 
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Introduction 

A key objective in forensic science is to link a culprit(s) to the crime scene 

(Fisher, 2004). DNA matching, tread mark or fingerprint analysis can be used to 

establish a connection between the culprit and the crime, however, such physical 

evidence, is not always available or adequately preserved (Peterson, Sommers, 

Baskin, & Johnson, 2010). In these situations, evidence of a connection between the 

culprit and crime often remain solely within the culprit’s memory which the suspect 

will try to conceal. Information that a suspect may conceal recognition of include: i) 

Indoor or outdoor scenes of the crime, e.g., a room burgled; ii) Scenes which the 

culprit frequently visits to conduct criminal activity e.g., the transfer of illegal 

contraband; iii) Scenes where the culprit has hidden something or someone of 

interest e.g., a murder victim; iv) Scenes where the culprit has conducted 

reconnaissance for the purpose of planning criminal, military or terrorist activity; v) 

Protected facilities, e.g., government or military bases, accessed without 

authorization and; vi) Autobiographic scenes relating to locations that a person of 

interest denies recognizing e.g., schools, homes, workplaces. These are just some 

examples where detection of a culprit’s concealed recognition of relevant scenes 

would be beneficial.  

The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a cognitive test designed to 

determine whether a suspect is concealing knowledge of hidden crime information 

that only the culprit would recognize (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). Typically, the 

CIT determines a suspect’s hidden recognition of crime details via analysis of their 

physiological response (typically skin conductance) to crime items (probes) 

compared with their responses to non-crime control stimuli, (irrelevants). Compared 

with control items, crime items elicit larger skin conductance responses, indicating 
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an increased level of orienting, taken to indicate recognition, to those stimuli (for a 

review see Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar & Meijer, 2011). This physiology-based CIT is 

well established and frequently applied in real-world cases, namely within the 

Japanese criminal justice system (Osugi, 2011).  

An alternative, recently developed memory detection paradigm is the reaction 

time CIT (RT-CIT) which measures reaction times (RTs) instead of physiological 

responses. The RT-CIT relies on the idea that concealing knowledge of a crime 

requires inhibition of the truth leading to an overall slowing of responses made to 

crime-related items (see Verschuere, Suchotzki, & Debey, 2014). Compared to the 

physiological-CIT, the RT-CIT is less expensive, faster, easier to administer and 

analyze and does not require specialist training or equipment. The RT-CIT is an 

oddball task in which participants respond, using a keyboard, to a sequence of briefly 

presented stimuli. Each trial consists of the presentation of one of three types of 

stimulus: a crime (aka probe), a control (aka irrelevant), or a target item (Figure 2.1). 

Crime items are details that guilty a participant recognizes and control items are 

unrelated to the crime but are matched to crime items on relevant characteristics. For 

example, if the crime item was a set of bolt-cutters used to break a lock, control 

items would be equivalent tools such as a hacksaw or hammer. Participants are 

instructed to respond ‘No’ to indicate that they do not recognize either the crime or 

the control items. The third stimulus type are target items that the participant is 

shown before the test and are instructed to respond ‘Yes’ to and do not related to the 

crime information in question. Without these items, participants could simply 

respond ‘No’ on every trial without processing the stimuli. 
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Figure 2.1. Example of one block of 24 images in an RT-CIT containing four crime 

items (red and ‘P’) each with four controls (blue and ‘I’) and one target (green and 

‘T’). 
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Typically, guilty suspects are slower to respond ‘No’ (untruthfully), that they 

do not recognize a crime item, than they are to respond ‘No’ (truthfully), that they do 

not recognize a control item. It is proposed that this slowing reflects response 

inhibition experienced by participants whilst they resolve the conflict between 

recognizing an object yet reporting that they do not (Debey, Ridderinkhof, De 

Houwer, De Schryver, & Verschuere, 2015). Furthermore, this conflict sometimes 

results in an increased number of errors, for example, pressing ‘Yes’ to the crime 

items or ‘No’ to the target items (Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-

Shakhar, & Crombez, 2017). The target items serve no diagnostic role and are 

presented to ensure that participants process the stimuli and engage with the task. 

The RT-CIT can be as diagnostic as the physiological-based CIT, with a large effect 

size d = 1.05, and an AUC = .82 [.77 - .87 CI95%], i.e. 82% chance that it can 

distinguish between guilty and innocent suspects (Suchotzki et al., 2017; Meijer et 

al., 2016;).  

To date, RT-CIT studies have typically used word stimuli (Eom, Sohn, Park, 

Eum, & Sohn, 2016; Hu, Evans, Wu, Lee, & Fu, 2013; Kleinberg & Verschuere, 

2016; Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015; Noordraven & Verschuere, 2013; Seymour & 

Kerlin, 2008; Seymour, Seifert, Shafto, & Mosmann, 2000; Seymour & Fraynt, 

2009; Verschuere, Kleinberg & Theocharidou, 2015; Verschuere, Crombez, 

Degrootte, & Rosseel, 2010; Visu‐Petra, Miclea, & Visu‐Petra, 2012; Visu-Petra, 

Varga, Miclea, & Visu-Petra, 2013; and Visu-Petra, Miclea, Buş, & Visu-Petra, 

2014), with only a handful having used images. Moreover, those that have presented 

images have only used pictures of discrete objects that can be easily recognized and 

labeled (Visu-Petra, Jurje, Ciornei, & Visu-Petra, 2016; Varga, Visu-Petra, Miclea, 

& Visu-Petra, 2015; Suchotzki, Verschuere, Peth, Crombez, & Gamer, 2015). For 
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example, Visu-Petra and colleagues (2016) used images of objects (backpacks, 

watercolors, pencils, and erasers) to test the effectiveness of the RT-CIT in children. 

In studying the effects of emotional valence, social factors and individual differences 

in the RT-CIT, another study presented pictures of objects (e.g., ‘memory sticks’, 

‘laptop bag’, ‘mobile phone’, ‘wireless mouse’ and an ‘agenda’) and found that 

responses to crime and control items differed with a large effect size, Cohen’s d = 

1.05 (Varga et al., 2015). Similarly, another experiment used images of objects (e.g. 

‘50 euro note’, ‘laptops’, ‘CDs’, ‘markers’, ‘water crates’, ‘suitcase’ and so on) and 

again found that crime and control items differed with a large effect size, d = 1.24 

(Suchotzki et al., 2015). Clearly, images of objects can be used effectively in the RT-

CIT to detect deception. However, the detecting the concealed recognition of scenes 

might greatly assist investigations by linking the suspect to a crime scene rather than 

an object. The RT-CIT is one potential tool for achieving this, however, to the 

author’s knowledge the effectiveness of the RT-CIT for scene recognition has not 

been examined. However, this is not to say that scene stimuli have not been used in 

physiological-based CITs in both research and the field for example a recent study 

used scene stimuli in their CIT (Norman, Wade, Williams & Watson, 2020).  

Whilst there is extensive research on object recognition, (Ganis & Kutas, 

2003) the nature of scene memory and its underlying mechanisms are under debate 

(Oliva & Torralba, 2006; Behrmann & Plaut, 2013). However, it is clear that scenes 

differ from objects in terms of processing, encoding, and recognition, all of which 

could change their effectiveness within the RT-CIT (Behrmann & Plaut, 2013). For 

example, memory for scenes is remarkably robust with participants able to encode 

and recall thousands of scenes that are previously novel to them (Standing, 1973; 

Standing, Conezio, & Haber, 1970; Kent, Lamberts, & Patton, 2018). Furthermore, 
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whereas objects can be encoded in a single exposure, whole scenes are encoded into 

memory over several glances building the memory incrementally over time 

(Melcher, 2006). The requirement of incremental processing makes scene detection 

especially difficult within the RT-CIT if there has been insufficient time for full 

scene encoding during the crime. Another key object-scene difference is that scenes 

usually contain a complex mixture of objects and features that could capture 

attention in differing ways. Some attention-grabbing objects/features (e.g., people of 

objects in the scene) might not be related to the crime thus rendering those scene 

stimuli undiagnostic. Finally, compared to objects, scenes cannot always be easily 

semantically labeled, with those that can, e.g., a ‘beach’, being more familiar than 

those that cannot. Relatedly, scene recognition is possible even without being able to 

identify exactly what or where the scene is; Recognition Without Identification 

(Cleary & Reyes, 2009). RTs to scene stimuli are seldom compared with objects 

(Ganis & Kutas, 2003), despite being an important factor when considering the use 

of scenes in the CIT. Global scene information is believed to be processed rapidly 

and parallel to local object processing and requires fewer attentional resources than 

objects (Munneke, Brentari, & Peelen, 2013) with scene color processed very rapidly 

(~50ms, Wichmann, Sharpe & Gegenfurtner, 2002). This ability is potentially 

attributable to the Parahippocampal Place Area that appears to respond only to 

scenes and not to objects (Oliva & Torralba, 2006). This rapid initial understanding 

of a scene is called ‘scene gist’ and is achieved very quickly (20ms, Oliva & 

Torralba, 2006).  

Testing whether a suspect recognizes a scene can be beneficial and the RT-

CIT could be an appropriate test for doing so. However, as described there are 

differences in how scene and object stimuli are processed and the possible effects 
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this can have on response times and detection in the RT-CIT is currently untested. In 

the current study, Experiment 1 established whether scenes produce a comparable 

RT-CIT effect to those found for object stimuli in the literature. Participants 

completed an RT-CIT in which they were instructed to conceal knowledge of 

autobiographic University campus scenes. Experiment 2 compared scenes and 

objects by having participants watched a mock crime video before completing an 

RT-CIT that contained both object and scene stimuli. Experiment 3 tested the 

susceptibility of scene-based RT-CITs to a physical countermeasure strategy aimed 

at slowing response to control items. 
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Experiment 1: RT-CIT with scene stimuli 

Previous work has demonstrated that images of objects and scenes are 

processed, encoded and recognized differently and any of these factors could 

influence the effectiveness of scene stimuli in the RT-CIT. In Experiment 1, a scene-

based RT-CIT was tested to determine whether it produced a RT-CIT effect similar to 

that found for object-based RT-CITs. Using autobiographic scenes of the participants’ 

University campus, a scene-based RT-CIT was given to participants who were 

instructed to conceal recognition of their University.  

Method 

 Participants 

 Previous object image-based RT-CIT experiments have shown large CIT 

effect sizes ranging from d = 1.05 to 1.24 (Suchotzki et al., 2015; Varga et al., 2015; 

and Visu-Petra et al., 2016). Given this was the first reported scene-based RT-CIT, a 

smaller, but still large, effect size was estimated1. A power analysis using G*Power 

(Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), with an effect size of d = 0.8, and α = 0.05 

for a single group, suggested that 23 subjects would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. 

Thirty-six participants (25 women), aged between 18-32 years (Mean = 20.4, SD = 

2.8) were recruited through a University of Warwick online participant panel. 

Participants received £3 payment for taking part in the 30-minute testing session.  

 

 

 

 

1 On reflection our initial estimation of an RT-CIT effect size of d = 0.8 for scene 

stimuli may not have been optimal given our review of the literature suggested that the effect 

size for scene could be smaller than objects. Reassuringly however, a post-hoc power 

analysis, computed using the same parameters as above but using the resulting effect size 
found in this Experiment, estimated that a sample size of nine was enough. 
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Materials 

The image stimuli were photographs of scenes that typically contained 

landscapes, buildings, and other structures. The autobiographic images (‘crime’ 

items), were images of various scenes of the participants’ university campus. For 

each crime item, four matched control scene stimuli were sourced using Google’s 

Reverse Image Search function with the crime items as reference images. This 

resulted in a selection of structurally similar scenes based on low-level local features 

such as color, contrast/brightness, texture and shape at specific parts of the images 

(Chechik, Shalit, Sharma, & Bengio, 2009; Horváth, 2015). From this selection, we 

chose four control images based on their content similarity to the crime images. This 

allowed for the matching of appropriate control items for all crime scenes. In 

addition to the crime and control stimuli, five images of another University were 

used as target items. At the start of the study participants chose five scenes of their 

university campus, out of a selection of twenty, that they felt were most familiar to 

them which became the crime items. This was to ensure optimal encoding of these 

items prior to testing more ecologically valid scenarios. All images were open 

source, cropped to remove potential noise (e.g., people), were resampled to 1366 x 

768 pixels and presented full-screen on a 21” LCD monitor, 16:9 aspect ratio at a 

resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels (Figure 2.2). Participants sat approximately 40cm 

from the screen with the center of the screen at approximately eye level.  
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Figure 2.2. Examples of control, crime and target scenes used in Experiment 1. 
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The CIT 

The RT-CIT consisted of 450 images with 30 images (one block) repeated 15 

times. Each block of 30 images contained five CITs and each CIT consisted of six 

images: a crime item, a target, and four control items. There was a short break of 

3000ms after each block and a longer break of 30 seconds after every three blocks. 

The image duration was 800ms with a randomly selected inter-stimulus interval of 

either 500, 750 or 1500ms.2 Items within each block were presented sequentially in a 

random order with the constraint that two crime items could not occur consecutively. 

The targets were randomly presented within each block and did not change 

irrespective of what crime items were selected by participants. Target items were not 

analysed as they were only used to ensure participant engagement with the stimuli. 

The data from participants with error rates (i.e., pressing “Yes” to a crime item) 

above 50% were removed from further analysis as it is unlikely that they were 

following the task instructions. Responses faster than 200ms or slower than 800ms 

were removed, as recommended in the literature (Verschuere et al., 2015). Incorrect 

responses were also removed from the RT analysis. 

Procedure. Participants completed the experiment in a computer lab in two 

groups of 18. Participants were provided with an overview of the procedure, given 

the opportunity to ask questions and provided consent and demographic information. 

They were informed of their right to withdraw at any point without penalty or reason. 

Participants were then asked to imagine that they “are an undercover spy from 

 

 

2 Due to a technical error, the first half of the participants saw an extended inter-stimuli 

interval of 1000, 1500 or 3000ms (instead of 500, 750 or 1500ms). However, ISI length 

(intended vs. extended) did not interact with control and crime item RTs, F(1, 34) = 3.363, p 

= .075, or % error rates F(1, 34) = .114, p = .738, and therefore results were collapsed over 
ISI length. 
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Warwick University and have infiltrated New York University to steal their latest 

research. New York University Security suspects a mole and are therefore requiring 

all staff to sit a ‘lie detection test.’ Their ‘lie detection test’ assumes that spies will be 

slower to recognise and make more mistakes when they respond to images of New 

York University. They are also hoping to catch spies that accidentally respond “Yes” 

to images of Warwick University who they believe are the prime suspects.” 

Participants were then given five images of ‘New York University’ and told to 

memorise these to help them beat the lie detection test. Participants were then told 

that “during the ‘Lie Detection Test’ you will be shown a series of items of scenes. 

Many of these items will be unfamiliar to you except the ones relating to Warwick 

University (which you must keep secret) and the scenes of New York University 

which you have just memorised. Each image will appear for around 1 second with 

less than a second gap between them. Using the keyboard, please respond to these 

images as fast as you can making as few errors as possible! The question to consider 

for each image is ‘Do you recognise this scene?’” 

 Participants were instructed to press the LEFT KEY for “Yes” responses, i.e. 

New York University Images (targets), and the RIGHT KEY for “No” i.e. University 

of Warwick (crime items) and any other images (control items). Participants were 

given the opportunity to ask any questions before completing a practice test 

consisting of two blocks of trials (60 images). During the practice stage only, if the 

response was incorrect e.g. a “Yes” response to a crime item, the words “Wrong” 

were displayed until the start of the next trial. If a response time exceeded 800ms the 

words “Too Slow” were displayed until the start of the next trial. Participants were 

aware that this information would not be provided following the practice stage. 
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Participants then completed the main test followed by debriefing. All studies were 

approved by the departmental ethics committee at the authors’ institution. 

Results 

Reaction Times. No participant's data were removed due to error rates above 

50%. Including target items, trials that exceeded the response deadline (1.3%), were 

faster than 200ms (0.19%) and incorrect trials (3.61%) were removed from the analysis 

(incorrect responses are used for the error analysis). Mean correct RTs were calculated 

for crime and control items for each participant and overall means are shown in Figure 

2.3. A paired t-test on Item Type revealed that RTs were significantly slower for crime 

items compared to the control items, t(35) = 8.87, p < .001, d = 1.48, (MD = 29.4).  

Error Rates. Error rates were low overall (Mean = 1.34%, SD = 2.35 and 

Mean = 0.97%, SD = 2.47 for crime and control items respectively) and did not differ 

significantly, t(35) = 1.26, p = .215, d = .279, (MD = .926).  

 

Figure 2.3. Experiment 1. Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type.  
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the efficiency of detection, signal detection analysis was used to 

determine the degree of separation between the participants in our experiment who 

were considered ‘guilty’ and an equivalent innocent group. First, responses to each 

trial from each guilty participant were converted to within-subjects standardised 

scores (z-scores) (Ben-Shakhar, 1985). Given no innocent participants were tested, 

data for innocent participants were simulated by the standard method used in the CIT 

literature (e.g. Carmel, Dayan, Naveh, Raveh, & Ben-Shakhar, 2003; Visu-Petra et al, 

2013; and Meijer, Smulders, Johnston, & Merckelbach, 2007). This approach 

assumes that innocent participants, not knowledgeable about the crime item, respond 

in the same manner to all items. Therefore, the procedure for simulating innocent 

participant data involves drawing random RTs from a standard normal distribution. 

This is conducted for each trial with one trial in five then randomly chosen to 

represent the simulated crime item. Once calculated for each participant, an ROC 

was generated to approximate the signal detection using within-subject scored RT-

CIT effect (crime minus control item) for the ‘guilty’ group and for the normalized 

simulated ‘innocent’ group. ROCs are based on a comparison of two detection score 

distributions, where detection score of guilty was defined as the mean normalized 

difference between crime and control items and the detection score of innocents was 

similarly defined but using the simulated crime and control responses.  

As shown in Figure 2.4, the curve is close to the upper left-hand corner of the 

ROC, which indicates a high overall accuracy (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). The area 

under this curve (AUC) allows an objective measure of the accuracy trade-off 

between the test sensitivity and specificity. An AUC = 0.5 suggests no discrimination 

(chance level), 0.7-0.8 is considered fair, 0.8-0.9 is considered excellent, and 0.9+ is 
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considered outstanding (Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). In our scene-

based RT-CIT the AUC = .919 indicating an outstanding diagnostic test (Figure 2.4) 

and meshed with the large group level effect size d = 1.93. Note that this effect size is 

the between-subjects effect size for guilty verses innocent participants as opposed to 

the within-subject mean RT difference between crime and control items for guilty 

participants. 

 

Figure 2.4. Experiment 1. Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants 
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Discussion 

The finding from this experiment suggests that scene stimuli can be as 

effective as object picture stimuli when used within an RT-CIT. To our knowledge, 

this is the first attempt to experimentally test scene stimuli in the RT-CIT, however, 

there are some limitations. First, the scenes used represented autobiographic details 

which would rarely be used in a field setting. Second, participants were given the 

choice of five out of a set of twenty scenes to act as the crime item. Clearly this 

limits the generalizability of these initial findings as, in a field CITs, participants 

would not have this choice. This compromise on ecological validity was chosen to 

ensure maximal encoding of these scenes had taken place to allow for initial testing 

of the scene-based RT-CIT under optimal conditions.  

 Despite a large effect based on RT differences, there was no CIT effect for 

error rates. Some studies have found differences in error rates for crime and control 

items however this is not always the case (Visu-Petra et al, 2016; Hu et al, 2013; 

Noordraen & Verschuere, 2015). In Experiment 1, the lack of error rate CIT effect 

could be caused by the relatively low overall error rates obtained in our study 

(approximately 3.6%). Alternatively, the lack of an error rate effect might be due to 

our use of scene stimuli; further study could clarify this. Finally, although our 

findings suggest that scene stimuli allow for a diagnostic RT-CIT, they do not 

directly tell us whether there is a difference between scene and object-based RT-

CITs. Accordingly, in Experiment 2 this is investigated by presenting participants 

with a mock crime video (rather than relying on autobiographical memory) 

containing both scene and object stimuli allowing a direct comparison between the 

two. 
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Experiment 2: Scenes vs. objects in RT-CITs 

Experiment 1 validated the use of scenes as stimuli in the RT-CIT. However, 

the scene images were autobiographic in nature and scene stimuli were not directly 

compared with object stimuli. To address these issues, in Experiment 2, participants 

watched a mock crime video before completing an RT-CIT that contained both object 

and scene images. The use of a mock crime video technique not only allowed a 

mixture of object and scene crime items to be tested but also allowed scene stimuli to 

be tested in a more realistic context, thereby increasing generalizability.  

Method 

Participants 

Initially the number of participants from Experiment 1 was simply increased 

for Experiment 2 to account for the reduced reliability as a result of halving the 

number of trials to account for the additional within subject condition i.e. object 

stimuli. Furthermore, due to use of an undergraduate participant pool for course 

credit, control over the exact number of participants was limited. Forty-four 

participants (38 women, aged 18-21, Mean = 18.8, SD = 0.8) were recruited from an 

Undergraduate Psychology course and took part in the 30-minute testing session in 

return for course credit3.  

 

 

 

 

3 Given no previous literature on a possible scene-object RT-CIT difference the 

authors referred to a previous study which, during a post-hoc analysis, found no significant 

difference between object and scene stimuli in the physiological CIT (Norman et al., 2020). 

Analysis of that data revealed no significant interaction between Item (Crime vs Control) and 

Stimuli (Object vs Scene) and a medium effect size of, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .046. A post-hoc power 

analysis using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007), the effect size above, and α = 0.05 for a repeated 

measures ANOVA, suggested that 46 subjects would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. 
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Materials 

Instead of the autobiographic scenes of the University campus used in 

Experiment 1, a three-minute, 1st person perspective mock crime video was shown to 

participants (Figure 2.5). In the following text-based description of the video italics 

indicate crime items. Participants (observing from the perspective of the thief) 

identified a locked bike outside the Humanities building entrance. The participants 

covered up a nearby CCTV camera using shaving foam and then used bolt cutters to 

break the bike lock. The culprit then met an accomplice in a multi-story carpark to 

hand over the bike for cash. Four matched control items were selected for each crime 

item (Figure 2.6). For Target items (highlighted), a false alibi was constructed: “It 

wasn’t me who committed that crime as I was with my friend at his home gardening 

all day. We only left his house to buy some garden clippers and weed killer from a 

nearby DIY store.”. Therefore, in total there were two object crime items and two 

scene crime items each with four controls and one target. The remaining 

experimental set up was the same as Experiment 1. 
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Figure 2.5. Key events in the 1st person-perspective mock crime video that guilty 

suspects view (crime items in italics). 
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Figure 2.6. All scene and object images used in Experiment 2. 
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The CIT 

The RT-CIT of Experiment 1 was used except that there were 360 images 

were presented in 15 blocks of 24 images. Each block consisted of four CITs, (two 

object CITs and two scene CITs), with each CIT containing a crime item, target, and 

four control images (Figure 2.6). Image order was randomised with the exception 

that crime images were always preceded by control images and each block always 

started with a control item. 

Procedure 

Participants were provided with an overview of the study procedure, given 

the opportunity to ask questions and then provided consent and demographic 

information. Participants were informed of their right to withdraw at any point 

without penalty or reason. Participants were then told “You’ll now watch a three 

minute, 1st person perspective, mock crime video, of a thief, (you!) stealing a bicycle 

from outside the humanities building on campus. It’s really important you pay 

attention throughout and really try to imagine yourself as the person whose 

perspective you’re seeing in the video. There will also be a memory test at the end.” 

Participants then put on headphones and watched the mock crime video. Following 

the video, participants were asked to “Now imagine you have been contacted by the 

local police station and have been informed that you are now a potential suspect in a 

recent crime. They explain that during their investigation they would like to 

administer a lie detection test to all potential suspects to help narrow down their 

investigation. The lie detection test will use the crime images below which you 

should now recognize from the video”. Participants were then shown the four crime 

images that would be used in the test to ensure sufficient encoding (note this would 
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not be appropriate in an applied setting however was done to ensure optimal 

encoding).  

Participants were then told, “You have asked your good friend to be a false 

alibi for the time of the events and you have told the police this alibi story...” 

Participants were then given their false alibi and four images related to it to 

remember. Participants were then told: “During the ‘Lie Detection Test’ you will be 

shown a series of items consisting of objects and scenes. Many of these items will be 

unfamiliar to you except the ones relating to the crime you just ‘committed’ (in the 

video) and the Alibi items you have just memorised. Each image will appear for 

around 1 second with less than a second gap between them. Using the keyboard, 

please respond to these images as fast as you can making as few errors as possible! 

The question to bear in mind for every image is: “Do you recognise this item?”. 

Participants were instructed to press the LEFT KEY for “Yes” responses, that is, 

False Alibi Images (targets), and the RIGHT KEY for “No”, that is, Mock Crime 

Images (crime items) and any other random Images (control items). The remaining 

instructions were the same as in Experiment 1 until after the RT-CIT when 

participants completed a short memory check and were asked to rate how immersive 

they found the mock crime video on a Likert scale of 1 (not immersive) to 6 (highly 

immersive). Finally, participants were debriefed. 
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Results 

No participant data were removed from the analysis due to error rates above 

50%. Including target items, trials that exceeded the response deadline (1.6%), were 

faster than 200ms (0.36%) and incorrect responses (5.0%) were removed from the 

analysis (Incorrect responses were used for the error analysis). 

Manipulation Checks. Participants rated the first-person perspective crime 

video as immersive, with a mean rating of 4.2 out of 6 (SD = 0.93). When asked to 

identify the correct crime items, 40 out of the 44 (91%) participants correctly 

recalled all crime-relevant items with the other four participants forgetting one item 

each. 

Reaction Times. A 2 (Image Type: Object vs Scene) × 2 (Item Type: Control 

vs. Crime) within-subjects ANOVA on the mean correct RTs revealed a significant 

main effect of Image type, F(1, 43) = 14.8, p < .001, MSE = 10031, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .256, (RT-

CIT effect was d = .784 collapsed over Image type) and of Item type, F(1, 43) = 26.5, 

p < .001, MSE = 16885, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .381. As shown in Figure 2.7, RTs were slower overall 

with scene stimuli than with object stimuli and were slower on crime trials than on 

control stimulus trials. The Image type × Item type interaction type was not 

significant, F(1, 43) = .102, p = .751, MSE = 41.1, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .002.  
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Figure 2.7. Experiment 2 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type and Image 

Type.  

Bayesian Analysis. Where frequentist analysis reveals a non-significant 

difference, the Bayes factor BF01 is sometimes reported to quantify the degree to 

which the data support the null hypothesis (Wagenmakers et al, 2018). Therefore, to 

further assess the interaction between Image type and Item type reported above, the 

RT-CIT effect (the difference between the crime and control item) was compared for 

both scene and object stimuli using a Bayes t-test with JASP software (JASP Team, 

2018). With a default Cauchy prior width of 0.7 this revealed a BF01 of 5.8, implying 

‘substantial evidence for the null hypothesis’ (Jefferys, 1961). This suggests that 

scenes and objects produce an equivalent CIT effect. 

Errors. A 2 (Image type: object vs scene) × 2 (Item type: Control item vs. 

crime item) within-subjects ANOVA on mean error rates revealed a significant main 

effect of Item type, F(1, 43) = 6.28, p = .016, MSE = 65.2, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .127, but not for 

Image type, F(1, 43) = .412, p = .524, MSE = 11.3, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .009. As shown in Figure 
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2.8, error rates were higher for crime trials than for control stimulus trials but there 

was no difference between scene and object stimuli. The Image type × Item type 

interaction was not significant, F(1, 43) = .166, p = .686, MSE = 8.39, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .004. A 

Bayes t-test calculated using the crime-control item differences for objects and 

scenes revealed a BF01 of 5.7, implying ‘substantial evidence for the null hypothesis’. 

 

Figure 2.8. Experiment 2 - Mean % errors as a function of Item Type and Image 

Type. 

Signal Detection Analysis 

Using the same procedure as Experiment 1, a signal detection analysis was 

conducted for all participants using their RT responses for both scene, AUC = .696 

and d = .728 and object stimuli, AUC = .709 and d = .791 (Figure 2.9). Note that 

collapsed over Image type AUC = .746 and d = 1.01. 
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Figure 2.9. Experiment 2 - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants 

Discussion 

In Experiment 2, both scene and object stimuli were used from a mock crime 

video thereby allowing a direct contrast between stimulus type and removing the 

reliance on autobiographic memory as used in Experiment 1. The main finding was 

that, once again, scene stimuli successfully elicited an RT-CIT effect. Moreover, a 

Bayesian analysis indicated that scenes and objects were equivalent in terms of 

producing crime-control item RT differences. Signal detection analysis based on the 

RT data revealed a lower AUC in Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1, likely 

due to both the smaller number of crime items used in Experiment 2 (four instead of 

five) (Meijer et al., 2014) and the use of the mock crime stimuli compared to 

autobiographic. A secondary finding was that participants responded more slowly to 

scenes than to objects. This suggests that scenes may be more cognitively demanding 

to process, perhaps because they are made up of multiple objects and have a 
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generally higher complexity than pictures of isolated, single objects. In any case, the 

finding of an equivalent crime-control difference for pictures of objects and scenes 

suggests that this overall difference between scenes and objects does not impair the 

effectiveness of the test. 

In contrast to Experiment 1, the RT-CIT effect was found for both RTs and 

error rates. This may be due to the higher number of errors in Experiment 2 

compared to Experiment 1 (3.6% and 5.0% respectively, p = .042). Thus, the overall 

difficulty of the task may determine whether or not an RT-CIT effect is expressed in 

error rates as well as in RT measures. Either way, these findings indicate that 

although errors can be useful in detecting ‘guilty’ participants, they may be a less 

reliable measure than RT-based data. In Experiment 3 we test the robustness of the 

RT-CIT to countermeasures. 

This experiment sought to determine whether there were any differences in 

the RT-CIT effect between object and scene stimuli under optimal conditions. 

Therefore, to reduce the chance of participants not adequately encoding the mock 

crime items they were briefly reminded of the key crime information i.e. the crime 

items after the mock crime video. Of course, this would not be possible in a real CIT 

as it would compromise innocent, unknowledgeable participants.  

Overall, the first-person perspective mock crime video was rated as 

immersive and resulted in 91% of participants being able to recall all crime items, 

which consisted of two scenes and two objects. However, the use of the mock crime 

video in this experiment, although practical, is unlikely to mimic scene encoding in 

the real world given the scale and encoding duration. It is possible that any 

differences between object and scenes before more apparent when encoding in done 

in a real-world crime. Nevertheless, this was indirectly examined in a previous study 
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where participants did encoding both objects and scene in the real-world before 

undergoing a physiological-based CIT – this also revealed no significant difference 

in the CIT effect (Norman et al., 2020). However, in both the current study and the 

one by Norman and colleagues, no delay between encoding and testing were 

introduced. These experimental compromises clearly limit the ecological validity of 

this work and therefore further work would be advisable.  

Finally, although this experiment did not reveal any significant difference in 

the RT-CIT effect between object and scene stimuli it is worth considering potential 

confounding variables. Scenes and objects can differ in saliency and saliency is 

known to modulation the CIT. Previous work (e.g., Kleinberg and Verschuere, 2015, 

see also klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & Ben-Shakhar, 2017; Jokinen, 

Santtila, Ravaja & Puttonen, 2006) has shown that items with higher personal 

salience (e.g., country of origin or birthday) produce a larger reaction time CIT effect 

than less personally salient stimuli (e.g., favorite color or animal). Therefore, it is 

possible that scene stimuli may in fact result in a differing RT-CIT effect to objects 

but that this effect is not seen in this study due to differences in item-specific 

saliency which was not control in this work. Further work controlling for this 

possible modulating factor would be beneficial. 
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Experiment 3: The effect of countermeasures on the RT-CIT 

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that scene stimuli are no different to object 

stimuli in their ability to generate a CIT effect. However, in both experiments 

participants were not instructed to use any form of countermeasure strategy (a 

strategy to try to fool the test and elicit a false negative result). One would expect 

guilty suspects in the real world to attempt to use some form of countermeasure 

strategy to avoid detection and, arguably, this could be simple to perform in an RT 

deception test (Gronau, Ben-Shakhar, & Cohen, 2005). Steps to mitigate against 

countermeasure strategies are therefore frequently used in standard RT-CIT 

procedures. For example, a response deadline of 800ms is used to prevent 

participants from intentionally delaying responses to control items and therefore 

negating the CIT-effect. Furthermore, target items that require a different response 

(“Yes”) to crime and control items are used to ensure that participants are engaging 

with each stimulus as presented. If they were not, then this would yield a high error 

rate suggesting that the participant is either not paying attention or attempting some 

form of countermeasure. 

A handful of studies have consider the effects of countermeasures on 

deception tasks similar to the RT-CIT. Ganis and colleagues (2011) gave twenty-six 

participants an fMRI-based RT-CIT, using word stimuli, and instructed them to 

covertly move the left index, middle finger, and toe to three out of the four control 

items during the CIT. The idea was that this might increase the RTs for control items 

and thus reduce the difference between the crime and control stimuli neutralizing the 

RT-CIT effect. The countermeasures were effective in increasing RTs to control items 

compared with crime items resulting in a negative RT-CIT effect (MD = -313ms, SE 

= 74). Compared to the control group (MD = 60ms, SE = 54) this suggested a large 
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countermeasure effect size, d = 1.73 for the RT differences with a similar result 

found for the f-MRI measure, 𝜂𝑝
2 = 0.94.  

In another study, Huntjens, Verschere, and McNally (2012) presented a word-

based autobiographic RT-CIT to a control group, countermeasure-instructed (“do not 

respond any faster or slower to the crime items”) group, and a dissociative identity 

disorder patient group (n = 27, 23 and 11 respectively). They found no difference 

between the control and countermeasure group, who still showed a crime-control 

item difference (d = .48). However, in Huntjens and colleagues' (2012) study, 

participants were simply instructed not to respond any faster or slower to crime items 

which, without further instruction is unlikely to have been a sufficient 

countermeasure strategy.  

An ERP-based CIT, using word stimuli (Mertens & Allen, 2008) tested 

seventy-nine participants across five conditions: control, innocent, and three 

countermeasure instructed groups. Countermeasure instructed groups were given 

directions to: “think about being slapped by a bully” (Group 1), “apply pressure to 

the toe” (Group 2) and “think about being slapped by a bully after the first distracter, 

tightening of the sphincter muscle after the second, distracter, applying pressure to 

toes after the third distracter, and not responding at all to the fourth distracter” 

(Group 3). Although this study found countermeasure differences for EPR amplitude 

and latency, the behavioral RT data only showed a countermeasure effect for Group 

3. Note however that all other groups still showed a significant RT-CIT effect.  

In another ERP-based CIT study, with a reaction time measure and also using 

word stimuli (Rosenfeld, Soskins, Bosh & Ryan, 2004), thirty-three participants were 

asked to perform covert tasks when control items were presented. The covert act 

were i) pressing the left forefinger, ii) pressing the left middle finger, iii) wiggling the 
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big toe in the left shoe, iv) wiggling the big toe in the right shoe, and v) imagining 

the experimenter slapping the participant. Compared to a control group where 91% 

of participants were correctly classified based on their RTs, only 45% of the 

countermeasure instructed group were demonstrating a significant countermeasure 

effect. Rosenfeld and colleagues found a significant difference between RT 

differences (crime minus control) for their guilty (no countermeasure) and 

countermeasure group, t(10) = 2.19, p < .05, suggesting a large countermeasure 

effect size d = .932.  

Finally, using an Autobiographical Implicit Association Test (aIAT), one 

study found that 39-78% of its eighteen guilty participants were able to remain 

undetected by being informed on how the aIAT works and instructing participants to 

slow down in the confession-true task (Verschuere, Prati & Houwer, 2009). Other the 

three experiments, participants given countermeasure instructions could significantly 

lower their test score to appear innocent (average countermeasure d = .98). The 

studies described suggest that countermeasures can be effective in reducing 

detection, however few studies have tested the impact of countermeasures in RT-CIT 

tasks that do not also use ERPs or fMRI (see Suchotzki et al., 2017, for a small meta-

analysis of these). Furthermore, none of the above studies have tested the 

susceptibility of scene stimuli to countermeasures.   

Accordingly, in Experiment 3, a physical countermeasure strategy was tested 

in a scene-based RT-CIT. The most obvious approach to reduce the RT-CIT effect, 

i.e. the difference in RT’s between crime and control items, is to slow responses to 

the irrelevant items. As described there are difference approaches to this broadly 

categorized as either mental or physical countermeasure strategies. In this experiment 

we chose a simple and easy to perform physical countermeasure that requires little 
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practice - press upon or wiggle a toe to every control item. Indeed, this had been used 

in a previous experiments (e.g. Rosenfeld et al, 2004; Mertens & Allen, 2008). 

Previous research has shown that reaction times slow with increased motor response 

complexity (Henry & Rogers, 1960; Anson, 1982; Klapp, 2010). By preforming an 

additional task i.e. pressing a toe, for control items only, RT’s should increase 

thereby reducing the RT-CIT effect.  

Method 

Participants 

Guided by the literature described above, the average RT countermeasure 

effect (the difference in RT-CIT effect between control and countermeasure groups), 

when found, was large d = 1.03. Assuming a large countermeasure effect, a power 

analysis using G*Power, with an effect size of d = 0.8, and α = 0.05 for a single 

group, suggested that 42 subjects per group would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. 

Ninety-eight participants (58 women and 4 undisclosed, aged between 18 - 42, Mean 

= 22.7, SD = 5.1), 44 per group, were recruited through a University online 

participant panel at the authors’ institution and took part in the 30-minute testing 

session in return for £3 payment. Participants were assigned to each condition based 

on the experiment session they signed up to (four sessions with approximately 

twenty places were available). During sign up and during the experiment session 

participants were unaware of which group they were in. 

Procedure 

The materials, RT-CIT, and procedure for the control group were identical to 

those of Experiment 1. For the countermeasure group, participants were told how the 

RT-CIT worked and instructed to “perform a toe-tap or a toe wriggle when 

responding to unfamiliar images” to try and fool the test. To ensure that participants 
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were indeed carrying out the instructed countermeasure, the experimenter visually 

observed participants during the experiment.  

Results 

The data from two participants were removed from all analyses due to errors 

rates greater than 50% (58% and 89% from the control and countermeasure condition 

respectively) and one participant from the countermeasure group due to a technical 

error with the program. Of the remaining participants, trials (including target items) 

that exceeded the response deadline (2.3%), were faster than 200ms (0.73%) and 

incorrect (7.38%) were removed from the analysis (incorrect responses were used for 

the error analysis). 

Reaction Times. Mean correct RTs were analyzed using a 2 (Item Type: 

crime item vs. control item) × 2 (Condition: control vs. countermeasure) mixed-

ANOVA with Item Type as the within-subjects factor and Condition as the between-

subjects factor. This revealed a significant main effect of Item Type, F(1, 93) = 

112.2, p < .001, MSE = 34623, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .547, (RT-CIT effect was d = 1.1 collapsed over 

condition) with RTs on crime item trials longer than those on control item trials 

(Figure 2.10) However, neither the main effect of Condition, F(1, 93) = .15, p = .696, 

MSE = 2178, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .004, nor the Condition × Item Type interaction, F(1, 93) = .02, p 

= .882, MSE = 3.14, 𝜂𝑝
2  ≈ .0, approached significance. A Bayes t-test was computed 

to evaluate the difference between the countermeasure and control condition using 

the crime item/control item RT difference. This revealed a BF01 value of 4.6 implying 

‘substantial’ evidence for the null hypothesis suggesting that the countermeasure was 

ineffective.  

Error Analysis. A 2 (Condition: Control vs. Countermeasure) × 2 (Item 

Type: Control item vs. Crime item) repeated-measures ANOVA on the mean error 
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rates revealed no main effect of Item Type, F(1, 93) = .061, p = .805, MSE = 1.52, 𝜂𝑝
2  

= .001, or Condition, F(1, 93) = 1.35, p = .101, MSE = 430, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .029. Mean error 

rates for all trials were low (M = 5.76) with no difference between the Control and 

Countermeasure groups. The Condition × Item Type interaction was not significant, 

F(1, 93) = 1.35, p = .248, MSE = 33.4, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .014. A Bayesian t-test calculated using 

the crime item-control item differences for both Conditions revealed a BF01 of 2.6, 

implying ‘anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis’. 

 

Figure 2.10. Experiment 3 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type and 

Countermeasure Condition.  

Signal Detection Analysis 

Using the same procedure as in Experiments 1 and 2, a signal detection 

analysis was conducted for both the countermeasure, AUC = .808 and d = 1.14, and 

control group, AUC = .878 and d = 1.52,  using a simulated innocent group (Figure 

2.11). Note that collapsed over condition, AUC = .843 and d = 1.33. 
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Figure 2.11. Experiment 3 - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants 

 

Discussion 

As in Experiments 1 and 2, scene stimuli produced a robust RT-CIT effect. 

However, of most interest, Experiment 3 tested the susceptibility of the scene-based 

RT-CIT to a physical countermeasure strategy; specifically, participants were asked 

to “perform a toe-tap or a toe wriggle when responding to unfamiliar images”. The 

logic behind this type of countermeasure is that performing an additional task on 

control stimulus trials might increase the RTs on those trials thus reducing the RT 

difference between crime and control stimuli; hence reducing the RT-CIT effect. 

There is currently little work specifically investigating the effects of countermeasures 

on the RT-CIT (Suchotzki et al., 2017). The findings in this experiment suggest that 

there was no difference between the control and countermeasure group in terms of 
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the crime-control RT difference - this lack of difference was supported by a Bayesian 

analysis.  

The findings to mesh with those of Huntjens and colleagues (2012) who 

likewise found countermeasures to be ineffective (although arguably their study did 

not provide adequate countermeasure instruction). However, the current findings 

contrast with those from ERP (Mertens & Allen, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2004), and 

fMRI (Ganis et al., 2011) and aIAT (Verschuere, Prati & Houwer, 2009) studies in 

which countermeasures were influential. The differences may be explained by the 

fact that, as in the study by Huntjens and colleagues (2012), the current experiment 

used a standard RT-CIT procedure. In contrast, the methodologies for an ERP, aIAT, 

fMRI-based CIT are quite different in terms of the stimulus duration time, 

interstimulus interval and the use of additional physiological measurements which 

requires the participant having to remain stationary throughout the experiment.  
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General Discussion 

Determining whether a suspect recognizes crime-related information can be 

valuable and may be achieved using the RT-CIT. A substantial body of research has 

already established that the RT-CIT can be an effective means of revealing a 

suspect’s knowledge when word stimuli are used. A smaller number of studies have 

also established that the RT-CIT works with images of discrete objects (Visu-Petra et 

al., 2016; Varga et al., 2015; Suchotzki et al., 2015). However, as well as objects, 

crime-related information can also take the form of scenes related to criminal 

activity. Linking a suspect with a crime scene will extend the range of situations in 

which the RT-CIT can be successfully applied. Importantly, knowledge of such 

scenes could not be easily tested by the presentation of a single word (or a limited 

number of words), nor by presenting images of single discrete objects. Although we 

know that the RT-CIT can determine whether a suspect recognizes one or more 

crime-related objects, the present study is the first to apply the test to the recognition 

of crime-related scenes. 

At first glance, one might expect that scenes would work in an RT-CIT just as 

well as images of single objects. Indeed, this appears to be the case when using the 

physiological-base CIT (Norman et al., 2020). However, as detailed in the 

Introduction, due to differences in the way in which scenes and objects are encoded 

and processed we might expect the RT-CIT effect to differ between them. For 

example; scenes require encoding into memory over several glances (Melcher, 2006), 

scene recognition is possible without complete identification (Cleary & Reyes, 

2009), scene information is processed rapidly requiring fewer attentional resources 

than objects (Munneke et al, 2013), and the PPA brain region responds only to scenes 

and not to objects (Oliva & Torralba, 2006). Clearly, there are reasons to question 
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whether the RT-CIT will be effective (or at least as effective) with scene-based 

stimuli than with object-based stimuli. Furthermore, scenes typically contain many 

objects and focusing on a single object, either during the ‘crime’ or at the test phase, 

might reduce the extent to which the RT-CIT can detect differences between the 

crime and control items if those objects are different. Similarly, limits in attentional 

capacity might reduce what is remembered from a scene at both encoding and 

retrieval phase. In addition, scenes may well contain more simple, global features 

(Oliva & Torralba, 2006) which might interfere with the processing of the deeper 

meaning of the scene. This could again have an effect at the encoding stage if 

participants simply encode and remember the gist of a scene.  

Nonetheless, despite these concerns, a robust RT-CIT effect was obtained 

across a variety of scene-based stimuli in the three experiments. Specifically, 

responses to crime items were slower than to control items when either 

autobiographic or more recent memory was tested, and the difference between crime 

and control responses was equivalent to those obtained with object-based stimuli. 

Overall this study suggests that RT-CIT effect sizes (d = .784 to 1.48) for scene 

stimuli were similar to those obtained in previous RT-CIT studies which used 

pictures of objects, (d = 1.05 to 1.24, Visu-Petra et al., 2016; Varga et al., 2015; 

Suchotzki et al., 2015) and words (d = 1.05 [.93 - 1.17, CI95%], Suchotzki et al., 

2017). Consequently, this meant that RT-CIT diagnosticity (AUC = .746 - 919) was 

also similar to those reported (AUC = .82 [.77 - .87, CI95%], Meijer et al., 2016). 

These findings also suggest that the scene-based RT-CIT may be robust to at 

least one simple-to-implement countermeasure – a covert manual movement when 

responding to control stimuli. In the current study, it appears that making an 

additional physical movement did not interfere with the basic difference between RTs 
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to crime and control items. It is, of course, possible that participants simply did not 

apply the countermeasure, although this was monitored by an experimenter. 

However, the finding of a trend for error rates to be higher in the countermeasure 

condition than in the control condition provides some, albeit relatively weak, 

evidence that participants were experiencing a higher cognitive load, consistent with 

them attempting to implement the countermeasure. The lack of an effect of the 

countermeasure is consistent with some initial findings (Huntjens et al., 2012) 

although inconsistent with others (Mertens & Allen, 2008; Ganis et al., 2011; 

Rosenfeld et al., 2004; Verschuere et al., 2009). However, as noted earlier, there 

appears to be large methodological differences between the studies that have found 

countermeasures to be effective and those that have not. Determining which 

countermeasures are effective and under what conditions will be a useful goal for 

future research. In conclusion, the findings from this study suggest that the RT-CIT 

can be successfully applied to the recognition of scenes and produces an equivalent 

effect size to object-based tests. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Partners in crime:  

Group testing increases the detection of concealed information for 

crime collaborators 

 

Abstract 

High profile criminal activity is often planned and carried out by groups, with each 

member having individual roles and knowledge about the crime. The Concealed 

Information Test (CIT) can determine whether suspects recognize specific crime 

information and has been applied to groups to extract hidden information. However, 

interactions between group CIT testing, and whether crime information is shared 

among the group or not, requires investigation. In this study, pairs of participants 

encoded either shared or non-shared crime information, before undergoing a CIT 

either together or separately. The skin conductance CIT effect was larger when 

participants concealed shared information versus non-shared information, in the 

presence of their partners. No such effect, and potentially a reserve effect, was 

present for a participant tested separately. These initial findings suggest that the 

extent of crime knowledge within a group is important when applying group-based 

CITs for identifying specific group knowledge. *Following the findings from part 1 

of this study, in part 2 a group-based reaction time CIT was tested (Experiment 4) 

before comparing group and individual RT-CIT detection (Experiment 5). Finally, the 

effects of shared knowledge were tested in an RT-CIT (Experiment 6) using the 

stimuli from Experiment 2 - no benefit was found for group testing in the RT-CIT.  
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Introduction 

 High profile criminal or terrorist activity is often carried out by groups of 

people and is typically more damaging compared to crimes committed alone (Zheng, 

Messner, Lu & Deng, 1997). For example, in 2015, four men planned and carried out 

a heist of the Hatton Garden Safe Deposit Company, UK, stealing around £200 

million (Lashmar & Hobbs, 2018). Considering terrorism as another example, a 

small group of men was directly involved in the planning and execution of both the 

2005 London bombings and the 2017 London Bridge attack. Crimes planned and 

committed by groups, typically constituting two to four members (Hodgson, 2007), 

account for around 10-17% of all offences (Vernham, Granhag & Mac Giolla, 2016) 

and this is on the rise (van Mastrigt & Farrington, 2011). 

 Despite this, deception research has focused largely on detecting lies in 

individual suspects (Vernham et al., 2016). This may be unsurprising given that most 

crimes are committed alone, and in practice, police are advised not to interview co-

offenders together. Furthermore, interviewing groups of suspects introduces 

additional social and cognitive factors making deception detection theoretically and 

practically complex. Nevertheless, researchers have begun to conduct group 

deception research which has revealed new deceptive cues not normally found when 

interviewing suspects alone (Vernham et al., 2016). For example, lying pairs have 

been found to be more consistent between themselves compared to truthful pairs – a 

deception cue not found for individual liars (Granhag, Strömwall & Jonssonet, 

2003). Furthermore, truthful pairs have been found to look more at each other during 

an interview compared to lying pairs who instead make more eye contact with the 

interviewer (Jundi et al., 2013). Clearly, initial work in group deception detection is 

promising. 
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 The Concealed Information Test (CIT), is a memory detection test used to 

determine whether a suspect recognizes information about a crime that only the 

perpetrator(s) should know (Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar, & Meijer, 2011). Research 

demonstrates that, through measuring physiological responses (e.g. skin 

conductance) or using reaction times (RTs), the CIT can detect individuals that 

recognize specific crime information presented amongst irrelevant information, with 

excellent diagnosticity (Meijer, Selle, Elber, & Ben-Shakhar, 2014; Suchotzki,  

Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar, & Crombez, 2017). Furthermore, the CIT 

effect, the difference in responses to crime and the control information, is large 

(Meijer et al., 2014). However, the CIT is nearly always administered to suspects 

individually, with only a handful of studies investigating the potential of conducting 

group-based CITs (Bradley & Barefoot, 2010; Breska, Ben-Shakhar, & Gronau, 

2012; Breska, Zaidenberg, Gronau & Ben-Shakhar, 2014; Elaad, 2016; Meijer, 

Smulders, Harald & Merckelbach, 2010; and Meijer, Bente, Ben-Shakhar & 

Schumacher, 2013).  

 Group CITs have been proposed as a method for reliably extracting 

information, not yet known by the investigating authorities, from groups of known 

perpetrators - an approach coined the “Searching CIT” which can also be used with 

individual suspects (Nakayama, 2002; MacLaren, 2001; Osugi, 2011). As an 

example, in one study, twelve participants were given the date, location and target of 

an upcoming mock terrorist act before undergoing a CIT together. In that study, the 

correct information was successfully extracted from the group as a whole, for all 

questions asked, allowing the investigator to identify the details of the planned crime 

(Meijer et al., 2010). In a follow up study, twenty groups of five participants planned 

a mock terrorist attack based on a list of potential countries, cities and streets (Meijer 
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et al., 2013). With simultaneous data recording, dynamic questioning and direct 

online analysis in each group, the exact street of the planned act was detected in 35% 

of groups with a 10% false positive rate (the country was detected in 19 of the 20 

groups with no false positives, the city was detected in 13 of these 19 groups with 

two false positives, and the street was detected in 7 of these 13 groups with two false 

positives) (Meijer et al., 2013). Other studies using group CITs have seen 

information extracted concerning: events that group members only passively witness 

whilst they are engaging in another task (Bradley & Barefoot, 2010), and planned 

mock crimes involving kidnapping and robbery (Breska et al., 2014). Group CIT 

studies have also investigated the possibly of extracting information from groups 

where individual members have only partial knowledge about the crime (Elaad, 

2016) with another study testing automated algorithms for doing so (Breska, Ben-

Shakhar, & Gronau, 2012). These group CIT studies all measured skin conductance 

responses as well as occasionally measuring parasympathetic measures like heart 

rate. One study has also conducted a group CIT using P300 event potentials 

(Meixner & Rosenfeld, 2011). Note that, to our knowledge, no studies have tested 

reaction time measures in group CIT testing. 

 Group based CIT studies so far have been concerned with the practical 

efficiency with which information, shared by all or some of a group, is extracted. 

However, it is not yet known whether the magnitude of the CIT effect differs when 

information is either shared by the group or known exclusively only by one or more 

individual members. Furthermore, no study has systematically compared the CIT 

effect for individuals tested together simultaneously versus alone. This is important 

to explore as there is evidence to suggest that there may be an interaction between 
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whether information is shared, or not, and whether crime partners undertake a CIT 

together or separately. 

 As a memory detection test, the CIT has been shown to be susceptible to 

changes in explicit memory (Gamer, Kosiol & Vossel, 2010). It is well known that 

encoding and retrieving memories in a group differs from that for an individual. 

Groups asked to recall information encoded together (known as collaborative 

encoding), perform worse than groups who encoded that same information 

individually (Marion & Thorley, 2016). This is termed collaborative inhibition and is 

a robust finding occurring in the recall of words (Pereira-Pasarin & Rajaram, 2011), 

sentences (Kelley, Reysen, Ahlstrand, & Pentz, 2012) and storylines (Takahashi & 

Saito, 2004). Various mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the collaborative 

inhibition effect (see Barber, Harris, & Rajaram, 2015). One example, based on the 

Transactive Memory System proposes that collaborative inhibition may be partially 

due to the dividing of responsibility between group members during the encoding of 

group information (Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003). A popular explanation is 

provided by the retrieval strategy disruption hypothesis which theorizes that 

individual group members' memory strategies are disrupted when collaboratively 

retrieving information (Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas, 1997). Although 

collaborative inhibition occurs robustly in recall tasks, it is rarely observed for 

recognition tasks (Blumen & Rajaram, 2009). It is proposed that this is because the 

recognition cues provided by the stimulus equally disrupt the participants' retrieval 

processes, regardless of whether they are remembering collaboratively or 

individually, thereby negating the collaborative inhibition effect (Rajaram & Pereira-

Pasarin, 2010).  
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 Collaborative inhibition is a potential problem for group-based CIT testing. 

With this in mind, a collaborative inhibition paradigm was incorporated into a P300 

CIT experiment where participants either carried out a mock crime alone or 

collaboratively in pairs before undergoing separate CITs (Lu et al., 2018). The results 

revealed that for P300 amplitude, the CIT effect was smaller (n = 36, p = .047) for 

the collaborative crime pair (note no differences were found for P300 RTs or 

latency). In their abstract, the authors implied that their findings were evidence for 

collaborative inhibition and consequently concluded that the “P300-based CIT is not 

applicable when used to identify collaborative crime perpetrators” (Lu et al., 2018). 

Their experiment appears to be the first CIT study where the effects of collaborative 

encoding within a mock crime were tested. 

 One limitation with the traditional collaborative inhibition paradigm is that 

participants encode information individually before then either retrieving it 

collaboratively or individually (Marion & Thorley, 2016). Considering this, an 

alternative and simpler explanation posits that collaborative inhibition is simply an 

artefact caused by a mismatch in Encoding Specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). 

According to Encoding Specificity theory, groups encoding and retrieving the 

information alone benefit from both context-dependent learning (i.e. the lack of 

participants in their physical surroundings) as well as transfer-appropriate processing, 

(i.e. similar cognitive processes used during encoding and retrieval) (Barber, 

Rajaram & Aron, 2010). However, for group members that encode information 

individually but then retrieve it collaboratively, there is a mismatch in encoding 

specificity which consequently produces the effect termed collaborative inhibition. In 

line with this theory, collaborative retrieval of information should be superior when 

that information is encoded collaboratively. If true, then there would be a potential 
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benefit of testing co-offenders together in a CIT. However, no study has yet found a 

collaborative retrieval advantage following collaborative encoding, although some 

have seen an elimination of collaborative inhibition (Marion & Thorley, 2016).  

 In addition to the memory-based effects that occur in group testing, other 

processes have been shown to be important in group testing. Task co-representation 

is an established effect that occurs when participants undertake a task together 

(Elekes, Bródy, Halász & Király, 2016) and, broadly, is the process of forming 

representations of what your partner is focusing on, which consequently affects your 

own performance or behavior in a task (Böckler, Knoblich & Sebanz, 2012). In one 

study, participant pairs sat next to each other and performed a two-choice task while 

EEGs were recorded (Böckler & Sebanz, 2012). One observation was that P300 

amplitudes were significantly reduced when the partner held a different focus of 

attention, demonstrating that the focus of one’s attention can be influenced by the 

presence of others. Presumably in a group CIT, this implies that when a participant 

knows that their partner is attending to the same shared crime information as them, 

their attentional focus is affected, causing either an increased or decreased orienting 

response. Neurological studies of Theory of Mind processes have shown that certain 

brain regions are more active when we think about what others are thinking and this 

could therefore also impact physiological orienting (Koster-Hale & Saxe, 2013). 

Finally, group testing introduces other social factors which are likely to influence the 

CIT when it is conducted in a group setting. Numerous studies have shown that the 

mere presence of others can influence behavior and task performance (Zajonc, 1965) 

as well as physiological arousal (Chapman, 1973; Hrycaiko & Hrycaiko, 1980; 

Mullen, Bryant, & Driskell, 1997), particularly skin conductance responses (Mullen, 

Bryant, & Driskell, 1997).  
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 As described, various additional social and cognitive processes are likely to 

occur in group CIT testing. To illustrate the potential effects of these, consider this 

scenario. Two thieves plan and execute a heist of a valuable item before later 

undergoing a CIT. The CIT examiner is aware that some information about the crime 

is likely known by both of the suspects, such as the valuable stolen item (this would 

be Shared Knowledge), whilst other information is likely known only to one of the 

suspects, such as a tool used in absence of the suspects’ partner (this is termed 

Exclusive Knowledge in this study). Consequently, the suspect who did not see their 

partner use a tool during the crime would not know about that specific information, 

i.e. that crime detail to them would be unknown (termed Unknown Knowledge 

throughout this study). Should the examiner administer the CIT to each suspect 

separately or together? If suspects are tested separately then encoding specificity 

would predict that the CIT effect would be larger when suspects view crime items 

encoded exclusively in absence of their partner. The other way around, the CIT effect 

may be larger when suspects view shared information together due to Encoding 

Specificity, Task Co-representation and/or Theory of Mind.  

 The current study tested whether the CIT effect (skin conductance and heart 

rate responses) differs between suspect pairs, who share or don't share crime 

knowledge, undergo the CIT together or separately. To achieve this, two mock crime 

videos were filmed, and subsequently viewed, from a 1st person perspective, of two 

thieves carrying out a heist together. During this heist, the thieves encounter crime 

information together (Shared Knowledge) and individually (Exclusive Knowledge 

aka non-shared) with information encoded individually not known by the other 

partner (thereby Unknown Knowledge). Given the linear narrative of the mock crime 

videos, Experiment 1 was first conducted to check that the crime details in each 
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knowledge category did not differ in general salience. In Experiment 2, participant 

pairs watched the mock crime videos before undergoing a CIT either Together or 

Separately. Experiment 3 provided a replication Experiment 2 before data from both 

experiments were merged for a combined analysis. 

In the second part of this study, 1 it was tested whether the RT-CIT effect 

occurs during paired testing of suspects concealing recognition of autobiographic 

scenes (Experiment 4), before testing whether this group RT-CIT effect differs when 

participants are tested separately (Experiment 5). Finally, the interaction between 

knowledge (Shared, Exclusive or Unknown) and paired testing in the RT-CIT is 

explored by replicating Experiments 2 but using an RT-CIT paradigm (Experiment 

6). All studies were approved by the departmental ethics committee at the authors’ 

institution. 

 

 

1 This paragraph was removed along with; The second abstract paragraph, Table 1, Figure 3 

and Part 2 of this chapter prior to submission of this study for publication i.e. the paper 

focused only on the physiological CIT 
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PART 1: PHYSIOLOGY MEASURES 

Experiment 1 - Stimulus Check 

Due to the pre-recorded and linear narrative in the mock crime video, the 

crime details did not lend themselves to being counterbalanced between knowledge 

types (Shared, Exclusive and Unknown) i.e. the shared knowledge crime items could 

never be presented as exclusive knowledge items. Therefore, Experiment 1 was 

conducted to verify that physiological CIT effects for each three knowledge types 

(each containing three crime items), did not differ from each other.  

Method 

Participants 

A sample size of thirty-two participants per group was planned for the main 

experiment (see Experiment 2). Accordingly, for this stimulus check experiment, 

thirty-two self-selected adults (24 women), aged between 18 - 47 years (Mean = 23, 

SD = 7.0, one undisclosed) were recruited through a university online participant 

panel at the authors’ institution. Each received £8 payment for partaking in the 60-

minute testing session and the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’. 

Participants were incentivized with the chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher if they 

obtained the lowest ‘lie detection score’.  

Design 

Individual participants watched a mock crime video containing nine crime 

details before undergoing a physiological CIT alone. In Experiment 2, these crime 

details were categorized as three different Stimulus Sets (translating into the different 

Knowledge Types – see Figure 3.1). To confirm the equivalence of these Stimulus 

Sets, a within-subject design with factor Stimulus Set (Suspect A, Suspect B vs. 
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Shared) and dependent variables of SCR and Heart Rate change (∆HR) CIT effects 

(normalized crime item responses) was used. 

 

Figure 3.1. Nine crime items separated by knowledge type (or Stimulus Set for 

Experiment 1), from the mock crime videos used in this study 

Procedure 

Participants were provided with an overview of the study, including their 

right to withdraw, given the opportunity to ask any questions, and invited to provide 

consent and demographic information (age and gender). 

Mock Crime Video. Participants were told that they would watch a 12-

minute, 1st person perspective video (viewed in 3D active stereo) filmed from the 

viewpoint of a thief carrying out a heist of a valuable item. Participants were told to 
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imagine as best as they could that they were the thief in the video (Figure 3.2). 

Participants stood alone in a cubicle whilst watching the video with headphones on. 

The mock crime video started with an onscreen planning phase where the thief 

(referred to as 'suspect' from here), whilst viewing the heist plans, was phoned by a 

superior, Mike, whose picture was displayed on a phone on screen (italics indicate 

crime items). The suspect was told about the theft they would conduct involved 

breaking into a secret lab, stealing a prototype hologram device and related files 

before passing it onto Mike. The suspect then added their tools to their bag before 

leaving for the target lab. Starting just outside the secret lab, the suspect forced open 

the lab door using a crowbar before disabling an alarm system. After this, the suspect 

used some shaving foam to cover up a CCTV camera before breaking a padlock with 

some bolt cutters to access the prototype device which they then stowed in their bag. 

The suspect then accessed an adjacent room which had a copy of the device 

blueprints on the wall which they photographed. Moving into a connected office the 

suspect then accessed a password protected computer by correctly interacting with an 

image password of a brain hologram, stealing some files related to the device and 

leaving the facility. After this, the suspect met with Mike alone in a multi-story 

carpark to hand over the stolen items. Throughout, a series of video ‘thought 

bubbles’, current objectives and an inventory of the items used in the crime appeared 

at appropriate points during the video. 
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Figure 3.2. Key scenes from the individual mock crime video with crime items 

italicized 

Instructions. Following the mock crime video, participants were asked to 

imagine that they had been contacted by the authorities, informing them that they 

were now a suspect in a recent crime and would therefore undertake a lie detection 

test. They were reminded to try to appear as innocent as possible and therefore to 

deny any knowledge of the crime. 

The CIT. Participants were taken to a different cubicle to undergo the CIT. 

The EDA and ECG electrodes were then applied (see below), and participants were 

reminded that they were being filmed during the CIT and that they should try to 

remain as still as possible. Previewing all items in the CIT prior to testing is 
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recommended to reduce the novelty for each stimulus, thereby removing this 

potential orienting response confound (Verschuere & Crombez, 2008). It also 

allowed the experimenter to visually explain the CIT procedure as well as familiarize 

participants with the task. During the preview, participants were given a sheet with 

each CIT question and accompanying (unlabeled) stimuli including all control and 

crime items. Participants were not reminded, or informed which items related to the 

crime. Following the preview, participants were invited to ask any questions before 

the CIT started. 

The CIT consisted of nine blocks each containing one crime item and four 

control items all presented as images on a computer monitor (Table 3.1). CIT blocks 

were presented in a random order and each began with a question presented for ten 

seconds followed by a 1s blank (grey screen). The five items were then presented 

sequentially for five seconds followed by a 10s blank screen (Figure 3.3). The first 

item presented in each CIT question was a buffer; a control item used to absorb the 

initial orienting to that item group. Participants were instructed to think the word ‘no’ 

or ‘don’t know’ in response to each item but remain silent through (this was done to 

ensure participants did not disrupt each other’s physiological responses when taking 

the test as a pair planned for Experiment 2). All images were resampled to 1920 x 

1080 pixels and presented full-screen on a 24” LCD monitor, 16:9 aspect ratio at a 

resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. Participants sat approximately 50cm from the 

screen with the center of the screen at approximately eye level. During the CIT the 

experimenter left the room to observe the participants through a live camera feed; the 

participants then started the CIT. 
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Figure 3.3. Example of one physiological CIT structure for one CIT item  

Post CIT Questionnaire. After completing the CIT, participants were given 

a paper-based questionnaire consisting of multiple-choice questions to check that 

they had remembered the crime items. Participants were also asked to rate their 

motivation to beat the CIT on a 6-point scale (1 = no motivation, 6 = highly 

motivated), their stress during the CIT on a 6-point scale (1= no stress to 6 = highly 

stressed), how immersive they found the mock crime scenario and how well they felt 

they appeared innocent on a 6-point scale (1= not immersive 6 = highly immersive). 

Participants were also asked to provide an open answer to the question: “Did you do 

anything to try and fool the polygraph test? If you did or didn’t please bullet point 

below – either case is fine.” Finally, participants were debriefed. 
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Table 3.1. All nine CIT questions, with corresponding crime and control items 

(provided as text here), for each Knowledge type used in this study. 

 Questions Crime Item  |---------------- Control Items -----------------| 
S

u
sp

ec
t 

A
 

The CCTV camera in the lab was 

masked. Do you recognize any of 

the following as the method used 

to cover the CCTV camera? 

 

Shaving 

Foam 

Blu  

Tack 

Duct  

Tape 

Spray  

Paint 
Cloth 

The hologram device was inside a 

padlocked case. Do you recognize 

any of the following as the tool 
used to disable this lock? 

 

Bolt  

Cutters 

Hack  

Saw 

Wire  

Cutters 

Lock  

Picks 

Metal  

Snips 

The stolen items were handed over 

at a predetermined location. Do 

you recognize any of the following 

as the location as where the 

handover took place? 

 

Car  

Park 
Overpass Park 

Rail  

Station 

Town  

Centre 

S
u

sp
ec

t 
B

 

The door to the lab was forced 

open. Do you recognize any of the 

following as the device used to 

force the door? 

 

Crowbar 
Sledge 

hammer 

Hydraulic 

Ram 

Lock  

Drill 

Door  

Ram 

We have the accomplice who 

organised the theft and received 

the device in custody. Do you 

recognize any of the following as 

the accomplice in this crime? 

 

Mike Chris James Tom Steve 

Few have access to the highly 

secret lab that was broken into. 

Do you recognize any of the 

following as the lab that was 

broken into? 
 

Lab  

E 

Lab  

A 

Lab  

B 

Lab  

C 

Lab  

D 

S
h

a
re

d
 

The hacked computer required a 

secondary image password. Do 

you recognize any of the following 

as the image password? 

 

Brain Heart Clock Earth Jellyfish 

The review room next to the office 

displayed information about the 

device. Do you recognize any of 

the following as the information 

on the screen? 

 

Blueprints 
Financial 

Details 

Facility 

Locations 

Bespoke 

Software 

Future 

Patents 

The office on the first floor was 

accessed using a keycard. Do you 

recognize any of the following as 

the specific office accessed? 

Office  

C 

Office  

A 

Office  

B 

Office  

D 

Office  

E 
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Physiological Data 

Physiological data were recorded and processed in the same manner as 

reported by Norman and colleagues, 2020. Electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart 

rate were recorded using an MP36R data acquisition unit (Biopac Systems Inc) with 

pre-gelled disposable Ag/AgCL electrodes (EL507 and EL501 for EDA and heart 

rate respectively). EDA electrodes were attached to the distal phalanges of the first 

and middle finger of the non-dominant hand with EDA signals sampled at 1000Hz at 

2000 gain and filtered using a 66.5Hz low pass filter. For heart rate, 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes were placed in a standard Einthoven Lead I 

Configuration: one placed on the ventral side of the dominant wrist, another on the 

non-dominant lateral aspect of the distal fibula, and the third electrode utilising the 

EDA ground electrode placed on a non-dominant distal phalange. ECG signals were 

sampled at 1000Hz at 1000 gain, with a 66.5Hz low pass filter and a 0.5Hz high pass 

filter. Electrodes were attached for approximately 5 minutes before data collection. A 

webcam was used to record participants from the front view to allow noise removal 

if participants made substantial movements.  

Skin conductance responses were defined as the difference in absolute 

magnitude of tonic skin conductance peaks and their respective peak onsets. Skin 

conductance peaks were identified using an AcqKnowledge v4.2 propriety algorithm 

(Kim, Bang & Kim, 2004) with parameters ensuring peak onsets were within a 0.5-

5s window following stimulus presentation and maximum peaks within 10s (Gamer, 

2011). The output was manually checked for errors. For heart rate, an AcqKnowledge 

propriety Heart Rate algorithm was used on the ECG signal to detect R peaks, 

classify the time interval between them, and automatically filter artefacts. The R-R 

interval was then converted to instantaneous heart rate (beats per minute) before 
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baseline-correction via subtraction of the 1s mean heart rate prior to stimulus onset. 

The average baseline-corrected heart rate was calculated between stimulus onset and 

15s after stimulus onset, resulting in mean heart rate change. This has previously 

been shown to outperform other measures of heart rate change when analysing 

physiological data from the CIT (Gamer, 2011). Due to individual differences in 

physiological responsiveness, within-subjects standardised scores (z-scores) were 

calculated for each individual measure (Ben-Shakhar, 1985).  

Data from a trial were removed if there was excessive movement (e.g. 

posture shifts, large head movements, face touching etc. seen on the video) within a 

0-2s window prior to individual stimulus onsets (klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, 

Meijer & Ben-Shakhar, 2016). Whole signals were removed if the sensors became 

dislocated or dislodged during the experiment. Participants with a standard deviation 

of raw SCR responses below 0.01µS were considered EDA non-responders and the 

EDA data were removed from analysis (klein Selle et al., 2016). Finally, the first trial 

in each CIT block, always a control item, was removed prior to analysis as its sole 

role was to absorb the initial orienting to that CIT item group. 

Exclusions. From all trials, eight (0.6%) were removed from the analysis due 

to large movement artifacts; five large head movements, two posture shifts and one 

large hand movement. In total three (9%) participants were considered EDA non-

responders and their data were excluded from the SCR analysis. Finally, due to a 

technical error data was not recorded for the last CIT for four participants.  
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Results and Discussion 

Skin Conductance and Heart Rate 

The key finding was that neither the SCR nor ∆HR CIT effects differed 

between Stimulus Sets for participants tested individually. Mean normalized SCR 

CIT effects were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with factor Stimuli Set 

(Suspect A vs. Suspect B vs. Shared) (Figure 3.4). This revealed no significant 

difference between Stimulus Sets, F(2, 56) = .596, p = .555, MSE = .208, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .021. 

Mean normalized ∆HR CIT effects (a heart rate decrease) were analyzed in the same 

manner as SCR. This also revealed no significant difference between Stimulus sets, 

F(2, 62) = .091, p = .913, MSE = .026, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003. Collapsed over stimulus set, the 

CIT effect was large for SCR (d = .873) and ∆HR (d = .984). 

 

Figure 3.4. Experiment 1- Mean normalized SCR and ∆HR CIT effect as a function 

of Stimulus Sets. 
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Bayesian Analysis 

Where frequentist analysis reveals a non-significant difference, the Bayes 

factor BF01 is sometimes reported to quantify the degree to which the data support 

the null hypothesis (Wagenmakers et al., 2018). Therefore, to further assess the non-

significant differences reported above for Stimulus Sets, a Bayesian repeated-

measures ANOVA was performed on the SCR and ∆HR CIT effect using JASP 

software (JASP Team, 2018). For SCR and ∆HR CIT variables this revealed a BF01 

of 5.64 and 9.84 (respectively), implying ‘substantial evidence for the null 

hypothesis’ (Jefferys, 1961) providing evidence that the stimulus sets did not differ.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Participants correctly recalled 97.5% of crime items, with seven participants 

forgetting one of the nine crime items and one forgetting two. Overall participant 

self-reported motivation was moderate with Mean = 5.2, SD = 0.6 (Scale = 1low to 

6high); self-reported stress during the CIT was average with Mean = 3.7, SD = 1.3 

(range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed); and self-reported immersion of the mock crime 

video was average with Mean = 4.4, SD = 1.1 (range = 1not immersive to 6highly immersive). 

Twelve participants (38%), reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the 

test: four remained calm; three gave special attention to the control items; two tried 

to control their heart rate; one thought about something else; one tried to control their 

breathing and one actively tried to suppress memory of the crime items. 

Discussion 

This experiment was conducted to ascertain whether the different sets of 

stimuli (relating to Shared, Exclusive or Unknown Knowledge) from the mock crime 

video elicited equivalent CIT effects when participants were tested individually. This 

stimulus check was required as no counterbalancing of CIT items could be achieved 
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given the pre-recorded nature of the mock crime videos. The results clearly indicated 

that the stimulus sets did not differ for either the SCR or ∆HR CIT variables and 

therefore were appropriate for use in Experiment 2. Finally, collapsed over stimulus 

sets, the CIT effect was large for SCR and ∆HR. 
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Experiment 2: Shared Knowledge and Paired Testing 

 Experiment 2 examined whether the CIT effect (SCR and ∆HR) differed 

when pairs of suspects either took a CIT together or separately, or were exposed to 

different information in the crime. Participants each watched a mock crime video and 

encoded both Shared crime knowledge (information both participants saw) and 

Exclusive knowledge (information that their partner did not see). As partner A would 

not be aware of the exclusively known items encoded by partner B, partner A’s 

exclusive knowledge simultaneously acted as Unknown knowledge for partner B and 

vice versa (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, each partner had three types of crime 

knowledge, Shared, Exclusive and Unknown. Following the mock crime, participant 

pairs then underwent a physiological CIT either in the same room at the same time 

(i.e. Together) or one at a time sequentially (tested Separately). Consequently, the 

experimental study had a 2 (Tested: Together vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge Type: 

Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-design with Knowledge as the within-

subjects factor and normalized SCR and ∆HR CIT effects as dependent variables.  

Method 

Participants 

Previous literature was examined to guide sample size however only one CIT 

study has considered the impact of testing participants following a collaborative 

mock crime. In that study the P300 amplitude CIT effect was found to be 

significantly smaller for items encoded collaboratively in a mock crime and the effect 

size was large (n = 36, p = .047, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .12) (Lu et al., 2018). Based on these findings, 

a power analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), with an 

effect size of 𝜂𝑝
2 = .12, and α = 0.05 for a single group, suggested a minimum sample 

size of 21 subjects would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. Because up to 25% of 
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participants could be SCR non-responders (Venables and Mitchell, 1996) the sample 

was increased to 32 per each of the two groups for a total sample size of 64.  

Sixty-four self-selected participants (30 women and 2 non-disclosing), aged 

between 18 to 29 years (Mean = 21, SD = 2.8) were recruited in pairs through a 

university online participant panel at the authors’ institution. All participant pairs had 

an existing relationship with one another as would be expected for criminal partners. 

Participants received £6 payment for partaking in the 50-minute testing session and 

the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’ along with a £25 Amazon 

voucher each if, as a pair, they obtained the lowest score. Participants were allocated 

in an alternating fashion between either the paired or the separate condition.  

Procedure 

Participants were provided with an overview of the study, including their 

right to withdraw, given the opportunity to ask any questions, and invited to provide 

consent and demographic information (age and gender). 

Mock Crime Video. Similar to Experiment 1, participants were told that they 

would both watch two separate 8-minute, 1st person perspective videos (played on 

two 3D active stereo monitors) filmed from the viewpoint of two thieves carrying out 

a heist of a valuable item together (Figure 3.6). Participants were told to imagine as 

best as possible that they were a thief in the video they were watching. They were 

also told that they would see their thief partner in the video and that they should try 

to imagine that the partner in the video was actually their participant partner in 

reality. It was explained to both participants that their ‘real-life’ partner would be 

seeing the viewpoint of the crime partner in the video. The videos were watched by 

both suspects at the same time on two separate screens with the suspects standing 

back to back with headphones on so neither could hear or see the other’s video. 
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Participants were instructed not to communicate what they saw to their partner at any 

point during the study – based on experimenter observation, this did not happen. It 

was ensured that both participants knew that when their crime partner was in the 

video scene, both participants would see the same crime details.  

The same as Experiment 1, both mock crime videos started with an onscreen 

planning phase where the thieves, whilst viewing the heist plans, were phoned by a 

superior, Mike, whose picture was displayed on a phone on screen (italics indicate 

crime items). The suspects were told about the theft they would conduct with their 

partner which involved breaking into a secret lab, stealing a prototype hologram 

device and related files before passing it onto Mike. The suspect then added their 

respective tools to their bag before leaving to join their partner outside the target lab. 

Starting just outside the secret lab, both suspects forced open the lab door using a 

crowbar before disabling an alarm system. After this, the suspects separated into 

different areas within the facility where they could not see what the other was doing 

and hence would be obtaining exclusive information. The crime details seen in this 

phase would then become the Exclusive knowledge (not known to their partner). 

Suspect A used some shaving foam to cover up a CCTV camera before breaking a 

padlock with some bolt cutters to access the prototype device which they then 

stowed in their bag. During this time, Suspect B accessed an adjacent room which 

had a copy of the device blueprints on the wall which they photographed. Moving 

into a connected office the suspect then accessed a password protected computer by 

correctly interacting with an image password of a brain hologram before then 

stealing some files related to the device before they then met with Suspect A to leave. 

After this, Suspect A met with Mike alone in a multi-story carpark to hand over the 

stolen items. Throughout, a series of video ‘thought bubbles’, current objectives and 
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an inventory of the items used in the crime appeared at appropriate points during the 

video. 

 

Figure 3.5. Selected scenes from the paired mock crime video used in Experiments 2 

and 3, with shared and exclusive scenes for each suspect highlighted 

Testing Condition. If the participants were being tested separately, one 

participant was instructed to wait in a room next door whilst the other took the CIT. 

Whilst waiting for approximately 15 minutes, participants were free to do as they 

wished. If participants were tested together, then both participants underwent the 

same CIT, sat next to each other, in the same room simultaneously. Participants were 

reminded to remain silent, not communicate and that they were being filmed 
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throughout. The remaining procedure (Instructions, The CIT, Post CIT Questionnaire 

and the Physiological Data processing) was identical to that in Experiment 1. 

Exclusions 

Out of all possible trials, twenty-two (0.77%) were removed due to large 

movement artifacts, ten posture shifts, eight large head movements, three face touch 

and one large sigh. In total three (4.7%) participants were considered SCR non-

responders and their data were excluded from the SCR analysis all in the Together 

condition). Five (7.8%) participants’ heart rate data were excluded from the analysis 

due to poor signal quality from dislodged sensors.2 Finally, due to a technical error 

data was not recorded for the last CIT for two participants and for the first trial for 

one participant. 

 

Results 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The key finding was that participants' SCR CIT effect was larger for items 

that participants both encoded (i.e. the Shared knowledge) compared to items that 

participants encoded exclusively, but this was only the case when participants were 

tested Together.  

Mean normalized SCR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Tested: Together 

vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA 

with Knowledge as the within-subjects factor (Figure 3.6). This revealed a significant 

 

 

2 Some ECG sensors did not remain adequately secured to the participant during this 

experiment. This was assumed to be due to the participants sweat caused by high summer 

temperatures which prevent optimal sensor adhesion. Additional tape was used to reduce this 

issue. 
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main effect of Knowledge, F(2, 120) = 14.9, p < .001, MSE = 6.18, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .199, and 

Testing, F(1, 60) = 4.1, p = .047, MSE = 1.16, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .064. There was also a significant 

two-way interaction between: Knowledge and Testing, F(2, 120) = 5.25, p = .007, 

MSE = 2.18, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .080.  

Follow-up ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of Knowledge for 

participants tested Together, F(2, 58) = 14.5, p < .001, MSE = 5.86, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .334, and 

Separately, F(2, 62) = 5.6, p = .006, MSE = 2.39, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .153. Post hoc t-tests revealed 

that: SCR CIT effects were larger for Exclusively known items, compared to 

Unknown items and this difference occurred both for participants tested Together, 

t(29) = 2.54, p = .017, d = .463 (MD = .420), and Separately, t(31) = 3.0, p = .005, d 

= .530 (MD = .545); SCR CIT effects were larger overall for Shared items, compared 

to Exclusively known item, but this only occurred for participants that were tested 

Together, t(29) = 2.7, p = .011, d = .493 (MD = .463), with no significant difference 

for participants tested Separately, t(31) = 1.45, p = .159, d = .255 (MD = .240). SCR 

CIT effects were larger for Shared items, when participants were tested Together 

compared to Separately, t(60) = 3.71, p < .001, d = .940 (MD = .585) but there was 

no significant difference in SCR CIT effects for participants tested Together or 

Separately for either Exclusive or Unknown knowledge items, (ps > .5). Note that, 

collapsed over exclusive and shared knowledge, the CIT effect for SCR was large 

when participants were tested separately (d = .958) or together (d = 1.61). 
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Figure 3.6. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a function of 

Knowledge Type and Testing condition. 

Heart Rate Change 

The key finding was that there was no significant interaction between 

Knowledge and Testing although, overall participant’s ∆HR CIT effect was larger 

Shared knowledge items compared to Unknown items. As for the SCR analysis, 

mean normalized ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Tested: Together vs. 

Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with 

Knowledge as the within-subjects factor (Figure 3.7). This revealed a main effect of 

Knowledge, F(2, 112) = 5.69, p = .004, MSE = 1.98, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .092; but not Testing, F(1, 

56) = .897, p = .348, MSE = .226, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .016. There was no significant two-way 

interaction between: Knowledge and Testing, F(1, 112) = 1.0, p = .370, MSE = .348, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .018. Collapsed over Testing, post hoc t-tests revealed that the ∆HR CIT effects 

were larger for Shared and Exclusive items compared with unknown items, t(57) = 

3.1, p = .003, d = .423 (MD = .346) and t(58) = 2.5, p = .015, d = .314 (MD = .268) 
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respectively. No further comparisons for ∆HR CIT effect were significant, (ps > .3). 

Note that, collapsed over exclusive and shared knowledge, the CIT effect for ∆HR 

was large (d = .757). 

 

 Figure 3.7. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized ∆HR CIT effect as a function of 

Knowledge Type and Testing condition.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Participants correctly recalled 96.6% of crime items, with 13 participants 

forgetting one of the six crime items. Overall participant self-reported motivation 

was moderate with Mean = 5.1, SD = 0.8 (Scale = 1low to 6high), with no difference 

between Testing conditions, t(62) = .738, p = .463, (MD = .156). Overall, 

participants' self-reported stress during the CIT was low with Mean = 3.4, SD = 1.2 

(range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed), with no difference between Testing conditions, t(62) 

= .701, p = .486, (MD = .216). Participants rated the mock crime videos as 

immersive with Mean = 4.5, SD = 1.1 (range = 1not immersive to 6highly immersive). Thirty 

participants (47%), reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the test: six 

gave special attention to the control items; six thought about something else; six 
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remained calm; six tried to control their breathing; two tried to control their heart 

rate; two actively tried to suppress memory of the crime items; one bit their tongue; 

and one tried randomly twitching. The difference between the number of participants 

attempting countermeasures when tested Together (56%) or Separately (38%) was 

non-significant, χ 2(1, N = 64) = 2.3, p = .132. In sum, self-reported motivation to 

beat the CIT, stress during the CIT and the use of countermeasures did not differ 

between groups suggesting that these factors are unlikely to have significantly 

influenced the above findings. 

Order Factor Check 

Participants tested Separately were either tested before or after their partner 

and this was counterbalanced. To check for order effects, mean normalized SCR and 

∆HR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Order: First vs. Second) x 3 (Knowledge: 

Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-

subjects factor. There was no main effect of Order for SCR, F(1, 30) = .384, p = .540, 

MSE = .111, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .013, or for ∆HR, F(1, 27) = 1.18, p = .286, MSE = .294, 𝜂𝑝

2 

= .042. There was also no interaction between Order and Knowledge for SCR, F(2, 

60) = .440, p = .646, MSE = .191, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .014, or for ∆HR, F(2, 54) = 1.16, p = .321, 

MSE = .381, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .041. This suggests that the order that participants were tested 

separately had no impact on the findings.  
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Discussion 

 In the current experiment we investigated whether the CIT efficiency differed 

for pairs who, after committing a crime collaboratively, took the CIT together. 

Specifically, the impact of group testing for knowledge shared between partners, was 

of interest. Participants watched mock crime videos encoding both Shared 

information and information encoded individually (Exclusively) that the other partner 

had no knowledge of (Unknown). Pairs then underwent a physiological CIT either in 

the same room simultaneously (i.e. Together) or one at a time (Separately). SCR and 

∆HR CIT effects were analyzed.  

 The key finding was that participants' SCR CIT effect was larger for shared 

compared to exclusive knowledge, but this was only the case when participants were 

tested together. For participants tested separately, no difference was found between 

shared and exclusive knowledge. The CIT effects for both groups were large with no 

CIT effect present when participants did not recognize the unknown items (as only 

their partner had knowledge of these). However, the same pattern of results was not 

found for ∆HR where no significant interaction between Knowledge and Testing was 

found. The overall ∆HR CIT effect was larger for shared knowledge items compared 

to unknown items. There was no difference between self-reported motivation, stress 

and countermeasure use across both testing conditions, suggesting these factors could 

not account for the above findings. Additionally, there was no difference between 

CIT effects for participants that underwent the CIT first or second when tested 

separately.  

 The finding that the CIT effect is larger for shared knowledge when a partner 

is present appears to partially align with theories of Encoding Specificity. However, 

in this experiment, no difference was found between shared and exclusive knowledge 
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when participants were tested separately. Collaborative inhibition findings, such as 

that found in a previous P300 CIT experiment (Lu et al., 2018), suggested that 

participants responding to shared items, when tested separately, should show a 

reduced CIT effect compared to exclusive items. However, this was not found in the 

current experiment. A direct replication of this experiment was planned to 

corroborate these novel findings and to increase power to allow for further 

investigation of the null collaborative inhibition finding.  
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Experiment 3 – Replication of Experiment 2 

 In Experiment 2, we found that participants' SCR CIT effect was larger for 

shared compared to exclusive knowledge, but this was only the case when 

participants were tested together. No such effect was found for the ∆HR CIT effect. 

To check the reliability of these findings, Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 2 with 

only minor differences to the sample recruited. To avoid the issue of unbalanced 

groups in the SCR analysis and reduced power, due to SCR non-responders, 

participants were incrementally recruited until thirty-six SCR responders were tested 

in each group. Furthermore, participants were all undergraduate psychology students 

and received course credit for taking part instead of a monetary payment. All other 

aspects of the method were the same. Finally, a combined analysis using data from 

both Experiments 2 and 3 was planned to follow this replication. 

Method 

Participants 

Eight-four participants (77 women), aged between 18 - 22 years (Mean = 18, 

SD = 0.7) took part for course credit towards their first year undergraduate 

Psychology degree at the authors’ institution. Participants received no payment for 

partaking in the 50-minute testing session but did receive the opportunity to receive 

their ‘lie detection score’ as well as a £25 Amazon voucher each if their pair obtained 

the best score. Participants were equally split and allocated in an alternating fashion 

between either the paired or the separate condition until each Testing condition 

reached thirty-six SCR responders (this resulted in forty-four participants being 

tested in the Together group and forty in the Separate group). As this was a 

replication of the previous experiment, with the exception of participant 

demographics, the remaining methodology was identical to Experiment 2.  
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Exclusions 

Out of all possible trials, thirteen (0.34%) were removed from analysis due to 

large movement artifacts: six posture shifts; five large head movements; one chair 

swivels and one cough. In total, eleven (13%) participants were considered SCR non-

responders and their data were excluded from the SCR analysis (seven in the 

Together condition). One participants’ heart rate data were excluded from the 

analysis due to dislodged sensors. Finally, due to a technical error data was not 

recorded for the last two CITs for two participants and for the first trial for two 

participants. 

Results  

Skin Conductance Responses 

The key finding was that, like the findings from Experiment 2, participant’s 

SCR CIT effect was larger for items that participants both encoded (i.e. the Shared 

knowledge) compared to items that participants encoded Exclusively, but this was 

only when participants were tested Together.  

Mean normalized SCR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Tested: Together 

vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA 

with Knowledge as the within-subjects factor (Figure 3.8). This revealed a significant 

main effect of Knowledge, F(2, 140) = 34.6, p < .001, MSE = 10.8, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .330; but 

not Testing, F(1, 70) = 1.32, p = .255, MSE = .485, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .018. There was also a 

significant two-way interaction between Knowledge and Testing, F(1, 140) = 4.85, p 

= .009, MSE = 1.51, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .065. Follow-up ANOVAs revealed a significant main 

effect of Knowledge for participants tested Together, F(2, 70) = 19.4, p < .001, 

MSE = 7.04, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .356, and Separately, F(2, 70) = 20.2, p < .001, MSE = 5.26, 𝜂𝑝

2  

= .366.  
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Post hoc t-tests revealed that: SCR CIT effects were larger for Exclusively 

known items, compared to Unknown items, for participants tested Together, t(35) = 

3.94, p = .001, d = .657 (MD = .515), and Separately, t(35) = 5.85, p < .001, d = .974 

(MD = .741); SCR CIT effects were larger for Shared items, compared to Exclusively 

known items, but only for participants tested Together, t(35) = 2.47, p = .018, d 

= .412 (MD = .365), with only a marginal difference for participants tested 

Separately, t(35) = 1.89, p = .067, d = .315 (MD = .210); SCR CIT effects for Shared 

knowledge items were larger for participants tested Together compared to Separately, 

t(70) = 2.54, p = .013, d = .599 (MD = .403), and finally there was no significant 

difference between SCR CIT effect for either Exclusive or Unknown Knowledge 

items, (ps > .25). Note that, collapsed over exclusive and shared knowledge, the CIT 

effect for SCR was large when participant when tested together (d = .957) but 

smaller when tested separately (d = .685). 

 

Figure 3.8. Experiment 3 - Mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a function of 

Knowledge Type and Testing condition.  
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Heart Rate Change 

Similar to Experiment 2, the key finding was that there was no interaction 

between Knowledge and Testing on the ∆HR CIT effect. Mean normalized ∆HR CIT 

effects were analyzed using a 2 (Tested: Together vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: 

Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-

subjects factor (Figure 3.9). This revealed a significant main effect of Knowledge, 

F(2, 162) = 9.03, p < .001, MSE = 2.97, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .100, but not of Testing, F(1, 81) 

= .223, p = .638, MSE = .070, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003. There were no significant two-way 

interactions between: Knowledge and Testing, F(1, 162) = .210, p = .811, 

MSE = .069, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003.  

Post hoc t-tests, collapsed over Testing conditions, revealed that the ∆HR CIT 

effects were larger for Exclusive items than Unknown items, t(82) = 3.62, p = .001, d 

= .398 (MD = .343), and larger for Shared items than Unknown items, t(82) = 3.62, p 

< .001, d = .397 (MD = .314) but there was no significant difference in ∆HR CIT 

effect between Exclusive and Shared items t(82) = .351, p = .726, d = .039 (MD 

= .029). Note that, collapsed over exclusive and shared knowledge, the CIT effect for 

∆HR was medium (d = .643). 
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Figure 3.9. Experiment 3 - Mean normalized ∆HR CIT effect as a function of 

Knowledge type and Testing condition.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Participants correctly recalled 99.6% of crime items, with 2 participants 

forgetting one of the six crime items. Overall, participants’ self-reported motivation 

was moderate with Mean = 5.0, SD = 0.8 (Scale = 1low to 6high), with no difference 

between Testing conditions, t(82) = .662, p = .510, (MD = .116). Overall, 

participant’s self-reported stress during the CIT was low, with Mean = 3.0, SD = 1.3 

(range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed), with no difference between Testing conditions, t(82) 

= .670, p = .505, (MD = .186). Participants rated the mock crime videos as 

immersive with Mean = 4.4, SD = .88 (range = 1not immersive to 6highly immersive). Twenty-

eight participants (33%), reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the 

test: thirteen tried to control their breathing, four thought about something else, four 

tried to control their heart rate, three remained calm, and two tried to control both 
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their heart rate and breathing. The difference between the number of participants 

attempting countermeasures when tested Together (30%) or Separately (38%) was 

non-significant, χ 2(1, N = 84) = .597, p = .440. In the same way as Experiment 2, 

self-reported motivation to beat the CIT, stress during the CIT, and the use of 

countermeasures did not differ between groups, suggesting that these factors are 

unlikely to have significantly influenced the findings. 

Order Factor Check 

Participants tested Separately were either tested before or after their partner 

and this was counterbalanced. To check for potential order effects, mean normalized 

SCR and ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Order: First vs. Second) x 3 

(Knowledge: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as 

the within-subjects factor. There was no main effect of Order for SCR, F(1, 34) 

= .031, p = .860, MSE = .012, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001, or ∆HR, F(1, 38) = 2.46, p = .125, 

MSE = .876, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .061. There was also no interaction between Order and Knowledge 

for SCR, F(2, 68) = .558, p = .575, MSE = .147, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .016, and ∆HR, F(2, 76) 

= .014, p = .986, MSE = .004, 𝜂𝑝
2 ≈ 0. This again suggested that the order that 

participants were tested separately had no impact on the findings. 

  

Discussion 

This experiment was a replication of Experiment 2 and revealed similar 

results. Namely, the SCR CIT effect was larger for shared compared to exclusive 

knowledge, but only when participants were tested together. This was not found for 

heart rate however as the ΔHR CIT. Note the main difference here was that the ΔHR 

CIT also differed between crime details encoded individually compared to crime 

details not seen i.e. unknown items. Again, there was no difference between self-
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reported motivation, stress and countermeasure use across both testing conditions 

and no difference in results between participant partners that underwent the CIT first 

or second in the separate CIT testing condition. As planned, data from Experiment 2 

and 3 were next combined to determine the consistency in these findings and to 

allow a signal detection analysis. 
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Combined Analysis 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The key finding from this combined analysis was that that participants' SCR 

CIT effect was smaller for items that participants both encoded (i.e. Shared 

knowledge) compared to items that participants encoded Exclusively, but this was 

only for participants tested Separately. Furthermore, the overall SCR CIT effect was 

larger in Experiment 2 than 3. 

Mean normalized SCR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Experiment: 

First vs. Replication) x 2 (Tested: Together vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown 

vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-subjects 

factor (Figure 3.10). This revealed: a significant main effects of Experiment, F(1, 

130) = 9.72, p = .002, MSE = 3.19, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .070, indicating SCR CIT effects overall 

were smaller in the replication experiment; there was a main effect of Knowledge, 

F(2, 260) = 45.7, p < .001, MSE = 16.4, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .260, and Testing, F(1, 130) = 4.85, p 

= .029, MSE = 1.60, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .036 where the CIT effect was larger overall when 

participants were tested together. There was a significant two-way interaction 

between Knowledge and Testing, F(2, 260) = 10.1, p < .001, MSE = 3.63, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .072, 

but no significant interaction between Knowledge and Experiment, F(2, 260) = .537, 

p = .586, MSE = .193, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .004, nor between Experiment and Testing, F(1, 130) 

= .303, p = .583, MSE = .100, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .002. Finally, the three-way Experiment, 

Knowledge and Testing interaction was non-significant, F(2, 260) = .304, p = .738, 

MSE = .109, 𝜂𝑝
2 = 002.  

Given no interaction effects between Experiments 2 and 3, mean normalized 

SCR CIT effects were combined and analyzed using a 2 (Tested: Together vs. 

Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with 
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Knowledge as the within-subjects factor. This revealed a significant main effect of 

Knowledge, F(2, 264) = 46.9, p < .001, MSE = 16.7, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .262, and Testing, F(1, 

132) = 4.23, p = .042, MSE = 1.47, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .031 where the CIT effect was larger overall 

when participants were tested together. There was also a significant two-way 

interaction between: Knowledge and Testing, F(1, 264) = 10.1, p < .001, MSE = 

3.59, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .071 (Figure 3.10). 

Follow-up ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of Knowledge for 

participants tested Together, F(2, 130) = 34.1, p < .001, MSE = 12.8, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .344, and 

Separately, F(2, 134) = 21.9, p < .001, MSE = 7.39, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .247. Post hoc t-tests 

revealed that: SCR CIT effects were larger for Exclusively known items, compared 

to Unknown items, both for participants tested Together, t(65) = 4.58, p < .001, d 

= .564 (MD = .472), and Separately, t(67) = 5.98, p < .001, d = .725 (MD = .649); 

SCR CIT effects were larger for Shared items, compared to Exclusively known 

items, but only for participants tested Together, t(65) = 3.68, p < .001, d = .453 (MD 

= .410), and SCR CIT effects were smaller for Shared items, compared to 

Exclusively known items for participants tested Separately, t(67) = 2.31, p = .024, d 

= .280 (MD = .224); SCR CIT effects for Shared items, were larger for participants 

tested Together compared to Separately, t(132) = 4.31, p < .001, d = .744 (MD 

= .484) and; finally there was no significant difference in SCR CIT effects for 

participants tested Together or Separately for either Exclusive or Unknown 

Knowledge items, (ps > .2). Note that, collapsed over exclusive and shared 

knowledge, the CIT effect for SCR was large when participants were tested 

separately (d = .806) and together (d = 1.20). 
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Figure 3.10. Experiments 2 and 3 combined mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a 

function of Knowledge type and Testing condition.  

Heart Rate Change 

The key findings were that there was no interaction between Knowledge and 

Testing and no difference between Exclusive and Shared knowledge. Mean 

normalized ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Experiment: First vs. 

Replication) x 2 (Tested: Together vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown vs. 

Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-subjects factor 

(Figure 3.11). This revealed a significant main effect of Knowledge, F(2, 274) = 

13.8, p < .001, MSE = 4.65, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .092; but not Experiment, F(1, 137) = .140, p 

= .709, MSE = .041, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001; or Testing, F(1, 137) = .132, p = .717, MSE = .038, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .001. There was no significant two-way interaction between Experiment and 

Testing, F(1, 137) = .989, p = .322, MSE = .286, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .007; or Knowledge and 

Experiment, F(2, 274) = .344, p = .709, MSE = .116, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003, or Knowledge and 
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Testing, F(2, 274) = .897, p = .409, MSE = .302, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .007. Finally, there was no 

significant three-way interaction between Experiment, Knowledge and Testing, F(2, 

274) = .489, p = .614, MSE = .164, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .004. Post hoc t-tests, collapsed over Testing 

conditions, revealed that the ∆HR CIT effects were larger for Exclusive items than 

unknown items, t(140) = 4.41, p < .001, d = .424 (MD = .312), and larger for Shared 

items than unknown items, t(140) = 4.80, p < .001, d = .367 (MD = .330) but there 

was no significant difference in ∆HR CIT effect between Exclusive and Shared items 

t(140) = .424, p = .672, d = .050 (MD = .028). Note that, collapsed over exclusive 

and shared knowledge, the CIT effect for ∆HR was medium (d = .689). 

 

 Figure 3.11. Experiments 2 and 3 combined mean normalized ∆HR CIT effect as a 

function of Knowledge type and Testing condition. 
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the efficiency of detection, signal detection analysis was used to 

determine the degree of separation between the participants in our experiment who 

were considered ‘guilty’ and an equivalent innocent group. Given no innocent 

participants were tested, data for innocent participants were simulated by the 

standard method used in the CIT literature (e.g. Carmel, Dayan, Naveh, Raveh, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2003; Visu-Petra et al, 2013; and Meijer, Smulders, Johnston, & 

Merckelbach, 2007). This approach assumes that innocent participants, not 

knowledgeable about the crime item, respond in the same manner to all items. 

Therefore, the procedure for simulating innocent participant data involves drawing 

random SCRs from a standard normal distribution. This is conducted for each trial 

with one trial in five then randomly chosen to represent the simulated crime item. 

Once calculated for each participant, an ROC was generated to approximate the 

signal detection using within-subject scored CIT effect for the ‘guilty’ group and for 

the normalized simulated ‘innocent’ group. ROCs are based on a comparison of two 

detection score distributions, where detection score of guilty was defined as the mean 

normalized difference between crime and control items and the detection score of 

innocents was similarly defined but using the simulated crime and control responses.  

As shown in Figure 3.12, the curves are close to the upper left-hand corner of 

the ROC which indicates a high overall accuracy (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). The 

area under this curve (AUC) allows an objective measure of the accuracy trade-off 

between the test sensitivity and specificity. An AUC = 0.5 suggests no discrimination 

(i.e. chance level), 0.7-0.8 is considered fair, 0.8-0.9 is considered excellent, and 0.9+ 

is considered outstanding (Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2000). When the 

crime was committed collaboratively, regardless of whether the information was 
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shared or not, the diagnosticity was greater when those participants were tested 

Together (AUC = .827, d = 1.15) compared to Separately (AUC = .729, d = .821) 

(AUC diff = .098, SE = .04, z = 2.46, p = .014). However, compared to individually 

testing participants (AUC = .793, d = .99) who committed the crime individually (i.e. 

participants in Experiment 1), diagnosticity did not different between participants 

tested together (AUC diff = .034, SE = .049, z = .696, p = .486) or separately (AUC 

diff = .064, SE = .052, z = 1.23, p = .220) in Experiments 2 and 3. 

 

Figure 3.12. Experiments 2 and 3 combined - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing 

the detection sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent 

participants for SCR when participants were tested separately (o) or together (●) in 

Experiments 2-3 following a collaborative mock crime. Additionally, the signal 

detection curve for participants tested individually (x) following a solo mock crime 

(in Experiment 1) is provided as a baseline. 
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General Discussion Part 1. 

 High profile criminal activity is often planned and carried out by groups of 

people each having individual roles and information about the crime. The group CIT 

has been proposed as a method for extracting critical information from criminal 

groups (Bradley & Barefoot, 2010; Breska, Ben-Shakhar, & Gronau, 2012; Breska et 

al., 2014; Elaad, 2016; Meijer et al., 2010; and Meijer et al., 2013). Here we present 

the first study to test the effects of group vs individual CIT testing and its impact on 

the CIT effect for shared and non-shared crime information.  

This study examined whether the CIT effect (SCR and ΔHR) differed for 

pairs who took the CIT together after committing a crime collaboratively compared 

with individual testing. Specifically, the impact of group testing for both knowledge 

shared between partners and not shared was of interest. Participant pairs watched two 

mock crime videos, filmed and subsequently played back, from a 1st person 

perspective of two thieves carrying out a heist together. During the heist the thieves 

encountered crime information together as indicated by the presence of the thief 

representing the participant’s partner visible in the video. Participants also saw crime 

details that their partner did not know, thereby making those details exclusive 

knowledge for one but unknown information for the other. Given the linearly 

constructed narrative of the mock crime videos, Experiment 1 was conducted to 

check that the crime details in each knowledge category did not differ - they did not. 

Participant pairs then underwent a CIT either in the same room together or 

individually, one at a time - this order was counterbalanced and found to have no 

effect. Experiment 2 was replicated with similar findings revealed; then all data were 

combined for further analysis. Across both Experiments 2 and 3, the SCR CIT effect 

was larger for shared compared to exclusive knowledge, but only when participants 
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were tested together. Additionally, the combined analysis revealed that the SCR CIT 

effect was smaller for shared compared to exclusive knowledge, but only when 

participants were tested separately. This reverse effect, smaller CIT effect to shared 

items when tested together, was not present in Experiment 2 and marginal in 

Experiment 3.  

 Encoding and retrieving memories in groups differ from when done alone as 

individuals. For example, the term collaborative inhibition is given to the finding that 

groups asked to recall information encoded collaboratively perform worse than 

groups that encoded the information individually (Marion & Thorley, 2016). 

Although studies do not typically find this effect with recognition tasks (Blumen & 

Rajaram, 2009), a study by Lu and colleagues (2017) found that the P300 amplitude 

CIT effect was smaller when participants collaboratively encoded the mock crime 

information in pairs (note participants in Lu’s study only underwent the CIT 

individually). A similar result was found in the current study as participants tested 

separately showed a smaller SCR CIT effect for shared knowledge items compared 

to items encoded individually. However, the results of the current study are unlikely 

to be due to collaborative inhibition.  

 The CIT is a recognition task, where all participants are cued by the stimulus 

thereby negating any benefit of using individual retrieval strategies for both 

participants tested together and separately (Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas, 

1997). Further, the Transactive Memory theory proposes that responsibility for 

encoding group information is shared and divided between members (Hollingshead 

& Brandon, 2003). However, in the current experiments this is unlikely to have 

occurred because participants were instructed to watch two mock crime videos and 

remember as much as possible. Therefore, responsibility for encoding the shared 
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crime information is unlikely to have been divided. Instead of using collaborative 

inhibition to explain our findings, a simpler alternative explanation appears to better 

account for the pattern of results. Encoding Specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) 

suggests that people encoding and retrieving information alone benefit from both 

context-dependent learning and transfer-appropriate processing whereas for people 

encoding individually but retrieving in a group suffers due to a mismatch (Barber, 

Rajaram & Aron, 2010). Indeed, this is what was found in our study, suggesting 

Encoding Specificity can account for these SCR findings.  

 Interestingly, when data were combined over Experiments 2 and 3, there was 

no such interaction between testing and knowledge for the ΔHR CIT effect and no 

overall effect of testing. The heart rate data consistently showed different patterns of 

results compared to SCR across both experiments. Initially, researchers theorized that 

both SCR and heart rate measured orienting-based recognition, however, evidence 

that heart rate changes in the CIT are related to orienting is less clear (klein Selle, 

Verschuere & Ben-Shakhar, 2018). Response fractionation theory attempts to explain 

why SCR and heart rate change (along with other parasympathetic measures such as 

respiration variability) do not always correlate (Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 

2011). This theory postulates that whilst SCRs are related to recognition via orienting 

processes, heart rate change is better accounted for by arousal inhibition experienced 

when actively concealing and suppressing recognition of items (see also klein Selle 

et al., 2016; klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & Ben-Shakhar, 2017). The data 

in our study provide further support for fractionation theory and suggest that group 

testing does not affect arousal inhibition. 

Previous research has demonstrated that motivation to beat the CIT (Ben-

Shakhar & Elaad, 2003), stress during testing (Verschuere et al., 2011) and 
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countermeasure use can all impact the CIT. However, no significant differences in 

self-reported ratings of motivation, stress or countermeasure used were found 

between groups in this study i.e. those given a CIT together or separately. This 

suggests that these factors cannot account for the present findings. Similarly, there 

was also no difference between participant partners that underwent the CIT 

separately first or second, indicating that order was not important.  

 In sum, this is the first study to consider the potential effects of testing crime 

partners together, with both shared and exclusive knowledge, in the CIT. We found 

that concealed recognition is stronger for crime items known by both suspects when 

they both encoded and retrieve the crime details together. Based on these findings it 

could be recommended that when a crime is committed by pairs of suspects who are 

exposed to differing amounts of information, a group CIT should be conducted with 

suspects tested together simultaneously. This follows because the detection of 

concealed information was greater when participants were tested together (AUC 

= .827) compared to separately (AUC = .729). However, outside of the lab paired 

CIT testing is risky as suspects could willing influence or distract each other in an 

effort to fool the test. The effects of such actions are currently unknown and 

therefore, at present group CIT testing is not advised. Indeed, this study demonstrates 

that group testing can impact suspect’s responding in the CIT. Further work would be 

useful to validate and generalize the current findings to scenarios with increased 

ecological validity (e.g. real-world collaborative mock crime tasks such as in Lu et 

al., 2018) and across different labs. Nonetheless, our initial findings are useful for 

those investigating group-based CIT testing as a method for extracting information 

using a searching CIT approach. 
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PART 2. REACTION TIME MEASURES 

Experiment 4: Paired RT-CIT Check 

In Part 1 of this chapter, the recognition-based (SCR) CIT effect was found to 

be larger when suspect pairs viewed crime items together following collaborative 

encoding. This translated into a greater detection of concealed information from 

participant pairs when the pairs were tested together. Part 1 was the first study to 

attempt to experimentally determine the effects of group testing and shared 

knowledge in the physiological CIT. Such findings provide important theoretical and 

practical insights into group CIT testing. Given the positive results found in Part 1, it 

was important to establish whether the results in the physiological CIT apply to the 

RT-CIT. To the authors’ knowledge, no study has tested the efficiency and effects of 

group RT-CIT testing.  

The reaction time CIT (RT-CIT), already described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, 

is recapped here. The RT-CIT is designed to determine whether a suspect is 

concealing privileged knowledge of hidden crime information that only the culprit 

would recognize (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). However, the RT-CIT measures 

reaction times rather than physiological responses (e.g. SCR and ∆HR) as a way of 

detecting concealed recognition (for a review see Verschuere, Suchotzki, & Debey, 

2014). As an oddball task, participants respond using a keyboard, to a sequence of 

briefly presented stimuli containing crime, control and target items. The crime and 

control items are the same as those used in physiology CITs. Participants, therefore, 

respond ‘no’ to indicate that they do not recognize either the crime or the control 

items. Target items however are specially required for the RT-CIT and consist of a set 

of images that the participant is shown before the test and are instructed to respond 

‘yes’ to. Targets items ensure that participants are attending to each stimulus. 
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Following a question such as “do you recognize this item as relating to the crime?”, 

guilty suspects in the RT-CIT respond ‘No’ (untruthfully) more slowly to crime items 

than they respond ‘No’ (truthfully), to control items. This response inhibition 

(slowing) is argued to be due to participants attempting to resolve the conflict 

between actually recognizing the crime item and yet reporting that they do not 

(Debey, Ridderinkhof, De Houwer, De Schryver, & Verschuere, 2015). This conflict 

sometimes results in an increased number of errors as well such as pressing ‘Yes’ to 

the crime items or ‘No’ to the target items (Suchotzki et al., 2017). When testing 

individuals, the RT-CIT can be as diagnostic as the physiological-based CIT with 

excellent detection rates (Granhag, Vrij & Verschuere, 2015, p. 274).  

Unlike the physiology-based CIT, there are no group RT-CIT studies reported 

in the literature. This may be because study of the RT-CIT is recent or because there 

is an expectation that a group RT-CIT would be less effective due to the disturbance 

caused by the presence on a partner. Any distractions by a partner during an RT-CIT 

would increase noise and potentially reduce the processing of the stimuli required for 

response inhibition to occur. Practically, like with the physiological CIT, there may 

be advantages to testing suspects in pairs when they have collaborated in either 

planning or conducting a crime. Testing suspect partners together may result in 

increased detection rates for the same reasons discussed above for the physiological 

CIT. Further, group testing methods could be used in a searching RT-CIT where the 

investigators are attempting to extract new information from a group of suspects 

(Bradley & Barefoot, 2010; Breska, Ben-Shakhar, & Gronau, 2012; Breska et al., 

2014; Elaad, 2016; Meijer et al., 2010; and Meijer et al., 2013). Furthermore, the 

findings from group based RT-CIT may provide theoretical insights into the 

processes that modulate the RT-CIT or interfere with response inhibition.  
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Therefore, in Part 2 of this chapter, its tested whether the RT-CIT effect is 

present or negated during paired testing of suspects who are concealing recognition 

of autobiographic scenes (Experiment 4) before testing whether this group RT-CIT 

effect differs from when participants are tested separately (Experiment 5). Finally, 

the type of knowledge (Shared, Exclusive or Unknown) is introduced by replicating 

Experiments 2, i.e. using the pair mock crime videos, but with the RT-CIT 

(Experiment 6).  

Method 

 Participants 

 Previous literature indicates that the RT-CIT effect (crime minus control 

items) is large (Granhag, Vrij & Verschuere, 2015). A power analysis using 

G*Power (Faul et al., 2007), with a large effect size of d = .80, and α = 0.05 for a 

single group, suggested a minimum sample size of 19 subjects would be sufficient 

for a power of 0.95. Fifteen pairs, i.e. thirty participants (20 women), aged between 

18-26 years (Mean = 20.0, SD = 2.0), signed up together through a University online 

participant panel at the authors’ institution. Participants received £3 payment for 

taking part in the 30-minute testing session, the opportunity to receive their ‘lie 

detection score’ and a chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher each if their pair 

obtained the lowest score.  
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Materials.3 

The stimuli were photographs of scenes that typically contained landscapes, 

buildings, and other structures. The five autobiographic images (‘crime’ items), were 

images of various scenes of the participant’s university campus. For each crime item, 

four matched control scene stimuli were sourced using Google’s Reverse Image 

Search function with the crime items as reference images. In addition to the crime 

and control stimuli, five images of another University were used as target items. All 

images were open source, cropped to remove potential noise (e.g., people), were 

resampled to 1366 x 768 pixels and presented full-screen on a 21” LCD monitor, 

16:9 aspect ratio at a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. Participants sat approximately 

40cm from the screen with the center of the screen at approximately eye level. 

Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 4 are shown in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13. Examples of control, crime and target scene images used in Experiment 

1. 

The CIT 

The RT-CIT was made up of 450 images with 30 images (one block) repeated 

15 times. Each block of 30 images contained five CITs and each CIT consisted of six 

images: a crime item, a target, and four control items. There was a short break of 

 

 

3 Note that the Materials, CIT and Procedure were similar to those used in 

Experiment 1, Chapter 2 of this Thesis. 
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3000ms after each block and a longer break of 30 seconds after every three blocks. 

The image duration was 800ms with a randomly selected inter-stimulus interval of 

either 500, 750 or 1500ms. Items within each block were presented sequentially in a 

random order with the constraint that two crime items could not occur consecutively. 

The targets were randomly presented within each block and did not change 

irrespective of what crime items were selected by participants. Target items were not 

analysed as they were only used to ensure participant engagement with the stimuli. 

The data from participants with error rates (i.e. pressing “Yes” to a crime item) 

above 50% were removed from further analysis as it is unlikely that they were 

following the task instructions. Responses faster than 200ms or slower than 800ms 

were removed, as recommended by Verschuere and colleagues (2015). Incorrect 

responses were also removed from the RT analysis. 

Procedure 

Participants completed the experiment in a computer lab with all fifteen pairs 

seated at fifteen computers completing the task as a pair (on the same monitor and 

with the same keyboard). Participants were provided with an overview of the study 

procedure, given the opportunity to ask questions and then provided consent and 

demographic information. Participants were informed of their right to withdraw at 

any point without penalty or reason. Participants were then asked to imagine that 

they were both “undercover spies from Warwick University and have infiltrated New 

York University to steal their latest research. New York University Security suspects 

a mole and are therefore requiring all staff to sit a ‘lie detection test.’ Their ‘lie 

detection test’ assumes that spies will be slower to recognise and make more 

mistakes when they respond to images of New York University. They are also hoping 

to catch spies that accidentally respond “Yes” to images of Warwick University who 
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they believe are the prime suspects.” Participant pairs were told that both their lie 

detection performances would be considered together “Both of you must pass the test 

to remain undetected meaning your partners performance affects your score and vice 

versa!”.  

The participants were then given five images of ‘New York University’ and 

told to memorise these to help them beat the lie detection test. Participants were then 

told that “during the ‘Lie Detection Test’ you will be shown a series of items of 

scenes. Many of these items will be unfamiliar to you except the ones relating to 

Warwick University (which you must keep secret) and the scenes of New York 

University which you have just memorised. Each image will appear for around 1 

second with less than a second gap between them. Using the keyboard, please 

respond to these images as fast as you can making as few errors as possible! The 

question to consider for each image is ‘Do you recognise this scene?’” One 

participant in each pair was instructed to press the LEFT KEY for “Yes” responses, 

i.e. New York University Images (targets), and the RIGHT KEY for “No” i.e. 

University of Warwick (crime items) and any other random images (control items). 

The additional participant in each pair used the Z KEY for “Yes” responses, i.e. New 

York University Images and the C KEY for “No” i.e. University of Warwick and 

other random images. Participants were given the opportunity to ask any questions 

before completing a practice test consisting of two blocks of trials (60 images). 

During the practice stage only, if the response was incorrect e.g., “Yes” response to a 

crime item, the words “Wrong” were displayed until the start of the next trial. If a 

response time exceeded the deadline of 800ms the words “Too Slow” were displayed 

until the start of the next trial. Participants were aware that this information would 
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not be provided following the practice stage. Following the practice test, participants 

completed the main test followed by debriefing. 

Results 

Three participants were removed from the analysis due to their error rates being 

above 50% (94%, 85% and 86%). Including target items, trials that exceeded the 

response deadline of 800 ms (0.72%), were faster than 200ms (0.21%) and incorrect 

trials (5.0%) were removed from the analysis – note, incorrect responses are used for 

the error analysis.  

Reaction Times 

Mean correct RTs were calculated for crime and control items for each 

participant with overall means shown in Figure 3.14. A paired t-test on Item Type 

revealed that mean correct RTs were significantly slower for crime items compared 

to the control items, t(26) = 6.06, p < .001, d = .753, (MD = 25.9).  

Error Rates 

Error rates on crime and control trials were low overall (M = 2.2%, SD = 2.4 

and M = 3.4%, SD = 3.6 for control and crime items respectively) and there were 

more errors to crime items, t(26) = 2.16, p = .040, d = .396, (MD = 1.21) (Figure 

3.15).  
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Figure 3.14. Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type. 

 

Figure 3.15. Experiment 4 - Mean error rates as a function of Item Type.  
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the efficiency of deception detection, a signal detection  analysis 

was conducted (Figure 3.16) using within-subjects standardised scores (z-scores) for 

each participant’s RTs (Ben-Shakhar, 1985). Data for innocent participants was 

simulated by drawing random RTs from a standard normal distribution. This is 

conducted for each trial with one trial in five then randomly chosen to represent the 

simulated crime item. The resulting group-based RT-CIT had an AUC = .881, 

indicating an excellent diagnostic test with a large Guilty-Innocent effect size d = 

1.22.  

 

Figure 3.16. Experiment 4 - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants 
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 Discussion 

 A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that the RT-CIT is an effective method 

for revealing suspects' crime recognition when suspects are tested alone (Suchotzki 

et al., 2017). In this experiment, we tested whether a group RT-CIT could be just as 

effective for revealing concealed information shared by pairs of crime suspects. 

There were reasons to believe it may not be as effective, but this had not been 

demonstrated previously. To check this, participant pairs underwent a scene-based 

RT-CIT in pairs. In Chapter 2 (Experiment 2), scene images were found to result in a 

similar RT-CIT effect compared to objects. All crime items were scenes of the 

participants’ University Campus and therefore could be considered as autobiographic 

details. In the current experiment, participant pairs were instructed to jointly conceal 

recognition of these scenes. The results showed that a medium to large RT-CIT effect 

was present for participants tested in pairs which, when compared to simulated 

innocent participants, led to an excellent diagnosticity (AUC = .881). Additionally, 

error rates were larger for crime items compared to controls. These findings suggest 

that a group RT-CIT can be used to reveal deception, suggesting that any potential 

distraction from participants’ partners do not negate the RT-CIT effect. However, it is 

not yet clear whether the RT-CIT effect differs between those tested together and 

separately and therefore this should be tested.   
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Experiment 5: Paired vs. Individual RT-CIT 

 In the previous experiment, the RT-CIT was found for participants 

undergoing a paired RT-CIT suggesting that group testing can reveal deception. 

However, in Experiment 4, no comparison was made between participants tested 

together and separately. In the current experiment, a within subject design was used 

in which participants underwent two scene-based RT-CITs (the same one used in 

Experiment 4) both together and separately with the order counterbalanced. In the 

event of an order effect, the 2nd condition completed by participants would be 

discarded for an additional planned between-subjects analysis. The results from this 

experiment would determine whether a paired RT-CIT differed from the standard 

individual RT-CIT. 

Method 

 Participants 

 Forty participants (4 women), aged between 18-25 years (Mean = 21.2, SD = 

1.3) were recruited, as pairs, through a convenience sample of students at the 

University of Warwick. Participants received no credit for taking part in the 40-

minute testing session but did have the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection 

score’ with the chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher each if they, as paired, obtained 

the lowest score. Participants were equally split and allocated in an alternating 

fashion between the order conditions. 

Materials 

The materials and CIT were the same as Experiment 4. To summarise: five 

scenes of University Campus were used as crime items equating to 450 trials; five 

other images of ‘New York University’ were used as target items present only to 
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ensure engagement with the task – target trials were not analysed; responses faster 

than 200ms and slower than 800ms were removed along with incorrect responses.  

Procedure 

The procedure and instructions were the same as Experiment 4, with one 

exception. All participants were tested both together and separately sequentially with 

this order counterbalanced. Therefore, the study had a 2 (Testing: Together vs. 

Separate) x 2 (Order: Together 1st, Separate 1st) x 2 (Item: Control vs. Crime) three-

way mixed-design with Order as the between-subject factor and RTs and error rates 

as the dependent variables. In other words, participants took the same RT-CIT twice 

(except stimuli were randomized in both separately), one alone and one with their 

partner.  

Results 

The main finding was that the RT and error rate CIT effect was present 

although the Order factor interacted with Testing. After removing the order factor by 

only considering participants’ first test only, the RT-CIT effect was smaller for those 

tested together.  

No data were removed from the analysis due to participant error rates being 

over 50%. Including target items, trials that exceeded the response deadline (0.66%), 

were faster than 200ms (0.55%) and incorrect trials (1.64%) were removed from the 

analysis. Note, incorrect responses are used for the error analysis. 

Reaction Times 

Mean correct RTs were analyzed using a 2 (Testing: Together vs. Separate) x 

2 (Order: Together 1st, Separate 1st) x 2 (Item: Control vs. Crime) three-way mixed-

design with Order as the between-subject factor (Figure 3.17). This revealed a 

significant main effect of: Item, F(1, 38) = 93.2, p < .001, MSE = 42305, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .710, 
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overall RTs were slower to crime compared to control items; Testing, F(1, 38) = 58.9, 

p < .001, MSE = 78102, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .608, overall RTs were slower when participants were 

tested together; and Order, F(1, 38) = 6.83, p = .013, MSE = 14829, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .152, where 

overall RTs were faster when participants were tested together initially. There was a 

significant two-way interaction between Item and Order, F(1, 38) = 11.6, p = .002, 

MSE = 5251, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .233, the RT-CIT effect (crime minus control RTs) was larger 

when participants were tested together first, t(38) = 2.71, p = .010, d = .793 (MD = 

19.1). There were no significant two-way interactions between Item and Testing, F(1, 

38) = .684, p = .414, MSE = 143, η2 = .018; or Order and Testing, F(1, 38) = .946, p 

= .337, MSE = 1254, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .024. There was no significant three-way interaction 

between Item, Order and Testing, F(1, 38) = 2.43, p = .127, MSE = 508, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .060.  

Given the Order x Item interaction, an analysis of only the 1st RT-CIT seen by 

each participant was conducted, thereby making it a between-subject design. Mean 

correct RTs were analyzed using a 2 (Testing: Together vs. Separate) x 2 (Item: 

Control vs. Crime) two-way mixed-design with Testing as the between-subject factor. 

This revealed a significant main effect of: Item, F(1, 38) = 50.0, p < .001, MSE = 

16769, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .568, overall RTs were slower to crime items compared to controls; and 

Testing, F(1, 38) = 5.71, p = .022, MSE = 12434, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .131, overall RTs were slower 

when participants were tested together. There was a significant two-way interaction 

between Item and Testing, F(1, 38) = 5.45, p = .025, MSE = 1831, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .125; the RT-

CIT effect was larger when participants were tested separately. 

Error Rates 

Error rates on crime and control trials were low overall (M = 1.62%, SD = 

0.28 and M = 1.07%, SD = 0.19 for crime and control respectively). Mean error rates 

were analyzed in the same manner as RTs above (Figure 3.18). This revealed a 
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significant main effect of Item, F(1, 38) = 10.6, p = .002, MSE = 11.7, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .219, 

overall errors rates were larger to crime items compared to controls. There was no 

significant main effect of Testing, F(1, 38) = 2.91, p = .096, MSE = 7.27, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .071; 

or Order, F(1, 38) = 1.34, p = .254, MSE = 5.05, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .034. There was no significant 

two-way interactions between Item and Order, F(1, 38) = .092, p = .763, MSE = .101, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .002; Item and Testing, F(1, 38) = 1.92, p = .174, MSE = 1.95, 𝜂𝑝

2 = .048; or 

Order and Testing, F(1, 38) = 1.20, p = .281, MSE = 2.99, 𝜂𝑝
2= .030. The three-way 

interaction was also non-significant, F(1, 38) = .169, p = .683, MSE = .172, 𝜂𝑝
2 

= .004. 
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Figure 3.17. Experiment 5 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type, Testing and 

Order.  
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Figure 3.18. Experiment 5 - Mean error rates as a function of Item Type, Testing and 

Order.  
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Signal Detection Analysis 

Following on from Experiment 4, a signal detection analysis was conducted 

for each Order group using only their first RT-CIT (Figure 3.19). For participants 

who completed the Separate RT-CIT first, the AUC = .976 indicated an outstanding 

diagnostic test with a large Guilty-Innocent difference effect size d = 1.57. For 

participants who completed the Together RT-CIT first, the AUC = .856, indicating an 

excellent diagnostic test with a large Guilty-Innocent difference effect size d = 1.18. 

Detection was best when participants were tested separately, AUC diff = .12, SE 

= .06, z = 1.81, p = .035. 

 

Figure 3.19. Experiment 5 - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants for both 

when participants were tested together and separately 
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 Discussion 

This experiment investigated whether the RT-CIT differed when participants 

were tested together compared to separately. The initial concern raised about 

conducting a group RT-CIT was that it may result in a reduction of participant stimulus 

processing due to distractions caused by the other partner undergoing testing. In 

Experiment 4 however, we found a medium to large RT-CIT effect indicating that the 

RT-CIT effect was not negated. This experiment went further by comparing this to a 

control condition i.e. a condition where participants underwent the RT-CIT alone. The 

same scene-based RT-CIT scenario, procedure and tests was the same as that used in 

Experiment 4 except participants took two RT-CIT tests consecutively. The order of 

whether they took the RT-CIT as a pair first or second was counterbalanced.  

Interestingly, the order factor interacted with the item type where RT-CIT effect 

was larger when participants were tested together first. Due to this order effect, a 

planned analysis of only the first RT-CIT taken by participants was conducted. This 

showed that the RT-CIT was larger when participants were tested separately indicating 

that the group RT-CIT was inferior. Consequently, detection of concealed information 

was greater when participants were tested separately.  

These initial findings indicate that, unlike the physiological CIT, the RT-CIT 

should be administered to suspect pairs individually for knowledge that is shared. To 

confirm this finding and re-introduce the knowledge factor (Shared, Exclusive and 

Unknown) tested in Experiments 2 and 3 of this chapter, a final experiment was ran. 
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Experiment 6: Shared Knowledge and Paired RT-CIT 

In Experiment 5, the RT-CIT was found for both participants tested separately 

and together, however appeared smaller in the later condition. In Experiments 2 and 

3 of this chapter, the physiological-based CIT effect in group testing was affected by 

whether the participant pairs shared specific knowledge crime items or not. Having 

established that the RT-CIT is still present in paired RT-CIT, the current experiment 

was conducted as a replication of Experiment 2 (and 3) to determine whether there is 

any impact of knowing that your partner also recognizes the crime item (Shared 

knowledge) on the RT-CIT effect. 

In the introduction section of this chapter, Encoding Specificity Theory was 

presented, which predicts that information both encoded and retrieved together 

would result in a larger recognition effect compared to when there is a mismatch in 

encoding. This prediction was supported by the findings in Experiments 2 and 3 with 

the physiology CIT when measuring SCR. However, whether or not the same 

findings would be found in the RT-CIT is unclear. The SCR measure in the CIT is 

taken to represent that a magnitude of recognition has occurred. Therefore, we might 

expect theories such as Encoding Specificity to affect this measure. However, like 

heart rate, which was not impacted by group testing or shared knowledge, the RT-

CIT effect does not appear to be a recognition response. Rather, the RT-CIT effect is 

believed to relate to the response conflict experienced by participants deceptively 

responding to stimuli presented rapidly. Therefore, other cognitive processes such as 

task co-representation (Barber, Harris, & Rajaram, 2015) may be more important 

when participants are tested together with shared and non-shared information in the 

RT-CIT.  
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Therefore, as in Experiment 2, this experiment tested whether the RT-CIT 

effect differs between different knowledge held by suspect pairs and whether taking 

the CIT together or separately impacts this. The same two mock crime videos from 

Experiment 2 were used in which the thieves either encounter crime information 

together (Shared Knowledge) or individually (Exclusive Knowledge) and were not 

exposed to their partners' exclusive knowledge (Unknown Knowledge). Participant 

pairs then underwent a RT-CIT either Together or Separately. 

Method 

Participants 

In line with Experiment 2, sixty-four participants (31 women and 7 not 

disclosing), aged between 18 - 51 years (Mean = 22.6, SD = 7.3) were recruited as 

pairs through a convenience sample of students and staff at the University of 

Warwick. Participants received no credit for taking part in the 40-minute testing 

session but did have the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’ with the 

chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher each if they, as a pair, obtained the lowest 

score. Participants were equally split and allocated in an alternating fashion between 

either the paired or the separate condition until the sample size of Testing condition 

reached thirty-two. 

Procedure  

The mock crime video stimuli, CIT stimuli, procedure, instructions and 

additional measures questionnaire, were the same as those used in Experiment 2. The 

exception was that an RT-CIT was used instead of a physiological CIT. 

Consequently, the CIT now contained 54 images (nine crime items each with four 

matched items and one target item) which was repeated 15 times. All other RT-CIT 

parameters were the same as in Experiment 4 and 5. In outline, participant pairs 
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watched a mock crime video where they either both encoded the same crime 

knowledge (Shared), encoded individual crime knowledge (Exclusive) and were not 

exposed to their partners' exclusive knowledge (making it Unknown). Participant 

partners then took a RT-CIT either at the same computer at the same time (Together) 

or one at a time (Separate). The experiment therefore had a 2 (Tested: Together vs. 

Separate) x 3 (Knowledge Type: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-design 

with Knowledge as the within-subject factor and RT-CIT effect and Error CIT effect 

(crime minus control) as dependent variables.  

Results 

The main finding was that there was no effect of being tested together or 

separately however, ignoring the testing factor, shared knowledge items resulted in 

the greatest RT-CIT effect, followed by exclusive items with unknown items as the 

smallest. Note that the RT-CIT effect for exclusively known stimuli was minimal for 

both participants tested Together (M = -2.9, SD = 19.5) and Separately (M = 6.12, SD 

= 25.7). 

Reaction Times 

No data were removed from this analysis due to participant error rates being 

over 50%. Including target items, trials that exceeded the response deadline (0.76%), 

were faster than 200ms (0.32%) and incorrect trials (7.35%) were removed from the 

analysis – note, incorrect responses are used for the error analysis. 

Normalized, mean correct RT-CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Tested: 

Together vs. Separate) x 3 (Knowledge Type: Unknown vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) 

two-way mixed ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-subject factor (Figure 3.20). 

This revealed a significant main effect of Knowledge Type, F(2, 124) = 42.0, p 

< .001, MSE = 18352, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .404, However, neither the main effect of Testing, F(1, 
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62) = 2.36, p = .129, MSE = 1065, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .037, nor the Knowledge x Testing 

interaction, F(1, 124) = .522, MSE = 228, p = .595, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .008, approached 

significance. Ignoring the Testing condition, post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed 

that: RT-CIT effects were larger to exclusively known items compared to unknown 

items, t(63) = 2.93, p = .005, d = .501, (MD = 10.6); RT-CIT effects were larger to 

shared items compared to unknown items, t(63) = 8.78, p < .001, d = 1.28, (MD = 

33.2); and RT-CIT effects were larger to shared items compared to exclusively 

known items, t(63) = 6.2, p < .001, d = .889, (MD = 22.5). Additionally it was found 

that the expected RT-CIT effect (crime vs. control items), although present for shared 

items, t(63) = 8.86, p < .001, d = .434, (MD = 24.1), was not present for exclusively 

known items, t(63) = .556, p = .556, d = .031, (MD = 1.61). 

 

Figure 3.20. Experiment 6 - Mean correct RT-CIT effect as a function of Item Type 

and Condition.  
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Error Analysis 

Error rates on probe and irrelevant item trials were low overall (M = 2.81%, 

SD = 4.75 and M = 1.25%, SD = 3.17 for probe and irrelevant respectively). Mean 

error CIT effects were analyzed in the same way as for the RTs (Figure 3.21). This 

revealed a significant main effect of Knowledge Type, F(2, 124) = 11.3, p < .001, 

MSE = 200, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .154, However, neither the main effect of Testing, F(1, 62) = 1.40, 

p = .242, MSE = 26.5, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .022, nor the interaction between Knowledge and 

Testing, F(1, 124) = .360, MSE = 6.38, p = .699, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .006, approached significance. 

Ignoring Testing, post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that: the error CIT effect 

was larger for exclusively known items compared to unknown items, t(63) = 3.8, p 

< .001, d = .579, (MD = 1.50); the error CIT effect was larger for shared items 

compared to unknown items, t(63) = 4.23, p < .001, d = .704, (MD = 3.52); the error 

CIT effect was larger to shared items compared to exclusively known items, t(63) = 

2.27, p = .027, d = .391, (MD = 2.03). Additionally it was found that the expected 

error CIT effect (crime vs. control items), was present for both shared items, t(63) = 

4.21, p < .001, d = .710, (MD = 3.41), and exclusively known items, t(63) = 3.48, p 

= .001, d = .562, (MD = 1.38). 
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Figure 3.21. Experiment 6 - Mean error CIT effect as a function of Item Type and 

Condition.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

As with Experiments 2 and 3, there were no differences between those tested 

together and separately for the additional factors measured (motivation, stress and 

countermeasure use) in this experiment. Participants correctly recalled 95.1% of 

crime items with nineteen participants forgetting at least one of the six crime items 

(one forgot five, two forgot two and sixteen forgot one). Participants found the mock 

crime video immersive, Mean = 4.3, SD = 1.2 (Scale = 1low to 6high). Overall 

participants’ self-reported motivation was moderate with Mean = 5.0, SD = 0.9 

(Scale = 1low to 6high), with no difference between Testing conditions, t(62) = .306, p 

= .760, (MD = .094). Overall, participant’s self-reported stress during the CIT was 

moderate with Mean = 3.7, SD = 1.3 (range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed), with no 

difference between Testing conditions, t(62) = 1.11, p = .272, (MD = .406). 

Participants rated the mock crime videos as immersive with Mean = 4.5, SD = .95 
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(range = 1not immersive to 6highly immersive). Eleven participants (17%), reported using 

some form of countermeasure to fool the test: four reported to randomly change their 

response time; four tried to respond at the same speed to all items; one tried to 

respond faster to crime item; one made intentional mistakes; and one tried to slow all 

responses to all item.  

Order Factor Check 

Participants tested Separately were either tested before or after their partner 

and this was counterbalanced. To check for order effects, mean RT-CIT and error CIT 

effects were analyzed using a 2 (Order: First vs. Second) x 3 (Knowledge: Unknown 

vs. Exclusive vs. Shared) mixed-ANOVA with Knowledge as the within-subjects 

factor. There was no main effect of Order for the RT-CIT effect, F(1, 30) = .498, p 

= .486, MSE = .238, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .016, or Error CIT effect, F(1, 30) = .034, p = .855, 

MSE = .526, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001. There was also no interaction between Order and 

Knowledge, the RT-CIT effect, F(2, 60) = .696, p = .502, MSE = .285, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .023, and 

Error CIT effect, F(2, 60) = .038, p = .963, MSE = .561, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001. This again 

suggested that the order that participants were tested separately had no impact on the 

findings. 

Signal Detection Analysis 

Following Experiment 5, a signal detection analysis was conducted revealing 

that the AUC = .793, indicating a good diagnostic test with a large Guilty-Innocent 

difference effect size d = .984. (Figure 3.22).  
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Figure 3.22. Experiment 6 - Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection 

sensitivity and specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants 
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Discussion (Part 2.) 

 The group CIT has been proposed as a method for extracting key information 

from criminal groups where one or more share this information. In Experiments 4 

and 5, it was established that the RT-CIT remains effective for testing pairs of 

suspects that have shared crime knowledge. Following on from this, the current 

experiment tested whether the RT-CIT effect differs between different knowledge 

held by suspect pairs and whether taking the CIT together or separately impacts this - 

the same mock crime stimuli were used. 

The results showed no effect of being tested together or separately for either 

RTs or error rates. However, when collapsed over testing groups (together and 

separate), all pairwise comparisons between different knowledge types (Unknown, 

Exclusive and Shared) were significant for both the RT-CIT effect and the error rate 

CIT effect. This meant that the CIT effect was larger for shared information 

compared to exclusive which was in turn larger than unknown information. This 

suggests that something is uniquely affecting the shared items regardless of the 

testing condition. However, note that the RT-CIT effect for exclusively known 

condition was not present (d = .031) and small for shared items (d = .434). This could 

be due to the number of crime items tested - three for each knowledge type. The 

number of crime items has been shown to reduce the CIT effect (Meijer et al., 2014) 

and may therefore explain why the overall RT-CIT effect was small, or in the case of 

the exclusive items, negligible. Finally, there was no difference between the self-

reported motivation, stress and countermeasure use across both testing conditions, 

and no difference between participant partners that underwent the CIT first or second 

in the separate CIT testing condition, suggesting that none of these factors can 

account for these findings. 
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This is the first experiment to test the effects of group vs individual CIT 

testing and its impact on the RT-CIT effect for shared information. Our findings 

suggest that deception, as measured using an RT-CIT, can be better detected when 

pairs of suspects respond to shared knowledge items. When considering the reduced 

deception diagnosticity found in this experiment, using the RT-CIT to reveal 

deception may not be optimal when participants collaborate on a crime. This suggest 

that a group based searching CIT using RTs would not be as effective as using 

physiological measures (e.g. Bradley & Barefoot, 2010; Breska, Ben-Shakhar, & 

Gronau, 2012; Breska et al., 2014; Elaad, 2016; Meijer et al., 2010; and Meijer et al., 

2013). Furthermore, the findings from group-based RT-CIT may provide theoretical 

insights into the processes that modulate the RT-CIT or interfere with response 

inhibition. This requires further study.  
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Chapter Summary 

 Often the most damaging criminal activity is that planned and conducted by 

organized groups. To help the fight against such crime, the group CIT has been 

proposed as a method for extracting critical information from criminal groups (e.g. 

Elaad, 2016). The efficiency of group CITs have been tested using physiological 

measures however so far no one has compared the effects of testing suspects in 

groups verses alone which is the more typical CIT approach. In this chapter, the 

effects of testing participant pairs together in both the physiological and RT based 

CITs is explored. In Part 1, using the physiological CIT, pairs watched a 

collaborative mock crime video in which they encoded either shared or non-shared 

crime information before undergoing a CIT either together or separately 

(Experiments 2 and 3). Across both, the SCR CIT effect was larger when both 

participant partners sat next to each other in the CIT recognized the same crime 

details. Combining data from Experiment 2 and 3 revealed an additional effect. The 

SCR CIT effect was reduced when participants, without their partner present, saw 

crime details known by both them and their partner.  

 Encoding Specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) can account for these 

findings as groups of people who encode and retrieve information alone benefit from 

both context-dependent learning and transfer-appropriate processing whereas groups 

encoding individually but retrieving collaboratively suffer due to a mismatch in 

encoding (Barber, Rajaram & Aron, 2010) – this is what we observed with the SCR 

data. For the heart rate data however, this was not the case as no effect of testing or 

knowledge was found. Response fractionation theory suggests that whilst SCR 

relates to recognition via orienting, heart rate change is better accounted for by 

arousal inhibition experienced when responding deceptively and suppressing 
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recognition of items (Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011; klein Selle et al., 2016; 

klein Selle et al., 2017). In sum, for the physiological CIT at least, these initial 

findings support the use of group-CIT methods for suspects but suggests group 

members are tested together. 

 The findings from Part 1 were followed up using the RT-CIT in Part 2. As the 

RT-CIT had not been conducted in pairs previously, Experiments 4 and 5 were 

conducted, using autobiographic scenes as crime details, to confirm that the RT-CIT 

effect wasn’t negated in group testing. In Experiment 4 the RT-CIT effect was 

medium to large with an excellent diagnosticity (AUC = .881) when compared to 

simulated innocent group. Experiment 5 directly compared the RT-CIT effect 

between participants who took the test together and then separately (and vice versa 

introducing an order factor). An order effect was found but following removal of this 

factor, detection of concealed information was found to be greater when participants 

were tested separately.  

 In Experiment 6, the crime knowledge held by both participant partners was 

manipulated in the same way as Experiment 2 i.e. partners no longer shared all crime 

information. However, unlike the findings with the physiological CIT, the results in 

Experiment 6, showed no interaction between testing and knowledge on either RTs or 

error rates. Collapsed over testing groups, the RT-CIT effect was larger for shared 

information compared to exclusive, which was in turn larger than unknown 

information. Although note that the RT-CIT was negligible for both unknown, and 

surprisingly, exclusive items. Overall this meant that there was no benefit of testing 

pairs together in the reaction time CIT.  
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 The experiments in this chapter are the first to assess the potential benefits 

and costs of CIT testing suspects who have committed a joint crime together and 

what impact their knowledge of different crime information has.  
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CHAPTER 4 

What do you know?  

Informed investigators may not increase false positives in  

concealed information tests 

 

Abstract 

 When administering forensic assessments of witness or suspect memory, 

research in social psychology cautions against using investigators who have 

knowledge about the crime due to the potential of biasing. In this study, investigator 

presence was experimentally manipulated in a Concealed Information Test (CIT). 

Innocent and guilty suspects watched first-person perspective videos, the latter a 

mock crime, before taking a CIT measuring skin conductance and heart rate. The 

CIT was administered by either a human investigator or a computer using a within-

subjects (Experiment 1) and a between-subjects (Experiment 2) design. The 

investigator, knowledgeable of the crime but unaware of the suspect’s guilt, asked 

each CIT question before presenting the stimuli as photographs. Guilty suspects 

showed larger skin conductance CIT effects when tested by an investigator, 

enhancing deception diagnosticity. However, no such investigator effect was found 

for innocent suspects suggesting knowledgeable investigators may not increase in 

false positives. Further work is recommended. 
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Introduction 

Given the choice of lying face-to-face or over the phone, most would 

typically choose the latter (DePaulo, Kashy, Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 1996) as it 

is more likely that the liar will be successful (Harrison, Hwalek, Raney and Fritz, 

1978; Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 2010). Performing any task, not just lying, is 

more difficult with an audience. An example is forgetting parts of a well-rehearsed 

presentation during delivery (Rosenberg, Rosenthal, & Rosnow, 1969). Indeed, 

decades of research (Bond & Titus, 1983) has shown that the mere presence of 

others, real, imagined or simply implied, can influence behavior and performance 

across a variety of tasks – this is known as Social Facilitation (Zajonc, 1965).  

Unsurprisingly then, a criminal investigator, or detective, would prefer to 

interview a suspect in person rather than over the phone or through email/instant 

messaging. Deception detection research has shown that lying is less successful 

when performed face-to-face with an investigator (Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 

2010) even if the investigator is only present while a computer asked the questions 

(Harrison et al., 1978). One explanation for this is the Motivational Impairment 

Effect whereby suspects are more motivated to successfully deceive in the presence 

of an investigator but then are consequently more likely to fail (DePaulo et al., 2003). 

Despite the many benefits of having an investigator conduct an interview there is 

also a cost. Investigators usually only question a suspect when they have obtained 

evidence to suggest the suspect’s involvement in the crime. This alone casts doubt on 

the suspect’s innocence and consequently the investigator may start the interview 

with a particular hypothesis about the suspect’s guilt. In this scenario, the 

investigator is likely to feel that the suspect’s answers, truthful or not, are false 

resulting in an overall ‘lie bias’ (Vrij, 2008). Of course, it is not only pre-interview 
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evidence that may cause bias in a criminal investigator and any bias, even 

unintentional and unrealized, can change the investigator’s behavior as well as the 

suspect’s due to Expectancy Effects. 'Expectancy effects' refers to the phenomenon 

whereby one’s beliefs or expectations about another person elicit behavioural 

confirmation of those initial beliefs. Many experiments have demonstrated this 

(Rosenthal, 2002; Richard, Bond Jr, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003) across a range of 

contexts with the effect sizes ranging from large (e.g. psychophysical measures) to 

small (e.g. for RT studies) (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978). Various behaviors are 

important for the expectancy effect to occur (Harris & Rosenthal, 1985) with the 

primary one being unintentional cueing. Here an experimenter, teacher or criminal 

investigator can unintentionally change the behavior of a participant, student or 

suspect. A popular analogy for this is the case of Clever Hans, who could seemingly 

perform arithmetic – Clever Hans, however, was a horse. On closer examination it 

was demonstrated that the horse was simply responding to unintentional and 

involuntary cues from the person asking the questions (Sebeok & Rosenthal, 1981). 

In a police interview this type of influence can even result in false confessions 

(Kassin & Kiechel, 1996). 

Consider an eyewitness line-up where a witness is shown several people. One 

person in the line-up may be the target, i.e. the perpetrator of the crime, with the 

others known not to have carried out the crime. The target can be absent, and all line-

up members can be presented sequentially (preferred) or simultaneously. The witness 

must determine if the target is in the lineup. Some studies have shown that when the 

investigator administering the line-up is aware of who the target is, this changes the 

behaviour of the witness and can consequently increase false identifications (Perlini 

& Silvaggio, 2007; Phillips, McAuliff, Kovera, & Cutler, 1999; Douglass, Smith & 
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Fraser-Thill, 2005) and even halve eyewitness diagnosticity (Greathouse & Kovera, 

2009). Similarly, other studies have shown that reducing contact between the 

administrators and witness mitigates this problem (Haw & Fisher, 2004). In sum, the 

investigator has influenced the witness’s decision and memory for the actual 

perpetrator. Two mechanisms have been proposed to account for this: Expectancy 

Effects whereby knowledgeable investigators emit nonverbal cues that communicate 

the identity of the suspect to the witness, and Confirmation Bias whereby 

investigators ask witnesses specific questions that lead the witness to identify the 

suspect (Wells et al., 1998; Greathouse & Kovera, 2009). In light of this, many 

eyewitness scientists recommend the use of double-blind administrators who do not 

know who the target is in the line-up (Wells & Seelau, 1995; Rodriguez & Berry, 

2012). That said, it should be noted that several studies have failed to find any 

expectancy effects in line-ups (Russano, Dickinson, Greathouse & Kovera, 2006). 

Returning to detection deception techniques, one such method, the Concealed 

Information Test (CIT), does not typically use an investigator. In a CIT a suspect is 

presented with a number of questions relating to the crime such as “Question 1 of 5: 

Was this the weapon you used to kill Mr Smith?” followed by a number of plausible 

answers presented sequentially; “Bat, Knife, Pistol, Rope or Hammer”. Guilty 

suspects who recognize the actual weapon, i.e. the crime item, respond differently 

compared to the control items. On contrast, innocent suspects, who have not been 

exposed to the crime details, respond similarly to all items. The guilty suspects’ 

difference in responses to crime and control items is called the CIT effect, which 

results in larger skin conductance responses (SCRs) and a heart rate deceleration 

(∆HR) and other parasympathetic measures (Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar, & Meijer, 

2011). The CIT is predominantly administered via computer, often with the suspect 
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alone, due to concerns about the negative effects of an investigator (Meijer, 

Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2011, p. 300). Understandably, it is believed that an 

investigator, knowledgeable about the crime details and administering the CIT face-

to-face, could unintentionally cue the actual crime detail to an initially 

unknowledgeable innocent suspect, resulting in a false positive CIT effect making an 

otherwise innocent suspect look like a guilty one.  

So what benefit might there be to using an investigator in the CIT? The act of 

concealing information from another is inherently a social act, therefore having an 

investigator present during the CIT will likely increase a person’s motivation, 

attention and emotion (Ambach, Assmann, Krieg, & Vaitl, 2012). Although the CIT 

effect is based mostly on cognitive theories, namely orienting, emotional and 

motivational factors have been shown to mediate it (Verschuere, Ben-Shakar, & 

Meijer, 2011). Studies have shown that the presence of another during a task can 

increase physiological arousal (Chapman, 1973; Hrycaiko & Hrycaiko, 1980; 

Mullen, Bryant, & Driskell, 1997), such as electrodermal responses (Mullen, Bryant, 

& Driskell, 1997) and, motivation, cognitive distraction and load (Jones & Gerard, 

1967; Lambert et al., 2003). Importantly, such variables have been shown to impact 

the CIT: arousal (Peth, Vossel & Gamer, 2012); motivation (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 

2003); cognitive load (Ambach, Stark & Vaitl, 2011; Visu-Petra, Varga, Miclea & 

Visu-Petra, 2013; Hu, Evans, Wu, Lee & Fu, 2013). Clearly, there is evidence to 

suggest the CIT could be affected by the presence of an investigator. However, this 

topic has received little attention and the effects of a real human investigator 

administering the CIT, compared to a computer have yet to be experimentally tested.  

Social influence in the CIT was examined in one experiment by manipulating 

the presence of a ‘virtual investigator’ presented as a neutral face on a computer 
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monitor alongside the CIT images (Ambach et al., 2012). The resulting CIT effect for 

heart rate, respiration and peripheral vasodilation was larger when the virtual 

investigator was used (p < .05, d = .48) with no difference for the SCR. In another 

study, positive faces of a ‘virtual investigator’ placed on screen with each CIT trial, 

increased the RT-based CIT effect with the opposite effect occurring when a negative 

expression was presented (Varga, Visu-Petra, Miclea, & Visu-Petra, 2015). Although 

both studies indicate that the CIT may be susceptible to the presence of a virtual 

investigator, neither used a physical human to administer the CIT, thereby reducing 

any potential impact of expectancy effects and social presence. Two experiments 

used human investigators, blind to the suspects’ guilt, to administer the CIT but used 

pre-recorded questions to “minimize vocal inflections” to mitigate against any 

unintentional cueing (Bradley & Warfield, 1984; and Bradley & Rettinger, 1992). No 

negative effects of using a human administrator were found. However, as that was 

not the aim of their experiment, as they were investigating the effects of information 

leakage, no comparison to a computer administered condition was conducted. 

Finally, one experiment using real police polygraphers, not blind to the suspects’ 

guilt, administered the CIT face-to-face and found that when the investigator knew 

about the crime items, the CIT effect decreased for the guilty suspects (Elaad, 1997). 

Again, they found no negative effect for innocent suspects but did for guilty suspects. 

However, no comparison to a computer administered group was conducted and 

therefore the effect of using an investigator was not established. 

The current study directly tests the impact of using a human investigator, 

blind only to the suspects’ guilt, to administer a physiological CIT (based on SCR 

and ∆HR) face-to-face to both guilty and innocent suspects. Guilty suspects only, 

watched a mock crime video, thereby encoding eight crime details which the 
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investigator knew. In Experiment 1, within-subjects, the investigator administered 

half of the eight questions, the computer the remaining. In Experiment 2, between-

subjects, the investigator or computer administered all eight questions. Finally, the 

results of Experiment 2 and the first block of Experiment 1 (which simulated a 

between-subject design) were combined for analysis. The investigator sat opposite 

the suspect asking each question followed by presenting photographs of the stimuli 

in a structured CIT fashion. The prediction based on previous literature described 

above is that the CIT effect will increase for both guilty and innocent suspects when 

the CIT is administered by an investigator compared to by a computer. All studies 

were approved by the departmental ethics committee at the authors’ institution. 
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Experiment 1: Investigator Influence 

The CIT was administered by either a human investigator or a computer 

using a within-subjects design. Guilty participants watched a mock crime video 

where they were exposed to eight crime details; Innocent participants watched a non-

crime video. Following this, all participants were administered a CIT with half of the 

stimuli presented as photographs by an Investigator and the remaining half presented 

via a computer program as images on a Computer monitor. Therefore, this study had 

a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 (Presentation: Investigator vs. Computer) x 2 

(Order: Investigator 1st vs. Investigator 2nd) mixed-design with Presentation as the 

within-subject factors. The dependent variables were SCR CIT effect and heart rate 

change (∆HR) CIT effect. 

Method 

Participants 

Ambach and colleagues (2012) found that the CIT effect was larger when a 

virtual investigator was presented alongside the CIT stimuli (d = .48). A power 

analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), using this effect d 

= 0.48, and α = 0.05 for a single group, suggested a minimum sample size of 36 

participants would be sufficient per group for a power of 0.8. Seventy-two self-

selected participants (32 women), aged between 18 - 45 years (Mean = 21, SD = 3.2) 

with no prior relationship to the investigator, were recruited through a convenience 

sample of staff and students at the University of Warwick. Participants received no 

payment for partaking in the 40-minute testing session but did have the opportunity 

to receive their ‘lie detection score’ and a chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher each 

if they obtained the lowest score. Participants were equally split and randomly 

allocated to either the Innocent or Guilty condition and alternatively allocated to 
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either the Investigator 1st or Investigator 2nd Presentation Order. Two final year, 

undergraduate psychology students, under supervisor from the author, carried out the 

data collection for this experiment - one of them played the role of the investigator 

who administered the CIT and did not know whether the participants was guilty of 

innocence.  

Procedure 

Participants were provided with an overview of the study including their right 

to withdraw, given the opportunity to ask any questions, and invited to provide 

consent and demographic information (age and gender). 

Mock Crime. Participants assigned to the guilty condition watched an 8-

minute, 1st person perspective, mock crime video filmed and played back in 3D 

active stereo. Participants were instructed to imagine that they were the culprit in the 

crime video. In the mock crime (crime items in italics) the culprit began by 

wandering around a University building before coming across an empty lecture 

theatre with an unattended bag inside (Figure 4.1). The culprit entered the room, 

masked a CCTV camera using shaving foam and then identified that the bag was 

padlocked. Using bolt cutters, the culprit opened the bag to find a laptop inside 

which they stole. The culprit sent a text message to their accomplice Mike, which 

said to meet at 22:00 to exchange the stolen laptop. The culprit then met Mike in a 

multi-story carpark and exchanged the laptop for £60 cash. Participants assigned to 

the innocent condition also watched an 8-minute, 1st person perspective, video filmed 

and played back in 3D active stereo. However, the innocent participants’ protagonist 

did not commit a crime but instead walked around a town. 
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Figure 4.1. Key events in the 1st person-perspective mock crime video that guilty 

suspects view (crime items in italics). 
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Instructions. Following the video, participants were asked to imagine that 

they had been contacted by the authorities informing them that they were suspects in 

a recent crime and would therefore undertake a lie detection test. They were 

reminded to try and appear as innocent as possible by simply denying any knowledge 

of the crime. Participants were then taken to a different cubicle to meet a previously 

unseen experimenter who played the role of the investigator. Participants were told 

that although the investigator knew the details about the crime, they did not know 

whether the participant was ‘guilty’ or not and that the participant should keep this 

secret (no participants informed the investigator whether they were innocent or 

guilty). The investigator introduced themselves to the participants before explaining 

why they had been asked to take a lie detection test. The investigator briefly 

explained what had happened in the crime without disclosing/reminding the 

participant of the crime items. They asked the suspect if they knew anything else 

about the crime and whether they had in fact committed it – all suspects responded 

‘no’. The investigator then explained how the CIT worked and connected the 

physiological sensors to the participant (see below). Participants were reminded that 

they were being filmed during the CIT and that they should remain as still as 

possible. The investigator then gave the suspect a sheet with all the CIT questions 

and accompanying stimuli including all control items and crime items (unlabeled as 

to not revealed the crime item to potentially innocent participants). Participants were 

not reminded of, or informed of, which items related to the crime. Previewing all 

items in the CIT prior to testing is recommended to reduce the novelty of each 

stimulus therefore removing this potential orienting response confound (Verschuere 

& Crombez, 2008). It also allows the experimenter to visually explain the CIT 

procedure, as well as familiarize participants with the task. 
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The CIT. Suspects were told that eight CIT blocks (Table 4.1) would be 

randomly presented with each beginning with a question followed by five images 

presented sequentially each followed by a blank where the image was removed. 

Participants were instructed to verbally respond with ‘no’ in response to each item. 

Participants were not informed about the timing of the CIT. Suspects were informed 

that the test would be split into two halves each containing four different CIT 

questions. It was explained that in one half the suspects would see the CIT 

administered on a computer monitor and in the other half, it would be administered 

by the investigator. During the computer phase the suspects saw the CIT questions 

and stimuli as images with text - the investigator was not in the cubicle during this 

phase. In the investigator phase the CIT would be administered by the investigator 

using physical photographs. Examples of both presentation types were demonstrated 

before questions were invited prior to starting the CIT. 
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Table 4.1. All eight CIT questions used in this study with corresponding crime and 

control items (presented as images with text in the study by provided simple as text 

here). 

Questions Crime Item  |---------------- Control Items ----------------| 

If you recall the CCTV camera at the crime 

scene was masked. Do you recognize any of 

the following methods used to cover the 

CCTV camera? 

  

Shaving 

Foam 

Blu  

Tack 

Duct  

Tape 

Spray  

Paint 
Cloth 

The stolen item was removed from a 

padlocked bag. Do you recognize any of 

the following tools used to disable the 

lock? 

  

Bolt  

Cutters 

Hack  

Saw 

Wire  

Cutters 

Lock  

Picks 

Metal  

Snips 

The stolen items were handed over to an 

accomplice at a predetermined location. 

Do you recognize any of the following as 

the location as where the handover took 

place? 

  

Car  

Park 
Overpass Park 

Rail  

Station 

Town  

Centre 

The victim reported the item was stolen 
from the bag. Do you recognize any of the 

following as the stolen item? 

  

Laptop 
Smart  

Watch 
Headphones Tablet Phone 

We have the accomplice to this theft in 

custody. Do you recognize any of the 

following as the accomplice in this crime? 

  

Mike Chris James Tom Steve 

The item was stolen from somewhere on 

University Campus. Do you recognize any 
of the following as the place where the item 

was stolen from? 

  

Lecture 

Theatre 
Office 

Coffee  

Shop 

Learning 

Grid 
Library 

The accomplice told us of how much they 

paid for the stolen item. Do you recognize 

any of these cash amounts as the amount 

paid for the item? 

  

£60 £100 £70 £80 £50 

A witness provided us with the time that the 

suspects met their accomplice to hand over 

the item. Do you recognize any of the 

following times as the meeting time? 

22:00 18:00 16:00 12:00 23:00 

 

Investigator Manipulation. The guilty condition was randomized by the 

second experimenter and therefore the investigator did not know whether the suspect 

was innocent or guilty. Participants were not recruited if they had a pre-existing 

relationship with the investigator; this was done to mitigate against any unwanted 

social interactions. The aim in the investigator administered CIT was to make it feel 
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like a structured interview, whilst still retaining the CIT timing and control. To 

achieve this a monitor was positioned behind the suspect which cued the investigator 

to each question and photograph to be presented at each point (Figure 4.2). The 

computer cued this information using the same structure as the computer presented 

CIT i.e. randomized CIT blocks and stimuli with defined ISI and stimuli presentation 

durations. Therefore, for each CIT block, the investigator started by asking the CIT 

question before presenting the first physical photograph from a folder.  

The investigator used a foot peddle to discretely signal to the computer 

exactly when the investigator had revealed each photograph and when they had 

removed it. A timer on the investigator’s monitor indicated when the photograph 

required removal and placing back inside the folder. In order to reduce the suspects’ 

perceived waiting period between each photograph, the investigator slowly returned 

the photograph to the folder to fill the required inter-stimulus interval. Short phrases 

were used when the photograph was removed and just before it was presented. For 

example, during removal the photograph the investigator, would respond to suspects’ 

denial “No” with words like “OK”, “sure”, “right” etc. Then just before each 

photograph was presented (not including the first one in each block), the investigator 

asked short questions like “what about this?”, “recognize this?”, “how about this?”, 

“this one?” etc. Piloting by the investigator was done to ensure they were competent 

in making the CIT feel like a structured interview where the investigator was both 

engaging with the suspects and appearing busy during the ISI.  
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Figure 4.2. Example of a CIT administered by an Investigator (left in images), using 

photographs and computer cued instructions and timings (right in images). 
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Post CIT Questionnaire. After the CIT, suspects were taken back to see the 

first experimenter in the original cubicle where they had seen the mock crime video. 

They were given a paper-based questionnaire consisting of multiple-choice questions 

to check that they had remembered the crime items if guilty. If they were innocent, 

they were asked to guess what they thought the crime items might have been. 

Participants were asked to rate their motivation during the experiment on a scale of 1 

(no motivation) to 6 (highly motivated), their stress on a scale of 1 (no stress) to 6 

(highly stressed), how immersive they found the mock crime scenario 1 (not 

immersive) to 6 (highly immersive). Participants were also asked to provide an open 

answer to the question: “Did you do anything to try and fool the polygraph test? If 

you did or didn’t please bullet point below – either case is fine.” Finally, participants 

were debriefed.  

Physiological Data 

Physiological data were recorded and processed in a similar manner as 

reported by Norman and colleagues, 2020. Electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart 

rate were recorded using an MP36R data acquisition unit (Biopac Systems Inc) with 

pre-gelled disposable Ag/AgCL electrodes (EL507 and EL501 for EDA and heart 

rate respectively). 1 EDA electrodes were attached to the distal phalanges of the first 

and middle finger of the non-dominant hand with EDA signals sampled at 1000Hz at 

× 2000 gain and filtered using a 66.5Hz low pass filter. For heart rate change (∆HR), 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes were placed in a standard Einthoven Lead I 

 

 

1Respiration and peripheral vasodilation were also recorded using a respiration belt 

transducer placed around the thoracic area and a photoplethysmogram transducer placed on 

the distal phalange of the third finger of the non-dominant hand. However, following a pre-

analysis review of the signal, it was decided that neither respiration nor vasodilation would 
be analysed due to low signal quality. 
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Configuration: one placed on the ventral side of the dominant wrist; another on the 

non-dominant lateral aspect of the distal fibula; and the third electrode utilising the 

EDA ground electrode placed on a non-dominant distal phalange. ECG signals were 

sampled at 1000Hz at ×1000 gain, with a 66.5Hz low pass filter and a 0.5Hz high 

pass filter. Electrodes were attached for approximately 5 minutes before data 

collection. A webcam was used to record participants from the frontal view to allow 

for removal of trials where participants made substantial movements.  

Skin conductance responses were defined as the difference in absolute 

magnitude of tonic skin conductance peaks and their respective peak onsets. Skin 

conductance peaks were identified using an AcqKnowledge v4.2 propriety algorithm 

(Kim, Bang & Kim, 2004) with parameters ensuring peak onsets were within a 0.5-

5s window following stimulus presentation and maximum peaks within 10s (Gamer, 

2011). For heart rate, an AcqKnowledge propriety Heart Rate algorithm was used on 

the ECG signal to detect R peaks, classify the time interval between them, and 

automatically filter artefacts. The R-R interval was then converted to instantaneous 

heart rate (beats per minute) before baseline-correction via subtraction of the 1s 

mean heart rate prior to stimulus onset. The average baseline-corrected heart rate was 

calculated between stimulus onset and 15s after stimulus onset, resulting in mean 

heart rate change. This has previously been shown to outperform other measures of 

heart rate change when analysing physiological data from the CIT (Gamer, 2011). 

Due to individual differences in physiological responsiveness, within-subjects 

standardised scores (z-scores) were calculated for each individual measure (Ben-

Shakhar, 1985).  

Data from a trial were removed if there was excessive movement (e.g. 

posture shifts, large head movements, face touching etc. seen on the video) within a 
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0-2s window prior to individual stimulus onset (klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, 

Meijer & Ben-Shakhar, 2016). Signals were removed if the sensors became 

dislocated or dislodged during the experiment. Participants with a standard deviation 

of raw SCR responses below 0.01µS were considered EDA non-responders and their 

EDA data were removed from analysis (klein Selle et al., 2016). Finally, the first trial 

in each CIT block, always a control item, was removed prior to analysis as its sole 

role was to absorb the initial orienting to that CIT item group. 

Exclusions. From all trials in the data, twenty-two (0.75%) were removed 

from analysis due to: large movement artifacts; nine posture shifts; six face touches; 

three large head movements; two coughs; and two large hand movements. In total 

three participants were considered SCR non-responders and their data were excluded 

from the SCR analysis (all in the Innocent-Investigator second condition). Finally, 

due to a technical error, one participants data in the Innocent-Investigator second 

condition did not record. 

 

Results 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The main finding was that Guilty participants showed larger SCR CIT effects 

when tested by an Investigator compared to via a Computer but only when tested by 

the investigator first due to an order effect. Mean normalized SCR CIT effects were 

analyzed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 (Presentation: Investigator vs. 

Computer) x 2 (Order: Investigator 1st vs. Investigator 2nd) three-way mixed ANOVA 

with Presentation as the within-subject factor. This revealed a significant main effect 

of: Suspect, F(1, 64) = 65.8, p < .001, MSE = 10.9, η𝑝
2  = .507 where guilty 

participants' SCR CIT effects were overall larger than those of innocents’ (Figure 
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4.3); and Presentation, F(1, 64) = 11.3, p = .001, MSE = 4.2, η𝑝
2  = .150, where overall 

participants tested by an investigator had larger SCR CIT effects than when tested by 

a computer; but not presentation Order, F(1, 64) = .605, p = .440, MSE = .100, η𝑝
2  

= .009. There was a significant two-way interaction between: Presentation and 

Suspect, F(1, 64) = 9.65, p = .003, MSE = 3.58, η𝑝
2= .131, where for guilty suspects 

the overall the SCR CIT effect was larger in the investigator condition; and Suspect 

and Order, F(1, 64) = 4.13, p = .046, MSE = .682, η𝑝
2  = .061, where the SCR CIT 

effect differed more between Order groups for innocent participants. There was no 

two-way interaction between Presentation and Order, F(1, 64) = .039, p = .843, 

MSE = .015, η𝑝
2  = .001. The three-way interaction was however significant, F(1, 64) 

= 5.59, p = .021, MSE = 2.07, η𝑝
2  = .080.  

Given the unexpected order interactions, separate follow-up ANOVAs were 

conducted for each presentation order. For participants tested by the investigator first, 

there was a significant main effect of: Suspect, F(1, 34) = 24.6, p < .001, MSE = 

5.12, η𝑝
2  = .420, where guilty participant’s SCR CIT effects were overall larger than 

innocents and; Presentation, F(1, 34) = 8.81, p = .005, MSE = 2.52, η𝑝
2  = .206, where 

both guilty and innocent participants tested by an investigator had larger SCR CIT 

effects than when tested by a computer. Additionally, there was a significant two-way 

interaction between Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 34) = 20.8, p < .001, MSE = 5.95, 

η𝑝
2  = .379, driven by guilty participants having larger SCR CIT effects when tested 

by an Investigator compared to a Computer, t(17) = 5.04, p < .001, d = 1.19 (MD 

= .949). Presentation had no impact on SCR CIT effects for innocent participants, 

t(17) = 1.19, p = .249, d = .282 (MD = .200). For participants tested by the 

investigator second, there was also a significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 30) = 

68.2, p < .001, MSE = 7.96, η𝑝
2  = .695, where guilty participant’s SCR CIT effects 
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were overall larger than innocents. However, no main effect of Presentation was 

found, F(1, 30) = 3.73, p = .063, MSE = 1.74, η𝑝
2  = .111. There was also no 

significant two-way interaction between Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 30) = .205, p 

= .654, MSE = .096, η𝑝
2  = .007. 

Finally, to remove the order factor and consequently change to the design 

fully between-subjects, the second testing epoch was removed. Mean normalized 

SCR CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 

(Presentation: Investigator vs. Computer) x two-way ANOVA. This revealed a 

significant main effect of: Suspect, F(1, 64) = 40.7, p < .001, MSE = 11.2, η𝑝
2  = .389 

where overall guilty participant’s SCR CIT effects were larger than those of 

innocents’ (Figure 4.4); and Presentation, F(1, 64) = 10.1, p = .002, MSE = 2.80, η𝑝
2  

= .137, where overall participants tested by an investigator had larger SCR CIT 

effects than when tested by a computer. However, this appears to be driven solely by 

the guilty suspects, t(34) = 2.94, p = .006, d = .978 (MD = .592) as there was no 

presentation effect for innocent participants, t(30) = 1.51, p = .141, d = 0.53 (MD 

= .224). However, was no significant two-way interaction between Presentation and 

Suspect, F(1, 64) = 2.06, p = .156, MSE = .568, η𝑝
2= .031.  

Heart Rate Change 

The main finding was that guilty participants showed larger ∆HR CIT effects 

compared to innocent however there was no interaction with presentation. Mean 

normalized ∆HR were analyzed in the same way as SCR CIT effects. This revealed a 

significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 67) = 11.7, p = .001, MSE = 2.57, η𝑝
2  = .148 

where overall guilty participants' ∆HR CIT effects were larger (i.e. greater heart rate 

deceleration) than innocent participants (Figure 4.5). There was no significant main 

effect of Presentation, F(1, 67) = .337, p = .564, MSE = .131, η𝑝
2   = .005; or 
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presentation Order, F(1, 67) = .037, p = .848, MSE = .008, η𝑝
2   = .001. There was no 

significant two-way interaction between Suspect and Order, F(1, 67) = 1.63, p 

= .206, MSE = .359, η𝑝
2   = .024; Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 67) = .447, p = .506, 

MSE = .174, η𝑝
2   = .007; or Presentation and Order, F(1, 67) = .701, p = .406, 

MSE = .273, η𝑝
2   = .010. Finally, there was no significant three-way interaction, F(1, 

67) = 1.19, p = .280, MSE = .462, η𝑝
2  = .017.  
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Figure 4.3. Experiment 1 - Mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a function of Suspect, 

presentation Order and Presentation.  
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Figure 4.4. Experiment 1 - Mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a function of Suspect 

and presentation for the first block only.  
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Figure 4.5. Experiment 1 - Mean normalized Heart Rate change CIT effect as a 

function of Suspect, Presentation and Order.  
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Post CIT Questionnaire 

No additional factors measured in this study significantly differed across the 

between-subjects condition, suggesting that it was unlikely that they influenced the 

above findings. Participants correctly recalled 96% of crime items, with twelve 

participants forgetting one of the eight crime items, four participants forgetting two 

and one participant forgetting three. Guilty participants reported the mock video 

stimuli as very immersive, Mean = 5.4, SD = 0.7 (Scale = 1not to 6very), and this was 

larger than immersion ratings for innocent participants, Mean = 4.2, SD = 1.3 (Scale 

= 1low to 6high), t(69) = 5.18, p < .001, d = 1.23, (MD = 1.3). Overall participants’ 

self-reported motivation was high with Mean = 5.2, SD = 0.9 (Scale = 1low to 6high). 

Mean self-reported motivation was analysed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) 

× 2 (Order: Investigator 1st vs. Investigator 2nd) ANOVA. This revealed a significant 

main effect of Suspect, F(1, 67) = 4.1, MSE = 3.45, p = .047, η𝑝
2  = .058, with guilty 

participants self-reporting as more motivated (M = 5.4, SD = 1.0) than innocent 

participants (M = 5.0, SD = 0.8). However, there was no significant interaction 

between Suspect and Order, F(1, 67) = .276, MSE = .232, p = .601, η𝑝
2   = .004, nor of 

Order, F(1, 67) = .276, MSE = .232, p = .601, η𝑝
2   = .004. Overall, participants' self-

reported stress during the CIT was low with Mean = 3.0, SD = 1.4 (range = 1no stress to 

6highly stressed). Mean self-reported stress during the CIT was analysed using a 2 

(Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) × 2 (Order: Investigator 1st vs. Investigator 2nd) 

ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 67) = 5.0, MSE = 

9.0, p = .028, η𝑝
2  = .070, with guilty participants self-reporting as more stressed 

during the CIT (M = 3.3, SD = 1.5) than innocent participants (M = 2.6, SD = 1.2). 

However, there was no significant interaction between Suspect and Order, F(1, 67) = 

1.89, MSE = 3.38, p = .174, η𝑝
2  = .027, nor of Order, F(1, 67) = .454, MSE = .813, p 
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= .503, η𝑝
2  = .007. Twenty guilty participants (28%), ten in each Order condition, 

reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the test: twelve tried to control 

their breathing; four thought about something else; two engaged in physical 

movement; and two gave special attention to the control items.  

Discussion 

In this experiment, participants, either aware of crime information (guilty) or 

not (innocent), underwent a CIT administered by a computer and a human 

investigator. Perhaps unexpectedly, the order in which participants were tested by the 

investigator had a significant impact on the results. When guilty participants were 

tested by the investigator first, the SCR CIT effect was larger when the investigator 

administered the CIT. No investigator effects were found when the CIT was 

administered by an investigator second. Additionally, no investigator effects were 

found when only considering the first CIT block seen by each participant, i.e. just 

investigator first or computer first. Other than the well-documented finding that the 

CIT effect is larger for guilty participants and negligible for innocents, seen for both 

SCR and ∆HR, no investigator effect for ∆HR CIT effect was found. Finally, there 

were no differences for self-reported CIT motivation, stress and countermeasure use 

between our order conditions, suggesting these factors were unlikely to have 

impacted our CIT effect findings – we note that these factors have been found to 

modulate the CIT effect which are investigated further in Chapter 8. Encouragingly, 

guilty participants rated the mock crime videos as highly immersive, suggesting the 

use of 1st person perspective videos, filmed and played in 3D, offer an immersive and 

possible more ecologically valid mock crime compared to imagining and learning 

text or images of 2D static items.   
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The findings are contrary to the prediction that an investigator administering 

the CIT and knowledgeable about the crime details, would have an effect on innocent 

unknowledgeable participants. Findings in social psychology, and indeed eyewitness 

line-up research, often find Expectancy effects whereby the investigator's 

expectations or knowledge about the desired outcome or target stimuli, influence the 

participants' behavior (Rosenthal, 2002). However, this was not found for innocent 

participants, suggesting the investigator did not significantly influence the 

participants' physiological CIT effect.  

However, when considering guilty participants in this experiment, there was 

an investigator effect when the investigator condition was administered first. 

However, on examination of Figure 4.3, this appears due to be a result of the SCR 

CIT effect decreasing for guilty participants during the computer presented phases 

when this phase follows the investigator condition. This suggest that having an 

investigator conduct the CIT first might negatively impacts the computer phase 

afterwards. In light of this possible carry over effect, it seems appropriate to explore 

the investigator effect using a fully between-subjects design to remove any carry 

over. 
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Experiment 2 - Replication 

As a replication, and due to the order effects revealed in Experiment 1, 

Experiment 2 was conducted as a between-subjects design where suspects received 

all eight questions in the CIT by either the investigator or the computer. Therefore, 

the Order factor was removed, and the experiment changed to a 2 (Suspect: Guilty 

vs. Innocent) x 2 (Investigator vs. Computer) between-subjects design. In addition, 

the CIT image duration was increased to 6s and ISI to 12s, allowing more time for 

the investigator to administer the CIT - this also allowed for the ECG analysis 

window to increase to 18s. Additionally, two different experimenters, and 

consequently a different investigator, were recruited to collect the data for this 

experiment. The remaining method was identical to Experiment 1 with the 

exceptions described below. Finally, a combined analysis using data from both 

Experiments 1 and 2 was planned to follow this replication.  

Method 

Participants 

Similarly, to Experiment 1, eighty self-selected participants (55 women), 

aged between 18 - 32 years (Mean = 20.7, SD = 1.7), without a prior relationship 

with the investigator, were recruited through a convenience sample of staff and 

students at the University of Warwick. Participants received no payment for 

partaking in the 45-minute testing session but did have the opportunity to receive 

their ‘lie detection score’ and a chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher each if they 

obtained the lowest score. Participants were equally split and randomly allocated to 

either the Innocent or Guilty condition and alternatively allocated to the Investigator 

or Computer condition. Two different final year undergraduate psychology students, 
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under close supervisor from the first author, carried out this experiment with one 

playing the role of the investigator.  

Exclusions. From all trials in the data, fifteen (0.23%) were removed from 

analysis due to large movement artifacts; Eleven large head movements and four 

posture shifts. A technical error in the physiological data collection resulted in the 

removal of all data for one participant in the innocent-investigator condition. Finally, 

three participants were considered SCR non-responders and their data were excluded 

from the SCR analysis (one from each condition except guilty-computer). 

Results 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The main finding was that guilty participants showed larger SCR CIT effects 

when tested by an Investigator compared to a Computer. Mean normalized SCR CIT 

effects were analyzed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 (Presentation: 

Investigator vs. Computer) two-way ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect 

of: Suspect, F(1, 72) = 34.0, p < .001, MSE = 3.44, η𝑝
2  = .320 where overall guilty 

participant’s SCR CIT effects were larger than those of innocents’ (Figure 4.6); but 

not of Presentation, F(1, 72) = .875, p = .353, MSE = .089, η𝑝
2  = .012. There was a 

significant two-way interaction between: Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 72) = 6.11, p 

= .016, MSE = .619, η𝑝
2  = .078. Post hoc t-tests revealed that this was driven by 

Guilty participants having larger SCR CIT effects when tested by an Investigator 

compared to via Computer, t(35) = 2.4, p = .023, d = .783 (MD = .249) with no 

difference for Innocent participants, t(37) = 1.10, p = .278, d = .352 (MD = .112). 
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Figure 4.6. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a function of Suspect 

and Presentation condition.  

Heart Rate Change 

The main finding was that guilty participants showed larger ∆HR CIT effects 

compared to innocent however there was no interaction with presentation. Mean 

normalized ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed in the same way as SCR above. This 

revealed a main effect of: Suspect, F(1, 73) = 7.44, p = .008, MSE = .789, η𝑝
2  = .092, 

where overall guilty participants' ∆HR CIT effects were larger (i.e. greater heart rate 

deceleration) than those of innocents’ (Figure 4.7); but no significant effect of 

Presentation, F(1, 73) = 2.52, p = .117, MSE = .268, η𝑝
2  = .033 or interaction between 

Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 73) = .081, p = .776, MSE = .01, η𝑝
2  = .001.  
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Figure 4.7. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized Heart Rate change as a function of 

Suspect and Presentation condition.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Like Experiment 1, no additional factors significantly differed across 

between-subjects conditions suggesting that it was unlikely that they influenced the 

above findings. Participants correctly recalled 97% of crime items, with eleven 

participants forgetting one of the eight crime items and four participants forgetting 

two. Guilty participants reported the mock video stimuli as immersive, Mean = 4.7, 

SD = 1.0 (Scale = 1not to 6very), and this was marginally larger than immersion ratings 

from innocent participants, Mean = 4.2, SD = 1.1 (Scale = 1low to 6high), t(77) = 1.94, 

p = .055, d = .438, (MD = .467). Overall participants’ self-reported motivation was 

high with Mean = 4.9, SD = 0.9 (Scale = 1low to 6high). Mean self-reported motivation 

was analysed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) × 2 (Presentation: Investigator 

vs. Computer) ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of Suspect, F(1, 75) = 4.12, 

MSE = 3.1, p = .046, η𝑝
2  = .052, with guilty participants self-reporting as more 
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motivated (M = 5.1, SD = 0.8) than innocent participants (M = 4.7, SD = 1.0); but no 

effect of Presentation, F(1, 75) = 1.64, MSE = 1.24, p = .205, η𝑝
2  = .021. There was 

no interaction between Suspect and Presentation, F(1, 75) = .359, MSE = .272, p = 

.551, η𝑝
2  = .005. Overall, participants' self-reported stress during the CIT was low 

with Mean = 2.9, SD = 1.4 (range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed). Mean self-reported stress 

was analysed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) × 2 (Presentation: Investigator 

vs. Computer) ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 75) 

= 11.3, MSE = 20.0, p = .001, η𝑝
2  = .131, with guilty participants self-reporting as 

more stressed (M = 3.5, SD = 1.5) than innocent participants (M = 2.5, SD = 1.2); and 

no effect of Presentation, F(1, 75) = 2.2, MSE = 4.0, p = .139, η𝑝
2  = .029. There was 

no interaction between Suspect and Presentation, F(1, 75) = .370, MSE = .656, p = 

.545, η𝑝
2  = .005. Twenty Guilty participants (25%), ten in the investigator condition, 

reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the test: Nine tried to control 

their breathing; three tried to remain calm; three thought about something else; two 

gave special attention to the control items; and one engaged in physical movement. 

Discussion 

The order effect found in Experiment 1 made it difficult to determine the 

impact of having an investigator administer the CIT. Therefore, Experiment 2 was 

conducted as a close replication but used a fully between-subjects design. 

Participants, aware of crime details or not, underwent a CIT administered either by a 

computer or by an investigator. The results in Experiment 2 revealed that for 

innocent participants, there was no effect of being tested by an investigator or 

computer on either SCR or ∆HR and, for guilty participants, no difference for the 

∆HR CIT effect. Again, these findings suggest that the CIT effect may not be 

modulated by expectancy effects found in previous studies (Rosenthal, 2002; 
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Richard, Bond Jr, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003). However, for guilty participants where 

there was a larger SCR CIT effects when tested by an Investigator compared to a 

Computer. Finally, no differences were revealed for self-reported CIT motivation, 

stress and countermeasure use between groups suggesting these factors were unlikely 

to have impacted the CIT findings; additionally, self-reported immersion for the 

mock crime video was high. 

 

Combined Analysis 

Both Experiments 1 and 2 used similar methodologies, with the main 

exception that Experiment 1 manipulated the presentation condition using a within-

subjects design and Experiment 2 used a between-subjects design. Therefore, to 

increase power and conduct additional analysis, the data from Experiments 1 and 2 

were combined. This was achieved by removing the second block in Experiment 1, 

thereby making it a fully between-subject design like Experiment 2 and including 

Experiment as an addition factor. Null investigator effects were then followed up 

using Bayesian statistics and a signal detection analysis was conducted to compare 

the detection rates for both presentation conditions. 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The main finding was that Guilty participants showed larger SCR CIT effects 

when tested by an Investigator compared to via a Computer. Mean normalized SCR 

CIT effects were analyzed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 (Presentation: 

Investigator vs. Computer) x 2 (Experiment: 1 vs. 2) three-way fully between-

subjects ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect of: Suspect, F(1, 136) = 

75.1, p < .001, MSE = 13.8, η𝑝
2  = .356, where guilty participants' overall SCR CIT 

effects were larger than those of innocents’ (Figure 4.8); and Presentation, F(1, 136) 
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= 11.0, p = .001, MSE = 2.02, η𝑝
2  = .075, where overall participants tested by an 

investigator had larger SCR CIT effects than when tested by a computer. There was 

no main effect of Experiment, F(1, 136) = .545, p = .462, MSE = .100, η𝑝
2  = .004. 

There was a significant two-way interaction between Presentation and Suspect, F(1, 

136) = 6.46, p = .012, MSE = 1.18, η𝑝
2  = .045. Post hoc t-tests revealed that this was 

driven by guilty participants having larger SCR CIT effects when tested by an 

Investigator compared to by a Computer, t(71) = 3.68, p < .001, d = .861 (MD 

= .420) with no difference for Innocent participants, t(69) = .22, p = .827, d = .052  

(MD = .020). There was a significant two-way interaction between Presentation and 

Experiment, F(1, 136) = 5.61, p = .019, MSE = 1.03, η𝑝
2  = .040, where the overall 

difference in SCR CIT effect between the investigator and computer condition was 

larger in Experiment 1; and Suspect and Experiment, F(1, 136) = 7.44, p = .007, 

MSE = 1.36, η𝑝
2  = .052, where the overall difference in SCR CIT effect between the 

guilty and innocent participants was larger in Experiment 1. Finally, there was no 

three-way interaction, F(1, 136) = .001, p = .982, MSE ≈ 0, η𝑝
2  ≈ 0.  
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Figure 4.8. Experiments 1 and 2 combined - mean normalized SCR CIT effect as a 

function of Suspect and Presentation condition.  

Heart Rate Change 

The main finding was that Guilty participants showed larger ∆HR CIT effects 

than innocent participants. Mean normalized ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed in the 

same way as SCR CIT effect above. This revealed a significant main effect of 

Suspect, F(1, 140) = 18.7, p < .001, MSE = 3.17, η𝑝
2  = .118 where overall guilty 

participants' ∆HR CIT effects were larger (i.e. greater heart rate deceleration) than 

innocents’ (Figure 4.9) but not of Presentation, F(1, 140) = 2.05, p = .155, 

MSE = .347, η𝑝
2  = .014, or Experiment, F(1, 140) = .601, p = .439, MSE = .102, η𝑝

2  

= .004. There were no significant two-way interactions between: Presentation and 

Suspect, F(1, 140) = 1.22, p = .272, MSE = .206, η𝑝
2  = .009; Presentation and 

Experiment, F(1, 140) = .096, p = .757, MSE = .016, η𝑝
2  = .001; or Suspect and 

Experiment, F(1, 140) = 1.78, p = .184, MSE = .302, η𝑝
2  = .013. The three-way 
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interaction was also non-significant, F(1, 140) = 2.0, p = .159, MSE = .340, η𝑝
2  

= .014.   

Bayesian Analysis 

Where frequentist analysis reveals a non-significant difference, the Bayes 

factor BF01 is sometimes reported to quantify the degree to which the data support 

the null hypothesis (Wagenmakers et al. 2018). Therefore, to elaborate on the lack of 

significant difference between innocent participants’ CIT effect when tested by an 

investigator versus computer, a Bayes paired t-test was conducted using JASP 

software 0.10.2 (JASP Team, 2018) with a default Cauchy prior width of 0.7. For 

innocent participants, the difference between presentation conditions for SCR and 

∆HR were, BF01 = 4.0 (for both) implying ‘moderate evidence for the null 

hypothesis’ (Jefferys, 1961) that the investigator had no influence on CIT effects.  

 

Figure 4.9. Experiments 1 and 2 combined - mean normalized Heart Rate change as 

a function of Suspect and Presentation condition.  
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the efficiency of detection, signal detection analysis was used to 

determine the degree of separation between the participants in our experiment who 

were considered ‘guilty’ and an equivalent innocent group. Given no innocent 

participants were tested, data for innocent participants were simulated by the 

standard method used in the CIT literature (e.g. Carmel, Dayan, Naveh, Raveh, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2003; Visu-Petra et al, 2013; and Meijer, Smulders, Johnston, & 

Merckelbach, 2007). This approach assumes that innocent participants, not 

knowledgeable about the crime item, respond in the same manner to all items. 

Therefore, the procedure for simulating innocent participant data involves drawing 

random SCRs from a standard normal distribution. This is conducted for each trial 

with one trial in five then randomly chosen to represent the simulated crime item. 

Once calculated for each participant, an ROC was generated to approximate the 

signal detection using within-subject scored CIT effect for the ‘guilty’ group and for 

the normalized simulated ‘innocent’ group. ROCs are based on a comparison of two 

detection score distributions, where detection score of guilty was defined as the mean 

normalized difference between crime and control items and the detection score of 

innocents was similarly defined but using the simulated crime and control responses.  

As shown in Figure 4.10, the curves are close to the upper left-hand corner of 

the ROC which indicates high overall accuracy (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). The area 

under this curve (AUC) allows an objective measure of diagnosticity - the accuracy 

trade-off between the test sensitivity and specificity. An AUC of 0.5 suggests no 

discrimination, 0.7-0.8 is considered fair, 0.8-0.9 is excellent, and 0.9+ is outstanding 

(Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2000). In the Investigator condition, the SCR 

CIT effect’s AUC = .925, indicating an outstanding diagnostic test. This figure 
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meshes with the group level (i.e. Guilty-Innocent difference) effect size Cohens’ d = 

1.92 which represents a large effect. In the Computer condition the SCR CIT effect’s 

AUC = .733 indicating a fair diagnostic test and the effect size was d = .868 

indicating a large effect. The detection rate in Investigator was significantly better 

than the Computer condition, AUC diff = .192, SE = .066, z = 2.91, p = .003. Finally, 

collapsed over conditions, heart rate CIT effect diagnosticity was outstanding, AUC 

= .937, d = .716. 

 

Figure 4.10. Experiments 1 and 2 combined signal detection curve (ROC) showing 

the detection sensitivity and specificity between guilty and innocent participants for 

SCR between participants tested by an investigator and computer 
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General Discussion 

Findings from social psychology (e.g., Rosenthal, 2002; Richard, Bond Jr, & 

Stokes-Zoota, 2003) caution against using human investigators, knowledgeable about 

a crime, to administer forensic assessments of the memory of eyewitness (Perlini & 

Silvaggio, 2007; Phillips et al., 1999; Douglass, Smith & Fraser-Thill, 2005) or 

suspects (Meijer, Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2011, p. 300). However, findings from 

deception (e.g. the Motivational Impairment Effect, DePaulo et al., 2003), memory 

research (e.g., increased CIT effect with a virtual investigator, Ambach et al., 2012), 

and the apparent difficulty of face-to-face lying (Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 

2010) suggest that using an investigator may be beneficial. 

In the current study, the effect of having a human investigator administer a 

CIT was experimentally tested. Innocent and guilty suspects watched first-person 

perspective videos, the latter of a mock crime, before taking a CIT with SCR and 

heart rate recorded. The CIT was administered by either a human investigator or a 

computer using both a within-subjects (Experiment 1) and between-subjects 

(Experiment 2) design. The investigator, unaware of the suspect’s guilt, sat opposite 

the participants and asked each CIT question before presenting CIT stimuli as 

photographs. The results in both experiments revealed that for innocent participants, 

there was no significant difference on CIT effects when either administered a CIT by 

an investigator for either SCR or ∆HR. This was also true for guilty participants for 

∆HR. However, when considering the SCR CIT effect, for guilty participants there 

was an investigator effect whereby the SCR CIT effect was larger when an 

investigator administered the CIT compared to a computer.  

These findings held true for SCR and ∆HR after combining the data from 

Experiments 1 (first block only) and Experiment 2. To further test the null 
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investigator effect found for innocent participants, a Bayesian t-test was conducted 

which provided moderate evidence that the investigator had no impact on either the 

SCR or ∆HR CIT effects. Finally, a signal detection analysis revealed that CIT 

diagnosticity was greater when participants were administered the CIT by an 

investigator. Overall, the results indicate that when using an investigator, aware of 

the crime details, to administer a physiological CIT face-to-face, concealed 

information detection increases with little change in false positive rates. 

Expectancy effects cannot account for these findings because innocent 

participants were not affected by the investigator, despite the investigator knowing 

about the crime. A range of experiments have found expectancy effects (e.g., 

Rosenthal, 2002; Richard, Bond Jr, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003), including those assessing 

the impact of single-blind administers in eyewitness line-up research (Perlini & 

Silvaggio, 2007; Phillips, McAuliff, Kovera, and Cutler, 1999; Douglass, Smith & 

Fraser-Thill, 2005; Greathouse & Kovera, 2009; Haw & Fisher, 2004), although 

expectancy effects are often small and not always found (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978). 

Even when data from both experiments in this study were combined, providing 

seventy-one innocent participants, a Bayesian t-test provided evidence for no 

investigator influence. One explanation for this could simply be that the investigators 

in this study did not unintentionally cue the crime items. Both investigators were 

aware of the issues of experimenter effects. This may have made them overly 

cautious when presenting each CIT photograph to the suspects, consequently 

reducing any influence on the participant. A follow up study could systematically 

manipulate the cues given by an investigator in a CIT to test the extent to which 

innocent participants can be influenced by external cues or whether even with strong 

cues they remain unaffected. The finding that the CIT effect was not present for 
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innocent participants in this study is however in line with findings from previous CIT 

experiments where a human investigator administered the CIT (Bradley & Warfield, 

1984; and Bradley & Rettinger, 1992; Elaad, 1997). Although the aim of those 

previous studies was not to assess any potential impact of an investigator and 

therefore no comparison to a non-investigator condition was made, they did indicate 

that innocent participants were not sensitive to the presence of an investigator.  

Perhaps the most interest finding was that for guilty participants, the SCR 

CIT effect increased when the CIT was administered by an investigator. One 

potential explanation for this is based on Motivational Impairment Effect whereby 

deception performance decreases as the liar’s motivation increases (DePaulo et al., 

2003). It is reasonable to suspect that participants in the investigator CIT would be 

more motivated to conceal the crime information leading to an increased CIT effect 

due to the investigator’s presence. However, analysis of participants’ self-reported 

motivation to beat the CIT revealed no difference between those tested by the 

computer or investigator. Similarly, self-reported stress experienced during the CIT, 

and whether or not the participants attempted a countermeasure or not, did not differ 

between presentation groups, suggesting these factors cannot account for the 

investigator finding.  

Social Facilitation research shows that the presence of others can influence 

behavior and performance (Zajonc, 1965) and, in the case of deception, appears to 

decrease lie performance (Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 2010; Harrison, Hwalek, 

Raney & Fritz, 1978). In the CIT, a ‘virtual investigator’ (presented as neutral face on 

a computer monitor alongside the CIT images) was found to increase the CIT effect 

for guilty participants for heart rate, respiration and peripheral vasodilation measures, 

but not SCR (Ambach et al., 2012); a similar result was found using RTs in another 
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experiment (Varga et al., 2015). These two studies suggest that social presence, 

manipulated through the use of a virtual investigator, only affects parasympathetic 

and RT measures in the CIT. Both parasympathetic and RT measures in the CIT have 

been primarily linked with deceptive processes such as inhibition (Verschuere, 

Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011 and Suchotzki et al., 2017 respectively) and deception has 

in turn been shown to be affected by the presence of an investigator (Hancock, 

Woodworth, & Goorha, 2010). However, in another experiment where a human 

investigator (rather than a virtual one) was used, it was the SCR i.e. recognition 

measure, that was affected by an investigator and not ∆HR (Elaad, 1997).  

Nevertheless, in Elaad’s (1997) study, the SCR CIT effect decreased when the 

CIT was administered by a human investigator knowledgeable about the crime items. 

In contrast, in the current study, the SCR CIT effect increased when a human 

investigator administered the CIT. The discrepancies between these findings may be 

due to one or several of the many different methodological difference between the 

current study and that by Elaad (1997). In comparison to the current study, the main 

differences in Elaad (1997) were that: i) the investigator was provided with 

suspicions about the guilty status of the participants; ii) the investigator only knew 

about two of the four crime details; iii) participants did not take the CIT for several 

days, M = 3.3; iv) all 80 participants (25 guilty) were male; v) eight experienced 

polygraphers administered the CIT as investigator; vi) verbal stimuli was used as 

investigators read out each CIT item; vii) target items were included in each CIT 

question; viii) motivation for guilty participants was manipulated; ix) presentation of 

a target and the investigator's knowledge of crime items was manipulated between 

subjects for four CIT questions; x) finally, no comparison to a computer condition 

was conducted.   
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Response fractionation theory (Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011) can 

account for why SCR and ∆HR in our study did not correlate. Theory and 

experimental evidence demonstrate that SCR, due to orienting in the CIT, is linked to 

suspect’s recognition whereas parasympathetic measures like heart rate, reflect 

arousal inhibition experienced when suspects actively conceal their recognition 

(klein Selle et al., 2016; klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & Ben-Shakhar, 

2017). Therefore, the lack of investigator effect on heart rate here is surprising given 

we might expect participants to inhibit their recognition more to crime items when 

they are presented by an investigator. Although not significant, a closer examination 

of the ∆HR CIT effect in Figure 4.9, shows that when data were combined from both 

experiments, the investigator effect appears to be moving in the same direction as the 

SCR CIT effect i.e. an increased CIT effect for heart rate. However, this was not 

significant, (p = .127) and a Bayesian t-test revealed anecdotal evidence that there 

was no investigator effect for ∆HR CIT effect for guilty participants (BF01 = 1.32). 

Potentially, the physical presence of an investigator in this study resulted in large 

heart rate variability (noise) masking a significant investigator effect for ∆HR. In 

another study where ∆HR was found to be affected, a virtual investigator on the 

computer screen was used which would likely not have produced the same heart rate 

response as a physical investigator (Ambach et al., 2012).  

The investigator effect found for guilty participants’ SCRs in this study may 

suggest that there is a social component to the CIT response. A simpler explanation, 

however, may be that the presence of the investigator increased the participant’s 

attention to the task. Increased attention to the CIT photograph stimuli would result 

in retrieval/recognition of the encoded crime details when presented. Nonetheless, 

irrespective of the exact mechanisms involved, the current work, albeit given the 
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limitations discussed above suggests that investigator presence at best appears to help 

the CIT and at worse has no negative impact. 

It is often recommended that the CIT is administered by a computer, with the 

suspect alone, due to concerns that an investigator may influence the suspect and 

thereby increase false positive rates (e.g., Meijer, Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2011, 

p. 300). This recommendation however had not been experimentally validated. The 

current study was conducted to test this concern; the initial findings tentatively 

suggest that the use of an investigator to administer the CIT may, in fact, be 

beneficial. But why use an investigator to administer a CIT? First, the current results 

indicate that the CIT diagnosticity increases when an investigator is used. Second, an 

investigator can change the questions asked in real time which is preferable in the 

searching CIT (Meijer et al., 2013). In searching CITs, the investigator attempts to 

extract information from the suspect, such as the location of a murder victim’s body, 

and therefore each CIT question is based the result of the previous one (Nakayama, 

2002; MacLaren, 2001; Osugi, 2011; Meijer, Bente, Ben-Shakhar & Schumacher, 

2013). Finally, using an investigator to administer a CIT may allow for a CIT to be 

administered covertly i.e. without the suspect awareness, which would likely reduce 

the use of countermeasures and have potential security applications. However, this 

would require unobtrusive and/or contactless technologies to measure a suspect’s 

physiology. For example, a previous CIT study used hidden respiration sensors built 

into a chair and found that concealed information could be detected, albeit at a 

reduced level (Elaad & Ben-Shakhar, 2009). Other CIT studies have successfully 

used other contactless measures, such as pupil dilation (Lubow & Fein, 1996), facial 

thermography (Pollina et al., 2006) and voice stress (Gamer, Rill, Vossel, & Gödert, 

2006). However, contactless physiological instruments alone are not adequate for 
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conducting a covert CIT. This is because using a computer administered CIT, i.e. 

presenting stimuli every 15-30 seconds on a monitor, makes it relatively obvious to 

suspects that they are undergoing a recognition test. The current findings suggest that 

an investigator could instead be used to administer a CIT that looks more like a 

structured interview where each CIT question could be mixed in with a standard 

investigative interview. Much further work is required to assess the extent to which 

this is possible and within strict ethical guidelines. 

Despite the potential advantages of using a human investigator to conduct a 

CIT (e.g. dynamic questions, integration with other interrogation methods, increased 

detection of guilty suspects), more research is required before the authors would 

consider recommending this in the field. Indeed, using a human investigator is risky 

particularly for innocent suspects as the impact of a false positive reading, i.e. 

concluding that an otherwise innocent suspect recognises secret crime information, 

would be costly for all parties. This risk has been well documented in eyewitness line 

up research (Perlini & Silvaggio, 2007; Phillips, McAuliff, Kovera, & Cutler, 1999; 

Douglass, Smith & Fraser-Thill, 2005). Nevertheless, the findings from this study do 

suggest that having a human presence and conducting the CIT does impact the guilty 

suspect responses to crime items and therefore this possible social dimension 

warrants further attention. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Caught virtually lying: 

Crime scenes in virtual reality help to expose suspects’ concealed 

recognition 

 

Abstract 

This study explores how virtual reality could be used in police investigations 

to take a suspect ‘back in time’ and demonstrate that they recognize a crime scene 

despite claiming not to. Participants committed a mock crime before being 

incentivized to conceal recognition of crime related details (e.g., the stolen item or 

crime scene). The crime scenes and objects were laser scanned, converted to photo-

realistic models, and presented to suspects either in Virtual Reality (VR) or as 2D 

images on a computer screen. While concealing recognition of crime information, 

participants’ heart rate and skin conductance were measured using a Concealed 

Information Test (CIT) to assess recognition. Detection of concealed recognition 

increased by over 25% when participants viewed crime items in VR compared to 2D 

images. Our findings suggest that revisiting crime scenes or objects in VR may 

enhance stimulus recognition and salience resulting in increased CIT diagnosticity.  
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Introduction  

Imagine if, during a police interrogation, you could ‘teleport’ a suspect back 

in time and demonstrate that they recognize the crime scene despite them claiming 

no knowledge of it. This scenario may seem farfetched, but recent advancements in 

virtual reality (VR) technology make this scenario possible. In this chapter, the 

question is asked whether VR can be used to distinguish between people who are, 

and people who are not, concealing recognition of specific crime information. Then 

the extent to which VR is a useful tool for enhancing memory retrieval is explored. 

To date, research on VR and memory has focused on the role of VR in enhancing 

encoding and learning, but VR may also be a powerful tool for memory retrieval. 

In order to present crime scenes and objects to suspects without them 

physically being there, the crime details need to be digitally captured. Technologies 

for digitally capturing, documenting and visualizing scenes and objects are becoming 

increasingly utilized and various methods can now achieve this with exceptional 

precision (Puente, González-Jorge, Martínez-Sánchez & Arias, 2013). These 

photorealistic and geometrically accurate digital recreations are being used by 

architects, historians, game/film developers and forensic investigators, to name a few 

(Gonzalez-Jorge, Solla, Armesto & Arias, 2012; Stanco, Battiato, & Gallo, 2011; 

Marcin, Maciej, Robert, & Adam, 2017; and Buck, Naether, Räss, Jackowski & 

Thali, 2013). Digital capture technologies typically work by first capturing a cloud of 

points in 3-Dimensional (3D) space that represent the precise geometry of the room 

or object being scanned before then overlaying color detail captured from multiple 

photographs (Puente et al., 2013). These colored point clouds are converted into solid 

surfaces, resulting in digital models that can be near perfect replicas of the real-world 

scene or object. These models have significant advantages over photographs as they 
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are 1:1 scale, 360º, 3D and allow recreation of the real-world with all its 

imperfections and uniqueness: therefore, giving it a more ‘real’ appearance to 

observers.  

Using VR technology, we can view digital environments in a way that 

recreates the feeling, scale and perspective of physically being there. Simply put, VR 

can be defined as “… a very powerful and compelling computer-application by 

which humans interact with computer-generated environments in a way that mimics 

real life” (Burdea & Coiffet, 2003). Ongoing development of VR technology has 

seen high-quality, yet low cost devices being tested and used in a variety of 

industries. Most applications are related to reviewing digital environments or 

products where spatial information can be more easily communicated. Other uses are 

in education where VR has been shown to be an effective modality for learning 

spatial and practical skills required in disciplines including surgery, engineering or 

firefighting (Häfner, Häfner & Ovtcharova, 2013). 

Combining both digital capture and VR technologies allows the review of 

high-fidelity real-world objects and crime scenes without physical presentation 

(Buck et al., 2013). However, research into the possible benefits of learning and 

memory in VR is in its infancy. Studies assessing memory for information learnt in 

VR and then tested in the real world suggest that there is either no advantage of VR 

as a learning tool, compared to traditional methods (Voinescu & David, 2019) or that 

learning actually suffers in VR (Lanen & Lamers, 2018). However, little is known 

about memory retrieval in VR when the information is learnt naturally in the real-

world. It is possible that VR facilitates memory retrieval compared to seeing learnt 

places or objects as pictures, but this has yet to be tested.  
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One classic finding in memory research is that information is more accurately 

retrieved when a person recalls the encoded event in the same context as it was 

learnt, known as Context Reinstatement. A seminal study demonstrated that divers 

who learnt words underwater recalled them better when tested underwater compared 

to on dry land (Godden & Baddeley, 1975). The same effect has been shown in an 

eyewitness context where returning participants to the physical crime scene enhanced 

their facial recognition performance (Smith & Vela, 1992). Context Reinstatement 

has also been shown to assist eyewitness accuracy in police lineups when the 

photograph lineups take place in the same physical or a virtual crime scene compared 

to contexts where they did not (such as the police station) (Guadagno, Bailenson, 

Beall, Dimov & Blascovich, 2005; and Bailenson, Davies, Blascovich, Beall, McCall 

& Guadagno, 2008). 

Another factor in memory retrieval performance is the match between the 

modality in which the memory was encoded and later retrieved (Dewhurst & Knott, 

2010). Modality Congruence, a specific type of Encoding Specificity (Tulving, & 

Thompson, 1973) states that memories recalled in the same modality e.g. recognizing 

a photograph of a scene from a set of test photographs, are stronger than if modalities 

mismatch e.g. recognizing a photograph of a scene from a list of text descriptions. 

Transfer-appropriate processing theory suggests that this is mediated by how the 

information is initially encoded and how it is then later retrieved (Lanen & Lamers, 

2018) and is therefore enhanced when the cognitive operations carried out at 

encoding are reinstated at retrieval (Dewhurst & Brandt, 2007). It is thought that this 

is due to the reactivation of the same neural patterns established during encoding 

(Staudigl & Hanslmayr, 2018). This was evidenced in a study where to-be-

remembered items were either visually or auditorily presented to participants who 
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then showed similar brain activation during the retrieval of those items when the 

modality matched (Wheeler, Peterson & Buckner, 2000). This process may explain 

the well-known Pictorial Superiority Effect in which memory retrieval is typically 

superior when the retrieval modality is a picture, image or photograph (Hockley, 

2008). 

Given the current realism of VR environments, we might expect a stronger 

modality congruence when memories are encoded in the real-world and then 

retrieved in VR compared to retrieval prompted by 2D photographs suggesting a ‘VR 

superiority effect’. If so, this effect could be exploited in a forensic setting where 

presenting a crime scene or object in VR could enhance recognition for eyewitnesses, 

victims and cooperative suspects compared to photographs. The next question then, 

is how can we measure recognition magnitude, i.e. the strength of a memory signal, 

and use this for uncooperative suspects who intentionally conceal their recognition of 

a crime? One possible method is via use of the Concealed Information Test (CIT). 

The CIT is a memory detection tool designed to determine whether a suspect 

recognizes information about a crime that only the culprit would know (Ben-Shakhar 

& Elaad, 2003). In CIT studies, subjects are typically instructed to carry out a 

simulated crime, such as stealing a specific item from a location (Verschuere, Ben-

Shakhar & Meijer, 2011) (or in one case, from within a virtual environment, Hahm et 

al., 2009). A person without knowledge of the crime would be unable to discriminate 

the crime from control items. The CIT determines a suspect’s recognition of crime 

details via physiological responses (typically skin conductance, heart rate) to ‘crime 

items’ (termed probe items, such as a tablet computer stolen from a handbag) 

compared with their responses to non-crime related stimuli, ‘control items’ (termed 

irrelevant items, such as other portable electronic items or bags). Compared with 
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controls, crime items produce a larger physiological response, as predicted by 

orienting theory and arousal inhibition, which is taken as an indication of recognition 

of those items (Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar & Meijer, 2011). The physiology-based CIT 

is well established and frequently applied in real-world cases, particularly within the 

Japanese criminal justice system (Osugi, 2011). 

In terms of application, consider, for example, a culprit who breaks into a 

house and finds themselves in a living room. They steal a laptop before going into a 

bedroom and stealing a diamond ring. The police later identify possible suspects on 

CCTV near the burgled property. The police could administer a CIT on all their 

suspects to determine who, if anybody, the culprit is. That CIT could consist of four 

multiple-choice questions, each with four equally plausible solutions presented to 

suspects sequentially. One question could be “Was this the living room broken into?” 

with photographs of four different living rooms: the living room from the crime and 

three similar control living rooms. Another question could be “What was stolen?” 

with text options; tablet, phone, laptop or mp3 player. The guilty suspect would show 

a significantly larger physiological ‘recognition response’, to the crime items e.g. the 

laptop than to the control items, whereas innocent suspects would show a similar 

response to all items. The CIT typically identifies the guilty suspect approximately 8 

out of 10 times whilst correctly rejecting the innocent suspects nearly all of the time 

(Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). The difference in magnitude of the physiological 

recognition response to crime items versus control items is known as the CIT effect. 

This well-established CIT effect can be used as one piece of forensic evidence that 

indicates whether the suspect recognises details about a specific crime detail. 

Because the CIT is designed to test a suspect’s concealed recognition of crime 

details, it is often referred to as a Memory Detection technique as it measures the 
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strength of a person’s memory signal. Note it is also considered a deception detection 

method because it can reveal an uncooperative suspect’s concealed recognition 

(Granhag, Vrij, & Verschuere, 2015). It is known that the strength of memory 

encoding increases the magnitude of the physiological CIT effect (Gamer, 

Verschuere, Crombez, & Vossel, 2008) indicating enhanced recognition which is 

consistent with general memory research. However, can we enhance the memory 

retrieval process using VR and can we use the CIT to investigate the strength of a 

person’s memory retrieval when the memory is encoded in the real-world but 

retrieved in VR? In testing this, we can also determine whether the VR modality is 

superior to using photographs and assess what impact this has on the CIT’s 

diagnosticity.  

If a CIT administered in VR were tested and contrasted against a typical 2D 

image-based CIT, then what are we likely to find?  A previous study demonstrated a 

positive effect of modality congruence using a P300 (an event related potential brain 

wave indicating recognition) CIT when comparing pictures against verbal 

presentation, suggesting that the physiological CIT effect found aligns broadly with 

memory theory (Rosenfeld, Ward, Frigo, Drapekin, & Labkovsky, 2015). Other 

research has demonstrated both a picture superiority effect in the P300 CIT (Zheng et 

al., 2019) and a modality effect (Deng, Rosenfeld, Ward & Labkovsky, 2016) when 

suspects attempt to conceal recognition of mock crime details. Thus, the findings 

above suggest that physiologically measured recognition, the CIT effect, might be 

larger for participants viewing crime items in VR compared to viewing 2D images 

due to VR-driven increased modality congruence. 

Feature matching theory conceptualizes the above memory models whilst 

offering a specific framework for understanding physiological orienting and its 
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relationship to recognition intensity. It has been demonstrated that the physiological 

response caused by orienting is monotonically related to the similarity between the 

encoded and test stimuli (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987). As the number of overlapping 

features between the encoded and test image increases, so does the magnitude of the 

physiological CIT effect. This has important implications for the CIT as it suggests 

that the CIT effect should increase as the similarity between the presented crime item 

and: i) the actual crime memory increases, and ii) control item decreases (Marchand, 

Inglis-Assaff & Lefebvre, 2013). Hence, feature matching theory predicts that, 

compared to 2D image stimuli, VR presentation of real-world digital recreations will 

increase the physiological CIT effect by increasing responses to crime items and 

decreasing responses to control items. This is due to the increased number of features 

available, e.g. scale and 3D depth, for the suspect to correctly match the crime item 

to a memory of the real-world. Thus, both memory recognition research and CIT 

theory suggest that there should be a physiologically measurable benefit to a person’s 

recognition of crime details encoded in the real-world and retrieved in VR when 

compared to 2D images.  

This hypothesis was tested by having sixty-four ‘guilty’ participants commit a 

mock crime before being incentivized to conceal recognition of details relating to 

that crime - another sixty-four ‘innocent’ participants knew nothing about the crime. 

The crime scenes and objects were laser scanned and converted to photo-realistic 

models. Half of the innocent and guilty suspects viewed these models in a VR-CIT 

whilst the remaining half saw them in a 2D image-based CIT (Figure 5.1). Suspects’ 

heart rate and skin conductance response (SCRs) were measured for both crime and 

control items to determine the recognition memory signal and consequently the CIT 

diagnositicity. The findings will indicate: i) whether memory retrieval is superior in 
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VR compared to 2D images, and ii) whether a VR-CIT offers increased diagnosticity 

as a forensic memory detection test. This study was approved by the departmental 

ethics committee at the author's institution. 

 

Figure 5.1. A participant viewing the crime scene; as 2D images on a monitor (Left), 

or within a 3D, 1:1 scale, head-tracked virtual reality environment (Right). 
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Method 

Participants 

According to a meta-analytic review, the CIT effect between innocent and 

guilty is typically large (d = 1.55), indicating that 8 people per group is sufficient for 

finding a main CIT effect (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). Estimating the effect size of 

testing modality and feature matching was more problematic given no previous 

studies had compared physiological recognition for VR against 2D photographs. One 

study revealed a large effect for modality congruence between picture and verbal 

stimuli using the P300 CIT (Rosenfeld et al., 2015). In providing evidence for their 

feature matching theory, Ben-Shakhar and Gati (1987) found large modality effects 

with groups of 30 participants. Based on these findings it was estimated that there 

would be a large modality effect size (Cohen, 1988). A power analysis using 

G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), assuming a large effect size of d 

= 0.8, and α = 0.05 for a single group, suggested a minimum sample size of 23 

participants would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. Because up to 25% of 

participants could be skin conductance non-responders (Venables & Mitchell, 1996) 

the sample was increased to 32 per each of the four groups for a total sample size of 

128.  

One-hundred and twenty-eight adults (59% women, 18 - 46 years, mean = 21, 

SD = 4.1) were recruited via a university online participant panel at the authors’ 

institution. Participants received £4 payment for participating in the 30-minute 

testing session and the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’. Participants 

were incentivized with the chance to win a £25 Amazon voucher if they obtained the 

lowest score. Participants were equally split and randomly allocated to one of four 
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experimental conditions: Guilty with a VR-CIT, innocent with a VR-CIT, guilty with 

a 2D image CIT and innocent with a 2D image CIT. 

Materials 

The CIT. Participants in the guilty condition carried out a mock crime in 

which they entered an office, identified an unattended handbag and stole a tablet 

computer before handing it over to an ‘accomplice’ in the department common room. 

The four key crime details used in the CIT were the office, handbag, tablet and 

common room. The CIT therefore consisted of four questions/blocks each containing 

one crime item and three control items (Figure 5.2). CIT blocks were presented in a 

random order and each began with a question presented for 10s followed by a 1s 

blank. The four items were then presented sequentially for 5s followed by a 10s 

blank (Figure 5.3). Three seconds prior to each item (excluding the first item), a sub-

section of the question was presented as a reminder (e.g., “Was this the bag?”). The 

first item presented in each CIT question was a buffer; a control item used to absorb 

the initial orienting to that item group. The four CIT blocks were then randomized 

again and repeated resulting in participants seeing eight CIT blocks in total. 

Participants were instructed to respond verbally with ‘no’ or ‘don’t know’ in response 

to each item. 
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Figure 5.2. The four CITs with 2D images of the VR models used in this study with 

crime items on the right.  
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Figure 5.3. The CIT structure (centre) for both the 2D image (left) and Virtual 

Reality (right) CITs. From the top, the CIT begins with the question (8s) followed by 

presentation of one of the three control items (5s), followed by removal of that item 

(10s). Another item is then presented, and this section is repeated until all four items, 

three control and one crime, have been presented. The next CIT question is 

presented, and the process is repeated until all four CITs have been presented. This is 

then repeated once to complete the main testing phase.   

Virtual Reality Stimuli. A FARO Focus 3D X330 Laser Scanner was used to 

capture multiple colored point cloud models of 11 scenes. The scanning parameters 

were: Resolution = 8192 pt/360o with point cloud size = 7984 × 3414 (i.e. 27 million 

points) and Quality = 4x resulting in 9-minute scans. The scenes were cleared of 
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clutter with window blinds drawn and available indoor lighting switched on. Objects 

were captured using a FARO Freestyle 3D handheld scanner which is designed to 

scan objects with a resolution <1.5mm. The resulting models were photorealistic 1:1 

scale, 360 degree and 3D detailed copies of real scenes and objects (Figure 5.4). The 

VR condition contained motion from changes in the participant’s viewpoint as a 

result of tracked head movements, however, none of the stimuli contained 

independent object motion. For maximal control between the VR and 2D image 

condition, 1920 x 1080 screenshots of the VR models were taken from the view of 

the participant in VR to act as the stimuli for the 2D image CIT condition. The virtual 

reality models used in this research are available on request from the authors.  

 

Figure 5.4. Photograph of the lab where participants underwent the CIT (Left). 

Photorealistic virtual model of the lab used as a base for participants in the VR 

condition (Right). 

Physiological Data 

Electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate were recorded using a MP36R 

data acquisition unit (Biopac Systems Inc) with pre-gelled disposable Ag/AgCL 

electrodes (EL507 and EL501 for EDA and heart rate respectively). EDA electrodes 
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were attached to the distal phalanges of the first and middle finger of the non-

dominant hand with EDA signals sampled at 1000Hz at ×2000 gain and filtered 

using a 66.5Hz low pass filter. For heart rate, Electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes 

were placed in a standard Einthoven Lead I Configuration: one placed on the ventral 

side of the dominant wrist, another on the non-dominant lateral aspect of the distal 

fibula, and the third electrode utilising the EDA ground electrode placed on a non-

dominant distal phalange. ECG signals were sampled at 1000Hz at ×1000 gain, with 

a 66.5Hz low pass filter and a 0.5Hz high pass filter. Electrodes were attached for 

approximately 5 minutes before data collection. A webcam recorded participants 

from a side view to allow noise removal if participants made substantial movements.  

Skin conductance responses were defined as the difference in absolute 

magnitude of tonic skin conductance peaks and their respective peak onsets. Skin 

conductance peaks were identified using an AcqKnowledge v4.2 propriety algorithm 

(Kim, Bang & Kim, 2004), with parameters ensuring peak onsets were within a 0.5-

5s window following stimulus presentation and maximum peaks within 10s (Gamer, 

2011) - this output was manually checked for errors. For heart rate, an 

AcqKnowledge’s propriety Heart Rate algorithm was used on the ECG signal to 

detect R peaks, classify the time interval between them, and automatically filter 

artefacts. The R-R interval was then converted to instantaneous heart rate (beats per 

minute) before baseline-correction via subtraction of the 3s mean heart rate prior to 

stimulus onset. The average baseline-corrected heart rate was calculated between 

stimulus onset and 15s after, resulting in the mean heart rate change measure. This 

measure has been shown to outperform other measures of heart rate change when 

analysing physiological data from the CIT (Gamer, 2011). Due to individual 

differences in physiological responsiveness, within-subjects standardised scores (z-
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scores) were calculated for each individual measure (Ben-Shakhar, 1985). Responses 

to mean normalised physiological responses to crime items were used to indicate the 

CIT effect (Meijer, Selle, Elber & Ben-Shakhar, 2014). 

We removed data from a trial if there was excessive movement within a 0-2s 

window prior to individual stimulus onsets (klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2016). Signals were removed if the sensors became dislocated or 

dislodged during the experiment. Participants with a standard deviation of raw SCR 

responses below 0.01µS were considered skin conductance non-responders and the 

EDA data were removed from analysis (klein Selle et al., 2016). Finally, the first trial 

in each CIT block, always a control item, was removed prior to analysis as its sole 

role is to absorb the initial orienting to that CIT item group. In total five participants 

met our criteria for SCR non-responders and their data were excluded from the SCR 

analysis. Six participants’ heart rate data were excluded from the analysis due to 

dislodged sensors; one guilty participant in the 2D image and three in the VR 

condition, and two innocent participants in the 2D image condition. Out of 4096 

trials, 21 (0.5%) were removed from analysis due to large movement artifacts. All 

raw physiological data can be found in the supplementary materials. 

Procedure 

 Participants were provided with an overview of the study procedure (but not 

told about the different conditions) including their right to withdraw, given the 

opportunity to ask any questions, and invited to provide consent and demographic 

information (age and gender).  
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Mock Crime. Participants assigned “guilty” carried out a mock crime. The 

experimenter1 made it clear that it was not a real crime, but participants should try to 

imagine it was and therefore not get caught. Participants were asked to imagine that 

they were partners in crime with the experimenter, and that the experimenter had 

identified an unattended bag in an office that had a tablet computer poking out the 

front pocket. Participants were asked to discretely steal the computer before 

returning it to their accomplice in the common room who could then sell it for 

money. While viewing a floor plan of the building with photographs of the key 

details, participants were given the following instructions: i) Head left from the start 

point [highlighted on the floor plan] and find the open office H122 [highlighted on 

the floor plan]; ii) Knock on the door and tell the person inside that: “Danni has 

asked that I wait for her in here”; iii) Sit at the desk in the corner with the handbag 

next to it for about a minute; iv) Steal the tablet from the handbag and leave; and v) 

Wait for me in the psychology common room - I will be a few minutes) [highlighted 

on the floor plan]. Participants were not told that the people in the office knew about 

the experiment (which they did but were asked to ignore the participants' activities). 

However, if participants did directly ask whether people in the office knew about the 

experiment, the experimenter confirmed that they did (this happened twice). 

Participants typically completed the mock crime in approximately 3 minutes. 

Participants assigned “innocent” moved immediately to the CIT phase. 

Instructions. Following the mock crime—or following the consent phase for 

those in the innocent group—participants were asked to imagine that they had been 

 

 

1 The procedure prevented the experimenter from being blind to both the suspect and 

modality conditions. This was because the mock crime condition required additional 

instructions and management by the experimenter and the requirement to apply the head-

tracked VR headset in the VR condition. 
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contacted by the authorities informing them that they were now a suspect in a recent 

crime and therefore would undertake a lie detection test. They were reminded to try 

to appear as innocent as possible and therefore to deny any knowledge of the crime. 

The EDA and ECG electrodes were then applied as described in the Physiological 

Data section. 

VR Setup. Participants in the VR condition put on and adjusted the VR 

headset for a comfortable fit. The default pupil distance was set as 62mm, but 

participants could change it in the preview if needed (no participants did). 

Participants were advised that they could remove the headset at any point if they felt 

any form of motion sickness or fatigue or for any other reason (none did). 

Participants were told that one potential method that could be used to fool the test 

would be to simply close their eyes. The experimenter instructed participants not to 

do this because in the real-world eye trackers could be installed in the headset to 

detect when people were intentionally closing their eyes. Participants were asked to 

remain seated during the CIT and to keep their head relatively still and forward 

facing. A similar instruction was given to participants in the 2D image condition. 

Stimulus Preview. Previewing all items in the CIT prior to testing is 

recommended to reduce the novelty for each stimulus preventing a confounding 

orienting signal (Verschuere & Crombez, 2008). It also allowed the experimenter to 

visually explain the CIT procedure as well as familiarize participants with the task. In 

the preview, participants saw each CIT question followed by the four stimuli in a 

random order, either all in VR or all as 2D images depending on the condition, that 

accompanied that question. The stimuli lasted for 5s with no inter-stimulus interval. 

Following the preview, participants could ask any questions before the main CIT 
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commenced. This phase was particularly useful for participants who had not 

previously used a VR headset before or experienced a virtual environment. 

The CIT. Participants were reminded to appear as innocent as possible and 

deny all knowledge of the crime. They were also reminded that they were being 

filmed and that they should try to remain as still as possible. During the CIT the 

experimenter sat quietly behind a screen out view of the participant. The participants 

then underwent the CIT as described above.  

Post-CIT Questionnaire. Participants were given a paper-based 

questionnaire consisting of multiple-choice questions to check that they had 

remembered the crime items. Participants were also asked to rate their motivation to 

beat the CIT on a 6-point scale (1 = no motivation, 6 = highly motivated), their stress 

during the mock crime and CIT on a 6-point scale (1= no stress to 6 = highly 

stressed), how immersive they found the mock crime scenario and how well they 

believed they appeared innocent on a 6-point scale (1= not immersive 6 = highly 

immersive). Participants were also asked to provide an open answer to the question: 

“Did you do anything to try and fool the polygraph test? If you did or didn’t please 

bullet point below – either case is fine.” Finally, participants were debriefed.  
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Results 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The key finding was that SCRs to crime items were larger for participants 

undertaking the VR-CIT compared to the 2D image equivalent, but only for guilty 

participants and not innocent participants. Mean normalized crime item SCRs were 

analyzed using a 2 (Modality: VR vs. 2D) x 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) ANOVA 

(Figure 5.5). This revealed significant main effects of Suspect, F(1, 119) = 49.3, p 

< .001, MSE = 3.22, η𝑝
2   = .293, SCRs were larger for guilty participants than for 

innocent suspects. There was a marginal difference for Modality, F(1, 119) = 3.69, 

MSE = .24, p = .057, η𝑝
2   = .030, SCRs to crime items were marginally larger in the 

VR condition than in the 2D condition. There were significant two-way interactions 

between: Modality and Suspect, F(1, 119) = 7.2, MSE = .471, p = .008, η𝑝
2   = .057, 

SCRs to crime items were larger for participants in the VR-CIT compared to the 2D 

image condition but only for guilty participants. A follow-up t-test revealed that for 

Guilty participants, SCRs to crime items were larger in VR compared to the 2D 

image condition suggesting that VR enhanced guilty suspects’ recognition strength of 

the crime related items, t(62) = 3.26, p = .002, d = .813 (MD = .213). There was no 

effect of Modality for innocent participants, t(57) = .544, p = .589, d = .130 (MD 

= .035). Finally, crime item SCRs were larger for Guilty participant compared to 

Innocent in both the VR, t(61) = 6.98, p < .001, d = 1.75 (MD = .448), and 2D image 

condition, t(58) = 3.02, p = .004, d = .798 (MD = .200).  
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Figure 5.5. Mean normalized SCR as a function of Modality and Suspect. 
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Heart Rate Change 

The ∆HR CIT effect was larger for guilty participants, but this was not 

affected by the modality of the CIT. Mean normalized crime item ∆HR values were 

analyzed using a 2 (Modality: VR vs. 2D) x 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) ANOVA 

(Figure 6). This revealed significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 118) = 9.9, 

MSE = .994, p = .002, η𝑝
2  = .077, heart rate decelerated more for guilty participants 

than innocent participants. However, there was no Modality effect, F(1, 118) = .001, 

MSE = 0, p = .980, η𝑝
2  = 0, or interaction between Suspect and Modality, F(1, 118) 

= .079, MSE = .008,  p = .780, η𝑝
2  = .001. 

 

Figure 5.6. Mean normalized heart rate change as a function of Modality and 

Suspect. 
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the efficiency of deception detection for both modalities used in this 

study, a signal detection analysis was conducted to determine the degree of 

separation between the guilty and innocent participants. A Receiver Operator Curve 

(ROC) was generated using the SCR data for both the guilty and innocent groups in 

the VR and 2D image conditions. As shown in Figure 7, the curves are closer to the 

upper left-hand corner of the ROC which indicates high overall accuracy (Zweig & 

Campbell, 1993). The area under this curve (AUC) allows an objective measure of 

diagnosticity; the accuracy trade-off between the test sensitivity and specificity. An 

AUC of 0.5 suggests no discrimination, 0.7-0.8 is considered fair, 0.8-0.9 is 

excellent, and 0.9+ is outstanding (Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). In 

the VR condition the SCR CIT effect’s AUC was .901 (0.822 - 0.981, CI95%), 

indicating an excellent diagnostic test with a large guilty-innocent effect size, d = 

1.75. In the 2D image condition the SCR CIT effect’s AUC was .709 (0.577 - 0.840, 

CI95%) indicating a fair diagnostic test and the effect size was large (d = .798). The 

detection rate in VR was significantly better that the 2D image condition, AUC diff 

= .192, SE = .077, z = 2.47, p = .007. Note, no effect of Modality was revealed for 

∆HR therefore a combined AUC = .664 (0.567 - 0.761, CI95%), and ROC (Figure 5.7) 

were computed which indicated a limited diagnosticity with a medium guilty-

innocent effect size d = .723. 
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Figure 5.7. Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection sensitivity and 

specificity between guilty and innocent participants who either took the CIT in VR or 

on a 2D computer monitor. 

Post-CIT Questionnaire 

No additional factors measured in the Post-CIT Questionnaire significantly 

differed across between groups, suggesting that it was unlikely that they influenced 

the above findings. All guilty participants correctly recalled all crime items whereas 

innocent participants performed at chance level in the memory test, t(63) = 1.1, p = 

.28, MD = .125. Overall participants’ self-reported motivation was moderate, M = 

4.9, SD = 0.9 (Scale = 1low to 6high). Mean self-reported motivation was analysed 

using a 2 (Modality: VR vs. 2D) × 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) ANOVA. This 

revealed a significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 127) = 14.1, MSE = 9.6, p < .001, 

η𝑝
2  = .974, with guilty participants self-reporting as more motivated (M = 5.2, SD = 

0.7) than innocent participants (M = 4.7, SD = 0.7). However, there was no 
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significant interaction between Modality and Suspect, F(1, 127) = .56, MSE = .38, p 

= .455, η𝑝
2  ≈ .0, and no main effect of Modality, F(1, 127) = .01, MSE = 0, p = .915, 

η𝑝
2  ≈ 0.  

Overall, participants’ self-reported stress during the mock crime was neutral, 

M = 3.2, SD = 1.6 (range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed), with no significant difference 

between the 2D image or VR condition, t(62) = .54, p = .588, MD = 2.19. Overall, 

participants’ self-reported stress during the CIT was low, M = 2.5, SD = 1.3 (range = 

1no stress to 6highly stressed). Mean self-reported stress during the CIT was analysed using 

a 2 (Modality: VR vs. 2D) × 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) ANOVA. This revealed 

a significant main effect of Suspect, F(1, 127) = 17.2, MSE = 27.2,  p < .001, η𝑝
2  = 

.122, with guilty participants reporting more stress (M = 3.0, SD = 1.4) than innocent 

participants (M = 2.0, SD = 1.1). There was no significant interaction between 

Modality and Suspect, F(1, 127) = 1.1, MSE = 1.76,  p = .293, η𝑝
2  = .009 and no main 

effect of Modality, F(1, 127) = .84, MSE = 1.32, p = .362, η𝑝
2  = 007.  

In the guilty group, 50% of participants indicated that they had used a VR 

headset at least once before, versus 38% of the innocent, this was not significant, 

χ2(1, N = 64) = 1.02, p = .313. Twenty-six participants (21%), all from the guilty 

condition, reported using some form of countermeasure to fool the test: Nine 

reported trying to imagine a different image when the crime item appeared; sixteen 

reported trying to control or relax their breathing; and one tried to answer verbally 

“no” in the same way. The difference between the number of guilty participants 

attempting countermeasures in either of the Modality conditions, 16%, was non-

significant, χ 2(1, N = 64) = 1.04, p = .309.   
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Discussion 

These findings show that skin conductance responses, taken to indicate 

recognition, are enhanced when crime scenes and objects, initially encoded in the 

real-world, are presented as VR models as opposed to 2D images. This is important 

to researchers and practitioners because VR may improve the diagnosticity of the 

CIT as a forensic memory test. To the authors knowledge, this study is the first to 

show that the SCR CIT effect is larger for guilty suspects, but not innocent suspect, 

who undertake a VR-CIT compared to a 2D image equivalent. It’s proposed that 

these findings indicate recognition intensity increases for scenes and objects viewed 

in VR compared to 2D images.  

These findings fit with well-established theories of memory. Modality 

congruence predicts that memories retrieved in the same or similar modality as they 

were encoded are stronger than if the modalities mismatch (Dewhurst & Knott, 

2010). The VR stimuli likely produced a closer match to the real-world in which the 

memory was encoded, thereby increasing the recognition signal. Transfer-appropriate 

processing theory suggests that recognition increases when cognitive processes used 

during encoding are reinstated at retrieval (Dewhurst & Brandt, 2007; Lanen & 

Lamers, 2018). The VR models in this study closely mirrored the real-world, which 

likely activated systems used to process and encode the real-world equivalents. 

Finally, feature matching theory predicts that as the number of matching features 

between the test stimulus (VR crime scene) and the encoded memory (actual crime 

scene) increase, so too does the physiological orienting magnitude (Ben-Shakhar & 

Gati, 1987). An increase in SCR to crime items was observed which may be due to 

an increased feature overlap between the real-world crime details and the VR models 

resulting in enhanced recognition strength for the crime items. 
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The proposal for these findings is that the larger SCRs to crime items in the 

VR condition, represents greater recognition strength. This is due to the increased 

feature match (size, depth etc) between the stimuli presented in VR and the 

participant’s memory of the stimulus (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987; Stelmack, Plouffe, 

& Winogron, 1983; Marchand, Inglis-Assaff, & Lefebvre, 2013). However, of note, 

there was no reliable difference between recognition in the VR versus 2D conditions 

in the explicit memory test presented after the CIT. Indeed, all guilty participants 

explicitly recognized all crime related items when given a recognition test following 

the CIT. It is possible that the explicit test was simply not sensitive enough to detect 

differences that were nonetheless detectable by the physiological SCR measure.  

An alternative explanation for our findings, however, is that the crime stimuli 

were more salient when presented within VR than as 2D images. Previous work (e.g., 

Kleinberg and Verschuere, 2015, see also klein Selle, Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2017; Meijer, Verschuere & Ben-Shakhar, 2011; Jokinen, Santtila, 

Ravaja & Puttonen, 2006) has shown that items with higher personal salience (e.g., 

country of origin or birthday) produce a larger reaction time CIT effect than less 

personally salient stimuli (e.g., favorite color or animal). It is possible that the VR 

presentation differentially increased the salience of the crime items based on their 

personal relevance (e.g., related to the memory of a crime) whilst having little impact 

on the less salient irrelevant items. By this account a larger CIT effect (physiological 

orienting) would occur without a change in explicit memory – as was found in our 

study. Although the present data do not allow us to differentiate between these 

alternatives’ explanations, this would be a useful goal for future research. 

In contrast to the SCR findings, there was no effect of modality (VR/2D-

image) on heart rate indicating that only one of our hypotheses was confirmed. 
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Response fractionation theory attempts to explain why SCR and heart rate (along 

with other parasympathetic measures) do not always correlate (Verschuere, Meijer, & 

De Clercq, 2011). This theory postulates that while SCRs are related to recognition 

via orienting processes, heart rate change reflects arousal inhibition experienced 

when actively concealing and suppressing recognition (klein Selle et al., 2016; klein 

Selle et al., 2017; klein Selle, Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2018). One might expect 

that if VR facilitates a stronger recognition of the criminal activity and associated 

emotional arousal, then a greater amount of inhibition would be required by the 

guilty suspect – this was not found. One possibility for this is that inhibition might 

already have been at ceiling in the 2D image condition leaving no additional 

inhibition to be measured within the VR condition. Further exploration of this 

fractionation finding would be beneficial. 

Motivation to beat the CIT (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003), stress during 

encoding and retrieval (Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar, & Meijer, 2011) and attention 

during retrieval can influence the CIT. However, none of these factors appear to 

account for our findings. Specifically, there were no significant differences in ratings 

of motivation or stress between modality conditions. There was also no difference in 

previous VR experience between our modality conditions. Indeed, we attempted to 

mitigate against both the novelty of the VR and the novelty of each scene and object 

stimulus by having participants preview all questions and items before the CIT 

(Verschuere & Crombez, 2008). A noteworthy issue with our study was that, 

compared to the innocent group, guilty participants took part in a longer 

(approximately 3 minutes) and more complex procedure. Although this is unlikely to 

have impacted our VR effect, it is of course possible that it may have interfered with 

the suspect effect and interaction. Further work could test this by having innocent 
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participants carry out a similarly complex and timely task that does not relate to the 

mock crime. 

Although not part of the planned analysis, an investigation was conducted to 

determine whether there was any impact on whether the CIT stimuli were Scenes 

(Office and Common Room) or Objects (Handbag and Tablet) on physiological 

responses. This could have modulated the results as viewing scenes in VR compared 

with 2D images is different both quantitatively (size and scale) and qualitatively 

(being inside the scene, the level of immersion). In contrast the difference between 

VR and 2D image presentation is smaller for individual objects. Additionally, scene 

and object images are processed differently within the brain (Oliva & Torralba, 

2006). Nevertheless, including this factor in this analysis revealed no significant 

interactions or main effects of stimulus type (all ps > .05) thus providing no evidence 

that recognition strength was modulated by whether the stimulus was an object or 

scene. 

The typical diagnosticity in mock crime paradigms with SCR is 

approximately AUC = 0.84, (0.83 - 0.87, CI95%) (Meijer et al., 2014). Although our 

VR-CIT AUC is relatively high (AUC = 0.901), the diagnosticity for our 2D image 

condition is relatively low (AUC = .710). This could be due to the smaller number of 

control items (three instead of the four typically used) and the smaller number of CIT 

questions (four instead of five) used in our study. Notably, the SCR diagnosticity for 

our 2D-image condition was within the 95% confidence range for mock crime 

studies with only four CIT questions (AUC4 CITs = 0.81, 0.71 - 0.88 CI95% , Meijer et 

al., 2014).  

The benefits of using VR to increase ecological validity while maintaining 

experimental control is well documented (Krokos, Plaisant, & Varshney, 2019; 
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Parsons, 2015; Reggente et al., 2018) and other work demonstrates possible clinical 

applications (Negut, Matu, Sava, & David, 2016). Creating photo-realistic VR 

models from real-world scenes however, requires specialist technology, time and 

expertise, and presents complications such as how to deal with a sky in outdoor 

scenes or how-to laser scan reflective surfaces. Nevertheless, the use of digitally 

captured objects and scenes is increasing across a range of industries, including 

forensic crime scene documentation2, and as the technology validation cycle 

continues, the more accessible and user friendly these technologies will become.  

Currently in lab-based and applied CITs, images or words are presented to 

suspects to elicit physiological recognition responses. Models of memory suggest 

that returning suspects to the actual real-world crime scene would elicit the greatest 

recognition response. However, this would not be possible in a CIT as many stimuli 

are required to be presented sequentially in a tightly controlled and timed manner; 

additionally, crime scenes typically change over time which would weaken their 

match with the culprit’s memory. Laser scanning the crime scenes and/or objects and 

presenting them to suspects in VR is the next best option. This approach means that 

the suspect can be visually ‘taken back’ to the crime scene without physically leaving 

the interview room. As more and more crime scenes and objects are digitally 

scanned, these virtual scenes and objects could potentially form a database of CIT 

stimuli ready for use as control items within a VR-CIT – much like the database of 

digital faces that are drawn on as foils in police line-ups. Clearly the adoption of a 

VR-CIT procedure would be a radical change. Thus, further systematic study of the 

 

 

2 Indeed forensic crime scene documentation was carried out by the author for a 

homicide case on behalf of the West Midlands Police 
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VR-CIT as a memory detection test and the efficacy and reliability of a potential ‘VR 

superiority effect’ will be essential. Nonetheless these findings provide a promising 

start.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Fading memories: 

Delayed testing and gradual onset stimuli reduce detection of 

concealed information 

 

Abstract 

The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a psychophysiological deception 

test used to detect whether a suspect recognises incriminating crime information they 

should otherwise not know. In contrast to lab-based studies, where a CIT is given 

soon after a mock crime, half of real forensic CITs are administered at least one 

month after the crime. Although crime information may still be explicitly 

remembered by suspects after longer periods, only a few studies have tested the 

impact a delay has on the magnitude of the CIT effect. In the current study 

participants carried out a mock crime, with half undergoing a CIT within a week and 

half over two months later. The CIT effect after two months was smaller than the 

one-week group, even after excluding forgotten trials. This indicated that the fading 

of memory over time decreases the CIT effect. A follow up experiment found similar 

results when stimuli in the CIT were faded gradually onto the screen to simulate 

weaker recognition. The findings indicate that memory strength is related to the CIT 

effect and therefore, where possible, suspects should be administered a CIT soon 

after a crime. 
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Introduction 

 The fading of memories over time, or forgetting, is a well-studied topic in 

psychology. The prevailing explanation for how forgetting occurs is Interference 

Theory which proposes that memories interfere with one another over time 

(Underwood, 1957; Murayama, Miyatsu, Buchli & Storm, 2014). In a criminal 

context such as interviewing an eyewitness or a suspect, good memory is important. 

Weak memory is a particular problem therefore when testing perpetrators' concealed 

recognition for the crime. The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a 

psychophysiological memory test used to detect a suspect’s recognition of details 

about a crime that an innocent suspect should not know. Although the CIT is 

effective at detecting concealed recognition when details about the crime are 

adequately encoded (Verschuere, Ben-Shakhar & Meijer, 2011), it is much less 

efficient at detecting poorly encoded memories (Carmel, Dayan, Raveh, Naveh, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2003). Typically, in CIT lab experiments participants learn details 

about a mock crime through either carrying out a task or watching a video, and then 

immediately take the CIT meaning that the crime details are rarely forgotten, and the 

memory is strong (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). However, in the real-world, over 

50% of forensic CITs are conducted at least one month after the crime (Hira, Sasaki, 

Matsuda, Furumitsu, & Furedy, 2002). Consider a crime where a suspect break into 

house, walks through the hallway to enter the living room before stealing some 

valuable items. If the suspect is caught and a CIT is administered shortly after the 

crime, they would likely recognize specific details about the appearance of the 

hallway and living room (e.g. the colour of the floor). However, if they are tested 

sometime after, it’s likely that they would have forgotten individual features of the 

hallway (e.g. a coat stand, colour of the floor), or even completely forgotten the 
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hallway altogether. If such details are completely forgotten, the CIT cannot detect 

any recognition and therefore it’s been recommended to administer CITs shortly after 

a crime while using salient, or central details that the suspect is unlikely to forget, 

e.g. the stolen item (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). But what happens in the CIT 

when crime memory of the crime details reaches the threshold for recognition but has 

faded over time? Feature Matching Theory (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987), an 

extension to orienting theory (Sokolov, 1963), might predict that the CIT recognition 

response, measured by skin conductance responses (SCR) would decrease as the 

number of features recognized in the CIT stimuli decreases (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 

1987).  

 A handful of CIT studies have tested the impact of delay CIT testing (for 

review see Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). In one study, participants tested one week 

after the mock crime showed smaller SCR CIT effects (the difference between 

responses to the crime and control items) compared to those tested immediately after 

– it was proposed to have occurred solely by participants forgetting crime details in 

the delay condition (Carmel et al., 2003). Similar results were found by Nahari and 

Ben-Shakhar (2011) who also tested participants one week after a mock crime. A 

reaction time-based CIT (RT-CIT) study found an effect of delaying testing (10 

minutes, 24 hours or 1 week) only for crime details that were poorly encoded 

(Seymour & Fraynt, 2009). However, in another study by Gamer and colleagues 

(2010) the CIT effect was not affected by a 2-week time delay despite participants 

forgetting peripheral crime items. A suggestion for this finding may be because the 

CIT effect was a combination of skin conductance (SCR), respiration (RLL) and 

heart rate (∆HR) with the latter two not considered a measure of recognition 

(Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011; klein Selle et al., 2016; klein Selle, 
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Verschuere, Kindt, Meijer, & Ben-Shakhar, 2017). Finally, using a small number of 

salient crime details, Hira and colleagues (2002) found that P300 CIT detection was 

still possible up to a month and a year after the mock crime; note however that only 

nine participants were tested after a delay of one month and only five participants 

following a one year delay. Overall, the findings suggest that when suspects 

completely forget crime details (usually peripheral items) over a one to two-week 

period, detection of concealed information can decrease. The picture however is less 

clear for extended periods which correspond more to real-world CIT testing contexts. 

Furthermore, unlike participants in the lab, perpetrators are not instructed to 

remember the details about their crime and so will likely encode such details 

incidentally. Only the study by Carmel and colleagues (2003) tested the impact of not 

instructing participants to remember the crime before giving them a CIT; it was 

found that the CIT effect reduced - accounted for by crime details being forgotten. 

 In the current study, the effects of a long, realistic, time delay on the CIT was 

investigated. Participants were given a CIT either within a week or approximately 

two months following a mock crime task in which they were not explicitly instructed 

to remember any details. Following this experiment, a post-hoc follow up experiment 

was conducted to explore the effects of gradually fading CIT image stimuli onto the 

screen in an attempt to simulate reduced recognition due to forgetting. All studies 

were approved by the departmental ethics committee at the authors’ institution. 
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Experiment 1: Delayed Testing 

Method 

Phase 1a – Mock Crime 

 Phase one of this experiment was conducted by a different researcher 

investigating the effect of time on participants’ memory for their crimes (for details 

see Sukumar, Wade & Hodgson, 2018). In that experiment: participants met with an 

experimenter near the University of Warwick bookshop; were provided with an 

overview of the study including their right to withdraw; given the opportunity to ask 

any questions and; invited to provide consent and demographic information. In the 

mock crime participants were instructed to enter the bookshop, find a black waist bag 

placed on top of a yellow and white box, and steal a wallet inside this bag (Figure 

6.1). Participants then returned this wallet to the experimenter outside the University 

cinema (crime details used in phase 2 in italics). A research assistant was covertly 

positioned in the bookshop to check that the participant followed the instructions and 

to intervene should any issues arise such as a member of the general public noticing 

the ‘theft’ and subsequently confronting the participant – note that this did not 

happen.  

After the mock crime, participants were told they would receive an email 

with a questionnaire either one day or two months after committing the mock crime 1 

- they did not receive feedback on their questionnaire responses. Following the 

questionnaire, participants were asked if they wished to take part in an additional 

 

 

1 The questions were: 1. Where did you go on campus?; 2. Did you pass by the two pot 

plants?; 3. What did you do there?; 4. Which parts did you visit?; 5. Did you see a computer and 
telephone?; 6. Did you visit the Law section?; 7. Did you see a black bag?; 8. If yes, where was the 

black bag?; 9. Did you do anything with the black bag?; 10. Did you handle the black bag?; 11. Did 

you see anything in the black bag?; 12. If yes, what did you see in the black bag?; and 13. Did you 

take anything from the black bag? 
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phase of the experiment. If participants responded yes, they were invited to take part 

in the CIT experiment described in this chapter. Note that participants were not 

provided with a debrief until all data had been collected for both studies. 

Participants 

Out of a potential fifty-nine participants who took part in the mock crime in 

phase 1, forty-four (27 women), aged between 18 - 44 years (Mean = 20.7, SD = 

4.2), from the University of Warwick, asked to take part in phase 2 (i.e. the CIT 

experiment of the current study). Participants received an additional £4 for taking 

part in this twenty-minute experiment as well as the incentive of a £10 Amazon 

voucher prize for the person with the lowest ‘lie detection score’ in each delay group. 

Participants were randomly assigned to the delay condition. The study had two 

independent conditions (Delay: Short vs. Long) and normalized crime item SCR as 

the dependent variable. Finally, there were twenty-two participants in each delay 

condition. The sample size of this study was dependent on that of the Phase 1 study 

which was examining a different effect. Consequently, a power analysis was not 

appropriate in this experiment.  

Phase 2 – The CIT 

On arrival, participants were provided with an overview of this phase of the 

study including their right to withdraw, given the opportunity to ask any questions 

and invited to provide consent and demographic information. Participants were not 

reminded of any details from the mock crime. Participants were then asked to 

imagine that they had been contacted by the authorities informing them that they 

were suspects in a crime that occurred either within the last week or over 2 months 

ago, and that they would therefore undertake a lie detection test. The experimenter 

explained what had happened in the crime (i.e. an item had been stolen from 
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somewhere on campus) without disclosing any of the crime details, before asking the 

participants if they knew anything else about the crime and whether they had 

committed it – all participants correctly lied by responding no. The experimenter 

then explained how the CIT would work and connected the physiological sensors 

(see Physiological Data section below). Participants were reminded to try to appear 

as innocent as possible by denying any knowledge of the crime.  

The experimenter then gave the suspect a sheet containing all the CIT 

questions and stimuli including all control items and crime items (stimuli were 

unlabeled). Participants were not reminded of, or informed of, which items related to 

the crime. Previewing all items in the CIT prior to testing is permissible in the CIT 

(Verschuere & Crombez, 2008), as it reduces stimulus novelty (therefore removing 

this potential orienting response noise) and assists the experimenter in visually 

explaining the CIT procedure. Participants were told that five CIT blocks (Figure 

6.2) would be presented in a random order with each beginning with the question 

(presented for eight seconds followed by a one second blank). Then ten images, each 

CIT image twice within the block, were presented sequentially (for four seconds) 

followed by a (four second) blank where the image was removed. Note that the first 

image presented in each CIT question was a buffer; a control item used to absorb the 

initial orienting to that item group. Participants were instructed to verbally respond 

with ‘no’ in response to each item. They were shown an example before questions 

were invited; the CIT then started.  
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Figure 6.1. Key events in the mock crime task (crime items in italics). 
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Figure 6.2. CIT stimuli used in this study. 
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Physiological Data 

Electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate were recorded using a MP36R 

data acquisition unit (Biopac Systems Inc) with pre-gelled disposable Ag/AgCL 

electrodes (EL507). EDA electrodes were attached to the distal phalanges of the first 

and middle fingers of the non-dominant hand with EDA signals sampled at 1000Hz 

at ×2000 gain and filtered using a 66.5Hz low pass filter. Skin conductance responses 

were defined as the difference in absolute magnitude of tonic skin conductance peaks 

and their respective peak onsets. Skin conductance peaks were identified using an 

AcqKnowledge v4.2 propriety algorithm (Kim, Bang & Kim, 2004) with parameters 

ensuring peak onsets were within a 0.5-5s window following stimulus presentation 

and maximum peaks within 10s (Gamer, 2011). Due to individual differences in 

physiological responsiveness, within-subjects standardised scores (z-scores) were 

calculated for each individual measure (Gamer, 2011). Signals were removed if the 

sensors became dislocated or dislodged during the experiment. Participants with a 

standard deviation of raw SCR responses below 0.01µS were considered skin 

conductance non-responders and the EDA data were removed from analysis (Ben-

Shakhar, 1985). Finally, the first trial in each CIT block, always a control item, was 

removed prior to analysis as its sole role is to absorb the initial orienting to that CIT 

item group.  

Post CIT Questionnaire. After the CIT, participants were given a paper-

based questionnaire consisting of multiple-choice questions to check that they had 

remembered the crime items.  Participants were also asked to rate their motivation 

during the experiment on a scale of 1 (no motivation) to 6 (highly motivated) and 

their stress on a scale of 1 (no stress) to 6 (highly stressed). Participants were also 

asked to provide an open answer to the question: “Did you do anything to try and 
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fool the polygraph test? If you did or didn’t please bullet point below – either case is 

fine.” Following this, participants were reminded that they would receive a debrief 

once all the data had been collected for the study.  

Results 

Manipulations  

Participants in the short delay condition underwent the CIT between 1 – 8 

days (M = 3.3, SD = 1.9), with no participants forgetting any crime details. 

Participants in the long delay conditions underwent the CIT between 63 – 91 days (M 

= 72.6, SD = 11.1), with twelve (54%) participants forgetting at least one of the five 

crime details (six forgot one, five forgot two, and one forgot three). The forgotten 

items were either the box or the bag i.e. peripheral details with the cinema forgotten 

once. Five participants (three in the short delay group) were considered SCR non-

responders and their data were excluded from the SCR analysis. 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The main finding was that the CIT effect (normalized mean crime item) was 

larger for participants tested shortly after the mock crime, t(37) = 2.19, p = .035, d 

= .690 (MD = .197) (Figure 6.3). Additionally the CIT effect was large in the short 

delay, t(18) = 5.19, p < .001, d = 1.19 (MD = .367), and medium in the long delay 

group, t(19) = 3.02, p = .007, d = .676 (MD = .170). A final analysis revealed that the 

mean normalized SCR CIT effect was negatively correlated with the number of days 

between the crime and the CIT, r(39) = - .336, p = .037.  

Excluding Forgotten trials 

To establish whether the findings were simply due to forgetting, the same 

analysis above was run after removing forgotten crime trials - note that no forgetting 

occurred in the short delay condition. The findings were the same. The CIT effect 
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was again larger for participants tested shortly after the mock crime, t(37) = 2.17, p 

= .37, d = .725 (MD = .222) with a marginal medium sized CIT effect for the delay 

condition t(19) = 1.95, p = .066, d = .436 (MD = .145). 

 

Figure 6.3. Experiment 1 - Mean normalized crime item SCR as a function CIT delay.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Overall participants’ self-reported motivation was high with Mean = 4.4, SD 

= 1.1 (Scale = 1low to 6high) with no difference between delay conditions t(42) = 1.32, 

p = .192, d = .537 (MD = .45). Overall, participants' self-reported stress during the 

CIT was low with Mean = 2.4, SD = 1.4 (range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed), with no 

difference between delay conditions t(42) = .633, p = .530, d = .089 (MD = .27 ). 

Eight guilty participants (18%), five in each long delay condition, reported using 

some form of countermeasure to fool the test: four thought about something else; 

three tried to control their breathing; and one gave special attention to the control 

items. Countermeasure use did not differ between delay conditions, χ 2 (1, N = 44) = 

.424, p = .515. Self-reported motivation to beat the CIT, stress during the CIT and 
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the use of countermeasures did not differ between delay groups, suggesting that these 

factors are unlikely to have significantly influenced the above findings.  

Discussion 

 The impact of a time delay between when a suspect commits a crime and 

when their memory for that crime is tested in the CIT, has only been investigated in a 

handful of previous studies (see review in Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). However, 

except for one study where the sample size was very small (n = 5) and the P300 CIT 

was used (Hira et al., 2002), studies testing the impact of delayed CIT testing have 

only used delays of up to two weeks, whereas in the real-world, half of CITs are 

administered one or more months after the crime. In this experiment, participants 

carried out a mock crime, with half undergoing a CIT within a week and half over 

two months later. The results revealed that the CIT effect in the long delay group was 

smaller than the shorter delay group and that these findings stood even when trials 

forgotten by participants were excluded from the analysis. Nevertheless, in both 

delay conditions the CIT effect was significant with a medium to large effect size 

(short and long delay respectively). 

 In two studies where participants were tested one week after a mock crime, 

the CIT effect was reduced in the delayed condition due to participants forgetting 

(Carmel et al., 2003; Nahari & Ben-Shakhar, 2011). These findings were similar to 

those found in the current study when participants were tested over two months after 

the crime. However, in the current work, further analysis suggested that these 

findings could not be accounted for simply by the presence of forgotten trials. This is 

interesting as it suggests that the CIT effect size relates to the strength of the 

memory. A simple explanation for this is that, although the crime memory reached 

the threshold for explicit recognition, memory for the crime items had faded over 
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time due to participants forgetting individual features of the object or scene memory  

e.g. the color of the crime scene floor. Feature Matching Theory proposes that SCR, 

related to orienting measured recognition, is monotonically related to the similarity 

between the encoded and test stimuli (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987). Therefore, as the 

number of encoded features recognized at retrieval increases, so does the CIT effect 

increase. Accordingly, with good memory, SCRs are larger for crime items and 

smaller for control items, but this difference reduces as memory fades. A 

consequence of this is that over time, as individual features are forgotten, it becomes 

more difficult to distinguish which of the five CIT stimuli (four of which are 

controls) is the crime item. SCRs should therefore decrease to crime items and 

increase to control items thereby reducing the CIT effect (Marchand, Inglis-Assaff, & 

Lefebvre, 2013). This is indeed what was found here, which matches the predictions 

from Feature Matching Theory accounts.  As others have suggested, practically the 

CIT should be administered as soon as possible after the crime to maximize detection 

of concealed information (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). Nevertheless, the CIT 

effect size was still adequate even after two or more months later, suggesting it is 

relatively robust to the effects of time.  
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Experiment 2: Gradual onset of stimuli 

In the previous experiment, it was found that the CIT effect reduced when 

participants were tested after a two-month period, as presumably the mock crime 

memory had faded. It was suggested that this was compatible with Feature Matching 

Theory whereby physiological orienting is related to the similarity between the test 

stimuli and the associated memory representation (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987). To 

further explore this effect, a follow up experiment was conducted.  

In this experiment, the author proposes that recognizing an image after 

memory has faded over time is similar to trying to recognize an image that is blurred 

or faded like an old photograph. Previous research has found that it’s more difficult 

and takes longer to recognise blurred and faded images, particularly faces, as the 

processing of individual features in the image suffers (Costen et al, 1994; Collishaw 

& Hole, 2000; Lewis & Edmonds, 2003; Hole, George, Eaves, & Rasek, 2002; 

Brockdorff & Lamberts, 2000). Experiment 1 demonstrated that the CIT effect 

reduces over time, even when stimuli are explicitly recognized with Feature 

Matching Theory, suggesting this is due to individual features of a memory being 

forgotten. Similarly, then, if CIT images are gradually faded onto the screen (rather 

than appearing with an abrupt onset), this would reduce the recognition of individual 

features, particularly at onset, and result in a reduced CIT effect. This was tested by 

gradually fading the stimuli onto the screen so that the features would not be 

immediately clear to simulate retrieval of faded memories i.e. it is more difficult and 

takes longer. In this situation, just like in Experiment 1, Feature Matching Theory 

predicts a decrease in SCR-orienting measured recognition, to gradually appearing 

crime items compared to those presented using a standard abrupt onset where 

individual features are immediately clear. Heart rate was also recorded as a measure 
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of arousal inhibition, which was unlikely to have been affected by the stimuli onset 

(Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011; klein Selle et al., 2016; klein Selle et al., 

2017). 

However, an alternative prediction is that the CIT effect could actually be 

larger with gradually-onsetting stimuli. This follows because the presentation of a 

CIT item causes an orienting response due to two components. One response is 

related to the crime/non-crime status of the stimulus, the other is related to the 

resulting rapid change in luminance (Turpin, Schaefer & Boucsein, 1999; Turpin & 

Siddle, 1979) which is unrelated to the crime/non-crime status of the item. By 

removing the luminance-based component we might also remove noise associated 

with that component leading to an improved signal-to-noise ratio for crime versus 

non-crime items. In addition, given that there is a limit to the size of an individual’s 

SCR before saturation occurs (Boucsein, 2012), when image stimuli are presented 

abruptly, the orienting component caused by the luminance change would compress 

the available range for the SCR signal that relates to the significance of the crime 

image. This would in turn result in a smaller CIT effect overall when stimuli are 

presented with an abrupt luminance onset.  

These alternative predictions are tested here. Participants watched a mock 

crime video before undergoing a CIT with both SCR and heart rate recorded. Half 

the CIT images were gradually presented whilst half had an abrupt immediate onset.  
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Method2 

Participants 

Forty self-selected participants (26 women), aged between 18 - 36 years (M = 

20.8, SD = 3.2) were recruited through a convenience sample of staff and students at 

the University of Warwick. The sample size was chosen to be similar to the previous 

experiment for comparison and therefore no power analysis was conducted. 

Participants received no payment for partaking in the 40-minute testing session but 

did have the opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’ and a chance to win a 

£25 Amazon voucher if they obtained the lowest ‘lie detection score’. The study had 

a 2 (Onset: Gradual vs. Abrupt) x 2 (Order: Gradual 1st vs. Gradual 2nd) two-way 

mixed-design with Order as the between-subject factor and normalized crime item 

SCR and Heart Rate change (∆HR) as dependent variables. Participants were equally 

split across the order conditions (whether they saw items gradually or immediately 

first) and assigned in an alternating fashion. 

Procedure 

The procedure, instructions, mock crime video, CIT, post CIT questionnaire 

and physiological data processing method in this experiment was the same as that in 

the computer (control) condition in Experiment 2, Chapter 4. In brief, participants 

watched a mock crime video where they stole a laptop from a bag in a lecture theater. 

Eight crime details were used in the CIT. The key difference was that half of the CIT 

 

 

2 A prior data collection round was carried out for this experiment. However, due to a 

programming error being present throughout this initial data collection run, the stimulus onset was not 
counterbalanced. Therefore, these data were discarded. For completeness, in this initial experiment, 

forty-three self-selected participants (26 women), aged between 18 - 36 years (M = 20.8, SD = 3.2) 

were recruited in the same way with the same incentives as the experiment described in this study. 

The methodology was also identical to that described in this study and eight participants were SCR 

non-responders and no trials required removal due to movement artefacts.  
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stimuli were presented instantly on the screen for five seconds i.e. with an abrupt 

onset, whilst half were gradually faded in a linear fashion onto the screen over the 

full five seconds. This order was counterbalanced, participants either saw four CIT 

questions gradually presented and then four questions immediately presented or vice 

versa.  

Exclusions. Thirteen trials (0.81%) were removed from analysis due to large 

movement artifacts: seven posture shifts; three large head movements; one cough; 

one large hand movement; and one yawn. A technical error in the physiological data 

collection resulted in the removal of EDA and ECG data for one participant; and 

ECG data from two participants. Finally, in total, four participants were considered 

SCR non-responders and their data were excluded from the SCR analysis.  

Results 

Skin Conductance Responses 

The main finding was that items presented gradually resulted in a smaller 

SCR CIT effect. Mean normalized crime item SCRs were analyzed using a 2 (Onset: 

Gradual vs. Abrupt) x 2 (Order: Gradual 1st vs. Gradual 2nd) two-way mixed 

measures ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect of: Onset, F(1, 34) = 5.3, p 

= .028, MSE = 2.30, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .135, where abrupt-onset stimuli elicited larger SCRs 

overall (Figure 6.4) but no main effect of Order, F(1, 34) = .593, p = .447, 

MSE = .176, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .017. There was no significant Onset x Order interaction , F(1, 34) 

= .163, p = .689, MSE = .071, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .005. Note that for abrupt onsets, the SCR CIT 

effect was large, t(35) = 6.60, p < .001, d = 1.10 (MD = .683) whereas it was medium 

for gradual onsets, t(35) = 3.34, p = .002, d = .556 (MD = .321) and respectively.  
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Figure 6.4. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized crime item SCR as a function of Onset.  

Heart Rate Change 

The main finding was that heart rate deceleration was greater for crime items 

compared to controls with no effect of Onset. Mean normalized crime item ∆HR 

were analyzed using a 2 (Onset: Gradual vs. Abrupt) x 2 (Order: Gradual 1st vs. 

Gradual 2nd) two-way mixed measures ANOVA. This revealed no significant main 

effect of Onset, F(1, 35) = .367, p = .548, MSE = .156, η𝑝
2  = .010 or Order, F(1, 35) = 

1.69, p = .202, MSE = .439, η𝑝
2  = .046 (Figure 6.5). There was also no significant 

Onset x Order interaction, F(1, 35) = .481, p = .493, MSE = .204, η𝑝
2  = .014.  
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Figure 6.5. Experiment 2 - Mean normalized ∆HR as a function of Onset.  

Post CIT Questionnaire 

Participants correctly recalled 99% of crime items, with fifteen participants 

forgetting one of the eight crime items and one participant forgetting two. Overall 

participants’ self-reported motivation was high with Mean = 5.25, SD = 0.74 (Scale = 

1low to 6high) and self-reported stress during the CIT was low with Mean = 3.15, SD = 

1.23 (range = 1no stress to 6highly stressed). Fourteen participants (35%), reported using 

some form of countermeasure to fool the test: five tried to control their breathing; 

three tried to remain calm; two thought about something else; two gave special 

attention to the control items; and one pushed their tongue to the roof of their mouth. 
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Discussion 

This experiment was conducted as a follow up to Experiment 1, where the 

CIT effect was found to decrease for crime information explicitly remembered but 

weakened over time. Participants saw both images that had either a gradual/faded or 

immediate/abrupt onset. There were two opposing predictions: First, recognizing 

gradually-onsetting images would be similar to recognizing images after memory 

had faded over time, resulting in a reduced CIT effect. Second, using gradual onset 

stimuli might result in an increased CIT effect by removing the (potentially noisy and 

response saturating) non-crime related response caused by the luminance signal 

itself. It the latter prediction was verified then this would have immediate and 

obvious implications for improving the CIT via a very easy to implement change. 

The results supported the first prediction with gradually onsetting stimuli producing a 

reduced SCR CIT effect. The initial hypothesis then, although speculative, appears to 

be supported. The results for the heart rate measure were not affected by the image 

onset type, however, this isn’t surprising as heart rate has been shown to be a 

measure of deception based arousal inhibition rather than recognition (Verschuere, 

Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011; klein Selle et al., 2016; klein Selle et al., 2017). 
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General Discussion 

 The main aim of this study was to assess the impact of taking a CIT  two 

months after a crime was carried out. Despite over half of real-world CITs being 

administered over a month after the crime (Hira et al., 2002) only a few studies have 

tested the effect of delayed CIT testing (see review in Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). 

Amongst those studies (Carmel et al., 2003; Nahari & Ben-Shakhar, 2011), only one 

has administered a CIT after a two week delay, however that P300 CIT experiment 

did not report an effect of delayed testing, possibly due to the small sample size (n = 

9) (Hira et al., 2002). In the current study, participants underwent a CIT either within 

a week of the mock crime or over two months later. The results revealed that the CIT 

effect reduced when participants were tested more than two months after and this 

result remained even after excluding forgotten trials. In line with the Feature 

Matching Theory for physiological orienting (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987), a faded 

memory for crime items resulted in a reduced SCR CIT effect, as presumably 

participants' memory for individual features decreased (Marchand, Inglis-Assaff, & 

Lefebvre, 2013). This negative impact on delayed CIT testing was similar to that 

found in previous work (Carmel et al., 2003; Nahari & Ben-Shakhar, 2011).   

 Experiment 2 was a post-hoc follow up to Experiment 1. Participants saw 

CIT images presented either gradually or abruptly on the screen. The idea was that 

recognizing images that were gradually faded onto the screen (over five seconds) 

would be similar to trying to recognize an image from memory faded over time. 

Alternatively, gradually fading images may have resulted in the reduction of SCR 

noise and signal compression, caused by a luminance change, thereby resulting in an 

increased CIT effect. The results were similar to those in Experiment 1 with a 

reduced CIT effect for faded stimuli. Previous research has found that it’s more 
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difficult and takes longer to recognise blurred and faded images, as the processing of 

individual features in the retrieval cue suffers much like that for memory faded over 

time (Costen et al, 1994; Collishaw & Hole, 2000; Lewis & Edmonds, 2003; Hole et 

al., 2002; Brockdorff & Lamberts, 2000). Finally, as predicted the heart rate 

measured arousal inhibition was not affected by onset type as it is not considered a 

measure of recognition (Verschuere, Meijer, & De Clercq, 2011; klein Selle et al., 

2016; klein Selle et al., 2017). 

Seemingly then, both SCR findings in these experiments can be explained by 

Feature Matching Theory. When the memory is weaker, due to a longer delay 

between encoding and retrieval, the individual features of the test stimulus become 

less clear, thereby reducing the feature match which monotonically reduces the SCR 

measured orienting. The same effect should happen when the individual features in 

the test stimuli are less clear due to the stimuli having a gradually faded onset. This is 

what was found in this study.  

 To the author's knowledge this is the first study to test the effects of: i) an 

extended delay i.e. over two months, between crime and CIT; and ii) gradually 

presented image stimuli in the CIT. In conclusion, the CIT should be administered as 

soon as possible after the crime and abrupt onsets should be used. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Upstanding or underhand? 

Verticality and deception in the reaction-time  

concealed information test 

 

Abstract 

The reaction-time Concealed Information Test (RT-CIT) is a cognitive 

deception detection task used to determine whether a suspect recognizes crime 

information they shouldn’t know. Verticality (relative positioning of stimuli in the 

vertical dimension) has been linked to various metaphoric associations such high/up 

equating to positive/moral whereas low/down equals negative/immoral. In the RT-

CIT, guilty participants deceptively deny recognition of crime items whilst truthfully 

responding to controls. For guilty participants, RTs are typically slower for crime 

items compared to controls, which is attributed primarily to response inhibition – this 

is the RT-CIT effect and can be used to detect deception. Over three experiments in 

this study, verticality was found to interact with the RT-CIT effect. This was mainly 

caused by slower RTs to crime items when they were presented on top of the screen 

compared to the bottom. The findings suggest that metaphorical associations of 

verticality in deception, i.e. up, is congruent with truth but incongruent with lies, can 

be used to increase RT-based deception detection. 
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Introduction 

The reaction time Concealed Information Test (RT-CIT) is a cognitive 

deception detection test used to detect participants' concealed recognition of crime 

related information that an ‘innocent’ person would not know (Verschuere, 

Suchotzki, & Debey, 2014). Compared to the well-established physiological-based 

CIT which has been researched and applied in the field for decades (Osugi, 2011), 

the RT-CIT is a relatively new paradigm only investigated in a few dozen studies. In 

RT-CIT experiments, participants assigned ‘guilty’ typically encode crime details 

through watching or carrying out a mock crime. In the RT-CIT, crime details (aka 

probes) are randomly placed amongst control items (aka irrelevants) at a ratio of 

approximately 1:4 (crime to control items). All CIT stimuli are then presented on a 

computer, sequentially, rapidly (< a second) and with multiple repetitions with each 

stimulus requiring a response. In the test, participants respond to indicate whether 

they know the stimulus relates to the crime or not. Responses are either truthful i.e. 

“no” to the control items or deceptive i.e. “no” to the crime items they are concealing 

recognition of. To ensure all stimuli are adequately processed, additional control 

items are designated as target items, which the participant memorizes prior to the test 

and must respond (“yes”) to.  

The result is that guilty participants take longer to respond to crime items 

compared to control items - the RT-CIT effect; no difference is expected for the 

innocent participants. Studies reveal that the RT-CIT effect is large d = 1.30 (1.06 – 

1.54 CI95%) (Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar, & Crombez, 

2017) and results high detection rates with low false positive (AUC = .82 n = 981, 

Meijer et al., 2016; Granhag, Vrij & Verschuere, 2015). 
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The RT-CIT effect, i.e. a slowing of responses to crime items, is largely 

believed to be due to response inhibition experienced by guilty participants as a 

result of having to resolve the internal conflict between knowing that they do 

recognizing the stimulus (truthfully), but having to suppress this and respond 

(deceptively) claiming that they do not (Debey, Ridderinkhof, De Houwer, De 

Schryver, & Verschuere, 2015). Naturally, this conflict can also result in an increased 

number of errors for crime items, e.g. pressing ‘Yes’ to the crime items or ‘No’ to the 

target items (Suchotzki et al., 2017). Other executive functions have also been 

suggested as mechanisms relating to the cognitive cost to deception such as working 

memory and task switching (Suchotzki et al., 2017; Ambach, Stark & Vaitl, 2011). 

Accordingly, studies have investigated the effects of activating other executive 

functions in order to interfere with response inhibition and potentially increase the 

RT-CIT effect (Ambach, Stark & Vaitl, 2011; Hu, Evans, Wu, Lee & Fu, 2013; 

Debey, Verschuere & Crombez, 2012). In one study, a dot-probe based secondary 

task was incorporated alongside an RT-CIT which resulted in increased detection 

rates explained as due to an overloading of cognitive resources (Hu et al., 2013). 

Similarly, in another experiment using the Sheffield Lie Test, lying was found to 

require more executive control than truthful responses (Debey, Verschuere & 

Crombez, 2012). The effects of working memory and shifting have also been 

manipulated in the RT-CIT revealing that in dual-task conditions, the CIT effect 

increased (Visu-Petra, Varga, Miclea & Visu-Petra, 2013). As opposed to 

manipulating cognitive effort, one study explored the impact of valence on the RT-

CIT by presenting a ‘virtual investigator’ (a face with either a neutral, happy or angry 

expression) on screen alongside each RT-CIT trial (Varga, Visu-Petra, Miclea, & 

Visu-Petra, 2015). The results indicated that the RT-CIT effect increased when 
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participants saw a positive expression, compared to a neutral expression, and 

decreased for negative expressions (Varga et al., 2015). This finding suggests that 

emotional valence can interact with deceptive responses in the RT-CIT when the 

valence is incongruent with the (negative) crime item. Evidently, RT-based deception 

tests can be influenced by activation of additional cognitive operations, which is line 

with the theories of “independent and interdependence” of executive functioning 

(Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, Howerter & 

Wager, 2000). It is important to pursue studies like the ones described above, as it 

can provide important theoretical insights into the cognitive processes involved in 

deception, as well as reveal techniques for increasing detection rates in the RT-CIT. 

An alternative potential approach to exploring the effects of valence in 

cognitive RT paradigms might be based on the verticality-manipulation taxonomy 

proposed by Cian (2017). Verticality is the relative positioning of a stimulus along 

the vertical dimension (e.g. high/top, low/bottom) which has been shown to relate to 

various metaphorical associations. Cian (2017) provides an excellent introduction to 

this concept as well as a systematic review of the verticality and conceptual metaphor 

literature which explores the relationship between vertical-spatial positioning and 

metaphorical associations. There are four main approaches for exploring the effects 

of verticality, which include manipulating: an object's placement; observers’ vertical 

position; participants’ imagined height; and abstract concepts e.g. dominance (Cian, 

2017). The metaphorical associations typically studied are: power (e.g. less powerful 

groups identified faster when presented in a low vertical position and vice versa, 

Schubert, 2005; Robinson, Zabelina, Ode & Moeller, 2008; Lamer & Weisbuch, 

2019); concreteness (e.g. objects placed low are perceived as heavier, Deng & Kahn, 

2009); direction (e.g. preference for living in northern locations, Meier et al., 2011); 
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rationality/emotions (e.g. preferring emotional elements as lower than rational, Cian 

et al., 2015); and valence (e.g. recognizing positive words faster when they are 

presented on the top screen verses the bottom and vice versa, Meier & Robinson, 

2004; Freddi, Cretenet & Dru, 2014). Studies investigating valence-based 

associations have found that people also later recall the placement of positive stimuli, 

(e.g. God, Meier et al., 2007), as higher on the screen than negative stimuli 

(Crawford et al., 2006). Similarly, people recognize moral words (e.g. truth), faster 

on the top of the screen than immoral (e.g. deceit) (Meier, Sellbom & Wygant, 2007). 

So how might verticality and metaphorical associations relate to RT-based 

deception detection? In the RT-CIT, guilty participants who recognize the crime item 

must respond deceptively. For guilty participants only, crime items are negative, 

relative to control items, and require a deceptive (immoral) response. Based on 

previous verticality findings, placing crime items lower e.g. at the bottom of the 

screen, could facilitate faster responding. Conversely, when crime items (presumed 

to be negative/immoral) are presented on top of the screen, the incongruence between 

the vertical associations of top (i.e. positive, moral) should result in slower 

responses. As this slowing of reaction times is in the same direction as response 

inhibition in the RT-CIT, then presenting crime items on top could increase the RT-

CIT effect. 

The current study explores the effects of verticality in the RT-CIT by 

presenting image stimuli, some of which require deceptive responses, either at the 

top or bottom of the screen. In Experiment 1, three different configurations of 

stimulus verticality were tested in order to establish which one elicited the largest 

RT-CIT effect and whether there was any interaction with verticality. In Experiment 

2, the optimal vertical configuration established in Experiment 1 was implemented as 
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a replication. In both Experiments 1 and 2, autobiographic scene stimuli were used as 

the crime items, meaning no innocent group was tested. Therefore, in Experiment 3, 

a mock crime video was used so that both guilty and innocent participants were 

tested to ascertain whether the verticality effect was unique to guilty participants. All 

studies were approved by the departmental ethics committee at the author's 

institution. 
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Experiment 1: Vertical RT-CIT Pilot 

 Verticality has not been manipulated in the RT-CIT before and it was 

uncertain whether it would reduce or indeed negate the RT-CIT effect, due to 

participants now having to, in effect, search for the stimulus (top or bottom). 

Therefore, in this experiment three display configurations (labeled A, B and C) were 

tested to determine the optimal configuration in terms of producing the largest RT-

CIT effect size. Photographs of University campus scenes were used as crime images 

with matched scenes acting as controls. Participants concealed recognition of the 

crime items in an RT-CIT that had a vertical dimension with images presented at the 

top or bottom of the screen. Therefore, the experiment had a three-way 

(Configuration: A, B and C) x 2 (Location: Bottom vs. Top) x 2 (Item: Crime vs. 

Control) mixed design with configuration as the between subject factor and RTs and 

error rates as dependent variables. Following analysis of location and configuration 

on the RT-CIT effect (crime minus control), the RT-CIT effect was computed for 

each configuration, collapsed over location, to determine which vertical 

configuration elicited the largest CIT effect – this configuration was then replicated 

in Experiment 2. Note that the stimuli, procedure and CIT structure were the same as 

that used in Experiment 3, Chapter 2 with the main difference being the addition of 

vertical configuration. 

Method 

 Participants 

 The closest study identified by the author that used a reaction time deception 

test (an Implicit Association Test), to investigate a verticality effect was conducted by 

Meier et al., (2007). They found that participants were faster to categorize God-

related words when they appeared on the top versus the bottom of the computer 
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screen, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .42. A power analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, 

& Buchner, 2007), assuming a medium effect size of 𝜂𝑝
2  = 0.4, and α = 0.05 for a 

single group, suggested a minimum sample size of 23 participants would be 

sufficient for a power of 0.95. Therefore, a sample size of twenty-six per display 

configuration was chosen. Seventy-eight participants (54 women), aged between 18-

27 years (Mean = 19.6, SD = 1.6), were recruited through a University online 

participant panel at the author's institution. Participants received £3 payment for 

taking part in the 30-minute testing session. Participants were split equally across the 

three display configurations and assigned based on the session they chose to sign up 

to. 

Materials 

The stimuli were photographs of scenes that typically contained landscapes, 

buildings, and other structures - the same stimuli as in Experiment 3, Chapter 2. The 

autobiographic probe images (i.e. ‘crime’ items), were five images of various scenes 

of the participants' University campus (examples in Figure 7.1). For each probe item, 

four matched irrelevant scene stimuli were sourced using Google’s Reverse Image 

Search function, with the probe items as reference images. In addition to the probe 

and irrelevant stimuli were five images of another University that served as target 

items. All images were open source, cropped to remove potential noise (e.g. people), 

were resampled to 1366 x 768 pixels and presented on a 21” LCD monitor, 16:9 

aspect ratio at a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. Participants sat approximately 

40cm from the screen with the center of the screen at approximately eye level. 

Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 7.1.  
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Figure 7.1. Examples of control, crime and target scene images used in Experiments 

1 and 2. 

Vertical Configurations 

Three different presentation configurations were used in Experiment 1. In 

configuration A, the image filled the whole top or bottom half of a landscape-

oriented computer screen with no cropping. In configuration B, the image filled the 

whole top or bottom half of a portrait-oriented computer screen with equal cropping 

to allow the image to fill the height of half the screen without changing the aspect 

ratio. In configuration C the image center filled 80% of the top or bottom half of a 

landscape computer screen with no cropping (Figure 7.2). 

 

Figure 7.2. The three different display configurations used in Experiment 1. 

The CIT 

The RT-CIT was made up of 450 images consisting of 15 blocks of 30 

images. Each block of 30 images contained five CITs and each CIT consisted of six 
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images: a probe, a target, and four irrelevant images. There was a short break of 

3000ms after each block and a longer break of 30s after every three blocks. The 

image duration was 800ms with a randomly selected inter-stimulus interval of either 

500, 750 or 1500ms. Items within each block were presented sequentially in a 

random order with the constraint that two probes (crime items) could not occur 

consecutively. The targets were randomly presented within each block and were the 

same for all participants. Target items were not analysed as they were only used to 

ensure participant engagement with the stimuli. The data from participants with error 

rates (i.e. pressing “Yes” to a probe item or “No” to a target) above 50% were 

removed from further analysis as it is unlikely that they were following the task 

instructions. Responses faster than 200ms or slower than 800ms were removed, as 

recommended by Verschuere and colleagues (2015). Incorrect responses were also 

removed from the RT analysis. Due to potential individual differences in overall 

speed across the conditions, within-subjects standardised scores (z-scores) were 

calculated for each RT response (Ben-Shakhar, 1985). 

Procedure 

Participants completed the experiment in a computer lab in groups of 10-18 

people. They were provided with an overview of the study procedure, given the 

opportunity to ask questions and then provided consent and demographic 

information. Participants were informed of their right to withdraw at any point 

without penalty or reason. Participants were then asked to imagine that they “are an 

undercover spy from Warwick University and have infiltrated New York University to 

steal their latest research. New York University Security suspects a mole and are 

therefore requiring all staff to sit a ‘lie detection test.’ Their ‘lie detection test’ 

assumes that spies will be slower to recognise and make more mistakes when they 
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respond to images of New York University. They are also hoping to catch spies that 

accidentally respond “Yes” to images of Warwick University who they believe are 

the prime suspects.” The participants were then given five images of ‘New York 

University’ and told to memorise these to help them beat the lie detection test. 

Participants were then told that “during the ‘Lie Detection Test’ you will be shown a 

series of items of scenes. Many of these items will be unfamiliar to you except the 

ones relating to Warwick University (which you must keep secret) and the scenes of 

New York University which you have just memorised. Each image will appear for 

around 1 second with less than a second gap between them. Using the keyboard, 

please respond to these images as fast as you can making as few errors as possible! 

The question to consider for each image is ‘Do you recognise this scene?’” 

Participants were instructed to press the LEFT KEY for “Yes” responses, i.e. New 

York University Images (Targets), and the RIGHT KEY for “No” i.e. University of 

Warwick (Probes) and any other random images (Irrelevant). Participants were given 

the opportunity to ask any questions before completing a practice test consisting of 

two blocks of trials (60 images). During the practice stage only, if the response was 

incorrect e.g., “Yes” response to a probe, the words “Wrong” were displayed until 

the start of the next trial. If a response time exceeded the deadline of 800ms the 

words “Too Slow” were displayed until the start of the next trial. Participants were 

aware that this information would not be provided following the practice stage. 

Finally, participants were instructed that they did not need to consider or respond 

differently to items placed on either the top or bottom of the monitor. Following the 

practice, test participants completed the main test followed by debriefing. 
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Results 

Reaction Times 

The data from one participant from configuration C was removed from all 

further analysis due to error rates above 50% (52%) and another due to a technical 

error in the stimuli program. Including target items, trials that exceeded the response 

deadline (6.9%), were faster than 200ms (0.3%) and incorrect trials (8.4%) were 

removed from the analysis – note, incorrect responses were used for the error analysis.  

Mean RTs were analyzed using a 3 (Configuration: A vs. B vs. C) x 2 

(Location: Top vs. Bottom) x 2 (Item: Control vs. Crime) three-way ANOVA with 

Configuration as the between-subject factor. This revealed a significant main effect 

of Item, F(1, 73) = 32.0, p < .001, MSE = 15667, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .305, overall RTs were slower 

to crime items compared to control items (Figure 7.3) and Configuration, F(2, 73) = 

3.34, p = .041, MSE = 29896, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .084. There was no significant main effect of 

Location, F(1, 73) = 1.02, p = .316, MSE = 467, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .014. There was no significant 

two-way interaction between: Location and Configuration, F(2, 73) = .037, p = .964, 

MSE = 16.8 , 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001 or; Item and Configuration, F(2, 73) = .823, p = .443, MSE = 

430, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .022. There was, however, a significant two-way interaction between: 

Location and Item, F(1, 73) = 6.52, p = .013, MSE = 1732, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .082 which appears 

to be driven by slower reaction times to crime items when presented on the top of the 

monitor, t(75) = 2.2, p = .031, d = .253, (MD = 7.29). Finally, the three-way 

interaction was non-significant, F(2, 73) = 1.79, p = .174, MSE = 476, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .047.  
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Figure 7.3. Experiment 1 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type and Vertical 

position. 

Error Rates 

Overall error rates were low (M = 4.0%, SD = 9.7) and error rates were 

analyzed in the same way as the RTs. This revealed a significant main effect of 

Configuration, F(2, 73) = 3.21, p = .046, MSE = 718, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .081, where Bonferroni 

corrected t-tests revealed marginally higher error rates for Configuration B compared 

to A and C (p = .084, MD = 4.65 and p = .110, MD = 4.51 respectively). No 

significant main effect was revealed for Item, F(1, 73) = 1.10, p = .297, MSE = 129, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .015 or Location, F(1, 73) = 2.72, p = .104, MSE = 23.9, 𝜂𝑝

2  = .036. There was 

no significant two-way interactions: Location x Configuration, F(2, 73) = .097, p 

= .908, MSE = .851, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003 or; Item x Configuration, F(2, 73) = 2.88, p = .062, 

MSE = 356, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .073; or Location x Item, F(1, 73) = 2.27, p = .136, MSE = 16.1, 𝜂𝑝

2 

= .030. The three-way interaction was also non-significant, F(2, 73) = .480, p = .621, 

MSE = 3.41, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .013.  
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 Discussion 

 Given that positional manipulations in the RT-CIT had not been previously 

reported, it was unclear as to the optimal way to display the image stimuli. Therefore, 

three groups of participants took part in an RT-CIT with three different display 

configurations. Although there was no main effect of configuration or interaction 

with the other factors, a further analysis indicated that Configuration C provided the 

largest RT-CIT effect size, t(23) = 5.00, p < .001, d = 1.02 , MD = 18.1, similar to 

that typically reported in the literature (Suchotzki et al., 2017). In contrast, 

configurations A and B produced smaller, medium sized effects, t(25) = 3.03, p 

= .006, d = . 594, MD = 15.1 and t(25) = 2.43, p = .023, d = .476, MD = 10.2 

respectively. One possible reason for the smaller effect size with configuration B is it 

may have required large eye movements between the images given that they were 

presented on a monitor with a 16:9 aspect ratio oriented in portrait mode. This eye 

movement requirement might have added noise to the RT data. The general difficulty 

with configuration B is also evidenced by the increased error rates compared to the 

other configurations.  

Configuration A was similar to configuration C with the exception that the 

images were larger and there was no gap between the fixation point and the bottom 

of the image. It is not obvious why this relatively small difference might have 

resulted in a smaller effect size. However, one possibility is that the larger images 

prompted more within-image exploratory eye movements which, as with 

configuration C, might have added noise to the RT responses. In contrast, the smaller 

images in configuration C might have been able to be ‘processed in a glance’ with 

less need for eye movements to be made. On this basis, even though there were no 

significant differences between the configurations, a consideration of effect sizes 
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indicated that configuration C would likely be the best choice for the remaining 

experiments. 

Irrespective of configuration and of most interest, when collapsed over all the 

configurations, the RT-CIT effect was larger when stimuli were presented with a 

higher verticality, i.e. at the top of the screen, and this finding was not affected by the 

display configuration. The effect was driven primarily by slower RTs to crime items 

presented at the top of the screen. This result fits with previous work that has shown 

that negative and immoral stimuli (associations relevant to the crime item/lie 

response in this experiment) are recognized slower when they are presented on the 

top of the screen verses the bottom and vice versa (Meier & Robinson, 2004; Meier, 

Sellbom & Wygant, 2007). However, based on previous verticality findings, it was 

also expected that control items, requiring a truthful (positive and moral) response, 

would be faster when presented on top of the screen versus the bottom – this was not 

found in this experiment. Finally, no effects were found for error rates, including no 

difference between control and crime items.  
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Experiment 2: Vertical RT-CIT 

 In the previous experiment there was an effect of verticality in line with that 

predicted from the literature i.e. slower responses to the negative, immoral crime 

items when presented at the top of the screen. Given the novelty of this finding, the 

main aim of Experiment 2 was to attempt to replicate the verticality effect using the 

configuration from Experiment 1 that had produced the largest effect size 

(configuration C).  

Method 

Experiment 2 used the same methodology as Experiment 1 for configuration 

C with the exception that ISI was increased (500, 800 & 1000 to 750, 1000 & 1250) 

based on feedback from some participants who said that they found it particularly 

challenging. Therefore, this experiment had a 2 (Location: Top vs. Bottom) x 2 

(Item: Control vs. Crime) two-way repeated measures design with RTs and error 

rates as dependent variables. A power analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, 

Lang, & Buchner, 2007), and the effect size between Item x Location from 

Experiment 1 (𝜂𝑝
2 = .082, and α = 0.05 for a single group), suggested a minimum 

sample size of 26 participants would be sufficient for a power of 0.95. Twenty-seven 

participants (22 women), aged between 18-20 years (M = 18.7, SD = .65) were 

recruited through a University online participant panel at the author's institution. 

Participants received £3 payment for taking part in the 30-minute testing session.  
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Results  

Reaction Times 

No participants were removed due to error rates above 50%. Target item trials 

that exceeded the response deadline (1.5%), were faster than 200ms (0.4%) and 

incorrect trials (5.9%) were removed from the analysis – note, incorrect responses 

were used in the error analysis.  

Mean RTs were analyzed using a 2 (Location: Top vs. Bottom) x 2 (Item: 

Control vs. Crime) two-way ANOVA. This revealed a significant main effect of: 

Item, F(1, 26) = 55.7, p < .001, MSE = 25710, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .682, overall RTs were slower to 

crime items compared to control items (see Figure 7.4) but not Location, F(1, 26) = 

2.07, p = .163, MSE = 677, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .074. There was a significant two-way interaction 

between Location and Item, F(1, 26) = 17.9, p < .001, MSE = 4256, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .408 which 

was driven by both slower reaction times to crime items presented on the top of the 

monitor compared to bottom, t(26) = 3.28, p = .003, d = .631, (MD = 17.6) and faster 

reaction times to control items presented on the top of the monitor compared to 

bottom, t(26) = 2.08, p = .048, d = .400, (MD = 7.55). This resulted in the RT-CIT 

effect being larger for stimuli presented on top of the screen, t(26) = 9.13, p < .001, d 

= 1.76, (MD = 43.4) compared to the bottom, t(26) = 3.39, p = .002, d = .653, (MD = 

18.3). 

Error Rates 

Overall error rates were low (M = 3.0%, SD = 5.7) and error rates were 

analyzed in the same way as the RTs. This revealed no significant effects of: Item, 

F(1, 26) = .149, p = .702, MSE = 2.03, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .006, Location, F(1, 26) = .960, p = .336, 

MSE = 2.69, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .036, or their interaction, F(1, 26) = .040, p = .843, MSE = .098, 𝜂𝑝

2 

= .002. 
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Figure 7.4. Experiment 2 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type and Vertical 

position. 

Discussion 

 The main finding was a replication of the verticality effect found in 

Experiment 1 in which crime items presented at the top of the screen resulted in 

slower RTs than those presented at the bottom. Again, no effects were found on error 

rates. An additional finding was that RTs to control items were faster at the top of the 

screen compared to the bottom. This finding is also consistent with previous 

verticality research which has shown that as well as negative and immoral stimuli 

being recognized slower when they are presented at the top of the screen, positive 

stimuli are recognized faster at the top (Meier & Robinson, 2004; Meier, Sellbom & 

Wygant, 2007).  

The combination of crime stimuli being responded to more slowly when 

presented at the top of the screen and control stimuli being faster at the bottom 

resulted in a very large RT-CIT effect (d = 1.76) when items were presented at the 
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top of the screen compared to at the bottom (d = .653). Accordingly, it would be 

interesting to determine whether the vertical RT-CIT presented here results in 

increased CIT detection rates. To test this however, innocent participants, 

unknowledgeable about the crime item, would need to be tested or simulated. Neither 

of these options were possible in this experiment for two reasons. First, the crime 

stimuli were autobiographic scenes of the participants’ university campus which 

meant that no innocent equivalent was available at the author’s institution. 

Furthermore, the author did not feel that innocent participants could be simulated 

given the standard methods for doing so are unproven for a vertical based RT-CIT. To 

solve this issue, participants could instead encode crime stimuli via a mock crime 

which innocent participants do not see. This would also increase the ecological 

validity of the RT deception test. This was the rationale for Experiment 3 in which a 

mock crime video was used to test both guilty and innocent participants before the 

vertical RT-CIT was administered.  
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Experiment 3: Vertical RT-CIT Mock Crime 

In the previous experiments in this Chapter the RT-CIT effect appeared to 

differ depending on where the stimuli were presented on the screen. Specifically, RTs 

to crime items were slowed when stimuli were presented at top the screen compared 

to the bottom (Experiment 1 and 2), and faster RTs for control items presented at the 

top of the screen (Experiment 2). This resulted in increased RT-CIT effects when 

stimuli were presented at spatially higher positions within the display. However, it 

was unclear as to any effect this might have on CIT detection rates when an innocent 

group of participants is considered. Accordingly, in Experiment 3, a mock crime 

paradigm was used so that the results from both guilty and innocent participants 

could be tested and compared using a vertical RT-CIT. As well as providing a further 

replication, a signal detection analysis could also be conducted to determine the 

detection rates of the vertical RT-CIT. Note that verticality is relative and therefore in 

a vertical RT-CIT, stimuli would need to be presented on the top and the bottom. 

Therefore, the signal detection analysis was conducted on all trials collapses over 

vertical position. This would establish whether having a larger CIT effect for stimuli 

on top, but smaller CIT effect for images on the bottom, results in an overall higher 

diagnosticity for the vertical RT-CIT 

Method 

The method was the same as Experiment 1 except that: i) guilty 

(knowledgeable about crime related details) and innocent participants were tested 

adding the factor of Suspect; ii) instead of University campus scenes, participants 

watched a mock crime video with innocent participants not watching a video and; iii) 

all participants were given an alibi statement containing images to remember (to act 

as targets).  
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 Participants 

 As established from the power analysis in Experiment 2, 26 is adequate to 

find an Item x Location interaction. However, to also find the effect that RTs to 

crime items presented on top are slower than the bottom, the effect size from 

Experiment 2 was used for an additional power analysis using G*Power (𝑑 = .631, 

and α = 0.05 for a single group with a power of 0.95), which suggested that 34 

participants would be required. Therefore, eighty-seven participants (47 women), 

aged between 18-38 years (M = 21.0, SD = 3.1) were recruited through a University 

online participant panel at the author's institution. Participants received £4 payment 

for taking part in the 40-minute testing session. Forty-five participants were assigned 

to the guilty condition and forty-two to the innocent. 

Mock Crime 

Participants assigned guilty watched a 3-minute, 1st person perspective video 

where innocent participants did nothing. Participants were asked to “imagine as best 

as possible” that they were the person in the video carrying out the task. In the mock 

crime video (Figure 7.5) participants watched the culprit wandering around 

University Campus. The culprit came coming across a bike locked up outside the 

Humanities building entrance (crime items in italics and in Figure 7.6). The culprit 

covered up a nearby CCTV camera using shaving foam and then used some bolt 

cutters to break the bike lock. The culprit then met an accomplice Mike in a multi-

story carpark to hand over the bike for cash. 

False Alibi 

Following the video (or no video for innocent participants), ‘suspects’ were 

asked to imagine that they have been contacted by the police informing them that 

they are now a potential suspect in a recent crime and that they would now take a lie 
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detection test. The participant was then reminded to try to appear as innocent as 

possible and to deny any knowledge of the crime. Participants were then given an 

alibi to remember with five images that they would need to respond ‘Yes’ to (in the 

same fashion as the New York University scenes in Experiment 1). Their alibi 

statement was: “It wasn’t me who committed that crime as I was with my friend, 

Ryan at his home gardening all day. We only left his house to buy some garden 

clippers and weed killer from a nearby DIY store.” (Targets highlighted). From here 

the procedure did not differ from Experiment 1. 
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Figure 7.5. Key events in the 1st person-perspective mock crime video that guilty 

suspects view (crime items in italics). 
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Figure 7.6. All CIT items used in Experiment 3. 
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 Results 

Reaction Times 

Two participants in the guilty group were removed due to error rates above 

50% (59% and 87%). Including target items, trials that exceeded the response 

deadline (1%), were faster than 200ms (0.4%) and incorrect trials (4.7%) were 

removed from the analysis – note, incorrect responses were used in the error analysis.  

Mean RTs were analyzed using a 2 (Suspect: Guilty vs. Innocent) x 2 

(Location: Top vs. Bottom) x 2 (Item: Control vs. Crime) three-way mixed ANOVA 

with Suspect as the between-subject factors. This revealed a significant main effect 

of: Item, F(1, 83) = 5.17, p = .026, MSE = 2221, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .059, overall RTs were slower 

to crime items compared to control items (Figure 7.7). There was no main effect of 

Location, F(1, 83) = .002, p = .965, MSE ≈ 0, 𝜂𝑝
2 ≈ 0; or Suspect, F(1, 83) = .167, p 

= .684, MSE = 1171, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .002. There was a significant two-way interaction 

between: Location and Suspect, F(1, 83) = 32.0, p < .001, MSE = 10564, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .278, 

which was driven by guilty participants having slower RTs for stimuli at the top; and 

Item and Suspect, F(1, 83) = 43.9, p < .001, MSE = 18863, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .346, with RTs to 

crime items slower for guilty suspects. However, there was no two-way interaction 

between Location and Item, F(1, 83) = 2.92, p = .092, MSE = 464, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .034. Finally, 

there was a significant three-way interaction between Location, Item and Suspect, 

F(1, 83) = 11.8, p = .001, MSE = 1883, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .125.  

Follow up 2-way ANOVAs were conducted separately for guilty and innocent 

suspects with mean RTs analyzed using x 2 (Location: Top vs. Bottom) x 2 (Item: 

Control vs. Crime) two-way ANOVA. For guilty suspects, there was a significant 

main effect of: Item, F(1, 42) = 26.1, p < .001, MSE = 17219, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .383, overall 

reaction times were slower to crime items compared to control items (see Figure 7.7), 
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and Location, F(1, 42) = 16.7, p < .001, MSE = 5428, 𝜂𝑝
2  = 285, overall reaction 

times were slower for items at top of the screen. There was a significant two-way 

interaction between: Location and Item, F(1, 42) = 9.01, p = .005, MSE = 2134, 𝜂𝑝
2 

= .177, which was driven by slower RTs to crime items presented at the top of the 

monitor compared to the bottom, t(42) = 4.08, p < .001, d = .622, (MD = 18.3). 

Overall RTs did not differ when control items were presented on the top compared to 

the bottom, t(42) = 1.71, p = .094, d = .261, (MD = 4.19). Finally, the RT-CIT effect 

was larger when stimuli were presented on the top, t(42) = 5.60, p < .001, d = .854, 

(MD = 27.1) compared to the bottom, t(42) = 3.03, p = .004, d = .462, (MD = 13.0). 

For innocent suspects, there was an unexpected significant main effect of: 

Item, F(1, 41) = 20.6, p < .001, MSE = 4021, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .335 where overall RTs were 

slower to control items compared to crime items (see Figure 7.7), and Location, F(1, 

41) = 15.2, p < .001, MSE = 5140, 𝜂𝑝
2 = 271, where overall RTs were slower for 

stimuli at the bottom of the screen. The Location x Item interaction was not 

significant, F(1, 41) = 2.96, p = .093, MSE = 236, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .067. 

Error Rates 

Error rates were low overall (M = 0.9%, SD = 2.9) and were analyzed in the 

same way as for RTs. There were no significant main effects or interactions; Item, 

F(1, 82) = .087, p = .769, MSE = .127, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001; Location, F(1, 82) = .047, p = .830, 

MSE = .075, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001; Suspect, F(1, 82) = 1.61, p = .208, MSE = 66.1, 𝜂𝑝

2 = .019; 

Location x Suspect, F(1, 82) = .287, p = .594, MSE = .461, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003; Location x 

Item, F(1, 82) = 1.72, p = .193, MSE = 5.32, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .021; Item x Suspect, F(1, 82) = 

4.35, p = .40, MSE = 6.35, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .050; Location x Item x Suspect, F(1, 82) = .258, p 

= .613, MSE = .798, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .003. 
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Figure 7.7. Experiment 2 - Mean correct RTs as a function of Item Type and Vertical 

position. 
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Signal Detection Analysis 

To assess the diagnositicity of the vertical RT-CIT, signal detection analysis 

was conducted to determine the degree of separation between the guilty and innocent 

participants. A Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) was generated using the RT-CIT 

effect data for both the ‘guilty’ and ‘innocent’ groups. As shown in Figure 7.8, the 

vertical RT-CIT curve is closer to the upper left-hand corner of the graph, which 

indicates high overall accuracy (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). The area under this curve 

(AUC) allows an objective measure of diagnosticity, the accuracy trade-off between 

the test sensitivity and specificity. An AUC of 0.5 suggests no discrimination, 0.7-0.8 

is considered fair, 0.8-0.9 is excellent, and 0.9+ is outstanding (Hosmer Jr, 

Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2000). For the vertical RT-CIT, AUC = .831, indicating an 

excellent diagnostic test with a large effect size (Cohens’ d = 1.38).  

 

Figure 7.8. ROC curves showing CIT detection diagnosticity between guilty and 

innocent participants in a vertical RT-CIT.  
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Discussion 

Following on from Experiments 1 and 2, in this experiment, mock crime 

stimuli and an innocent group were introduced to: i) increase ecological validity, ii) 

allow a signal detection analysis, iii) test any potential interactions of a vertical RT-

CIT with innocent participants, iv) act as an additional replication. In Experiment 3, 

guilty participants were found to have slower RTs to crime items when presented on 

top of the screen compared to the bottom. This again resulted in a larger RT-CIT 

effect when stimuli were presented at the top, (d = .854) compared to the bottom, (d 

= .462). Again, no effects for error rates were found in this experiment suggesting 

that error rates may be of little use in the RT-CIT.  

The verticality effect found for guilty participants in this experiment was 

similar to that found in Experiment 1. In both Experiment 1 and 3, RTs to crime 

items were slower when stimuli were presented at the top compared to the bottom, 

but no location-based difference was found for control items. This suggests that 

control items, which might have a more of a neutral association than a positive one, 

are not affected of vertical positioning. Therefore, the findings for Experiment 3 are 

partially in line with previous studies showing that negative and/or immoral stimuli 

are recognized slower when presented in a high relative position due to a mismatch 

of association where positive and good stimuli are preferred at the top (Meier & 

Robinson, 2004; Meier, Sellbom & Wygant, 2007). 

Interestingly, for innocent participants, RTs were significantly faster to crime 

items, compared to controls but with no vertical interaction. The lack of an 

interaction with verticality was not surprising as innocent participants do not know 

which stimuli are the crime items and therefore are not required to provide a 

deceptive response. Testing an innocent group allow confirmation that the verticality 
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effects were not simply due to guilty participants finding it more difficult to process 

stimuli presented on top. This explanation can be rejected however, as innocent 

participants actually processed top stimuli faster than bottom. So why then did 

innocent participants respond to crime items faster (the opposite of the RT-CIT 

effect) compared to control items? One reason may be that, despite every effort to 

ensure that crime and control items were matched, the crime images may have still 

be easier to process than controls due to differences in image complexity (e.g. 

features in a scene). As can be seen in Figure 7.6, the images were stimuli in category 

i.e. the matched controls for the bolt cutter crime image were similar tools with the 

same function. Furthermore, these same stimuli had been tested with innocent 

participants in previous physiological CIT experiments in this thesis; no such crime 

and control difference were found then. Possibly then, it may be more difficult to 

adequately match control items in the RT-CIT such that the difference between crime 

and control items is negligible. This might be an issue simulating innocent 

participant data for the RT-CIT (e.g. Carmel, Dayan, Naveh, Raveh, & Ben-Shakhar, 

2003) and therefore further work should follow this up.  

Finally, overall, the vertical CIT had excellent diagnosticity (AUC = .831) 

with a large effect size (d = 1.38) between guilty and innocent participants. This 

suggested that even when the CIT for stimuli on the bottom is compromised (due to a 

congruency of placing crime items at the bottom), overall diagnosticity is high due to 

the benefit of presenting crime stimuli on top. Clearly, as verticality is relative, i.e. 

there needs to be a top and a bottom, conducting an RT-CIT where stimuli are always 

presented on top is unlikely to generate a verticality effect. One option is to only 

analyze stimuli presented on top and in this experiment, doing so gives a larger effect 

size and detection (AUC = .892, d = 1.60). 
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General Discussion 

The RT-CIT aims to detect deception by revealing the response inhibition 

experienced by lying participants who respond deceptively to crime related stimuli 

(Verschuere, Suchotzki, & Debey, 2014). Although response inhibition appears to be 

the primary cognitive function driving the RT-CIT effect (difference in RTs between 

crime and control stimuli), others have been shown to be important such as working 

memory, task switching and valence (Debey et al., 2015; Suchotzki et al., 2017; 

Ambach, Stark & Vaitl, 2011; Hu et al., 2013; Debey, Verschuere & Crombez, 2012; 

Varga et al., 2015).  

In the current study, the effects of verticality (relative positioning of stimuli in 

the vertical dimension) were explored in the RT-CIT. Verticality has been linked to 

various metaphoric associations such high/up equating to positive/moral whereas 

low/down equals negative/immoral (Cian, 2017; Meier et al., 2007; Crawford et al., 

2006; Meier, Sellbom & Wygant, 2007). In the RT-CIT, guilty participants respond 

deceptively to crime stimuli whilst responding truthfully to control stimuli. For guilty 

participants, then, crime items can be considered negative and require an immoral 

response with, arguably, the opposite true for control items which receive truthful 

responses. Based on previous findings of vertical metaphors, it was predicted that 

placing crime items at the top of the screen, where positive/moral stimuli are 

expected, would result in slower responses due to an incongruence compared to 

when crime items are presented on the bottom. For stimuli placed at the top of the 

screen this would result in an increased RT-CIT effect as this verticality effect is in 

the same direction as response inhibition, i.e. slower responding crime items but even 

more so when they are presented on top. Overall, the results from this study 

supported this prediction.  
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Verticality had not been manipulated in the RT-CIT previously and therefore 

it was unknown whether it would reduce or negate the RT-CIT effect as participants 

would have the additional task of searching for stimulus (top or bottom). Therefore, 

in Experiment 1, three different display configurations were used to investigate the 

potential effect of verticality. Only one configuration from Experiment 1 was found 

to generate a large overall RT-CIT effect and therefore this configuration 

(configuration C) was used for the following two experiments. Ignoring the different 

display configurations, the results from Experiment 1 showed that RTs to crime 

stimuli were slower when the crime stimuli were presented at the top of the screen 

compared to the bottom. This result was also found in Experiments 2 and 3 and 

suggests that participants take longer to respond deceptively to negative stimuli when 

those stimuli are presented high. In Experiment 3, the verticality effect did not affect 

innocent participants presumably as they do not associate negativity with their 

responses to crime stimuli as they do not know they are the crime stimuli and do not 

respond deceptively to them.  

In addition to the finding that RTs slow to crime items presented high, 

Experiment 2 also found that control items, responded to truthfully, were processed 

faster on the top due to a congruency effect. These findings together more fully align 

with those of previous verticality studies (Cian, 2017). However, this was not found 

in Experiments 1 and 3 suggesting that control items might also be considered as 

neutral items rather than a positive and hence do not benefit from vertical 

associations. 

As innocent participants were included in Experiment 3, a signal detection 

analysis could be conducted which showed that RT-CIT effect size and 

corresponding detection was high. It would be interesting to compare a vertical RT-
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CIT with the standard approach to determine whether there is any benefit to 

detection.  

The overall conclusion is that metaphorical associations of verticality in 

deception i.e. up is congruent with truth but incongruent with lies, can be used to 

increase RT-based deception detection. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Mega-analysis:  

Self-reported motivation, stress, performance and countermeasure 

use in picture-based concealed information tests 

Abstract 

Extracting and/or verifying information from uncooperative human sources is an 

important security task. Concealed Information Tests (CIT) can detect whether 

suspects recognize critical and privileged information and are widely applied in 

Japanese criminal investigations. Presented is a mega-analysis of twenty CIT 

experiments conducted by the authors. Participants took part in either physiological 

(n = 646) or reaction time (n = 504) image-based CITs where they were motivated to 

conceal recognition of objects, scenes and faces encoded either autobiographically, 

in a mock crime, or by viewing crime videos. Following CITs, many participants (n 

= 754) self-reported their; motivation to avoid detection, stress, perceived 

performance; and whether they attempted countermeasures. Motivation, stress and 

countermeasure use did not significantly impact the CIT however, participants that 

believed they performed well (i.e. avoided detection), tended not to. CIT responses 

were equivalent across image stimulus types (objects, scenes or faces). Overall, CIT 

diagnositicity was high for reaction time and skin conductance measures (AUC 

= .891 and AUC = .792 respectively) although lower for heart rate (AUC = .708). 

Findings presented add to the existing literature suggesting that the CIT is a robust 

and diagnostic memory detection technique with potential applications for 

intelligence gathering. 
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Introduction 

 The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a memory detection technique for 

determining whether someone recognizes specific details relating to a crime. 

Previous meta-analysis studies have shown that CIT detection can be moderated by 

various factors including, but not limited to: motivation to avoid detection; verbal 

deceptive responses; the use of countermeasures; the number of crime items 

presented; the CIT measure used; and whether innocent participants were tested or 

simulated (Meijer, Selle, Elber & Ben-Shakhar, 2014; Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; 

Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar & Crombez, 2017). Combining 

all data collected throughout this thesis (n = 1150), potential moderators are explored 

for both physiological CITs (skin conductance/heart rate) and reaction time CITs 

(RT-CIT). The moderators explored were: self-reported motivation to beat the CIT by 

avoiding detection; self-reported stress felt during the CIT; self-reported perceived 

CIT performance (aka self-assessed lying ability); self-reported countermeasure use 

and type; picture stimulus type (objects, scenes or faces); and impact of simulated vs. 

tested innocent participant. Finally, the overall diagnosticity of picture-based CITs is 

reported. 

 Various deception studies have found that increased motivation by the 

deceiver to avoid detection produces decreased deception performance - this is 

termed the motivation impairment effect (see Bond Jr & DePaulo, 2006; DePaulo, 

Lanier & Davis, 1983). For the CIT, increased motivation increased CIT detection 

(Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; Meijer et al., 2014). In previous CIT studies, 

motivation was manipulated by either: i) telling participants that only those with high 

intelligence and self-control can avoid detection; ii) promising an incentive to avoid 

detection; or iii) suggestion of a punishment if they are detected (Meijer et al., 2014). 
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In this thesis participants were often incentivized with the offer to receive their ‘lie 

detection score’ (their normalized mean CIT effect) with a cash prize for the top 

scoring participant(s) in that study. Given there was little variance in the amount 

participants were incentivized with in this thesis, the effect of motivation based on 

incentives could not be considered in this mega-analysis. Instead, self-reported 

motivation to avoid detection was measured (Likert scale 1low - 6high) after each 

participant underwent a CIT. Self-reported motivation has been frequently used in 

areas such as education research and is considered a valid measure of task motivation 

(Fulmer & Frijters, 2009). Self-reported motivation may in fact be a more reliable 

motivation measure as it can account for differences in participants’ intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivation.  

Participants were also asked to rate their performance at appearing 

innocent/avoiding detection (Likert scale 1low - 6high), with previous research 

suggesting that self-assessment ratings can be another indicator of overall effort and 

task motivation (Trope, 1982). A recent meta-analysis concluded that although 

people tend to rate their own deception detection skills as high, they rate their lying 

abilities as low (Elaad, 2018). In the only study where the effect of self-reported 

deception abilities was tested in the CIT, participants were asked to rate their lie 

detecting ability and lying ability both before and after the CIT which was conducted 

several days after a mock crime (Elaad & Sommerfield, 2016). The results showed 

that the SCR CIT effect was larger for guilty participants who rated their lie abilities 

as high, compared to those that rated them low. It was suggested that this may be due 

to different levels of motivation to avoid detection, as participants that believed they 

were good liars may have felt more motivated to prove so in the CIT. Further work 
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on this topic was recommended by Elaad (2018), particularly in relation to 

correlating motivation with perceived performance. 

 Emotional arousal, or stress does not appear to impact CIT responding (Ben-

Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). However, only a few studies have directly tested this, with 

stress manipulated by suggestions of a punishment if detected, much like the 

manipulations for motivation (Bradley & Janisse, 1981; Kugelmass & Lieblich, 

1966). To the author’s knowledge, self-reported stress during the CIT has not yet 

been considered and is likely to relate to both self-reported motivation and 

performance. Self-reported stress may also relate to how nervous a participant felt 

during the CIT, which is believed to increase the rate of false positives in the 

comparison question polygraph test, where physiological responses are used to detect 

deception (Fienberg et al., 2003). 

Countermeasures are any attempts, mental or physical, to alter the outcome of 

the CIT. Countermeasures have been found to be effective at reducing CIT detection 

for SCR measures but less so for parasympathetic measures like respiration (Ben-

Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). Very few studies have tested the impact of 

countermeasures in the RT-CIT (refer back to Experiment 3, Chapter 2 for review), 

however, overall those that have, appear to find no impact on detection (Suchotzki et 

al., 2017). Typically, in CIT studies which test the effects of countermeasure 

strategies, instructions are provided by the experimenter as to exactly what 

countermeasure the participants should attempt. In this thesis no such instruction was 

given (except for Experiment 3, Chapter 2) and instead participants were simply 

asked an open question whether they tried any strategy to beat the CIT. For analysis 

purposes, the qualitative countermeasure responses were grouped into eight types: 

None (no countermeasure); Attended to controls; Slow breathing; Stay calm; Slow 
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heart rate; Covert movement; Suppressing memory; Think about something else; and 

any RT-based countermeasure (for the RT-CIT exclusively). 

 A CIT should be designed so that all stimuli within each question are equally 

plausible and salient to an unknowledgeable innocent participant. If this requirement 

is met then participants should respond equally to all stimuli, crime or control item. 

This property of the CIT means that an innocent participant’s data can be 

mathematically simulated by randomly drawing numbers from a standard normal 

distribution for each trial in the CIT (Meijer, Smulders, Johnston & Merckelbach, 

2007). A recent meta-analysis found that studies that used an innocent group reported 

higher detection rates (d = 1.64) compared to those that simulated innocent 

participants (d = 1.39) suggesting simulation is a more conservative measure (Meijer 

et al., 2014). Throughout this thesis both methods of generating data of innocent 

participants were used and therefore a comparison of the CIT effect for both 

approaches could be made. 

 Few studies present CIT stimuli as pictures, with many instead using audible 

or text stimuli (Ambach, Bursch, Stark & Vaitl, 2010). Previous work that has been 

conducted on presentation modality has found no significant difference between CIT 

detection (SCR and heart rate) for picture versus text stimuli (Ambach et al., 2010). 

As picture stimuli were used throughout this thesis, this provided an opportunity to 

report and contrast CIT effect sizes with the literature to determine the effectiveness 

of CIT picture stimuli. Based on memory research findings, such as the picture 

superiority effect, and encoding specificity (review Chapter 5 for a discussion), it 

was reasonable to predict that the CIT effects in this thesis may be larger than those 

found previously where pictures are rarely used (Meijer et al., 2014). To the author’s 

knowledge, the type of picture stimuli (objects, scenes and faces) have not been 
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investigated except in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In Chapter 2 the RT-CIT effect for 

both scene and object stimuli were found to produce detection rates, despite previous 

evidence that these scenes and objects are processed differently in the brain (Oliva & 

Torralba, 2006). Given scene, object and face picture stimuli were used within 

subjects throughout this thesis, this factor could also be explored. 

 The use of mega-analyses within an author’s own work has been 

recommended as an effective way to explore effects that may be small as well as 

reporting well powered effects with reduced confidence intervals (Goh, Hall & 

Rosenthal, 2016). Here, specifically it allows the analysis of self-reported measures 

collected across multiple experiments that could not otherwise have been 

meaningfully explored.  
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Method 

Across the 20 experiments (2 pilot) in this thesis, a total of 1150 participants 

(704 women and 14 not disclosing), aged between 18 - 51 years (Mean = 20.7, SD = 

3.6) were recruited (Table 8.1). Ignoring the manipulations in each experiment, all 

participants took part in either an RT-CIT (n = 504) or a physiological-based CIT (n 

= 646) administered by one of eleven experimenters. ‘Guilty’ participants (n = 960) 

carried out one of eight mock crime scenarios presented either as: 1st person 

perspective videos (five different videos); real-world tasks (two different tasks); or, 

as autobiographic images of University campus. In eight of these experiments, crime 

details used in the CIT were categorized as objects, scenes or faces - picture stimuli 

were used in all experiments conducted in this thesis. Finally, the same post-CIT 

questionnaire was used in 13 of these experiments (n = 754) which provided a 

measure of self-reported: motivation to appear innocent (1low - 6high); stress during 

the CIT (1low - 6high); perceived CIT performance (1low - 6high); countermeasure (if 

any) used (an open question later coded as one of eight countermeasure types (None, 

RT-based Countermeasure (RT-CIT exclusively), Attended to controls, Slow 

breathing, Stay calm, Slow heart rate, Covert movement, ‘Suppressing' memory, and 

Think about something else).  

Specific participant information, methodologies and procedures for the 

previously reported 18 experiments can be found in Chapters 2-7 with a summary 

provided in Table 1. Therefore, in this chapter, only a short recap of the 

methodologies used is provided below and in Table 8.2. Following this, participant 

information and methodologies for a two additional pilot experiments, not previously 

described in the thesis, are reported below. 
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Table 8.1. Number of experiments and participants used in this analysis  

Experiment Number of Participants Stimuli Other 

CH Study 
Exp 

No. 

Exp 

ID 

CIT 

Type 
Guilty Innocent Total 

Self-

reports1 

CIT 

Stimuli2 

Mock 

Crime3 
M4 R5 

CIT 

Examiner6 

2 Scenes 

1 A 

RT 

36 - 36 N S 7 (A) 0 1 1 

2 B 44 - 44 Y O, S 4 (V) 1 1 1 

3 C 98 - 98 N S 7 (A) 0 1 10 

3 

Shared 
Knowledge 

and Paired 

Testing 

1 D 
SCR, 

HR 

32 - 32 Y O, S, F 2a (V) 1 0 1 

2 E 64 - 64 Y  2bc (V) 1 0 1 

3 F 84 - 84 Y  2bc (V) 1 0 1 

4 G 

RT 

30 - 30 N S 7 (A) 1 1 1 

5 H 40 - 40 N S 7 (A) 1 1 11 

6 I 64 - 64 Y O, S, F 2 (V) 1 1 5 

4 
Investigator 

Influence 

1 J SCR, 

HR 

36 36 72 Y O, S, F 
1 (V) 

1 1 2-3 

2 K 40 40 80 Y  1 1 4-5 

5 
Virtual 
Reality 

1 L 
SCR, 
HR 

64 64 128 Y O, S 5 (R) 1 1 1 

6 
Fading 

Memories 

1 M SCR 44 - 44 Y O, S 6 (R) 1 1 18 

P N SCR 43 - 43 Y O, S, F 1 (V) 1 1 8-9 

2 O 
SCR, 

HR 
40 - 40 Y O, S, F 1 (V) 1 1 6-7 

7 Verticality 

1 P 

RT 

78 - 78 N S 7 (A) 0 1 1 

2 Q 28 - 28 N S 7 (A) 0 1 1 

3 R 45 42 87 N O, S, F 4 (V) 1 1 1 

8 
Pilot  

Studies7 

P S SCR, 

HR 

40 - 40 Y S 7 (A) 1 1 1 

P T 11 10 21 Y O, S, F 2a (V) 1 1 1 

Physiology CIT  498 150 648       

Reaction-Time CIT  463 42 505       

Total 961 192 1153         
1Self-reported motivation, stress, perceived performance and countermeasures 
2Picture stimuli type; O = Object stimuli, S = Scene stimuli and F = Face stimuli 
3V = Mock crime videos (1-4), R = ‘real’ mock crimes (5-6) and A = autobiographic scenes of 

University (7) 
4M: 1 = Motivated with incentive to remain undetected ,0 = No motivation beyond payment 
5R: 1 = Verbal deceptive response “no” required, 0 = Silent deceptive response required “no” 
6Experimenter that conducted the CIT (1 = Author, 2-11 research assistants under supervision) 
7Two pilot experiments were included in the mega-analysis that were not described in previous 
chapters 
8The mock crime phase of this experiment was administered by another PhD student. See Sukumar, 

Wade and Hodgson, (2018) for details 
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Table 8.2. CIT structure and exclusions for experiments used in this study  

Experiment CIT Structure Exclusions 

CH Study 
Exp 

No. 

Exp 

ID 

CIT 

type 

No. 

CITs 

CIT 

ratio 

CIT 

reps 

ISI  

(s) 

Image 

time1  
(s) 

ECG 

window2 
(s) 

SCR 

NRs3 

Signal 

errors 

RT 

errors > 
50% 

Trials 

removed4 

2 Scenes 

1 A 

RT 

5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 0 - 

2 B 4 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 0 - 

3 C 5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 3 - 

3 

Shared 

Knowledge 
and Paired 

Testing 

1 D 
SCR, 

∆HR 

9 1:4 1 10 5 15 3 0 - 0.6% 

2 E 6 1:4 1 10 5 15 3 5 - 0.8% 

3 F 6 1:4 1 10 5 15 11 1 - 0.3% 

4 G 

RT 

5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 2 - 

5 H 5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 0 - 

6 I 6 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 0 - 

4 
Investigator 

Influence 

1 J SCR, 

∆HR 

8 1:4 1 9 4 15 3 1 - 0.75% 

2 K 8 1:4 1 12 6 18 3 0 - 0.23% 

5 
Virtual 
Reality 

1 L 
SCR, 
∆HR 

4 1:3 2 10 5 15 5 2 - 0.5% 

6 
Fading 

Memories 

1 M SCR 5 1:4 2 4 4 - 5 0 - - 

P N SCR 6 1:4 2 9 4 - 8 0 - - 

2 O 
SCR, 

∆HR 
6 1:4 2 9 5 14 4 3 - 0.81% 

7 Verticality 

1 P 

RT 

5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 1 - 

2 Q 5 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 0 - 

3 R 4 1:4 15 0.5-1.5 0.8 - - - 2 - 

8 
Pilot 

Studies5 

P S SCR, 

∆HR 

5 1:4 1 10 5 15 1 0 - - 

P T 9 1:4 1 10 5 15 0 0 - - 
1 Duration that the CIT stimuli were presented for 
2 The window used for processing the ECG data 
3 Number of SCR non-responders (standard deviation < 0.01) 
4 Total percentage of trials removed due to large movements 
5 Two pilot experiments were included in the mega-analysis that were not described in previous 
chapters 
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General Procedure 

The procedure, mock crime stimuli, CIT tests and data processing were 

similar for all experiments in this thesis. For completeness this section provides a 

reminder of the general methodology used in this thesis. If the reader does not wish 

to review this then please read on from the Pilot Experiments Included section 

below. 

In all cases participants were provided with an overview of the study 

including their right to withdraw, given the opportunity to ask any questions, and 

invited to provide consent and demographic information. Participants allocated to a 

‘Guilty’ condition would then carry out a mock crime either as a real-world task, 

through watching a video or through imagining using autobiographic information. 

Participants allocated to the ‘Innocent’ condition (if present) would either do nothing 

or be given a video of similar length to the guilty suspect but where no crime was 

committed. All participants were then asked to imagine that they had been contacted 

by the authorities informing them that they were suspects in a recent crime and 

would therefore undertake a lie detection test. They were all reminded to try and 

appear as innocent as possible by simply denying any knowledge of the crime. The 

experimenter would then explain what had happened in the crime without disclosing 

any of the specific crime items and ask the participants if they knew anything else 

about the crime. Participants were then allowed to preview all the CIT questions and 

items (unlabeled) whilst the CIT procedure was explained, and a short practice given. 

In physiological CITs, the experimenter then connected any required sensors. 

Participants would then take the CIT either separately or with a partner (see below). 
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All Mock Crimes 

The five mock crime videos used in eleven experiments (see Table 8.1) were 

filmed and watched either in 2D or 3D active stereo from a 1st person perspective. 

Participants were instructed to imagine that they carried out the activities of the mock 

crime culprit’s perspective. Crime details in the videos were then used in the CIT 

(crime items in italics below). In two experiments, instead of watching a video, 

participants carried out a mock crime in the ’real-world’. Finally, in seven 

experiments participants simply pretended not to recognize photographs of 

memorable University campus scenes. 

Real-world task 1. Participants in the guilty condition carried out a mock 

crime at the authors’ institution in which they entered an office, identified an 

unattended handbag and stole a tablet computer before handing it over to an 

‘accomplice’ in a common room.  

Real-world task 2. Participants were instructed to enter a University 

bookshop, find a black waist bag placed on top of a yellow and white box, and steal a 

wallet inside this bag. They returned this wallet to the experimenter at the University 

cinema. 

Autobiographic Information. Crime details were photographs of 

memorable University campus scenes; landscapes, buildings, and other structures. 

Mock Crime Video 1. The culprit began by wondering around a University 

building before encountering an empty lecture theatre with an unattended bag inside. 

They entered the room, masked a CCTV camera using shaving foam and then 

identified that the bag was padlocked. Using bolt cutters, the culprit opened the bag 

to find a laptop inside which they then stole. The culprit sends a text message to their 

accomplice Mike, which said to meet at 22:00 to exchange the stolen laptop. They 
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then met Mike in a multi-story carpark and exchanged the laptop for £60 cash. 

Participants assigned to the innocent condition also watched a 1st person perspective 

video but instead of committing a crime they instead walked around a town. 

Mock Crime Video 2a, 2b and 2c. Three separate, but overlapping in 

content, videos (2a, 2b and 2c) were used in five experiments. Videos 2a and 2b 

started with an onscreen planning stage where both suspects, whilst viewing the heist 

plans, were phoned by a superior, Mike, whose picture was displayed on a phone on 

screen. They were told about the theft they would be about to conduct, which 

involved breaking into a secret lab, stealing a prototype hologram device and related 

files before passing it onto Mike. The suspect then added their tools to their bag 

before leaving to join their partner outside the target lab. Starting just outside the 

secret lab, both suspects forced open the lab door using a crowbar before disabling 

an alarm system. After this, the suspects separated into a different area within the 

facility where they could not see what the other was doing and hence would be 

obtaining exclusive information. In video 2a, suspect A used some shaving foam to 

cover up a CCTV camera before breaking a padlock with some bolt cutters to access 

the prototype device which they then stowed in their bag. In video 2b, Suspect B 

accessed an adjacent room which had a copy of the device blueprints on the wall 

which they then photographed. Moving into a connected office the suspect then 

accessed a password protected computer by correctly interacting with an image 

password of a brain hologram before then stealing some files related to the device 

before they then met with Suspect A to leave. After this, in video 2a, suspect A met 

with Mike alone in a multi-story carpark to hand over the stolen items. Video 2c 

contained the scenes from both video 2a and 2b and was used to assess the suitability 

of the crime details as CIT stimuli. 
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Mock Crime Video 3. The suspect identified a locked bike outside the 

Humanities building entrance. The participants covered up a nearby CCTV camera 

using shaving foam and then used some bolt cutters to break the bike lock. The 

culprit then met an accomplice in a multi-story carpark to hand over the bike for 

cash. 

All CITs  

Physiological CIT. Skin conductance responses (SCRs), and often heart rate 

change (∆HR), were measured using wired electrodes attached to their fingers, wrist 

and ankle. During the CIT test phase, the participant would see between four and 

nine CIT blocks (CIT No, Table 8.2) presented in a random order, with each block 

beginning with a question e.g.“Was this tool used to break the lock?” followed by 

four to five (CIT ratio, Table 8.2) CIT items presented sequentially as images e.g. 

bolt cutters typically on a monitor (although in three experiments stimuli were 

sometimes presented either as physical photographs or using a virtual reality 

headset). Out of these CIT items, one directly related to the mock crime that the 

guilty participants had conducted (the crime item) and the remaining did not (control 

items). These crime items were presented for four to six seconds (Image time, Table 

8.2) before disappearing to leave a blank screen for four to twelve seconds before the 

next CIT item (ISI, Table 8.2). Each CIT block was presented once or twice (CIT 

reps, Table 8.2) before the end of the CIT phase. The first CIT item presented in each 

block was a control item used to absorb the initial orienting to that item group and 

therefore excluded from all analysis. Participants were instructed to either verbally 

respond with ‘no’ in response to each item or to simply think the word ‘no’.  

RT-CIT. The RT-CIT experiments conducted in this thesis were structurally 

similar to the physiological CIT but with some key differences. Rather than 
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presenting the CIT items within discrete blocks that relate to the same question and 

item type, in the RT-CIT all items are presented randomly within one large block 

with a broader question such as “Does this relate to the crime?”. Items within each 

block were presented sequentially in a random order with the constraint that two 

crime items could not occur consecutively. The CIT items were presented for a short 

duration (Image time, Table 8.2) of 800ms with a randomly selected inter-stimulus 

interval of either 500, 750 or 1500ms (ISI, Table 8.2). Participants simply responded 

“no” using a designated keyboard key within the image duration. For guilty 

participants, responding ‘no’ was a lie when presented with crime items. To ensure 

attention to all items, participants also had to respond ‘yes’ using a different key to 

target items which were randomly presented within each block – these responses did 

not require analysis. Responses from participants with error rates (i.e. pressing “Yes” 

to a crime items or “No” to the target items) above 50% were removed from further 

analysis as it is unlikely that they were following the task instructions (RT Errors 

>50%, Table 8.2) Responses faster than 200ms or slower than 800ms were also 

removed. RT-CIT experiments in this thesis used four to six (CIT No, Table 8.2) 

crime items each with four control items (CIT ratio, Table 8.2) and a target item in 

each block. Blocks were repeated fifteen times (CIT reps, Table 8.2) resulting in 360 

– 540 trials. 

Post-CIT Questionnaire 

After the CIT, participants were given a paper-based questionnaire consisting 

of multiple-choice questions to check that they had remembered the crime items if 

guilty. If they were innocent, they were asked to guess what they thought the crime 

detail might have been. Participants were also asked to rate using a Likert scale from 

1low – 6high, their motivation to appear innocent during the CIT, their stress during the 
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CIT, how well they think they appeared innocent and where relevant, how immersive 

they found the mock crime scenario. Participants were also asked to provide an open 

answer to the question: “Did you do anything to try and fool the polygraph test? If 

you did or didn’t please bullet point below – either case is fine.” Finally, participants 

were debriefed. 

Data Processing 

The data were processed in the same way with the same exclusion criteria for 

all physiological CIT experiments (see Chapter 3 for example) and all RT-CIT 

experiments (see Chapter 2 for example). For physiological CITs, the processing 

only differed in the window size used for averaging the heart rate data which 

depended on the CIT ISI used (Table 8.2). For all experiments, the number of 

participants and trials excluded from analysis are also detailed in Table 8.2. Note that 

it was not possible to remove large movement errors in the: Faded Memories study 

(Chapter 5); Stimuli Onset Pilot (see footnote in Chapter 5); Physiological Scenes 

Pilot; and Unobtrusive measures Pilot, as synced physiology-video monitoring was 

not used.  

Pilot Experiments Included 

Pilot 1: Scene Stimuli Physiology CIT 

This experiment was conducted to assess the suitability of scene stimuli 

however, in this experiment the physiological (SCR and ∆HR) CIT was used instead 

of the RT-CIT. This was conducted to confirm that scene stimuli elicited a similar 

CIT effect to that found in the literature with objects so that scene stimuli could be 

used in the other experiments reported in this thesis.   

The CIT procedure was similar to that used in Experiment 1, Chapter 3 with 

the mock crime stimuli being scene images of Warwick University that participants 
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had to conceal knowledge of (same procedure described in Experiment 1, Chapter 2). 

Details of the CIT structure can be found in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Forty self-selected 

participants (24 women), aged between 18 - 34 years (M = 20.4, SD = 2.8) signed up 

to take part using an online participant panel at the author's institution. Participants 

received £5 payment for partaking in the 30-minute testing session and had the 

opportunity to receive their ‘lie detection score’ as well as a chance to win a £10 

Amazon voucher if they obtained the lowest ‘lie detection score’.  

Pilot 2: Unobtrusive Physiological Measures 

This pilot experiment was aimed at measuring the CIT effect for multiple 

measures simultaneously in order to establish the effectiveness of contactless 

measures. As well as traditional CIT measures (SCR, ∆HR, respiration and 

peripheral vasodilation), a high specification thermal imaging camera, eye tracker, 

high specification microphone and high definition camera were synced together with 

the CIT stimulus program to measure periorbital skin temperature, pupil dilation, 

voice stress and facial actions respectively. However, following this pilot experiment 

it was decided to postpose this study to a future date. Therefore, for the purpose of 

this mega-analysis only SCR and ∆HR were processed and included. 

The mock crime stimuli, procedure and CIT used was the same as 

Experiment 1, Chapter 3 with the exception of the multiple measures (see also Tables 

8.1 and 8.2). Twenty-one self-selected participants (14 women), aged between 18 - 

25 years (M = 20.2, SD = 1.5) from the author’s institution  received £8 payment for 

partaking in a 50-minute testing session, had the opportunity to receive their ‘lie 

detection score’ and a chance to win a £20 Amazon voucher if they obtained the 

lowest ‘lie detection score’.  
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Planned Analysis 

Self-reported measures taken in thirteen experiments (Experiment with IDs; 

B, D, E, F, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, S and T) in this thesis were analyzed using a one-way 

ANOVA for each CIT measure (SCR, ∆HR and RT). These measures were self-

reported (Likert scale rating 1low – 6high) ‘motivation to beat the CIT’ (n = 754), 

‘stress during the CIT’ (n = 754) and ‘perceived CIT performance’ (n = 754). Self-

reported countermeasure use, Yes vs. No (n = 808) and the type of countermeasure 

were analyzed using a Contingency table and one-way ANOVA respectively. 

Countermeasure type, asked as an open question, was categorized as either: None (n 

= 277), Attended to controls (n = 18), Slow breathing (n = 81), Stay calm (n = 15), 

Slow heart rate (n = 14), Covert movement (n = 7), ‘Suppressing' memory (n = 8), 

Think about something else (n = 38) and for the RT-CIT only, RT-based 

countermeasures (n = 103). 

Where participants saw object, face and scene picture stimuli, CIT effects for 

SCR and ∆HR were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA comparing the stimuli type. 

As all CITs in this thesis used picture stimuli, CIT effects and diagnosticity are 

reported for SCR, ∆HR and RTs using Cohen’s d and signal detection analysis. 

Finally, using one-way ANOVAs, the CIT effects of guilty, innocent and simulated 

innocents are compared to determine any bias in using simulated innocent groups to 

report CIT detection. 
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Results 

 Self-reported Measures 

Innocents vs. Guilty. Compared to innocent participants, guilty participants 

self-reported: higher motivation, t(752) = 2.20, p = .028, d = .202, MD = .199; more 

stress, t(752) = 7.25, p < .001, d = .665, MD = .895; expected lower performance, 

t(752) = 8.94, p < .001, d = .820, MD = .991; and used more countermeasures, χ2 (1, 

N = 808) = 62.1, p < .001 –  4.7% of innocent participants vs. 38.1% of guilty used 

countermeasures. 

 Relationships between variables. For guilty participants, self-reported 

perceived performance was found to: positively correlate with motivation, r(606) 

= .151, p = .001; and negatively correlate with stress, r(606) = .107, p = .009; with 

no correlation between motivation and stress, r(606) = .019, p = .642. Motivation 

ratings were marginally higher when guilty participants reported using some form of 

countermeasure, t(708) = 1.70, p = .090, d = .139, MD = .137 (Table 8.3). However, 

neither stress nor perceived performance ratings differed between guilty participants 

who used countermeasures or not, t(708) = 3.06, p = .002, d = .251, MD = .340 and 

t(708) = 1.65, p = .100, d = .135, MD = .174.  

Table 8.3. Descriptive data for self-reported measures recorded in this thesis 

Self-reported measures Suspect N Mean / % SD 

Motivation to avoid detection 
Guilty 606 4.87 0.99 

Innocent 148 4.68 0.96 

Stress during the CIT 
Guilty 606 3.21 1.38 

Innocent 148 2.31 1.19 

Perceived Performance 
Guilty 606 3.41 1.19 

Innocent 148 4.40 1.30 

Countermeasure use Guilty 660 39% - 
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Self-reported Motivation. Guilty participant’s mean normalized SCR, ∆HR 

and RT-CIT effects were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for Motivation level 

(1low – 6high) – note that no responses were rated as 1 (Figure 8.1). For SCRs, this 

revealed no significant effect of Motivation, F(5, 452) = .495, p = .780, MSE = .078, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .005. For ∆HR, there was no significant effect of Motivation, F(5, 434) = .792, 

p = .556, MSE = .106, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .009. For RTs, there was also no effect of Motivation, 

F(4, 103) = 1.04, p = .392, MSE = .036, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .039. These findings suggest that 

participants’ self-reported motivation to avoid detection did not relate to their actual 

performance as measured using the CIT effect. 

 

Figure 8.1. Normalized Mean CIT effect for SCR, ∆HR and RTs as a function of self-

reported motivation to appear innocent (1low - 6high).  
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Self-reported Stress. Guilty participants' mean normalized SCR, ∆HR and 

RT-CIT effects were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for Stress level (1low – 6high) 

(Figure 8.2). There was no significant effect of Stress for SCR, F(5, 452) = 1.15, p 

= .333, MSE = .179, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .013; ∆HR, F(5, 434) = .249, p = .940, MSE = .034, 𝜂𝑝

2  

= .003, or RTs, F(5, 102) = .860, p = .511, MSE = .030, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .040.  

 

Figure 8.2. Normalized Mean CIT effect for SCR, ∆HR and RTs as a function of self-

reported stress during the CIT (1low - 6high).  
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Self-reported Performance. Guilty participants' mean normalized SCR, 

∆HR and RT-CIT effects were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for Perceived 

Performance level (1low – 6high) (Figure 8.3). For SCR, this revealed a significant 

effect of Perceived CIT Performance, F(5, 452) = 2.26, p = .048, MSE = .347, 𝜂𝑝
2  

= .024. Pairwise comparisons revealed significantly difference between levels: 1-2 

and 4-5 (p = .043, p = .049 respectively. However, when Bonferroni corrected, no 

pairwise comparisons were significant. For ∆HR and RTs, there was no significant 

effect of Perceived CIT Performance, F(5, 434) = 1.69, p = .135, MSE = .224, 𝜂𝑝
2  

= .019 and F(5, 102) = 1.01, p = .415, MSE = .035, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .047 respectively. These 

findings suggest that participants who felt they had performed either poorly or very 

well on the CIT did not perform well as measured by their SCR CIT effect.  

 

Figure 8.3. Normalized Mean CIT effect for SCR, ∆HR and RT as a function of self-

reported perceived performance (1low - 6high).  
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Self-reported Countermeasures. Guilty participants' mean normalized SCR, 

∆HR and reaction time CIT effects were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for each 

Countermeasure Type (None vs. Attended to controls vs. Slow breathing vs. Stay 

calm vs. Slow heart rate vs. Covert movement vs. Suppressing memory vs. Think 

about something else) (Figure 8.4). For SCR and ∆HR, this revealed no significant 

effect of Countermeasure Type, F(7, 450) = 1.34, p = .229, MSE = .208, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .020 

and F(7, 432) = .932, p = .481, MSE = .125, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .015 respectively.  

Only 59 participants reported trying some form of countermeasure in the RT-

CIT experiments Of these, 48 were instructed to press their toe for control items (see 

Experiment 3, Chapter 2), 4 made “random RTs”, 4 “tried to keep RTs consistent”, 1 

“slowed all responses”, 1 “responded faster to crime items” and 1 “made intentional 

errors”. Given the lack of variation and relatively small sample per countermeasure 

type, countermeasure use for all RT-CIT experiments were simply categorized as 

either yes (the participant attempted some countermeasure) or no (participants did 

not attempt any countermeasures). Therefore, participant’s mean normalized RT-CIT 

effects were analyzed using a t-test Countermeasure use (Yes vs. No) which revealed 

no effect of countermeasure use, t(159) = .614, p = .540, MD = .020.  

Finally, mean normalized SCR and ∆HR CIT effects were analyzed using a t-

test (Countermeasure use, Yes vs. No) which revealed no effect of using a 

countermeasure on both SCR, t(456) = .856, p = .392, d = .082, MD = .032 and ∆HR, 

t(438) = .275, p = .783, d = .027, MD = .010. These findings suggest that the CIT 

effect was not influenced by whether participants chose to attempt a countermeasure 

strategy or not and that this was not moderated by the type of countermeasure 

attempted.  
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Figure 8.4. Normalized Mean CIT effect for SCR, ∆HR and RTs as a function of self-

reported, and author categorized, countermeasure employed during the CIT.  
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Stimulus Type 

Guilty participants’ mean normalized SCR and ∆HR CIT effects were 

analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for each Stimulus type (Objects vs. Scenes vs. 

Faces) (Figure 8.5). For SCR and ∆HR, this revealed no significant effect of Stimuli 

Type, F(2, 595) = 1.87, p = .156, MSE = 1.81, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .006 and F(2, 614) = .504, p 

= .604, MSE = .271, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .002 respectively. These findings suggest that the type of 

picture stimuli used does not impact the CIT effect for either SCR or ∆HR. 

 

Figure 8.5. Normalized Mean CIT effect for SCR and ∆HR as a function stimuli type.  
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Picture-based CIT Diagnosticity 

A Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) was generated for both the ‘guilty’ and 

‘innocent’ (not simulated) groups for SCR, ∆HR and RTs (Figure 8.7). For SCRs the 

AUC was .792 (d = 1.15), indicating an excellent diagnostic test (Hosmer Jr, 

Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013); for heart rate deceleration the AUC was .708 (d 

= .765), indicating a good diagnostic test and; for RTs the AUC was .891 (d = 1.61), 

indicating an excellent diagnostic test. The detection rate for SCRs were significantly 

better than heart rate deceleration, (AUC diff = .084, SE = .036, z = 2.34, p = .019) 

with reaction times being significantly better than SCRs, (AUC diff = .100, SE 

= .041, z = 2.40, p = .016). Individual effect sizes and AUCs for each experiment are 

provided in Table 8.6. 

 

Figure 8.6. Signal detection curve (ROC) showing the detection sensitivity and 

specificity between guilty and simulated innocent participants for SCR, ∆HR and RTs 
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CIT Effect Sizes 

Table 8.4. Mean Crime-Control Difference, Cohen’s d and AUC 

Experiment  SCR ∆HR RT 

CH Study 
Exp 

No. 
1C  2Sim  N 

3Mean  

z-scored 

crime 

item 

4Guilty-

Innocent 

d  

5AUC  

3Mean  

z-scored 

crime 

item 

4Guilty-

Innocent 

d  

5AUC 

6Mean  

z-scored 

CIT 

effect 

4Guilty-

Innocent 

d 

5AUC 

2 Scenes 

1 - Y 36 - - - - - - 0.318 1.925 0.919 

2 - Y 44 - - - - - - 0.212 1.009 0.746 

3 
PC Y 

Y 

50 - - - - - - 0.286 1.506 0.875 

C 48 - - - - - - 0.262 1.141 0.810 

3 

Shared 

Knowledge 

and Paired 

Testing 

1 - Y 32 0.272 1.116 0.794 0.285 0.870 0.719 - - - 

2 
S 

Y 
32 0.452 1.095 0.764 0.334 1.369 0.839 - - - 

T 32 0.691 1.927 0.910 0.210 0.578 0.623 - - - 

3 
S 

Y 
40 0.365 0.734 0.687 0.233 0.603 0.682 - - - 

T 44 0.489 1.106 0.768 0.293 1.214 0.810 - - - 

4 T Y 30 - - - - - - 0.212 0.824 0.824 

5 - Y 40 - - - - - - 0.358 1.765 0.935 

6 
S 

Y 
32 - - - - - - 0.203 1.250 0.812 

T 32 - - - - - - 0.154 0.847 0.729 

4 
Investigator 

Influence 

1 - N 72 0.518 2.866 0.978 0.314 1.247 0.839 - - - 

2 
PC N 40 0.391 0.801 0.695 0.250 0.664 0.678 - - - 

INV N 40 0.640 1.864 0.887 0.326 0.624 0.646 - - - 

5 
Virtual 

Reality 
1 

PC N 64 0.200 0.785 0.708 0.179 0.598 0.670 - - - 

VR N 64 0.412 1.758 0.902 0.164 0.488 0.640 - - - 

6 
Fading 

Memories 

1 
1W Y 22 0.367 1.107 0.798 - - - - - - 

2M Y 22 0.170 0.705 0.698 - - - - - - 

P - Y 43 0.158 0.559 0.639 0.139 0.553 0.654 - - - 

2 - Y 40 0.505 1.700 0.873 0.175 0.308 0.608 - - - 

7 Verticality 

1 - Y 77 - - - - - - 0.149 0.693 0.692 

2 - Y 28 - - - - - - 0.286 1.446 0.852 

3 - N 87 - - - - - - 0.187 1.457 0.853 

8 
Pilot 

Studies 

1 - Y 40 0.432 0.892 0.722 0.295 0.806 0.714 - - - 

2 - N 21 0.303 1.188 0.825 0.148 0.904 0.720 - - - 

Mean -  0.398 1.263 0.791 0.239 0.773 0.703 0.239 1.260 0.822 

Combine (Innocents) 7 N  0.410 1.343 0.826 0.236 0.669 0.681 0.187 1.457 0.853 

Combine (Simulated) 8 Y  0.399 1.053 0.764 0.242 0.704 0.686 0.233 1.135 0.801 

Weighted d* 9     1.23     0.757     1.24  
1 Between subject condition; T = Tested together, S = Tested Separately, PC = Computer Condition, INV = 

Tested by Investigator, VR = Virtual Reality, 1W = Testing within one week, 2M = Tested after 2 months 
2 S = Simulated Innocents, I = real tested Innocent participants 
3 Normalized Mean crime response for guilty participants 
4 Cohen’s d for Guilty-Innocent differences 
5 Area Under the Signal Detection Curve 
6 Mean crime minus control for guilty participants in milliseconds 
7 Combine analysis for only experiments where innocent participants were tested  
8 Combine analysis using simulated innocents for all data including those with innocent participants tested 
9 Weighted d* = d / (1+(.75/N-3)), where N = sample size. Recommended and reported by Meijer et al., 2014 
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Innocent vs. Simulated 

Mean normalized SCR, ∆HR and RT CIT effects were analyzed using a one-

way ANOVA for Suspect type (Guilty vs. Innocent vs. Simulated) (Figure 8.7). 

Guilty participants had larger SCRs, t(594) = 10.97, p < .001, d = 1.07, MD = .396; 

∆HR, t(585) = 6.71, p < .001, d = .641, MD = .225, and RT, t(501) = 8.70, p < .001, d 

= 1.40, MD = .277, CIT effects compared to tested innocents. There was no 

difference between simulated and tested innocent participants CIT effects for SCR, 

t(457) = .915, p = .360, d = .093, MD = .032, and HR, t(428) = 1.59, p = .112, d 

= .162, MD = .058. However, tested (non-simulated) innocent participants showed a 

smaller RT-CIT effect than the simulated group, t(501) = 10.3, p < .001, d = 1.66, 

MD = .216 – note however that only 43 were tested (not simulated) innocent 

participants in this thesis. 

 

Figure 8.7. CIT effect for SCR, ∆HR and RTs for Guilty, Innocent and Simulated 

Innocent suspects 
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 Time-series Plots 

 Grand mean time-series plots for normalized SCR and heart rate responses to 

crime and control items are provided separated by whether the suspect was 

knowledgeable i.e. guilty, or unknowledgeable i.e. innocent and crucially whether a 

verbal “no” response was required or not (Figures 8.8-8.11). These plots were created 

by averaging the normalized EDA and heart rate response at each second, in one 

second intervals, from the start of the trial to 15 seconds after (which was typical the 

end). This was done for all CIT crime and control (minus buffer) trials across both 

guilty and innocent participants. Similarly, Figures 8.12-8.13 are provided to show a 

typical CIT question/block with all EDA and heart rate responses averaged per 

second for each trial. Note that each control item is the mean second-by-second 

response for all control items in that specific positions i.e. 1st (buffer), 2nd – 5th 

whereas crime responses are averaged across all crime trials regardless of position in 

the CIT question. Finally, the distribution of all guilty participants normalized SCR, 

heart rate and RT responses to both crime and control items are plotted in Figure 8.14 

to show the distribution difference.  
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 Grand Mean SCR Response  

 

 

Figure 8.8. Grand mean normalised EDA time-series averaged over all trials with a 

verbal “no” response split by suspect. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli offset ranging 

between 4-6 seconds and end of CIT trial at 15s. 
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Figure 8.9. Grand mean normalised EDA time-series averaged over all trials with a 

no verbal i.e. silent response split by suspect. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli offset 

ranging between 4-6 seconds and end of CIT trial at 15s. 
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Grand Mean ∆HR Response  

 

 

Figure 8.10. Grand mean normalised heart rate change time-series averaged over 

all trials with a verbal “no” response split by suspect. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli 

offset ranging between 4-6 seconds and end of CIT trial at 15s. 
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Figure 8.11. Grand mean normalised heart rate time-series averaged over all trials 

with a no verbal i.e. silent response split by suspect. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli offset 

ranging between 4-6 seconds and end of CIT trial at 15s. 
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Grand Mean SCR CIT  

 

 

 

Figure 8.12. Grand mean normalised EDA time-series averaged over each trial 

within a CIT and split by suspect and whether a verbal “no” response was given or 

not. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli offset ranging between 4-6 seconds and end of CIT 

trial at 15s. 
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Grand Mean ∆HR CIT 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.13. Grand mean normalised heart rate change time-series averaged over 

each trial within a CIT and split by suspect and whether a verbal “no” response was 

given or not. Stimuli onset at 0s, stimuli offset ranging between 4-6 seconds and end 

of CIT trial at 15s. 
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Response Distributions 

 

Figure 8.14. Distribution of mean normalised SCR, ∆HR and RTs for crime and 

controls 
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Discussion 

A mega-analysis of all data reported in this thesis (n = 1150) was conducted. 

The main findings were that self-reported (Likert scale 1low – 6high) ‘motivation to 

beat the CIT’ and self-reported ‘stress during the CIT’ did not appear to impact the 

CIT effect whereas and ‘perceived CIT performance’ did, although not in a linear 

fashion. Self-reported countermeasure use and the type of countermeasure used had 

no effect on CIT detection. Overall, the results of the picture-based CITs showed that 

the effect size and diagnositicity were largest for the RT-CIT (d = 1.61, AUC = .891) 

with SCR being larger (d = 1.15, AUC = .792) than the ∆HR measure (d = .765, AUC 

= .708) in the physiological CIT and this was not affected by the type of picture 

stimulus used (objects, scenes or faces). Finally, innocent participants showed similar 

physiological CIT effects to simulated innocent data although this finding is less 

clear for the RT-CIT.  

The findings suggest that participants’ self-reported motivation to avoid 

detection did not relate to their actual performance as measured by the CIT effect. 

Although this is similar to the findings in a recent deception detection meta-analysis 

(Hartwig & Bond Jr, 2014), CIT meta-analyses have found that increased motivation 

to avoid detection results in increased CIT effects when using SCR and ∆HR (Ben-

Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; Meijer et al., 2014). This difference may be due to the 

manner in which motivation was measured. In previous work motivation is typically 

manipulated by promise of a reward or punishment if the participants avoided 

detection. In this thesis however, self-reported motivation was measured using a 6-

point Likert scale on a paper questionnaire given after the CIT. Arguably this 

approach accounted for participants’ individual levels of motivation independent of 

extrinsic incentives and therefore provided a more valid estimate of the effects of 
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motivation on CIT detection. This interpretation, however, is premature for a number 

of reasons. Firstly, the spread of motivation responses was limited with 74% of 

responses being at the higher end of the motivation scale (5 and 6). This is likely due 

to the fact that in most experiments in this thesis, participants were incentivized with 

receiving their ‘lie detection score’ and a possible cash prize. Although anecdotal, the 

author noted early on in their experimental plan that participants were particularly 

motivated by the offer to receive their score, particularly as they knew that their 

score would be ranked against the other participants. The question of whether 

motivation modulates the CIT is important as it speaks to the validity of the CIT 

when it’s applied in fields where real suspects are likely to be more motivated to 

conceal information about a crime they have committed.  

For self-reported stress, few previous studies have investigated the effects of 

stress on the CIT but those that have, found no effect (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). 

In those studies, stress was manipulated through the use of punishment for detection 

(Bradley & Janisse, 1981; Kugelmass & Lieblich, 1966) whereas in the current study 

self-reported stress during the CIT was measured. For SCR, the results revealed no 

overall effect of stress suggesting that self-reported stress during the CIT did not 

relate to their responses to crime items. Guilty participants did however report 

feeling more stressed than innocent participants during the CIT which is unsurprising 

given the perceived stakes were considered higher. The effect of stress on the CIT is 

often considered to relate closely to motivation (Meijer et al., 2014), however, in this 

study no correlation was found between these factors. Similar to the findings for 

motivation reported above, the stress findings do not mesh with those in the 

literature. Again, this could be because the self-reported measures in the current 

meta-analysis provided a more valid assessment of the individual stress felt by each 
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participant taking into account their individual differences – this appears to be 

supported by the evenly spread stress ratings. Clearly further research is required as, 

if increased stress does result in increased detection then this suggests that lab 

studies, where stress is relatively low compared to field CITs, might be 

underestimating CIT detection.  

Participants were asked how well they felt they did at appearing innocent in 

the CIT i.e. their self-evaluated performance at avoiding detection. The single 

previous experiment investigating the effects of self-assessed lie performance on the 

CIT found that the SCR CIT effect was larger for those rating their lie detection 

abilities as high (Elaad & Sommerfield, 2016). It was suggested that this may be due 

to different levels of motivation to avoid detection as participants that believed they 

were good liars may have felt more motivated to prove so in the CIT - however this 

had not been explored (Elaad, 2018). In the current study, self-reported perceived 

performance was positively correlated (r = .151) with motivation i.e. participants that 

believed they performed better were more motivation to avoid detection. 

Additionally, self-reported perceived performance was negatively correlated (r = 

-.107) with stress i.e. stressed participants believed they had performed worse in the 

CIT. Similar findings have been found more broadly where participants’ self-

evaluations are positively related to self-reported motivation and task performance 

(Erez & Judge, 2001; Humphreys & Revelle, 1984; Schunk, 1995). Furthermore, this 

mega-analysis revealed a main effect of perceived performance on SCR CIT 

performance. The SCR results suggest that participants who felt they had performed 

either poorly or very well on the CIT actually did not. However, this interpretation 

requires caution as corrected pairwise comparisons revealed no significant effects 

between each level; this was likely due to the very high significance threshold 
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required when pairwise comparisons are computed for 6 levels. Finally, as expected, 

guilty participants self-evaluated their CIT performance as worse than innocent 

participants. 

Countermeasures have been found to be effective at reducing CIT detection, 

namely for SCR (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). The few studies that have 

investigated the effects of countermeasures in the RT-CIT (including in Experiment 

3, Chapter 3 of this thesis) have found that they do not significantly impact RT-CIT 

detection (Suchotzki et al., 2017). Unsurprisingly in this thesis, more guilty 

participants attempted countermeasures than innocent participants and with increased 

motivation revealed for guilty participants who attempted countermeasures. 

Interestingly, self-reported countermeasure use did not impact any CIT measure in 

the current meta-analysis and there was no difference between the types of 

countermeasures attempted. For ∆HR and RTs this finding reflects those in the 

literature. However, the finding that SCR was not influenced by countermeasure use 

or type in the current work does not mesh with previous meta-analyses. A possible 

reason for this is that in previous CIT studies countermeasure instructions are 

provided to participants whereas in this thesis, with the exception of data collected in 

Experiment 3, Chapter 2, participants were simply asked to report any 

countermeasures, if any, that they chose to use. Clearly, most participants' 

countermeasure choice e.g. “remaining calm”, was inadequate for reducing CIT 

detection. Interestingly, controlling breathing was the most commonly reported 

countermeasure attempt even when respiration was not being measured. Although no 

effect of countermeasures was found, the choices of what type of countermeasure 

participants felt would assist them in fooling the CIT is useful information for future 

work in this area. Research into the effectiveness of countermeasures is important 
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because in field CITs, suspects are likely to attempt countermeasures to beat the CIT. 

The findings suggest, when suspects choose their own countermeasure, similar to 

what would be expected in the field, they do not choose strategies that adequately 

reduce the CIT effect.  

Few CIT experiments have used picture stimuli, opting for text and verbal 

modalities instead (Ambach et al., 2010). Research on memory retrieval typically 

finds that memory is greater for pictures than for text (Hockley, 2008), however, 

previous CIT studies have not found a picture superiority effect in the CIT (Ambach 

et al., 2010). Picture stimuli were used in all CITs in this thesis. For picture stimuli, 

mean weighted CIT effect sizes1 for SCRs (d* = 1.23) and ∆HR (d* = .757) were 

lower than those reported in a previous meta-analysis where weighted effects sizes 

for SCR and ∆HR are d* = 1.55 [1.44 – 1.66, CI95%] and d* = 1.11 [1.00 – 1.22, 

CI95%] (Meijer et al., 2014). The RT-CIT effect size (d* = 1.24) for picture stimuli 

however was similar to that reported previously d = 1.30 [1.06 – 1.54, CI95%]  

(Suchotzki et al., 2017). Several reasons may account for the reduced effect 

sizes for SCR and ∆HR reported in this thesis. First, some factors tested in this thesis 

resulted in reduced overall CIT effects including: i) fading stimuli on the screen 

(Chapter 6), testing participants over two month after the mock crime (Chapter 6), 

and having participants tested in pairs which negatively interacted with shared 

knowledge encoded (Chapter 3); ii) using only simulated innocents in computing d* 

above which has been shown to be a more conservative estimate of effect size 

(Meijer et al., 2014); and; iii) inclusion of less salient or peripheral CIT stimuli to 

 

 

1 Weighted d* = d / (1+(.75/N-3)), where N = sample size is recommended and reported by 

Meijer et al., 2014 
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allow for larger numbers of questions required for within subject testing of various 

factors (e.g. eight plus stimuli in Chapters 3-4 and 6) – peripheral stimuli typically 

results in poor CIT effects (Ben-Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). Alternatively, the reduced 

effect sizes may simply be due to the use of picture stimuli - further work is needed 

to validate this. Finally, the type of picture stimuli did not impact the SCR and ∆HR 

CIT effects, indicating that, just like object stimuli used in the literature, faces and 

scenes are also suitable as CIT stimuli (Ambach et al., 2010). This finding increases 

the possible number of crime details that could be included in a CIT which should 

increase overall detection (Meijer et al., 2014).  

The assumption when designing a CIT is that all stimuli (crime and control 

items) are equally plausible to an innocent suspect. This property therefore permits 

the simulation of innocent participants in the absence of having tested an 

unknowledgeable group of participants (Meijer et al., 2007). However, a previous 

meta-analysis revealed that studies using an innocent group found higher detection 

rates (d = 1.64) compared to those that simulated innocent participants (d = 1.39) 

(Meijer et al., 2014). The work did not reveal a significant difference for SCR and 

∆HR as CIT effects were similar between simulated and tested innocent participants. 

However, for the RT-CIT, tested innocent participants showed smaller CIT effects 

than the simulated group. However, this finding should be interpreted with some 

caution because only the RT-CIT innocent participants (n = 42) underwent a 

modified location-based RT-CIT, which was shown to interact with the CIT effect 

itself (Experiment 3, Chapter 7).  

 Throughout this thesis the CIT effect has either been determined by the SCR 

peak amplitude or the mean heart rate change across the trial. As a result, the 

temporal information of these physiological responses is ignored. To explore this 
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temporal aspect, grand mean time-series plots for normalized SCR and heart rate 

responses to crime and control items are provided separated by whether the suspect 

was knowledgeable i.e. guilty, or unknowledgeable i.e. innocent and whether a 

verbal “no” response was required or not (Figures 8.8-8.11). The results from Figures 

8.8-8.11 show that SCR and heart rate responses for crime and control items only 

differs for guilty participants knowledgeable about the crime – innocent participants 

show the same response to both types of items. Furthermore, compared to the silent 

response condition i.e. without a  “no” response, the heart rate pattern for participants 

verbally responding with “no” differs due to an initial acceleration and, in this 

analysis a reduced deceleration - this difference has been found previously 

(Verschuere et al., 2009; Verschuere, Crombez, DeClercq & Koster, 2004). Note 

however that silent responses were only required in the paired CIT study (Chapter 3) 

and hence this difference may be simply due to the factors (i.e. group testing and 

knowledge) manipulated in that study. Although this appears unlikely given that the 

shape of the SCR and heart rate change are typical compared to those in the literature 

(see Ambach et al., 2008; Peth, Suchotzki & Gamer, 2016; Verschuere et al., 2009; 

Ambach et al., 2012; Ambach et al., 2011; Suchotzki & Gamer, 2019). Relatedly, 

Figures 8.12-8.13 show a typical CIT question/block with all EDA and heart rate 

responses averaged per second for each trial. In both the SCR and heart rate CIT 

plots the response to the buffer is similar to the crime item (for guilty participants) 

due to the initially orienting to the question block. This illustrates the need to ignore 

the buffer, which must always be a control item, in any analysis of the participants 

CIT response.  

 Finally, the distribution of all guilty participants normalized SCR, heart rate 

and RT responses to both crime and control items are provided (Figure 8.14) and 
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show that the spread of responses to crime items is larger than that of control 

responses. Interestingly, Figure 8.14 visually conveys the issue of determining 

participants concealed knowledge to individual crime items relative to control items 

and therefore the importance of average responses to either multiple or repeated CIT 

questions.. 

As part of this thesis, over 650 participants underwent a physiology CIT 

(SCR and often ∆HR) and over 500 underwent a RT-CIT. Comparing these sample 

sizes against those in recent meta-analyses, the data from this thesis constitutes 17% 

of SCR data collected (Meijer et al., 2014) and 47% of data collected in an RT-CIT 

(Suchotzki et al., 2017). With this large data set it was possible to explore factors 

such as self-reported; motivation, stress, perceived performance and countermeasure 

attempted, as well as possible difference between picture stimuli type (objects, 

scenes and face) and to report the overall CIT effect sizes for picture-based CITs. 

The results reported here should be of interest to other researchers working with the 

CIT. 
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CHAPTER 9 

What’s CIT all mean? 

Thesis summary and concluding remarks  

 

 As demonstrated throughout this thesis, the Concealed Information Test (CIT) 

is a memory detection test that can establish whether a suspect recognizes crime 

related information that an innocent person would not know. Both physiological 

measures (skin conductance and heart rate) and reaction times (RT-CIT) can be used, 

with the latter seemingly producing greater detection rates (Chapter 8). The CIT 

effect (the difference between responses to the crime and control stimuli) was found 

to be robust with picture stimuli and resulted in excellent detection of concealed 

information. Previous studies have demonstrated that the CIT can be modulated by 

various factors including but not limited to: suspect motivation; countermeasure use; 

the number of crime items used; whether recognition is concealed or not; crime 

memory; whether crime information has leaked to innocent suspects; and finally the 

effect of simulating innocent suspects’ data for establishing baseline detection rates 

(Meijer, Selle, Elber & Ben-Shakhar, 2014; Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; Suchotzki, 

Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar & Crombez, 2017). The work in this thesis 

both expands upon existing modulating factors previously investigated (e.g. 

motivation, stress, self-assessed lying ability, countermeasures and delayed testing in 

Chapters 6 and 8), as well as exploring new factors not yet considered (e.g. scene 

stimuli, paired testing and group knowledge, investigator influence, virtual reality, 

verticality and gradually onset stimuli in Chapters 2 - 7). Given thorough discussions 
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are presented in each experimental chapter, this is a more general overview of the 

findings, their contribution to theory and practice and suggestions for further work. 

Additionally, some more speculative theories are discussed.  

 The more crime details available to test for a suspect’s crime recognition, the 

more accurate the CIT will be at correctly detecting whether the suspect is guilty or 

innocent (Meijer et al., 2014). Although the CIT has widespread use in Japanese 

criminal cases (Osugi, 2011), one study found that it was difficult to identify an 

adequate number of crime details for use in the CIT (Podlesny, 2003). To increase 

the number of crime details available to the CIT examiner, scene images could be 

used. For example, scenes of a: burgled room; location used for acquiring illegal 

contraband; a target building for planned criminal activity; and areas with 

autobiographic connections. Using scene stimuli offers more potential crime details 

and also opens up new possible applications for the CIT, in situations where scene 

and location knowledge is important and can’t be easily described in text. Unlike 

objects and words, scene images cannot always be labelled and therefore visual 

information is required to elicit recognition. A review of the CIT literature by the 

author indicated that scene stimuli had not been validated in the RT-CIT and had not 

been compared with object stimuli. One concern was that images of scenes tend to be 

more complex than objects and often contain many different features, depth related 

information and can also contain multiple objects and people. Further, the broader 

cognitive and neuroscience literature demonstrates that scene stimuli are processed 

differently to objects, and there was good reason to predict that RT-CIT detection 

may have decreased or been negated entirely (Melcher, 2006; Cleary & Reyes, 2009; 

Munneke et al, 2013; Oliva & Torralba, 2006). In Chapter 2, scene stimuli were 

tested over three experiments, which revealed that, fortunately, scene stimuli elicit 
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comparable RT-CIT detection rates to images of objects and words. The findings 

from the study provide an important practical insight; scene stimuli are safe to use in 

the RT-CIT. Following this finding, scene stimuli were used throughout this thesis 

e.g. Experiment 3, Chapter 2 to test countermeasure susceptibility in the RT-CIT, 

Experiments 4-5, Chapter 3 to investigate paired testing and Experiments 1-2, 

Chapter 7 to explore the possible interaction between vertical stimulus positioning 

and the RT-CIT. One take home message from Chapter 2 then is that scene stimuli 

are acceptable in the CIT.  

 Group crime tends to be more high-profile and damaging than crimes 

committed by individuals (Zheng, Messner, Lu & Deng, 1997). To further 

complicate matters, not all members of a crime group have access to the same 

information about the planned or conducted crime. For example, consider a scenario 

where one crime member, we’ll call them The Engineer, accessed a building from 

one side to deactivate an alarm system, whilst the other, The Safe-cracker, entered 

another part of the building to break into a safe and steal some money. The tools used 

and crime information encoded by the Engineer and Safe-cracker might not be 

shared by both of them, e.g. the Safe-cracker wouldn’t necessarily know that the 

Engineer had used wire cutters to disable the power to the alarm. There would of 

course be information that both partners knew about the crime, such as how much 

money they stole and from where. This scenario is of course fictional; however, the 

principle applies to real criminal and indeed terrorist organizations where groups 

frequently operate. So, when members of a known crime group, or pair, are 

apprehended by the investigating authorities, should a CIT be administered to each 

member individually or together? One reason to test them together is that group CIT 

testing has been shown to be an effective way of extracting reliable information from 
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the group as a whole - particularly when all group members share the same 

information/knowledge about the planned or committed crime (e.g. Elaad, 2016). 

Testing groups of people together may also increase detection of crime details 

compared to testing them alone. Referring back to the scenario above, intuitively, if 

the Engineer and Safecracker were sat next to each other in the CIT and they were 

then shown a crime item they both recognized e.g. the amount of stolen money, and 

they both knew that each other recognized the item, then it is reasonable to imagine 

that their physiological CIT response would be different compared to when an item 

appears that only one of them know, e.g. the wire cutters known to the Engineer. 

This idea was tested over multiple experiments in Chapter 3. It was predicted that the 

CIT effect (crime minus control) would increase for the shared items compared to the 

items only known by one of the crime partners (termed exclusive knowledge in 

Chapter 3). Indeed, this is what was found for the SCR CIT effect, which was found 

to be higher when crime partners taking the CIT together shared knowledge of the 

crime stimuli presented. 

Interestingly though, another effect emerged after pooling data from 

Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3. When crime pairs viewed shared crime details in 

the absence of their partner i.e. when suspects were tested alone, the SCR CIT effect 

decreased. This was thought to be due to a mismatch between viewing crime items 

that were associated with a partner, but without having the partner present. Indeed 

this was in line with theories of Encoding Specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973), 

whereby groups encoding and retrieving the information alone benefit from both 

context-dependent learning (i.e. the lack of participants in their physical 

surroundings), as well as transfer-appropriate processing (i.e. similar cognitive 

processes used during encoding and retrieval) (Barber, Rajaram & Aron, 2010). This 
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group testing and shared knowledge interaction led to overall higher detection rates 

for concealed information when crime partners were tested together. The findings 

from this chapter, for the physiological CIT at least, provide interesting theoretical 

insights into the importance of paired testing. The initial results from this work 

warrant further exploration and validation, as, if generalizable, indicate that, at least 

for crime pairs, the CIT should be administered at the same time. 

 The second part of Chapter 3 considered the effect of group testing on the RT-

CIT. As well as the reasons described above, the potential for group RT-CIT testing 

opened up additional applications. Using an RT-CIT, it would be relatively simple to 

conduct a preliminary assessment of who, in a large group of people, requires further 

investigation. For example, if someone was believed to be leaking information in an 

organization that dealt primary with confidential information, a rapid screen of all 

employees simultaneously could help triage an operation to find the culprit. This 

could be achieved, either in a room with many individual computers, or a room with 

one large screen presenting the stimuli and using individual low-latency wireless 

controllers. The question in this case is what is the effect of taking a group RT-CIT, 

rather than a physiological CIT? Do the people around you distract or focus the 

attention? What happens if the perpetrator is taking the RT-CIT alongside an 

accomplice? An initial attempt to explore these questions was made in Experiments 

4-6 in Chapter 3. However, the results were less promising than those found for the 

physiological CIT. There appears to be either no benefit, or a cost of taking an RT-

CIT with a crime partner. Further work should investigate whether these findings 

apply to larger group and if so whether the effect is linear. 

 When interrogating suspects, investigators will sometimes present the suspect 

with some physical (such as a murder weapon), or photographic material (such as a 
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crime scene), at key points in the interview. The investigators will then look to see 

how the suspect responds to this information, whether they recognize it or appear 

surprised, or whether the forensic evidence is enough to drive the suspect to confess. 

Procedurally, this is similar to the CIT where a suspect is presented with some pieces 

of crime information, alongside matched control information, to determine whether 

they recognise the incriminating crime details. Initially, this rationale prompted the 

idea of trying to incorporate a physiological CIT when attempting to establish 

whether a suspect recognizes the presented forensic evidence. However, there were 

some initial challenges to achieving this. Due to concerns about expectancy effects 

(Rosenthal, 2002; Meijer, Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2011, p. 300), the CIT had 

previously been tested almost solely using a computer. This was because research 

had shown that the presence of an investigator who was expecting a particular 

outcome, e.g., the outcome of the CIT, could influence the suspect to respond in a 

desired way that could increase false positive rates (Richard, Bond Jr, & Stokes-

Zoota, 2003). This had been demonstrated a few times, when an investigator, 

knowledgeable about the target suspect, administered an eyewitness line up parade 

(Perlini & Silvaggio, 2007). Nevertheless, other findings specifically in deception 

detection indicated that an investigator may also increase detection for guilty 

suspects, due to the motivation impairment effect and difficulty of lying face-to-face 

(DePaulo et al., 2003; Hancock, Woodworth, & Goorha, 2010). 

The author was surprised to find that no CIT studies had explicitly tested the 

impact of using an investigator to administer the CIT, compared to a computer 

administered equivalent. The rationale for this study then became more specific. 

Instead of just trying to simultaneously measure a suspect’s recognition of forensic 

evidence presented by an investigator in an interview setting, the study aimed to 
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determine what the effects of using a human investigator were for both innocent and 

guilty suspects in the CIT. In Chapter 4, two experimental designs were used, a 

within subject (Experiment 1) followed by a between subject (Experiment 2) due to 

order interactions in the first experiment. In both experiments, there were two main 

conditions of interest, either the guilty or innocent suspects took a standard picture-

based CIT on a computer monitor or were administered the CIT by a human 

investigator. The investigator, knowledgeable of the crime but unaware of the 

suspect’s guilt, sat opposite the suspect and asked eight questions about the crime 

with each followed by the presentation of physical photographs one of which was the 

crime item. Every attempt was made to try and make the CIT feel like a structured 

interview whilst still adhering to the control timing required for fair comparisons to 

be made between physiological response to the crime and control image. This 

appeared successful and the CIT effect was not comprised. In fact, when participants 

were tested by the investigator, the SCR CIT effect increased for guilty suspects. 

Perhaps more interestingly, there was no effect on innocent suspects suggesting that 

no expectancy effects had occurred. Consequently, SCR CIT detection was higher for 

participants tested by the investigator.  

Two conclusions were drawn from these initial findings. If this finding is 

robust, then use of an investigator, if done in a controlled manner, does not 

compromise the CIT as previously suspected. Additionally, the findings suggest that 

a CIT can be administered in a relatively naturalistic manner which could be 

incorporated into a structured forensic interview to detect deception. This approach 

may also be beneficial for the development of a covert CIT, where contactless (e.g. 

thermal imaging, pupil dilation) or unobtrusive physiological measures (e.g. hidden 

sensors in watches or chairs) are taken (Elaad & Ben-Shakhar, 2009; Lubow & Fein, 
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1996; Pollina et al., 2006). This line of research would be interesting to pursue, as a 

covert CIT would presumably reduce countermeasure use. Further work is required 

to assess the extent to which this is possible and within strict ethical guidelines. 

 For an optimal CIT to be administered, the guilty suspect must be able to 

easily recognize and differentiate the crime from the control items. Evidently this 

means that the stimuli used to represent the crime items must match the crime 

memory as closely as possible (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987). Ideally, the suspect 

would be presented with the actual physical crime related object or scene. However, 

given the structure of the CIT, e.g. the presentation of multiple stimuli sequentially in 

a timed fashion, this is impractical. One solution is to digitally capture the crime 

objects and scenes and present them in a virtual reality (VR) where the objects and 

scenes can appear and disappear just like a standard 2D image CIT on a computer. 

Technologies for faithfully and efficiently recreating real-world crime objects and 

scenes is available and constantly developing (Puente, González-Jorge, Martínez-

Sánchez & Arias, 2013). Based on memory theories such as Context Reinstatement 

(Godden & Baddeley, 1975), Modality Congruence (Lanen & Lamers, 2018) and 

Feature Matching Theory (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987) described in Chapter 5, 

presenting photorealistic, 3D, 360o 1:1 scale CIT stimuli in VR should increase 

physiological recognition magnitude i.e. the SCR CIT effect. In Chapter 5, this is 

exactly what was found suggesting what could be termed a “VR Superiority Effect” 

named along the same lines as the classic Picture Superiority Effect (Hockley, 2008). 

The finding that SCR CIT detection was larger for participants tested in VR 

compared to using 2D images on a monitor was perhaps not too theoretically 

surprising. However, the initial finding that a VR-CIT is more diagnostic is 

promising for applied applications of the CIT. Forensic application of digital capture 
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technology is increasing, with some police forces in the UK now routinely laser 

scanning and creating 3D models of high-profile crime scenes. It is foreseeable that 

these developments could lead to such virtual crime and control stimuli being 

presented to suspects within the CIT.  

 The use of VR allowed the reinstatement of many features of the memory lost 

in 2D images such as depth, scale and 360o immersion. Typical comments from 

participants in the VR CIT condition was that when the crime related scenes were 

presented, it was ‘like being back there’. Feature Matching Theory in the CIT 

indicates that physiological orienting is monotonically related to the similarity 

between the encoded and test stimuli (Ben-Shakhar & Gati, 1987). Therefore, in 

future research, the effect of introducing audio stimuli alongside the VR stimuli 

could further increase match between the encoded and retrieval stimuli. For example, 

if the crime was committed near a road, the background traffic noise could be 

introduced in the virtual recreation of the crime scene. More broadly, this study was 

the first to show that, when a memory is encoded in the real world, retrieval is 

stronger when the real-world environment is faithfully recreated in VR compared to 

just using a 2D photograph.  

 Related to Chapter 5, the impact of a weakened memory is a reduced SCR 

CIT effect. Unfortunately, memory strength deteriorates over time as the memory 

fades (Murayama, Miyatsu, Buchli & Storm, 2014). This is a problem in the CIT as, 

in real forensic situations, a suspect is rarely given a CIT immediately following the 

crime. Various studies have tested the impact of a delay after the crime and found 

that the CIT is relatively robust when crime details are explicitly remembered (Ben-

Shakhar & Nahari, 2018). However, these studies have all used delays of less than a 

month (usually 1-2 weeks), despite over 50% of real CITs being administered two 
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months after the crime (Hira, Sasaki, Matsuda, Furumitsu, & Furedy, 2002). 

Additionally, in most CIT studies, the participant is instructed to memorize the 

details in the crime, which clearly does not happen in the real world. In Chapter 6, 

participants took part in a mock crime without instruction to remember any details. 

Participants then took a CIT either within one week or after two months. The results 

revealed two important findings: i) the CIT effect size was still sizeable even after 

two or more months later, suggesting that overall CIT detection is relatively robust to 

the effects of time; but ii) the CIT effect after two months was smaller than the one-

week group, even after excluding trials that the participants had forgotten. The latter 

findings indicated that the fading of memory over time decreases the CIT effect. 

Practically then, just as in Chapter 5, memory strength is related to the CIT effect and 

therefore, where possible, suspects should be administered a CIT soon after a crime.  

 The idea that memory which has faded over time results in weakened 

recognition was followed up in a speculative post hoc experiment (Experiment 2, 

Chapter 6). The idea was that recognizing an image after memory has faded over 

time is similar to trying to recognize an image that is blurred or faded like an old 

photograph as it is more difficult and takes longer to recognize (Costen et al., 1994; 

Collishaw & Hole, 2000; Lewis & Edmonds, 2003; Hole, George, Eaves, & Rasek, 

2002; Brockdorff & Lamberts, 2000). To test this, image stimuli were either slowly 

faded on to a monitor to simulate a faded/weaker memory or presented abruptly in 

the standard fashion. Based on the findings from the previous experiment, i.e. a 

reduced SCR CIT effect when memory had faded due to a delayed CIT, it was 

predicted that the CIT effect would be smaller for gradually onsetting stimuli. An 

alternative hypothesis suggested a CIT detection benefit from avoiding abrupt 

onsetting stimuli. It was theorised that removal of the noisy orienting component that 
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related to the stimulus luminance, which is unrelated to the significance of the crime 

or control stimuli, would allow for a purer CIT orienting response, resulting in 

increased detection (Turpin, Schaefer & Boucsein, 1999; Turpin & Siddle, 1979; 

Boucsein, 2012).The first prediction was supported, and the CIT effect decreased 

when stimuli were faded gradually onto the screen. This is an interesting finding as it 

speculatively suggests that fading stimuli on the screen can be used as a method for 

simulating a faded memory, without the requirement for a long delay between 

encoding and testing. Clearly, much more work would need to be done to confirm 

this, but it is an interesting idea, nevertheless. 

 Metaphorical concepts such as good, powerful, positive and moral have been 

found to be preferred, processed faster and recalled easier when presented in a high 

vertical position compared to a low one; the opposite is true for the reverse concepts  

(Cian, 2017; Meier & Robinson, 2004; Crawford et al., 2006; Meier, Sellbom & 

Wygant, 2007). This interesting finding has been termed Verticality and is simply the 

relative positioning of stimuli in the vertical dimension and its relationship to 

metaphorical concepts. Deception is usually considered a negative or immoral act 

and having to lie is for most a negative experience. Plausibly then there could be a 

verticality effect for deception, as stimuli requiring a lie response (e.g. crime items) 

might be processed faster with a low verticality, and slower with a high verticality. 

The opposite could also be true, where truthfully responding (e.g. to a control item) 

would be facilitated in a high vertical position relative to a low. If these predictions 

are true then they may result in a larger CIT effect if verticality interacts with the RT-

CIT. This would occur as the mismatch between crime (negative/immoral) stimuli 

being presented on top (where positive/moral stimuli are preferred) would slow down 

processing for guilty participants, only and contribute to response inhibition. This 
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was tested in Chapter 7, which revealed the expected, yet still surprising, result that 

RTs were slower to crime items presented at the top of the screen compared to the 

bottom resulting in an increased RT-CIT effect. This is an unusual finding and brings 

together two seemingly unrelated fields in psychology. Further work would be 

required to confirm and generalize these findings to more stimuli. However, if this 

verticality-CIT interaction holds then there are a few possible implications. First, RT-

CIT detection could be increased by only considering items presented on top of the 

screen; but note that stimuli would also need to be presented on the bottom as well to 

generate the relative verticality effect. Second, it means that deception is considered 

incompatible with concepts that relate to higher verticality such as positive and good. 

Theoretically this finding could be used to explore how different populations, e.g. 

criminals, view deception. Given that the verticality-CIT interaction likely relies on 

the conceptual metaphor that deception is negative, it would be prudent to confirm 

that the effect is still present when the suspect truly believes that the deception is 

justified. This could be explored by either positively or negatively framing a mock 

‘crime’ and then comparing participants' verticality effects.  

 A decision was made early in the author’s experimental plan to give all 

participants a standardized post CIT questionnaire to record self-reported: motivation 

to avoid detection; stress felt during the CIT; perceived performance to avoid 

detection/appearing innocent; and countermeasure use and type e.g., “control my 

breathing”. This meant that after all data collection had been completed, a mega-

analysis of this self-reported data could be conducted. All of these factors have been 

previously shown to modulate the CIT (Meijer et al., 2014; Elaad & Sommerfield, 

2016; Bradley & Janisse, 1981; Kugelmass & Lieblich, 1966). However, in all cases, 

they were measured differently i.e. not using self-reports. Self-reports were chosen as 
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a measure of motivation, stress, perceived performance and countermeasure use, as 

they allow individual differences to be accounted for. For example, some participants 

are likely to be less motivated by an extrinsic factors, e.g., as financial rewards, 

however it is monetary incentives that are often used in the literature (Meijer et al., 

2014). Similarly, some participants found the CIT more stressful than others, 

regardless of the condition manipulated e.g. use of an investigator to administer the 

CIT. Of course, using self-report measures meant that a large number of participants 

per point were needed for a meaningful analysis. Over 1100 participants were 

collected across all 20 experiments in this thesis with 450 given the post CIT self-

report questionnaire. The results revealed that motivation to avoid CIT detection, 

stress and countermeasure use did not impact the CIT despite previous findings using 

non self-reported measures showing otherwise. Additionally, perceived CIT 

performance did affect the CIT in a non-linear fashion, which has also not been 

demonstrated previously. These results should be of interest to other researchers 

working with the CIT. 

 In sum, the work in this thesis indicates that the CIT is affected by: i) the use 

of a human investigator which was found to increase CIT detection; ii) presence of a 

crime partner which increases physiological CIT detection for when information is 

shared among pairs with negative effects for the RT-CIT; iii) presentation of the CIT 

in virtual reality which results in increased detection compared to on a computer; iv) 

the delay between crime and CIT and whether stimuli are faded, both of which 

reduce CIT detection; v) the stimuli’s vertical position where the RT-CIT effect is 

larger for items presented incongruently on top (top is associated with good/positive) 

and; vi) self-reported stress felt during the CIT participants and self-reported 

performance at avoiding detection. Finally, the CIT was found to be robust to: i) 
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scene stimuli in the RT-CIT; ii) countermeasure use; iii) picture stimuli and; iv) self-

reported motivation to avoid detection. 
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Setup  

 

Figure A.1. Setup for Partners in Crime similar for Experiments 1-3 (pg 1/2)  
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Figure A.2. Setup for Partners in Crime similar for Experiments 1-3 (pg 2/2)  
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Figure A.3. Setup for Partners in Crime similar for Experiments 4 
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Figure A.4. Setup for What do you know and similar for Fading Memories 

Experiments 2 and 2 pilot (pg 1/3)  
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Figure A.5. Setup for What do you know and similar for Fading Memories 

Experiments 2 and 2 pilot (pg 2/3)  
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Figure A.6. Setup for What do you know and similar for Fading Memories 

Experiments 2 and 2 pilot (pg 3/3)  
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Figure A.7. Setup for Caught Virtually Lying (pg 1/2)  
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Figure A.8. Setup for Caught Virtually Lying (pg 2/2)  
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Figure A.9. Setup for Unobtrusive Measures  
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Consent Forms 

 

Figure A.10. Consent form for Seen this Scene, Experiment 1 and Partners in Crime 

Experiments 4 
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Figure A.11. Consent form and participant information for Upstanding or 

underhand, Experiments 1-6 and similar to Seen this Scene, Experiment 2-3 and the 

Unobtrusive measures study 
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Figure A.12. Consent form and participant information for Caught Virtually Lying 

and similar to Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 & 6, What do you know and 

Fading Memories Experiment (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.13. Consent form and participant information for Caught Virtually Lying 

and similar to Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 & 6, What do you know and 

Fading Memories Experiment (pg 2/2) 
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Demographics 

 

Figure A.14. Demographics form for Partners in crime and similar for all other 

studies  
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Instructions  

 

Figure A.15. Instructions for Seen this Scene, Experiments 1 & 3 and similar to 

Partners in Crime, Experiment 4-5 and Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 1-4 

(pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.16. Instructions for Seen this Scene, Experiments 1 & 3 and similar to 

Partners in Crime, Experiment 4-5 and Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 1-4 

(pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.17. Instructions for Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 2 and similar to 

Seen this Scene, Experiments 2 (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.18. Instructions for Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 2 and similar to 

Seen this Scene, Experiments 2 (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.19. Instructions for Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 6 (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.20. Instructions for Upstanding or underhand, Experiments 6 (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.21. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 1-3 (pg 1/3) 
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Figure A.22. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 1-3 (pg 2/3) 
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Figure A.23. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 1-3 (pg 3/3) 
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Figure A.24. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 1/6) 
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Figure A.25. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 2/6) 
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Figure A.26. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 3/6) 
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Figure A.27. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 4/6) 
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Figure A.28. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 5/6) 
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Figure A.29. Instructions for Partners in Crime, Experiments 6 (pg 6/6) 
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Figure A.30. Instructions for What do you know, Experiment 1-2 (pg 1/3) 
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Figure A.31. Instructions for What do you know, Experiment 1-2 (pg 2/3) 
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Figure A.32. Instructions for What do you know, Experiment 1-2 (pg 3/3) 
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Figure A.33. Instructions for Caught Virtually Lying (pg 1/3) 
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Figure A.34. Instructions for Caught Virtually Lying (pg 2/3) 
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Figure A.35. Instructions for Caught Virtually Lying (pg 3/3) 
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Figure A.36. Instructions for Fading Memories Experiment 1 
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Figure A.37. Instructions for Fading Memories Experiment 2 (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.38. Instructions for Fading Memories Experiment 2 (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.39. Instructions for Unobtrusive Measures study 
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Stimuli 

 

Figure A.40. Retrieval stimuli for Seen this Scene, Experiment 1 (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.41. Retrieval stimuli for Seen this Scene, Experiment 1 (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.42. Retrieval stimuli for Seen this Scene, Experiment 3 and Partners in 

Crime, Experiment 4 
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Figure A.43. Retrieval stimuli for Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 & 6 (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.44. Retrieval stimuli for Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 & 6 (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.45 Retrieval stimuli for Caught Virtually Lying 
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Figure A.46. Retrieval stimuli for Fading Memories, Experiment 1 
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Figure A.47. Retrieval stimuli for What do you know, Experiment 1-2 and Fading 

Memories, Experiment 2 
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Figure A.48. Retrieval stimuli for Upstanding or underhand, Experiment 5 and 

Seen this Scene, Experiment 2 –  Stimuli (first four) 
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Post CIT Questionnaire  

 

Figure A.49. Post CIT Questionnaire for Upstanding or underhand, Experiment 5 

and Seen this Scene, Experiment 2 –  Stimuli (first four) 
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Figure A.50. Post CIT Questionnaire for Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 & 6 

(pg  1/2) 
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Figure A.51. Post CIT Questionnaire for Partners in Crime, Experiment 1-3 &6 (pg 

2/2) 
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Figure A.52. Post CIT Questionnaire What do you know, Experiment 1-2 and 

similar to Fading Memories,  Experiment 1 
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Figure A.53. Post CIT Questionnaire Caught Virtually Lying 
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Figure A.54. Post CIT Questionnaire Unobtrusive Measures Study (pg 1/3) 
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Figure A.55. Post CIT Questionnaire Unobtrusive Measures Study (pg 2/3) 
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Figure A.56. Post CIT Questionnaire Unobtrusive Measures Study (pg 3/3) 
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Debrief 

 

Figure A.57. Debrief sheet for Upstanding or underhand, Experiment 1-5 and 

similar to Seen this Scene, Experiment 2-3 and Partners in Crime, Experiment 4 
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Figure A.58. Debrief sheet for Partners in Crime, Experiments 1-3 & 6 
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Figure A.59. Debrief sheet for Caught Virtually Lying 
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Figure A.60. Debrief sheet for What do you know, Experiment 1-2 and similar to 

Fading Memories, Experiment 1 
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Figure A.61. Debrief sheet for Unobtrusive Measures Study 
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APPENDIX 2 

PROGRAMS AND SCRIPTS 
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Figure A.64. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 1/10) 
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Figure A.65. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 2/10) 
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Figure A.66. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 3/10) 
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Figure A.67. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 4/10) 
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Figure A.68. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 5/10) 
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Figure A.69. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 6/10) 
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Figure A.70. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 7/10) 
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Figure A.71. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 8/10) 
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Figure A.72. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 9/10) 
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Figure A.73. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 10/10) 
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Figure A.74. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 1/13) 
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Figure A.75. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 2/13) 
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Figure A.74. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 3/13) 
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Figure A.75. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 5/13) 
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Figure A.76. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 6/13) 
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Figure A.77. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 7/13) 
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Figure A.78. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 8/13) 
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Figure A.79. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 9/13) 
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Figure A.80. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 10/13) 
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Figure A.81. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 11/13) 
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Figure A.82. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 12/13) 
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Figure A.83. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Functions (pg 13/13) 
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Figure A.84. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.85. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.86. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.87. Blitzmax Physiology CIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 4/4) 
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Figure A.88. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 1/14) 
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Figure A.89. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 2/14) 
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Figure A.90. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 3/14) 
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Figure A.91. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 4/14) 
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Figure A.92. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 5/14) 
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Figure A.93. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 6/14) 
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Figure A.94. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 7/14) 
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Figure A.95. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 8/14) 
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Figure A.96. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 9/14) 
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Figure A.97. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 10/14) 
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Figure A.98. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 11/14) 
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Figure A.99. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 12/14) 
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Figure A.100. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 13/14) 
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Figure A.101. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Main (pg 14/14) 
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Figure A.102. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.103. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.104. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.105. Blitzmax RTCIT Stimuli Program – Variable (pg 4/4) 
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Unity Script 

 

Figure A.106. Unity Script for VR Project – Main (pg 1/3) 
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Figure A.107. Unity Script for VR Project – Main (pg 2/3) 
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Figure A.108. Unity Script for VR Project – Main (pg 3/3) 
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Figure A.109. Unity Script for VR Project – Preview (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.110. Unity Script for VR Project – Preview (pg 2/2) 
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Acqknowledge Scripting 

 

Figure A.111. Acqknowledge Scripting – #1 Setup – SingleFile (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.112. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 1/9) 
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Figure A.113. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 2/9) 
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Figure A.114. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 3/9) 
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Figure A.115. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 4/9) 
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Figure A.116. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 5/9) 
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Figure A.117. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 6/9) 
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Figure A.118. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 7/9) 
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Figure A.119. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 8/9) 
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Figure A.120. Acqknowledge Scripting – #2 Setup – DigInToStim (pg 9/9) 
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Figure A.121. Acqknowledge Scripting – #3 Setup – TrimWave (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.122. Acqknowledge Scripting – #3 Setup – TrimWave (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.123. Acqknowledge Scripting – #4 Setup – RenameStim (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.124. Acqknowledge Scripting – #4 Setup – RenameStim (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.125. Acqknowledge Scripting – #5 Setup – ManageChannels (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.126. Acqknowledge Scripting – #5 Setup – ManageChannels (pg 2/2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.127. Acqknowledge Scripting – #6 Setup – Presentation (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.128. Acqknowledge Scripting – #7 Markers2Channel (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.129. Acqknowledge Scripting – #8 ECG Single File (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.130. Acqknowledge Scripting – #9 ECG – RRInterval (pg 1/5) 
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Figure A.131. Acqknowledge Scripting – #9 ECG – RRInterval (pg 2/5) 
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Figure A.132. Acqknowledge Scripting – #9 ECG – RRInterval (pg 3/5) 
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Figure A.133. Acqknowledge Scripting – #9 ECG – RRInterval (pg 4/5) 
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Figure A.134. Acqknowledge Scripting – #9 ECG – RRInterval (pg 5/5) 
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Figure A.135. Acqknowledge Scripting – #10 ECG - HRFunctionv2 (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.136. Acqknowledge Scripting – #10 ECG - HRFunctionv2 (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.137. Acqknowledge Scripting – #10 ECG - HRFunctionv2 (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.138. Acqknowledge Scripting – #10 ECG - HRFunctionv2 (pg 4/4) 
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Figure A.139. Acqknowledge Scripting – #11 EDA-SingleFile (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.140. Acqknowledge Scripting – #12 EDASetup (pg 1/2) 
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Figure A.141. Acqknowledge Scripting – #12 EDASetup (pg 2/2) 
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Figure A.142. Acqknowledge Scripting – #13 DefineSCREvents (pg 1/5) 
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Figure A.143. Acqknowledge Scripting – #13 DefineSCREvents (pg 2/5) 
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Figure A.144. Acqknowledge Scripting – #13 DefineSCREvents (pg 3/5) 
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Figure A.145. Acqknowledge Scripting – #13 DefineSCREvents (pg 4/5) 
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Figure A.146. Acqknowledge Scripting – #13 DefineSCREvents (pg 5/5) 
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Figure A.147. Acqknowledge Scripting – #14 RemoveOnsets (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.148. Acqknowledge Scripting – #15 PhasicMethod (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.149. Acqknowledge Scripting – #16 ManualEDAv2 (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.150. Acqknowledge Scripting – #16 ManualEDAv2 (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.151. Acqknowledge Scripting – #16 ManualEDAv2 (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.152. Acqknowledge Scripting – #16 ManualEDAv2 (pg 4/4) 
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Figure A.153. Acqknowledge Scripting – #17 1sHR (pg 1/1) 
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Figure A.154. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 1/6) 
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Figure A.155. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 2/6) 
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Figure A.156. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 3/6) 
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Figure A.157. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 4/6) 
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Figure A.58. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 5/6) 
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Figure A.159. Acqknowledge Scripting – #19 1sHROUTPUT (pg 6/6)  
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Figure A.160. Acqknowledge Scripting – #26 ExportExcel (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.161. Acqknowledge Scripting – #26 ExportExcel (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.162. Acqknowledge Scripting – #26 ExportExcel (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.163. Acqknowledge Scripting – #26 ExportExcel (pg 4/4) 
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Figure A.164. Acqknowledge Scripting – #27 TextExport (pg 1/4) 
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Figure A.165. Acqknowledge Scripting – #27 TextExport (pg 2/4) 
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Figure A.166. Acqknowledge Scripting – #27 TextExport (pg 3/4) 
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Figure A.167. Acqknowledge Scripting – #27 TextExport (pg 4/4) 
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Processed Data 

Table A.1. Seen this Scene, Experiment 1 Data 

 

   Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 

P Age Gender Control Crime Control Crime 

1 19 F 449 485 2 0 

2 19 M 451 496 2 1 

3 20 F 382 395 2 0 

4 20 F 481 512 2 12 

5 19 M 463 506 2 3 

6 20 M 411 424 0 0 

7 18 F 463 507 1 0 

8 21 F 512 530 16 3 

9 22 F 410 418 2 3 

10 20 M 468 507 4 9 

11 32 F 450 498 1 1 

12 19 F 450 508 0 5 

13 19 F 414 474 1 0 

14 19 F 410 429 1 4 

15 21 F 423 445 2 3 

16 20 M 469 528 3 11 

17 26 M 448 485 0 3 

18 20 F 537 579 9 5 

19 19 M 490 516 2 3 

20 23 F 470 495 1 8 

21 19 F 460 462 1 0 

22 18 F 446 483 0 3 

23 22 F 405 420 0 0 

24 27 M 473 473 1 0 

25 18 M 423 421 2 0 

26 19 F 433 464 1 0 

27 19 F 479 508 2 9 

28 20 F 508 521 2 1 

29 19 F 494 496 2 3 

30 20 F 420 444 0 0 

31 21 M 484 556 2 1 

32 19 F 541 550 2 1 

33 22 F 495 559 1 12 

34 19 F 439 488 0 1 

35 18 M 532 531 5 1 

36 20 F 473 500 1 1 
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Table A.2. Seen this Scene, Experiment 2 Data 

 

      Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 

      Object Scenes Object Scenes 
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1 19 F 4 3 2 466 449 462 478 4 3 2 0 

2 18 F 3 6 4 515 540 528 538 6 20 3 7 

3 18 F 5 2 3 442 465 449 486 1 0 0 0 

4 19 F 5 2 4 447 482 461 535 3 7 1 3 

5 19 F 4 3 3 442 433 475 479 3 7 0 3 

6 19 F 4 6 3 445 422 458 456 1 0 0 0 

7 19 F 4 4 5 411 422 437 438 1 0 0 3 

8 19 F 3 2 3 366 373 394 402 1 0 2 3 

9 18 F 3 5 2 463 464 499 472 7 3 5 3 

10 19 M 4 3 3 401 443 402 435 1 0 0 0 

11 19 F 3 1 3 473 528 487 482 2 3 1 0 

12 18 F 4 6 4 469 540 462 478 3 10 0 0 

13 20 F 5 5 2 450 521 498 523 3 33 4 50 

14 19 M 4 2 4 438 524 446 486 9 3 0 3 

15 20 F 3 2 3 422 433 421 445 8 17 14 8 

16 19 F 3 4 4 395 426 404 413 1 0 0 0 

17 18 F 5 5 3 444 404 434 458 6 7 2 7 

18 19 F 5 5 3 411 396 436 482 1 0 2 7 

19 21 M 4 4 4 420 446 403 424 0 0 1 0 

20 18 F 5 2 5 442 476 435 423 2 0 1 0 

21 19 F 4 3 4 450 488 476 580 4 0 2 13 

22 18 F 5 3 4 420 522 453 466 1 7 1 0 

23 18 M 4 6 4 383 403 409 408 0 0 2 7 

24 18 M 4 6 3 459 435 475 558 3 0 6 13 

25 18 F 4 3 2 486 523 534 554 3 0 3 10 

26 20 F 4 6 3 452 385 489 488 12 33 19 23 

27 19 F 3 2 3 394 383 460 446 3 3 3 3 

28 18 F 4 6 3 429 410 428 435 0 7 2 0 

29 19 F 4 4 2 430 499 444 450 3 0 0 3 

30 19 F 4 4 3 359 353 385 405 2 0 6 3 

31 19 F 4 5 3 458 490 475 540 2 7 1 3 

32 19 F 5 6 3 394 411 401 420 3 10 0 0 

33 19 F 4 4 4 428 429 458 473 6 10 0 3 

34 18 F 4 5 5 388 425 395 444 1 7 4 0 

35 19 F 5 6 2 429 433 436 447 5 0 1 0 

36 19 F 4 2 2 416 475 412 473 1 0 1 0 

37 18 F 2 4 3 400 389 416 383 1 0 0 0 

38 21 F 6 5 4 415 458 433 440 5 13 2 7 

39 18 F 4 5 3 405 455 423 510 1 3 0 3 

40 18 F 5 6 6 369 412 390 400 2 0 2 3 

41 19 F 4 5 3 408 428 448 438 4 0 4 3 

42 18 M 5 2 4 429 444 438 422 1 0 2 0 

43 19 F 5 1 4 436 452 436 430 2 3 2 10 

44 18 M 4 2 2 469 484 466 451 0 0 1 3 
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Table A.3. Seen this Scene, Experiment 3 Data 

 

    Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 

P Condition Age Gender Control Crime Control Crime 

1 Control 20 F 432 434 2 5 

2 Control 20 M 406 426 1 0 

3 Control 21 F 431 475 2 3 

4 Control 34 F 458 466 1 1 

5 Control 31 F 472 473 2 0 

6 Control 19 M 529 564 9 1 

7 Control 30 F 444 471 0 0 

9 Control 22 M 498 519 9 51 

13 Control 22 F 459 457 8 7 

14 Control 18 F 510 576 1 1 

15 Control 20 F 414 446 0 1 

16 Control 19 F 462 474 3 3 

20 Control 22 M 435 447 3 4 

21 Control 18 M 453 480 2 0 

22 Control 22 F 355 352 0 1 

25 Control 42 F 415 471 1 1 

30 Control 18 M 535 573 21 21 

32 Control 21 M 384 404 3 1 

33 Control 20 F 453 469 3 0 

36 Control 35 M 445 442 2 3 

42 Control 21 F 508 529 4 1 

43 Control 20 M 432 433 1 0 

49 Control 22 F 431 492 1 9 

52 Control 30 F 397 402 0 0 

55 Control 24 M 443 465 1 1 

56 Control 19 F 555 578 9 3 

57 Control 38 M 477 504 21 19 

58 Control 21 F 385 395 0 0 

59 Control 22 F 416 430 0 0 

60 Control 20 F 535 580 3 1 

61 Control 22 F 517 581 2 7 

64 Control 22 M 557 542 7 19 

66 Control 18 F 464 486 1 0 

70 Control 23 F 434 457 2 3 

71 Control 20 F 543 571 10 4 

72 Control 22 M 416 432 4 1 

74 Control 19 F 443 459 3 5 

75 Control 21 F 502 560 3 5 

77 Control 21 F 449 479 1 0 

78 Control 22 M 520 557 8 8 

80 Control 21 M 418 438 1 0 

83 Control 19 F 416 492 0 3 

85 Control 23 F 458 475 19 13 

87 Control 25 F 432 517 0 3 

88 Control 19 M 462 515 4 7 

96 Control 18 M 437 526 3 11 

97 Control 20 F 422 466 1 0 

98 Control 41 F 385 409 1 4 

99 Control 23 F 469 498 3 3 

8 Faking 22 F 401 408 1 0 

10 Faking 18 F 435 474 10 8 

11 Faking 22 M 479 585 20 16 

12 Faking 23 F 446 459 9 13 

17 Faking 23 M 422 439 0 0 

18 Faking 19 F 431 438 1 1 

19 Faking 21 F 453 469 3 5 
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23 Faking 28 M 492 544 4 8 

24 Faking 22 M 476 530 2 9 

26 Faking 24 F 467 489 1 0 

27 Faking 20 M 428 433 0 0 

28 Faking 19 M 416 513 1 7 

29 Faking 35 F 452 439 1 0 

31 Faking 19 M 434 446 3 1 

34 Faking 24 F 432 464 0 0 

35 Faking - - 509 545 14 17 

37 Faking 29 F 452 496 1 1 

38 Faking 22 F 313 305 1 0 

39 Faking 21 M 476 509 2 4 

40 Faking 20 M 456 479 58 31 

41 Faking 18 M 417 455 9 7 

44 Faking 20 M 386 403 0 0 

46 Faking 21 F 547 550 7 1 

47 Faking 20 F 359 366 56 54 

48 Faking 39 F 581 611 25 12 

50 Faking 22 F 396 427 0 0 

51 Faking 19 M 376 426 0 4 

53 Faking 23 M 461 470 1 1 

54 Faking 20 F 409 433 5 5 

62 Faking 19 F 481 511 1 0 

63 Faking 23 F 483 495 2 0 

65 Faking 23 M 486 552 7 15 

67 Faking 23 F 446 507 0 8 

68 Faking 22 F 471 515 1 4 

69 Faking 21 M 564 546 8 13 

73 Faking 30 F 366 375 6 3 

76 Faking 19 M 451 457 4 7 

79 Faking 18 M 617 619 46 15 

81 Faking 22 F 422 428 10 9 

82 Faking - - 450 451 1 0 

84 Faking 24 - 475 567 0 8 

86 Faking 19 M 413 434 1 1 

90 Faking 22 F 492 549 19 15 

92 Faking 21 F 425 430 2 1 

93 Faking - - 488 499 8 12 

94 Faking 20 M 431 477 2 4 
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Table A.4. Partners in Crime, Experiment 1 Data 

 

        Normalised Mean SCR Normalised Mean HR 
P
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1 22 M 4 2 4 5 None 0.815 -0.266 1.901 -0.574 0.100 -0.479 

2 22 F 5 2 3 6 None 1.153 0.578 0.204 -1.285 0.212 -1.240 

3 46 F 6 1 6 5 None -0.306 -0.306 -0.306 -0.049 -0.703 -0.439 

4 47 F 5 3 3 5 Stay Calm    -0.535 0.975 0.096 

5 20 F 4 4 4 5 None 0.760 -0.571 0.227 0.565 0.194 -0.160 

6 18 F 5 3 4 3 Stay Calm 0.181 0.090 -0.064 -0.920 -0.489 0.034 

7 22 F 5 4 4 5 None 1.326 0.298 0.763 -1.550 -0.124 -0.259 

8 18 F 5 5 3 4 None 0.771 -0.274 0.435 -0.810 0.209 0.050 

9 22 F 6 4 5 5 Attended to controls -0.359 -0.359 0.443 -0.002 -0.316 0.163 

10 21 F 5 2 2 3 Suppressing' Memory    -0.767 -0.839 -0.797 

11 21 F 6 3 3 4 Slow Heart Rate 0.939 -0.114 0.305 -0.307 -0.377 -0.682 

12 24 M 5 5 6 5 Stay Calm 0.416 0.086 -0.348 0.002 -0.998 0.149 

13 23 M 5 4 3 4 None -0.321 -0.006 1.352 -0.507 0.171 0.393 

14 20 F 6 5 2 5 None 0.271 0.493 -0.229 -0.419 -0.035 -0.077 

16 19 M 6 4 3 4 None 0.133 1.355 -0.396 0.579 -0.446 -0.314 

17 - F 5 3 3 1 None    0.326 -1.134 0.334 

18 23 F 5 5 3 5 Attended to controls 0.180 0.346 -0.183 -0.463 -0.574 -1.349 

19 22 F 5 4 2 4 None -0.224 0.409 -0.063 0.488 -1.261 -0.997 

20 32 M 5 3 4 5 None 0.218 -0.284 0.607 -0.664 -0.383 -0.820 

21 23 F 6 6 4 6 None 1.156 -0.524 0.252 0.461 -0.156 -0.919 

22 19 F 6 6 2 4 None -0.040 1.769 1.253 -0.549 -0.345 -1.015 

23 23 F 5 4 4 4 Attended to controls 0.324 -0.338 -0.109 0.110 -0.418 0.155 

24 18 M 5 4 5 6 None -0.214 0.135 0.073 0.329 0.118 0.098 

25 21 F 5 2 5 3 None -0.366 -0.221 0.060 -1.216 -0.561 0.282 

26 21 F 5 5 2 5 None 1.083 0.179 0.426 -0.389 -0.505 -0.171 

27 20 F 5 2 5 4 None -0.308 0.908 -0.308 -0.097 -0.206 -0.795 

28 31 F 5 3 5 2 Stay Calm 0.898 0.664 -0.299 -0.633 0.474 -0.267 

29 18 F 4 6 3 4 Slow Heart Rate 0.056 0.206 -0.269 -0.927 -0.842 -0.221 

30 20 F 5 4 4 5 None 0.436 1.112 0.238 -0.734 -0.276 0.527 

32 22 F 5 2 4 4 Think about something else 1.196 1.079 -0.409 -0.247 0.226 -0.348 

33 22 M 6 3 5 6 Slow breathing 0.082 0.555 -0.095 0.207 -0.913 0.439 

34 20 M 5 4 2 5 None -0.080 1.386 -0.142 0.306 0.377 0.025 
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Table A.5. Partners in Crime, Experiment 2 Data 

 

          Normalised Mean SCR Normalised Mean HR 
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1A - T 20 F 5 2 4 5 Attended to controls 0.448 0.611 2.011 0.902 -0.380 -0.011 

1B - T 21 M 5 4 4 4 Covert Movement 1.217 -0.417 0.608 0.896 0.253 -0.353 

2A - T 21 F 6 4 4 6 Attended to controls    0.281 -0.699 0.693 

2B - T 21 M 6 4 4 5 None 0.214 -0.196 0.542 0.776 -0.220 0.405 

3A - T 20 M 5 5 2 5 Slow Breathing -0.344 -0.134 2.038 -0.140 -0.200 0.853 

3B - T 20 M 5 3 2 4 Attended to controls -0.570 0.154 0.094 0.418 0.264 0.011 

4A - T 18 F 5 2 5 4 Think about something else -0.386 1.142 0.082 -0.016 -0.627 -0.691 

4B - T 20 F 4 2 5 5 None    0.391 -1.172 -0.381 

5A - T 20 F 4 5 4 5 None -0.427 0.483 0.154 -0.033 -0.120 -0.016 

5B - T 20 F 5 5 2 4 Attended to controls -0.522 1.249 0.753 0.184 -0.380 1.135 

6A - T 28 M 6 1 5 5 Stay Calm -0.085 1.300 0.737 -0.267 0.430 -0.587 

6B - T 24 M 5 4 6 5 Stay Calm -0.485 0.693 1.044 -0.482 -0.609 0.463 

7A - T 18 F 4 3 2 2 Stay Calm -0.228 1.475 0.588 -0.330 -1.538 -1.099 

7B - T 18 M 5 2 4 4 Think about something else -0.487 -0.358 0.345 0.851 -0.821 -1.285 

8A - T 19 F 4 4 3 5 None -0.053 0.212 1.350 0.394 0.092 -0.438 

8B - T 18 F 6 4 2 3 Stay Calm -0.167 0.204 0.741  0.477 -0.976 

9A - T 18 M 6 4 2 5 Stay Calm -0.441 1.239 0.890 0.421 -0.105 -1.164 

9B  - T 19 M 5 5 2 4 Slow Breathing -0.140 0.515 1.391    

10A - T 21 F 5 3 4 4 None 1.478 -0.062 1.655 0.024 -0.063 -0.646 

10B - T 21 M 3 4 2 5 None 0.520 0.573 0.382 0.393 -0.240 -0.479 

11A - T 21 F 5 4 3 4 None -0.368 -0.252 -0.231 0.543 0.145 -1.029 

11B - T 23 F 5 5 5 3 None -0.123 -0.119 1.438 -0.748 0.274 -0.213 

12a 2 S 27 F 5 3 2 5 None 0.341 -0.178 1.650 1.532 -0.191 -0.618 

12b 1 S 28 M 3 5 1 5 Think about something else -0.104 0.627 -0.160 -0.937 -0.184 -0.517 

13a 1 S 21 F 5 2 5 5 None -0.173 1.883 0.641 0.689 -0.523 -0.344 

13b 2 S 23 F 4 4 4 5 None 0.034 0.388 1.394 0.439 0.395 -0.807 

14a 2 S - - 5 2 1 6 None -0.109 -0.160 0.020 -0.711 0.120 0.248 

14b 1 S - - 6 5 4 6 Slow Breathing -0.267 -0.267 0.764 -0.415 -0.450 -1.481 

15a 1 S 20 M 4 2 4 5 None -0.185 -0.288 -0.057 0.089 -0.510 0.188 

15b 2 S 21 F 4 3 5 4 None -0.311 0.785 1.794 0.543 -0.073 -0.825 

16a 1 S 22 F 5 4 3 6 None -0.346 2.183 -0.264 -0.979 0.375 0.145 

16b 2 S 22 F 5 3 4 4 None -0.314 1.962 0.169 -0.660 0.526 -0.803 

17a 2 S 24 M 4 2 4 5 Think about something else 1.167 -0.203 -0.176 -0.376 0.423 -0.158 

17b 1 S 21 F 6 2 4 6 Heart Rate 0.065 0.402 0.439 -0.376 -0.942 -0.400 

18a 2 S 19 M 6 4 4 4 Covert Movement 1.394 0.003 0.421 -0.337 -0.028 -1.458 

18b 1 S 18 M 5 4 3 1 Attended to controls 1.218 -0.151 0.524 -0.730 0.247 -0.278 

19a 1 S 18 F 6 4 4 6 None -0.257 1.456 -0.230 -0.549 -1.657 0.066 

19b 2 S 19 F 5 4 3 6 None -0.250 0.313 0.700 -0.471 -0.064 -0.875 

20A - T 19 M 4 2 3 6 None 0.523 -0.569 0.602 -0.301 -1.377 -0.311 

20B - T 21 M 5 2 6 4 None 0.560 0.626 1.052 -0.298 0.037 0.289 

21a 1 S 23 M 5 2 4 3 None 0.470 1.050 0.922 0.603 -0.316 -0.159 

21b 2 S 22 M 5 1 6 3 None -0.089 -0.366 -0.360 0.184 -1.811 0.196 

22a 2 S 22 M 3 3 2 3 None 0.168 0.818 0.247 0.241 0.531 -0.443 

22b 1 S 21 M 6 3 5 3 None -0.219 -0.244 -0.186 -0.288 -0.868 -0.392 

23a 1 S 20 M 6 5 3 6 Slow Breathing -0.693 0.530 0.151 0.601 -0.557 -0.097 

23b 2 S 19 F 6 5 3 5 None -0.424 0.345 0.687 0.118 0.329 0.158 

24A - T 26 M 6 1 4 6 Think about something else 0.201 0.092 1.638 0.223 -0.914 -0.361 

24B - T 25 M 5 3 5 5 None -0.504 0.871 1.265 -0.236 -0.183 -0.110 

25A - T 18 M 6 4 2 5 None -0.103 1.462 0.531 0.151 -0.357 -0.405 

25B - T 19 M 6 4 3 4 None 1.256 0.921 -0.199 -0.545 -0.135 -0.017 

26a 2 S 23 F 5 4 4 4 None 0.145 0.004 -0.171 -0.310 -0.153 -0.810 

26b 1 S 23 F 5 4 4 4 None -0.167 -0.167 -0.167    
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27a 1 S 19 F 5 2 4 5 Attended to controls -0.515 1.162 0.809    

27b 2 S 21 F 5 5 3 5 None -0.263 1.624 -0.050    

29A - T 21 F 5 4 2 4 None -0.183 -0.054 1.734    

29B - T 20 F 5 4 2 4 Think about something else -0.111 0.877 0.824 -0.346 -0.361 -0.137 

30a 1 S 19 M 6 2 5 2 None -0.296 0.445 0.851 0.574 0.421 -0.654 

30b 2 S 19 M 6 4 4 4 None -0.457 0.870 0.277 0.194 -0.489 -0.974 

31a 2 S 21 M 6 2 5 5 Think about something else 0.413 1.045 0.586 0.277 -0.435 -0.309 

31b 1 S 19 F 5 1 4 3 None 0.906 0.184 -0.378 0.196 -0.053 -0.737 

32A - T 22 M 3 6 4 3 None 0.301 0.233 0.953 0.160 0.877 -1.061 

32B - T 22 M 5 3 3 5 None -0.279 0.542 2.202 -1.527 0.108 0.898 

33A 1 S 32 M 6 4 6 6 None 0.128 0.948 -0.197 -0.013 0.164 -0.459 

33B 2 S 24 F 6 5 1 4 Think about something else -0.473 0.976 -0.342 0.840 -0.017 -0.185 
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Table A.6. Partners in Crime, Experiment 3 Data 
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1A - T 19 M 5 1 4 5 None -0.400 0.899 0.429 0.256 0.171 -0.021 

1B - T 18 M 6 2 5 4 None -0.447 0.433 -0.245 0.238 -0.837 -0.058 

2a 1 S 18 F 6 2 4 5 None -0.398 0.627 0.252 0.532 0.405 0.092 

2b 2 S 19 F 6 3 5 4 None -0.066 0.950 0.232 0.327 -0.145 -0.090 

3A - T 18 F 5 3 4 4 None -0.904 -0.429 0.487 0.162 -1.188 -0.341 

3B - T 18 F 6 2 2 5 None -0.291 1.154 1.816 -0.072 -0.441 -0.229 

4A - T 18 F 4 1 5 3 None -0.094 -0.265 0.985 0.163 0.410 -0.762 

4B - T 18 F 1 1 2 2 None 1.179 -0.175 -0.247 1.151 -0.910 -0.616 

5a 2 S 18 F 5 2 3 6 Think about something else -0.087 0.493 -0.400 0.031 -0.693 -1.588 

5b 1 S 18 F 4 2 3 4 None 0.625 -0.613 0.804 0.822 0.185 -0.704 

6a 2 S 19 F 4 5 3 6 Slow Breathing 0.084 1.002 0.908 -0.454 -0.179 -0.970 

6b 1 S 19 F 6 2 4 4 Think about something else -0.215 1.199 0.257 0.698 -0.874 0.510 

7a 1 S 18 F 5 2 4 5 Stay Calm -0.267 0.914 -0.186 0.693 -0.308 0.051 

7b 2 S 18 F 6 4 2 4 Slow Breathing -0.398 -0.312 0.384 0.070 -0.022 -0.227 

8a 2 S 18 F 4 4 3 5 None -0.678 0.862 0.774 0.595 -1.287 -0.480 

8b 1 S 18 M 4 3 1 5 None -0.171 -0.125 -0.171 0.367 0.202 0.138 

9a 1 S 18 F 5 4 3 4 Slow Breathing    0.053 0.470 -0.587 

9b 2 S 18 F 5 3 3 4 None -0.836 -0.015 0.474 0.545 0.100 0.476 

10A - T 18 F 6 2 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.314 -0.314 1.534 -0.413 -0.322 0.152 

10B - T 18 F 5 5 3 4 None 0.147 0.956 0.524    

11A - T 19 F 5 3 3 5 None -0.321 0.266 0.665 0.497 0.072 -0.421 

11B - T 18 F 5 6 3 5 None -0.288 -0.183 1.745 0.603 -0.699 -1.352 

12A - T 19 F 5 2 4 5 None    0.088 0.738 0.109 

12B - T 19 F 6 3 4 4 None -0.473 -0.160 0.427 0.574 -0.103 -0.074 

13A - T 18 F 5 2 3 3 None -0.194 -0.143 1.830 0.460 0.620 -1.251 

13B - T 18 F 5 3 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.115 0.046 -0.519 0.380 -0.569 -0.153 

14A - T 18 F 5 3 2 3 None -0.558 -0.484 0.560 -0.305 -0.189 -0.157 

14B - T 18 F 5 4 4 5 None -0.382 0.369 1.797 -0.677 0.268 0.367 

15a 1 S 18 F 6 5 2 6 None -0.561 0.492 -0.310 -0.816 -0.235 -1.030 

15b 2 S 19 F 5 3 4 4 None 0.468 0.770 -0.218 -0.212 -0.061 -1.113 

16a 2 S 18 F 6 4 3 5 Heart Rate -0.688 2.135 1.593 0.936 -0.504 -0.457 

16b 1 S 18 M 5 2 4 4 None 0.025 1.196 -0.180 -0.266 0.897 -0.336 

17a 2 S 18 F 5 1 3 5 None -0.433 0.066 0.121 -0.893 -0.557 -0.021 

17b 1 S 18 F 3 3 2 5 None 0.409 1.029 0.468 0.073 0.422 1.258 

18a 1 S 19 F 5 4 3 4 Slow Breathing -0.701 1.478 0.996 -0.721 -0.879 -0.293 

18b 2 S 18 F 5 4 2 5 Slow Breathing -0.127 1.006 1.853 0.784 -0.746 -0.203 

19A - T 19 F 5 2 2 3 None -0.655 0.500 -0.219 0.065 -0.565 0.422 

19B - T 18 F 4 3 4 3 Stay Calm    0.472 0.444 0.272 

21a 2 S 18 F 5 1 3 4 None -0.354 0.408 0.492 -0.318 -0.070 -0.001 

21b 1 S 18 F 6 3 3 3 None    -0.224 -1.252 -0.839 

22A - T 18 F 5 3 2 5 Slow Breathing -0.270 0.980 1.343 0.397 -1.137 0.602 

22B - T 18 F 5 4 4 5 Heart Rate -0.494 0.523 -0.075 0.311 -0.041 0.180 

23a 1 S 19 F 5 5 4 5 Heart Rate -0.546 -0.099 0.355 0.505 -1.164 -0.122 

23b 2 S 18 F 5 2 4 6 Slow Breathing -0.369 -0.187 -0.369 -0.061 -0.378 -0.128 

24a 2 S 18 F 5 4 5 5 None -0.315 -0.023 -0.315 -0.216 -0.324 -0.527 

24b 1 S 18 F 5 3 4 4 None    0.315 -0.013 -0.755 

25a 1 S 18 F 4 2 4 5 None    -0.273 0.523 -0.111 

25b 2 S 18 F 5 2 4 4 None -0.489 -0.374 0.238 -0.491 -0.335 -0.577 

26a 2 S 18 F 6 2 5 4 None -0.481 0.315 1.641 -1.057 -0.441 0.476 
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26b 1 S 20 F 5 4 2 4 None -0.310 0.073 -0.310 0.099 0.817 0.242 

27a 1 S 19 F 6 4 3 4 None -0.412 -0.340 -0.198 0.377 -0.632 -0.415 

27b 2 S 20 F 4 1 4 5 Think about something else -0.242 -0.007 -0.073 -0.090 -0.508 0.372 

28A - T 18 M 5 2 4 3 None -0.017 0.184 1.408 -0.204 -0.563 -0.046 

28B - T 22 M 5 4 5 5 None -0.709 1.478 1.666 -0.062 -0.135 -0.676 

29A - T 18 F 4 4 3 2 None    0.041 0.464 0.284 

29B - T 18 F 5 2 4 6 None    -0.229 -0.405 -0.402 

30A - T 19 F 5 3 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.386 0.741 1.519 0.101 -0.546 -1.239 

30B - T 18 F 5 4 5 4 None    1.051 -0.878 0.478 

31A - T 18 F 5 3 4 4 None -0.248 0.370 2.003 0.428 -0.888 -1.035 

31B - T 20 F 5 6 4 4 None    -1.167 0.386 0.304 

33A - T 18 F 5 5 2 5 Think about something else -0.481 -0.011 0.534 -0.954 -0.854 0.191 

33B - T 18 F 4 2 5 4 Heart Rate 0.955 -0.476 0.224 -0.479 -0.426 -0.520 

34A - T 18 F 5 1 3 4 None    0.870 -0.510 -0.517 

34B - T 19 F 5 4 4 4 None -0.315 -0.077 0.314 -0.408 -0.677 -0.341 

35A - T 18 F 6 2 2 5 Stay Calm -0.610 0.044 -0.251 -0.091 -0.602 -0.552 

35B - T 18 F 4 3 3 4 Heart Rate -0.467 0.696 0.033 -1.688 0.371 -0.826 

37A - T 18 F 4 2 3 4 None -0.446 0.907 0.706 -0.323 -0.235 -0.714 

37B - T 19 F 4 2 3 5 None 0.287 0.117 0.098 -0.224 1.316 -0.422 

38A - T 19 F 5 1 5 3 None -0.488 0.871 0.070 -0.174 -0.647 -0.039 

38B - T 19 F 4 1 3 5 None    0.248 -0.051 0.353 

39A - T 19 F 6 3 3 6 Slow Breathing -0.400 -0.560 1.254 0.490 -0.172 0.239 

39B - T 19 F 5 2 3 5 Slow Breathing -0.259 -0.259 -0.041 0.042 -1.188 0.324 

40A - T 18 F 6 4 3 5 None -0.222 0.420 0.238 0.253 -1.597 -1.414 

40B - T 19 F 6 4 4 4 Think about something else -0.167 -0.167 -0.167 0.926 -0.199 -0.931 

43a 1 S 18 F 5 6 4 5 Slow Breathing -0.441 1.104 0.674 -0.210 0.047 0.863 

43b 2 S 19 F 5 3 3 4 Heart Rate -0.444 0.477 0.017 0.547 -0.735 0.541 

44a 1 S 19 F 5 2 4 4 Think about something else -0.347 -0.329 -0.263 0.190 -0.064 -0.764 

44b 2 S 19 F 6 1 4 5 None -0.620 1.222 -0.058 0.036 0.070 -0.541 

46a 2 S 18 F 5 5 2 6 None -0.296 -0.121 -0.170 -1.641 0.030 -0.664 

46b 1 S 18 F 5 4 3 4 None -0.233 -0.139 -0.233 0.795 -0.505 0.243 

47A - T 18 M 5 4 4 4 None 0.388 0.559 0.959 -0.361 -1.010 -0.170 

47B - T 18 F 5 3 4 4 None -0.363 1.912 0.465 0.660 -0.729 -0.574 

48a 2 S 19 F 5 3 4 3 None 0.444 0.310 -0.412 0.787 0.585 -0.901 

48b 1 S 19 F 4 3 4 5 None -0.290 1.491 0.695 -0.314 -1.257 -0.260 
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Table A.7. Partners in Crime, Experiment 4 Data 

 

   Mean Reaction Time Mean % Error 

P Age Gender Control Crime Control Crime 

1A 20 F 451 489 1 3 

1B 18 F 448 472 1 5 

2A 24 M 409 420 0 0 

2B 22 M 411 425 0 0 

3A 21 M 392 376 1 0 

3B 20 F 405 418 0 0 

4A 18 M 411 443 2 4 

4B 21 M 466 502 6 13 

5A 18 F 437 456 2 5 

5B 20 M 435 444 1 4 

6A 19 F 410 450 1 4 

6B 19 M 381 427 1 4 

7A 18 F 418 493 1 0 

7B 20 M 402 442 1 0 

8A 19 F 436 502 0 8 

8B 19 F 459 467 1 3 

9A 19 F 389 408 3 3 

9B 23 F 412 430 5 1 

10A 20 M 397 395 3 1 

10B 21 F 436 428 10 13 

11A 21 M     

11B 19 F 487 506 4 3 

12A 19 F     

12B 18 F     

13A 18 F 419 462 1 1 

13B 18 F 464 487 2 0 

14A 21 F 420 429 6 3 

14B 19 F 434 462 2 4 

15A 23 F 458 530 1 5 

15B 26 F 417 438 5 4 
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Table A.8. Partners in Crime, Experiment 5 Data 

 

    Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 

    Individual Paired Individual Paired 

P Order Age Gender Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime 

1A 1 22 M 467 573 475 562 0 1 0 0 

1B 1 25 M 455 513 478 565 0 1 1 3 

2A 1 20 M 436 519 466 495 0 1 0 1 

2B 1 20 M 415 450 465 500 1 0 3 0 

3A 1 24 M 390 410 461 497 0 1 0 1 

3B 1 24 M 416 476 458 492 0 4 1 1 

4A 1 20 M 403 446 451 544 0 1 1 0 

4B 1 21 M 407 487 442 530 1 0 1 1 

5A 1 21 M 377 437 410 462 0 0 6 8 

5B 1 20 M 444 474 415 475 2 7 6 8 

6A 1 21 M 381 403 471 506 0 0 2 0 

6B 1 20 M 402 409 441 474 0 1 1 3 

7A 1 20 F 390 406 437 433 1 1 0 0 

7B 1 21 F 399 396 414 413 1 1 1 1 

8A 1 21 F 383 419 473 512 1 0 1 0 

8B 1 20 F 403 410 448 464 1 0 2 3 

9A 1 23 M 402 421 416 492 0 1 0 0 

9B 1 20 M 393 418 395 452 1 1 0 4 

10A 1 20 M 386 373 423 498 0 1 1 0 

10B 1 21 M 435 514 407 470 1 3 1 1 

11A 2 21 M 410 490 447 476 0 3 1 0 

11B 2 20 M 397 405 430 444 0 0 0 5 

12A 2 20 M 401 426 444 504 0 3 0 0 

12B 2 21 M 411 429 427 478 0 4 1 1 

13A 2 22 M 409 426 440 456 1 3 0 0 

13B 2 23 M 381 430 410 430 1 1 1 0 

14A 2 21 M 371 392 473 493 1 1 0 1 

14B 2 20 M 390 408 437 448 1 0 0 1 

15A 2 20 M 375 449 500 515 1 0 2 1 

15B 2 20 M 372 392 455 461 0 1 2 3 

16A 2 21 M 373 388 496 525 0 0 1 1 

16B 2 21 M 376 376 440 463 0 0 2 1 

17A 2 22 M 366 364 457 465 0 1 0 0 

17B 2 24 M 397 409 420 428 0 0 0 0 

18A 2 20 M 384 392 465 459 2 1 1 4 

18B 2 21 M 394 401 428 424 0 0 2 1 

19A 2 21 M 408 422 437 440 1 3 1 0 

19B 2 20 M 408 434 403 408 1 1 1 1 

20A 2 22 M 416 430 450 495 2 4 1 1 

20B 2 21 M 407 437 415 451 1 0 1 3 
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Table A.9. Partners in Crime, Experiment 6 Data 

 
         Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 
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Countermeasures None Exclusive Shared None Exclusive Shared 

1A 1 S 18 F 5 2 2 None -20 34 56 0 7 7 

1B 2 S 18 F 6 1 2 None 4 -41 53 -1 0 11 

2A 2 S 20 F 5 2 3 None 19 12 12 0 0 -2 

2B 1 S   5 4 3 None -26 12 19 0 -1 6 

3A  T   2 6 1 None -3 2 11 -4 -3 3 

3B  T 21 F 5 4 1 None -27 -47 4 4 0 -7 

4A 1 S 21 F 5 4 3 None -28 13 33 0 4 0 

4B 2 S 20 M 5 3 4 None 4 -16 41 0 0 4 

5A 1 S 20 M 5 1 2 Made intentional errors -4 -12 8 0 0 1 

5B 2 S 21 M 6 5 2 None -6 -4 30 0 2 7 

6A  T   5 4 3 None -10 45 26 -1 7 4 

6B  T   4 2 3 None 35 -17 -13 -1 -1 12 

7A  T 21 F 4 3 2 None 28 -19 33 0 4 2 

7B  T 20 F 5 3 2 None 6 13 30 -4 -2 -3 

8A 2 S 19 M 5 2 4 Respond same time -11 63 45 0 6 1 

8B 1 S 20 M 6 4 4 None 11 68 55 2 6 -4 

9A 1 S   4 2 3 None -10 10 -16 -1 4 7 

9B 2 S      None -7 4 30 -1 7 9 

10A  T 18 M 5 5 1 None -4 -8 -11 0 -2 0 

10B  T 19 M 5 2 2 None -28 -9 8 -4 0 5 

11A  T 20 F 5 4 3 None -30 -14 42 0 2 7 

11B  T 21 M 6 4 3 None 8 -5 74 0 0 0 

12A 2 S 21 F 5 5 3 None -21 46 19 0 4 -1 

12B 1 S 20 F 5 3 3 None 4 5 25 0 0 7 

13A  T 22 F 5 2 5 None -14 -45 7 0 3 0 

13B  T 21 F 5 4 4 None -39 5 -2 2 0 2 

14A 2 S 20 F 5 5 2 Respond faster to crimes -21 -26 46 0 4 7 

14B 1 S 19 F 5 4 2 None -15 -40 15 0 0 9 

15A  T 19 F 5 3 2 None 4 -8 4 0 -2 -2 

15B  T 19 F 6 6 2 None -5 -11 -1 -2 -1 3 

16A 2 S 20  5 4 1 None -23 16 19 -1 -2 10 

16B 1 S 19 M 6 2 4 None -17 -6 -10 0 -2 -3 

17A 2 S 19 F 4 4 2 None -3 13 37 -1 0 4 

17B 1 S 20 F 5 3 2 None -41 -8 11 -1 3 15 

18A  T  M 5 3 1 None 4 -18 43 0 2 7 

18B  T  M 4 5 3 None -7 0 35 -1 0 3 

19A  T  F 5 2 4 None -11 -19 41 0 4 0 

19B  T  F 5 4 2 Slowed all responses -30 -3 42 3 2 18 

20A 1 S 20 F 4 6 4 None 5 -21 -6 -1 -1 0 

20B 2 S 21 M 5 4 3 None 5 12 10 4 -1 0 

21A  T 25 M 6 5 2 None 4 -8 73 4 9 -1 

21B  T 30 M 5 4 2 None -48 37 76 3 7 1 

22A  T 22 F    None 3 4 9 0 4 -3 

22B  T 34 M 6 6 4 None -25 -2 13 0 0 4 

23A 2 S 51 M 6 2 6 Respond same time -7 22 -9 -1 0 -4 

23B 1 S 49 F 4 2 4 None 10 -8 29 2 2 20 

24A 1 S 21 M 5 3 4 None -4 46 42 0 6 0 

24B 2 S 20 M 5 4 4 None -3 7 41 -1 4 14 

25A  T 20 F 5 5 2 None -5 3 26 0 0 21 

25B  T 20 F 3 4 1 None -64 -23 38 0 -4 -1 

26A 2 S 18 F 5 4 2 None 21 -7 10 0 4 0 

26B 1 S 18 M 6 4 5 None 16 12 6 0 0 -2 
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27A  T 28 M 6 2 4 Randomly change RTs -21 12 2 -1 2 -1 

27B  T 22 M 6 4 2 Randomly change RTs -8 9 15 -2 0 -18 

28A  T 23 M 5 3 4 Randomly change RTs -3 34 10 -1 0 11 

28B  T 27 M 6 2 3 None -26 6 39 0 -2 4 

29A 1 S 19 M 6 2 4 None -24 -6 37 3 0 0 

29B 2 S 19 F 4 5 3 Respond same time -28 -15 41 -1 0 4 

30A  T 49 M 5 4 3 None -18 8 49 -1 11 1 

30B  T  F 3 4 3 None -15 -14 11 -2 -3 -1 

31A 1 S 22 F 3 5 4 Randomly change RTs -5 23 25 0 -3 3 

31B 2 S 20 F 6 6 4 Respond same time -15 -13 48 0 0 0 

32A  T 22 M 6 5 4 None 4 -8 8 0 0 4 

32B  T 20 F 5 6 2 None 5 5 -2 -1 -2 10 
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Table A.10. What do you know, Experiment 1 Data 
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Countermeasures INV PC INV PC 

1 G INV(1) 20 F 4 3 4 Slow Breathing 1.512 -0.076 -1.122 -0.866 

2 G INV(1) 20 M 6 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.946 0.126 0.712 -0.448 

3 G INV(1) 22 M 5 5 4 Covert Movement 1.525 0.121 -0.682 -0.415 

4 G INV(1) 21 M 4 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.252 -0.105 -1.240 0.256 

5 G INV(1) 20 M 6 1 3 Attended to controls 2.105 -0.343 -1.125 -0.141 

6 G INV(1) 21 F 6 1 2 Covert Movement 0.501 -0.574 -0.201 -1.419 

7 G INV(1) 21 M 6 5 4 None 1.097 -0.444 -0.077 -0.418 

8 G INV(1) 24 F 6 3 4 None 0.385 -0.161 -0.815 0.130 

9 G INV(1) 20 M 6 4 4 None 1.507 0.006 -0.756 -0.531 

10 G INV(1) 25 F 6 2 6 None 0.782 0.476 -0.884 -0.047 

11 G INV(1) 21 F 5 4 4 None 0.659 0.407 -0.429 -0.429 

12 G INV(1) 19 M 6 3 3 None 0.744 -0.106 0.630 0.259 

13 G INV(1) 20 M 6 4 5 
Think about something 

else 
0.749 -0.322 -0.585 0.617 

14 G INV(1) 20 F 5 1 4 None 0.993 -0.369 -0.568 0.081 

15 G INV(1) 20 M 4 4 3 Slow Breathing 0.416 0.807 0.023 -0.605 

16 G INV(1) 21 F 6 2 1 None 1.142 0.521 0.581 -0.394 

17 G INV(1) 22 F 6 3 1 Attended to controls 0.570 0.658 -0.991 -0.782 

18 G INV(1) 20 F 5 5 2 Slow Breathing 1.795 -0.528 -0.375 0.078 

1 G PC(1) 21 M 6 2 4 None 0.078 0.958 0.469 -0.750 

2 G PC(1) 20 M 6 5 4 
Think about something 

else 
1.134 0.283 -0.191 -0.721 

3 G PC(1) 21 M 6 5 4 None 0.634 0.786 -0.470 -0.262 

4 G PC(1) 19 F 6 2 4 Slow Breathing -0.033 0.995 -0.843 0.729 

5 G PC(1) 20 F 6 6 5 None 0.389 -0.298 0.203 -1.253 

6 G PC(1) 20 M 6 4 3 Slow Breathing -0.247 1.507 -0.192 0.263 

7 G PC(1) 19 M 6 1 4 Slow Breathing 1.707 -0.006 -0.925 0.005 

8 G PC(1) 20 F 6 1 3 None 1.565 0.209 -0.045 0.066 

9 G PC(1) 23 F 6 2 5 None 1.193 -0.561 0.192 -0.550 

10 G PC(1) 18 M 6 5 2 None 0.974 0.462 0.306 -0.378 

11 G PC(1) N/A M 1 5 1 Slow Breathing 0.923 -0.272 -0.332 -0.029 

12 G PC(1) 20 F 5 2 3 None 1.190 -0.045 -1.101 -0.041 

13 G PC(1) 45 M 5 5  Slow Breathing 0.383 0.607 1.404 0.116 

14 G PC(1) 21 M 5 4 4 Attended to controls 0.053 1.226 -0.941 -0.602 

15 G PC(1) 19 F 6 5 3 Slow Breathing 0.458 1.187 -1.374 0.163 

16 G PC(1) 22 F 5 3 2 None 1.189 -0.472 -0.597 0.327 

17 G PC(1) 21 F 6 2 5 
Think about something 

else 
0.629 -0.166 -1.042 -0.404 

18 G PC(1) 20 M 5 3 2 Slow Breathing 1.694 0.123 0.137 -0.146 

1 I INV(1) 22 M 5 4 6 None -0.183 -0.345 -0.217 -0.006 

2 I INV(1) 22 F 4 1 4 None 0.390 -0.097 0.896 -0.569 

3 I INV(1) 20 F 4 4 3 None 0.290 -0.147 0.355 -0.929 

4 I INV(1) 19 M 5 1 5 None -0.332 0.862 0.438 -0.106 

5 I INV(1) 21 M 5 3 3 None -0.324 -0.057 -0.137 0.327 

6 I INV(1) 22 F 5 2 5 None 0.093 -0.162 -0.053 0.351 

7 I INV(1) 21 F 4 2 3 None 0.211 -0.247 0.155 -0.371 

8 I INV(1) 20 M 6 4 6 None -0.209 -0.084 -0.224 -0.310 

9 I INV(1) 21 F 5 2 5 None -0.163 0.060 -0.075 -0.858 

10 I INV(1) 19 M 5 4 2 None -0.247 -0.036 -0.410 0.773 

11 I INV(1) 20 M 4 3 4 None -0.330 -0.091 0.301 -0.699 

12 I INV(1) 23 M 5 2 3 None 0.310 0.804 -0.429 0.430 
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13 I INV(1) 21 M 5 3 5 None 0.044 -0.453 -0.318 -0.192 

14 I INV(1) 19 M 5 2 5 None -0.239 1.671 -0.212 -0.750 

15 I PC(1) 21 F 4 1 5 None     

16 I INV(1) 20 F 6 4 6 None 0.540 1.197 0.550 -0.497 

17 I INV(1) 21 M 5 4 4 None 0.114 -0.352 0.565 0.898 

18 I INV(1) 21 F 5 4 5 None 0.116 -0.257 0.839 -0.165 

19 I INV(1) 19 M 5 4 5 None -0.920 0.500 0.043 0.944 

1 I PC(1) 21 M 6 0 3 None -0.176 -0.478 0.089 0.401 

2 I PC(1) 21 F 5 2 4 None 0.012 -0.677 0.801 -0.573 

3 I PC(1) 21 M 6 3 2 None 0.048 -0.529 1.341 -0.652 

4 I PC(1) 20 F 6 3 4 None   0.297 -0.578 

5 I PC(1) 22 M 4 2 2 None 0.730 -0.679 -0.483 0.386 

6 I PC(1) 19 F 6 2 5 None -0.329 -0.313 -0.399 0.351 

7 I PC(1) 24 F 6 3 1 None -0.419 -0.359 -1.239 0.343 

8 I PC(1) 21 M 3 0 5 None   -0.214 -0.271 

9 I PC(1) 19 M 5 4 4 None 0.452 -0.283 -0.217 -0.624 

10 I PC(1) 20 F 6 2 4 None -0.186 1.228 -0.614 -0.055 

11 I PC(1) 20 M 4 2 3 None 0.391 -0.698 -0.226 0.488 

12 I PC(1) 22 F 6 4 1 None -0.118 -0.287 -0.312 0.243 

13 I PC(1) 22 F 6 4 6 None -0.229 0.003 -0.286 0.561 

14 I PC(1) 20 M 5 2 3 None -0.095 0.070 -0.858 0.351 

15 I PC(1) 18 M 4 1 5 None   -0.365 0.138 

16 I PC(1) 20 M 5 2 6 None -0.049 -0.516 0.573 -0.199 

17 I PC(1) 23 M 4 3 4 None -0.259 -0.274 -0.819 0.031 
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Table A.11. What do you know, Experiment 2 Data 
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Countermeasures 
Normalised 

Mean SCR 

Normalised 

Mean HR 

1 G INV 21 F 5 1 4 None 0.442 -0.253 

2 G INV 20 F 4 4 2 None 0.433 -0.690 

3 G INV 21 F 5 2 5 Attended to controls 0.702 -0.242 

4 G INV 23 M 6 4 5 None 0.213 -0.578 

5 G INV 20 M 6 5 4 Heart Rate 0.561 0.093 

6 G INV 19 F 5 6 3 None 0.275 -0.549 

7 G INV 19 M 5 2 4 Breathing  0.112 

8 G INV 20 F 5 3 4 Think about something else 1.034 0.061 

9 G INV 22 M 4 4 4 None 0.827 -1.060 

10 G INV 21 F 4 2 3 None 0.435 -0.280 

11 G INV 19 M 6 4 4 None 0.449 -0.670 

12 G INV 20 F 6 6 2 None 0.970 -0.406 

13 G INV 20 F 6 4 3 Breathing 0.294 0.119 

14 G INV 32 M 6 4 3 Breathing 1.176 -0.126 

15 G INV 20 F 5 4 2 None 1.114 -0.479 

16 G INV 20 F 6 5 2 Covert Movement 1.027 0.059 

17 G INV 19 M 6 4 4 Heart Rate 0.471 -0.913 

18 G INV 22 M 6 4 6 Think about something else 0.663 -0.147 

19 G INV 19 M 5 4 5 Breathing 0.434 -0.252 

1 G PC 20 F 5 3 3 Breathing 0.105 0.152 

2 G PC 22 F 3 2 2 None 1.033 -0.343 

3 G PC 21 F 6 1 4 Calm -0.037 -0.330 

4 G PC 21 F 5 3 3 None 0.421 -0.667 

5 G PC 21 F 4 1 2 None 0.284 0.122 

6 G PC 21 F 5 5 3 None 0.001 -0.003 

7 G PC 20 F 6 4 2 Attended to controls 0.834 -0.114 

8 G PC 22 F 5 4 3 None 0.572 -0.005 

9 G PC 21 F 5 2 5 None 0.343 0.110 

10 G PC 20 F 6 5 3 None -0.048 -0.249 

11 G PC 20 F 6 6 3 Breathing 0.337 0.305 

12 G PC 21 F 5 1 5 None 0.192 -0.135 

13 G PC 19 M 5 1 3 Think about something else 0.063 -0.708 

14 G PC 20 F 5 4 3 Breathing 0.276 -0.663 

15 G PC 21 F 5 4 2 Calm 0.922 -0.596 

16 G PC 19 F 4 4 3 None 0.518 -0.370 

17 G PC 22 M 5 2 4 Breathing 0.306 -0.626 

18 G PC 20 M 4 3 4 None 0.785 -0.052 

19 G PC 20 M 5 5 4 Breathing 0.525 -0.190 

1 I INV 21 F 4 2 3 None -0.170 0.008 

2 I INV 19 F 3 2 3 None 0.741 -0.357 

3 I INV 21 F 5 2 5 None -0.156 -0.313 

4 I INV 19 F 4 2 2 None -0.495 -0.253 

5 I INV 20 F 5 1 5 None -0.340 -0.198 

6 I INV 20 F 5 2 3 None -0.128 0.511 

7 I INV 21 F 4 4 3 None -0.069 -0.435 

8 I INV 20 M 6 1 4 None 0.576 -0.226 

9 I INV 21 M 6 3 2 None -0.147 0.390 

10 I INV 20 F 5 2 4 None   

11 I INV 22 M 5 3 4 None -0.120 -0.020 

12 I INV 22 F 3 3 5 None 0.248 -0.522 

13 I INV 19 M 5 2 5 None -0.255 0.111 

14 I INV 19 F 5 4 3 None 0.464 -0.684 

15 I INV 21 M 4 2 2 None 0.027 -0.394 
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16 I INV 20 F 5 5 4 None -0.177 0.250 

17 I INV 20 M 6 1 5 None 0.326 -0.403 

18 I INV 21 F 6 5 3 None 0.324 -0.261 

19 I INV 20 F 5 2 5 None -0.286 -0.042 

20 I INV 21 F 5 4 5 None 0.278 0.083 

1 I PC 20 F 5 3 6 None 0.460 -0.330 

2 I PC 20 F 5 1 6 None 0.434 0.277 

3 I PC 21 F 3 2 4 None 0.405 -0.064 

4 I PC 21 F 5 1 4 None -0.054 -0.732 

5 I PC 19 F 5 2 5 None 0.552 0.286 

6 I PC 20 M 3 3 4 None -0.325 0.219 

7 I PC 22 F 6 4 6 None 0.059 -0.350 

8 I PC 21 M 3 3 6 None 0.212 0.076 

9 I PC 21 F 5 1 6 None 0.079 0.345 

10 I PC 19 F 5 4 3 None -0.301 -0.349 

11 I PC 23 F 6 2 5 None -0.309 0.137 

12 I PC 20 F 5 1 6 None 0.703 0.329 

13 I PC 21 F 5 1 5 None 0.424 -0.148 

14 I PC 20 F 3 4 6 None -0.091 0.005 

15 I PC 21 F 4 1 5 None 0.353 -0.230 

16 I PC 20 F 5 2 4 None   

17 I PC 21 M 5 2 4 None   

18 I PC 20 F 5 3 4 None 0.107 0.203 

19 I PC 22 M 6 4 5 None 0.089 -0.527 

20 I PC 24 M 4 2 6 None 0.203 0.133 

21 I PC 22 M 4 1 3 None 0.023 0.307 

22 I PC 21 F 6 4 5 None -0.107 0.293 
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Table A.12. Caught Virtually Lying, Experiment 1 Data 
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1 G PC 27 F  5 6 5 Think about something else -0.092 0.184 0.243 -0.487 

2 G PC 19 M  5 3 3 Think about something else 0.055 -0.111 -0.106 0.212 

3 G PC 27 F  6 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.130 -0.259 0.427 -0.854 

4 G PC 19 F  5 1 2 None -0.007 0.014 0.178 -0.357 

5 G PC 18 M  6 5 3 Think about something else -0.079 0.159   

6 G PC 22 F  4 2 2 None -0.364 0.727 -0.101 0.201 

7 G PC 18 M  6 1 1 None -0.107 0.215 0.296 -0.592 

8 G PC 18 M  5 5 5 None 0.003 -0.006 0.202 -0.403 

9 G PC 22 F  4 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.266 0.533 -0.041 0.082 

10 G PC 21 F  5 3 3 None -0.356 0.712 0.332 -0.665 

11 G PC 19 F  5 3 3 Think about something else 0.013 -0.027 0.187 -0.375 

12 G PC 19 F  6 4 2 Slow Breathing -0.116 0.217 0.207 -0.389 

13 G PC 21 F  5 3 2 Stay Calm -0.187 0.374 0.289 -0.578 

14 G PC 19 M  5 2 3 Think about something else -0.153 0.305 0.162 -0.323 

15 G PC 20 F  6 5 5 None -0.092 0.183 0.080 -0.161 

16 G PC 21 M  6 4 3 Slow Breathing -0.131 0.262 0.169 -0.339 

17 G PC 23 F  5 2 2 None -0.265 0.529 -0.051 0.101 

18 G PC 21 F  5 3 2 None -0.189 0.378 -0.051 0.102 

19 G PC 18 F  4 3 4 Slow Breathing 0.096 -0.192 -0.106 0.212 

20 G PC 20 M  6 4 2 None -0.026 0.052 0.026 -0.052 

21 G PC 18 F  6 2 3 None -0.045 0.084 0.061 -0.114 

22 G PC 18 M  5 2 2 Slow Breathing -0.076 0.151 0.208 -0.415 

23 G PC 20 F  4 4 2 None -0.222 0.415 -0.200 0.375 

24 G PC 19 F  6 1 1 None 0.051 -0.102 -0.016 0.032 

25 G PC 20 M  5 4 2 None -0.323 0.646 0.195 -0.391 

26 G PC 23 M  5 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.026 0.049 0.058 -0.110 

27 G PC 20 F  6 3 3 Slow Breathing -0.257 0.515 0.183 -0.366 

28 G PC 22 F  5 4 4 None 0.125 -0.203 0.318 -0.517 

29 G PC 18 M  5 4 4 None 0.003 -0.005 -0.253 0.505 

30 G PC 19 M  6 3 3 Think about something else -0.027 0.054 0.257 -0.514 

31 G PC 20 F  5 6 6 None 0.012 -0.024 -0.209 0.417 

32 G PC 19 M  6 1 1 None -0.280 0.560 -0.106 0.212 

33 G VR 21 F N 4 3 5 Slow Breathing -0.139 0.278 0.207 -0.415 

34 G VR 19 F Y 4 4 4 None -0.292 0.585 -0.028 0.055 

35 G VR 18 F N 5 6 5 Slow Breathing -0.188 0.376 0.009 -0.017 

36 G VR 21 F Y 5 2 2 None -0.089 0.177 0.041 -0.082 

37 G VR 20 M Y 6 2 2 Think about something else -0.311 0.623 0.066 -0.133 

38 G VR 21 M Y 5 3 3 None -0.232 0.463   

39 G VR 21 M Y 6 1 1 None -0.147 0.295 0.063 -0.125 

40 G VR 20 M N 6 1 1 None -0.355 0.710 -0.009 0.018 

41 G VR 24 M N 5 1 3 None -0.028 0.055 -0.058 0.116 

42 G VR 20 F N 4 5 3 None -0.351 0.701 0.148 -0.296 

43 G VR 22 M N 6 5 2 Slow Breathing 0.126 -0.236 0.280 -0.526 

44 G VR 35 M Y 5 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.283 0.565 0.178 -0.356 

45 G VR 20 M N 5 5 2 None -0.207 0.413 0.148 -0.296 

46 G VR 21 F Y 5 1 2 None -0.245 0.489   

47 G VR 20 M N 4 4 4 None -0.004 0.008 0.347 -0.694 

48 G VR 21 F N 5 4 4 Slow Breathing -0.142 0.284 -0.035 0.070 

49 G VR 22 M N 6 6 5 Slow Breathing -0.197 0.394 0.253 -0.507 

50 G VR 18 M N 6 1 4 Slow Breathing -0.225 0.421 -0.212 0.397 
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51 G VR 18 M Y 5 1 1 None -0.204 0.408 0.302 -0.604 

52 G VR 18 F Y 5 5 4 None -0.201 0.402 0.275 -0.550 

53 G VR 20 M Y 5 1 1 Think about something else -0.175 0.349 -0.253 0.507 

54 G VR 22 M N 5 5 6 Think about something else -0.193 0.385 -0.015 0.029 

55 G VR 19 F N 6 2 1 None -0.340 0.680 -0.097 0.195 

56 G VR 19 M Y 6 2 3 None 0.019 -0.038 0.209 -0.418 

57 G VR 19 F Y 6 2 2 Slow Breathing -0.377 0.755 0.053 -0.105 

58 G VR 46 F N 4 2 2 None -0.161 0.322 -0.063 0.127 

59 G VR 22 F Y 5 5 3 None -0.210 0.421 0.093 -0.186 

60 G VR 19 F Y 6 1 1 None -0.142 0.284 0.272 -0.543 

61 G VR 32 F N 6 6 5 None -0.454 0.907   

62 G VR 21 F N 6 1 1 None -0.224 0.449 -0.262 0.524 

63 G VR 28 F Y 3 5 5 None -0.377 0.754 0.165 -0.330 

64 G VR 27 M Y 5 2 3 None -0.255 0.510 0.309 -0.619 

65 I PC 18 F  5  1 None 0.013 -0.026 -0.042 0.085 

66 I PC 19 M  6  3 None 0.114 -0.227 0.160 -0.319 

67 I PC 23 F  6  2 None -0.261 0.521 0.143 -0.287 

68 I PC 20 M  3  1 None 0.054 -0.109   

69 I PC 18 F  5  1 None -0.029 0.059 -0.037 0.073 

70 I PC 22 M  4  2 None -0.044 0.100   

71 I PC 22 M  4  2 None   0.153 -0.306 

72 I PC 21 F  5  2 None -0.037 0.075 -0.122 0.244 

73 I PC 19 F  5  2 None -0.025 0.051 -0.196 0.392 

74 I PC 19 M  3  2 None   -0.013 0.027 

75 I PC 19 F  6  4 None 0.038 -0.076 0.100 -0.200 

76 I PC 19 F  4  3 None -0.041 0.082 -0.089 0.177 

77 I PC 22 F  4  4 None 0.087 -0.173 -0.228 0.457 

78 I PC 19 F  6  1 None -0.025 0.050 -0.075 0.150 

79 I PC 18 M  5  1 None 0.045 -0.090 -0.092 0.183 

80 I PC 19 F  6  1 None   0.125 -0.250 

81 I PC 20 M  3  1 None -0.122 0.391 -0.087 0.278 

82 I PC 18 F  6  1 None -0.167 0.333 0.154 -0.309 

83 I PC 21 F  4  2 None 0.085 -0.149 0.005 -0.008 

84 I PC 25 M  4  3 None 0.045 -0.090 0.030 -0.060 

85 I PC 23 F  5  1 None 0.184 -0.368 -0.041 0.082 

86 I PC 18 F  4  1 None 0.035 -0.070 -0.006 0.012 

87 I PC 20 F  4  2 None 0.120 -0.240 -0.210 0.420 

88 I PC 23 F  3  1 None 0.029 -0.057 -0.305 0.610 

89 I PC 25 F  5  1 None 0.077 -0.145 -0.183 0.342 

90 I PC 18 F  4  2 None -0.235 0.470 -0.013 0.026 

91 I PC 18 M  5  1 None 0.087 -0.174 0.193 -0.387 

92 I PC 18 F  5  2 None 0.119 -0.237 -0.029 0.058 

93 I PC 22 F  5  1 None 0.184 -0.368 0.178 -0.357 

94 I PC 39 F  4  4 None -0.134 0.269 0.049 -0.098 

95 I PC 19 M  4  2 None -0.082 0.187 0.264 -0.604 

96 I PC 22 F  5  1 None   -0.051 0.102 

97 I VR 23 F Y 5  2 None 0.200 -0.400 0.006 -0.013 

98 I VR 21 F N 5  1 None 0.102 -0.204 0.072 -0.144 

99 I VR 20 M Y 6  2 None 0.168 -0.336 -0.007 0.014 

100 I VR 23 F N 5  2 None -0.081 0.162 -0.124 0.248 

101 I VR 21 M N 5  2 None 0.129 -0.259 0.236 -0.471 

102 I VR 24 F N 5  1 None -0.149 0.299 0.015 -0.029 

103 I VR 21 M Y 5  1 None 0.022 -0.044 -0.127 0.253 

104 I VR 21 F N 5  1 None 0.030 -0.060 0.097 -0.195 

105 I VR 19 F N 5  4 None 0.131 -0.262 0.119 -0.238 

106 I VR 22 F Y 4  3 None -0.089 0.177 -0.101 0.203 

107 I VR 20 F N 4  2 None 0.084 -0.168 -0.100 0.200 

108 I VR 20 F Y 2  1 None 0.072 -0.144 -0.227 0.454 

109 I VR 22 F Y 4  2 None -0.111 0.221 -0.081 0.162 

110 I VR 21 F N 4  4 None 0.103 -0.206 0.253 -0.505 
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111 I VR 18 M Y 4  1 None 0.124 -0.247 0.084 -0.169 

112 I VR 18 M N 5  6 None 0.183 -0.366 0.300 -0.599 

113 I VR 19 F Y 4  5 None -0.044 0.087 -0.118 0.236 

114 I VR 24 M Y 5  3 None 0.145 -0.291 0.140 -0.279 

115 I VR 19 F N 5  1 None 0.005 -0.009 -0.002 0.005 

116 I VR 20 M Y 4  3 None 0.100 -0.201 -0.078 0.156 

117 I VR 32 F Y 6  1 None 0.183 -0.366 -0.226 0.452 

118 I VR 21 F N 5  1 None   -0.128 0.255 

119 I VR 20 F N 4  2 None -0.052 0.120 0.063 -0.145 

120 I VR 19 M N 5  2 None -0.127 0.255 0.036 -0.073 

121 I VR 21 M N 4  2 None -0.167 0.333 0.031 -0.063 

122 I VR 18 M N 4  2 None 0.095 -0.218 0.123 -0.282 

123 I VR 18 M N 6  3 None -0.012 0.025 0.241 -0.482 

124 I VR 19 M Y 6  3 None 0.109 -0.218 -0.130 0.260 

125 I VR 18 M N 5  3 None -0.136 0.271 0.029 -0.058 

126 I VR 18 F N 5  1 None -0.366 0.687 -0.147 0.275 

127 I VR 20 M N 6  2 None -0.134 0.269 -0.094 0.188 

128 I VR 19 F N 4  3 None 0.008 -0.015 -0.197 0.393 
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Table A.13. Fading Memories, Experiment 1 Data 
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1 Short 3 20 F 6 3 5 None 0.088 0.088 

2 Short 2 21 F 5 1 3 None 0.528 0.528 

3 Long 71 19 F 4 2 2 None 0.042 0.042 

4 Long 72 21 F 6 3 1 None 0.095 0.095 

5 Short 3 19 M 2 3 4 None 0.391 0.391 

6 Short 1 23 F 5 4 2 None 0.690 0.690 

7 Short 3 19 M 6 2 3 None 0.181 0.181 

8 Short 4 18 M 4 1 1 None   

9 Short 3 27 F 4 2 2 None 0.885 0.885 

10 Short 6 18 F 5 4 3 Slow Breathing 0.893 0.893 

11 Short 4 20 F 6 3 2 None -0.081 -0.081 

12 Short 3 19 F 5 2 1 Think about something else 0.284 0.284 

13 Short 3 19 M 4 1 2 None 0.730 0.730 

14 Short 5 18 F 3 2 2 Slow Breathing 0.570 0.570 

15 Short 8 18 F 4 2 2 None 0.725 0.725 

17 Short 8 19 M 4 3 3 None 0.088 0.088 

18 Short 2 18 M 5 4 1 None 0.191 0.191 

19 Short 2 20 F 6 1 1 None 0.219 0.219 

20 Short 2 18 M 3 1 3 None 0.027 0.027 

21 Short 3 18 F 4 2 2 Think about something else 0.405 0.405 

22 Long 63 21 M 3 4 6 None 0.565 0.565 

23 Short 2 20 F 5 5 4 None   

24 Long 75 20 M 3 6 5 None -0.013 -0.303 

25 Short 1 26 M 6 1 3 Attended to controls   

26 Long 90 21 F 3 2 1 None 0.281 0.415 

27 Long 91 18 M 4 3 4 None -0.228 -0.220 

28 Long 72 21 F 5 2 3 None 0.190 0.190 

29 Long 91 19 F 3 5 2 Think about something else 0.623 0.845 

30 Long 91 19 M 3 6 4 None 0.325 -0.242 

31 Long 72 18 M 6 1 2 None -0.076 -0.076 

32 Long 63 23 F 3 2 6 None 0.427 0.427 

33 Long 63 23 F 4 1 2 None 0.161 0.000 

34 Long 90 21 F 5 1 3 Think about something else -0.077 -0.030 

35 Long 79 19 F 3 1 3 None   

36 Long 66 22 M 4 2 4 None 0.476 -0.288 

37 Long 65 44 F 4 2 4 None 0.457 0.548 

38 Long 66 19 F 5 1 5 None   

39 Long 60 18 F 6 1 1 None 0.300 0.419 

40 Long 60 21 M 4 4 2 None 0.123 0.507 

41 Long 68 19 F 3 2 1 Slow Breathing -0.102 -0.102 

42 Long 63 22 F 5 1 3 None -0.073 -0.073 

43 Long 66 20 M 6 4 1 None -0.098 0.175 

44 Short 2 23 M 6 1 2 None 0.085 0.085 

45 Short 2 22 F 4 2 1 None 0.073 0.073 
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Table A.14. Fading Memories, Experiment 2 Data 

 

        
Normalised Mean 

SCR 

Normalised Mean 

HR 

P 
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d
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S
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n

o
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n
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Countermeasure Abrupt Gradual Abrupt Gradual 

1 Rapid1st 20 F 6 4 3 None 0.302 0.902 -0.624 0.755 

2 Fade1st 19 F 6 4 2 None -0.011 -0.391 -0.117 -0.376 

3 Rapid1st 18 F 6 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.413 0.697 -0.082 0.032 

4 Fade1st 21 M 6 5 1 None 0.090 0.309 -0.249 -0.339 

5 Rapid1st 19 F 5 3 4 None 0.634 0.027 0.979 0.438 

6 Fade1st 20 M 5 4 3 None 1.661 0.001 -1.069 -0.079 

7 Rapid1st 20 F 6 5 4 Calm     

8 Rapid1st 20 F 6 2 2 None 1.068 -0.264 -0.153 -0.834 

9 Rapid1st 20 M 5 2 5 None 1.395 -0.345   

10 Fade1st 19 M 4 2 5 Slow Heart Rate 1.079 0.137   

11 Rapid1st 19 M 5 4 3 None 0.373 0.897 0.292 0.365 

12 Fade1st 20 F 5 4 4 None 1.159 0.579 0.271 -1.276 

13 Rapid1st 29 F 6 3 5 None   0.278 0.332 

14 Fade1st 22 F 5 4 5 Calm 0.398 0.841 0.250 -0.759 

15 Rapid1st 24 F 5 4 4 Slow Breathing 0.365 -0.930 -1.054 0.443 

16 Fade1st 18 F 5 5 3 None 0.158 -0.736 0.653 0.074 

17 Rapid1st 19 F 6 1 5 Slow Breathing 1.142 -0.018 -0.165 -0.417 

18 Fade1st 23 F 5 3 4 Slow Breathing   -0.513 -0.132 

19 Rapid1st 19 M 6 6 3 None 1.133 -0.072 -0.400 0.152 

20 Fade1st 19 F 4 1 4 None 0.022 0.664 -1.647 0.602 

21 Fade1st 23 F 5 3 2 None   -0.574 -0.241 

22 Rapid1st 19 M 5 3 4 None 1.734 -0.308 0.156 -0.751 

23 Fade1st 21 M 6 3 4 None 1.278 0.611 -1.164 0.367 

24 Rapid1st 21 M 5 2 4 None 1.610 -0.273 -0.710 -1.072 

25 Fade1st 22 F 4 2 3 None -0.086 1.050 0.618 0.401 

26 Rapid1st 36 M 5 3 4 None 0.477 0.392 -0.286 -0.363 

27 Fade1st 22 F 6 4 3 None 0.892 0.475 -0.345 0.309 

28 Rapid1st 20 M 5 4 2 
Think about something 

else 
0.992 1.640 -0.670 -0.275 

29 Fade1st 19 F 5 3 4 
Think about something 

else 
-0.319 0.146 -0.627 0.606 

30 Rapid1st 19 M 6 1 6 None 0.350 1.034 0.188 -0.653 

31 Fade1st 21 F 6 1 6 None 0.067 0.196 -0.806 -0.312 

32 Rapid1st 21 F 6 5 2 None -0.244 1.030 -0.678 -0.185 

33 Fade1st 23 M 4 2 4 Attended to controls 1.219 0.797 0.672 -1.119 

34 Rapid1st 20 F 6 3 3 Slow Breathing 1.506 0.002 -0.403 0.588 

35 Fade1st 20 F 6 4 3 None 1.450 -0.193 0.144 0.303 

36 Rapid1st 20 F 4 3 2 Calm 0.541 0.676 0.222 0.173 

37 Fade1st 21 F 4 3 5 None -0.302 -0.016 -1.365 -0.011 

38 Rapid1st 18 F 5 3 3 None -0.037 0.146 0.703 -0.316 

39 Fade1st 19 F 4 2 4 None 1.396 0.657 -0.498 -0.840 

40 Rapid1st 19 M 6 2 5 Attended to controls 0.664 1.186 0.609 -0.460 
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Table A.15. Upstanding or Underhand, Experiment 1 Data 

 

  Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 

  Bottom Top Bottom Top 

P Condition Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime 

1 A 512 534 525 541 0 3 1 2 

2 A 523 531 518 522 0 0 1 0 

3 A 478 519 478 537 0 0 1 0 

4 A 493 515 503 496 3 3 1 5 

5 A 427 391 461 460 1 5 1 0 

6 A 562 523 547 591 15 26 14 10 

7 A 464 441 464 456 8 6 1 2 

8 A 496 512 504 504 1 3 2 7 

9 A 503 478 516 521 3 3 5 2 

10 A 492 477 469 470 3 0 3 0 

11 A 552 589 524 584 0 3 0 0 

12 A 565 601 573 624 0 3 0 0 

13 A 539 550 553 562 1 0 0 5 

14 A 479 541 480 488 1 6 2 0 

15 A 544 553 593 598 1 0 0 0 

16 A 453 494 451 490 1 0 1 6 

17 A 459 470 474 484 0 3 0 0 

18 A 509 543 494 543 4 11 1 8 

19 A 481 496 464 478 2 0 3 0 

20 A 445 429 459 430 1 3 1 0 

21 A 493 489 501 493 1 0 1 3 

22 A 533 522 533 528 4 2 4 0 

23 A 508 570 470 517 0 3 0 0 

24 A 581 598 598 564 0 3 0 7 

25 A 578 620 586 593 0 7 0 2 

26 A 463 526 459 535 0 0 0 5 

27 B 587 586 545 573 1 0 1 0 

28 B 450 438 474 450 1 5 3 0 

29 B 541 533 528 551 0 0 0 0 

30 B 479 460 469 499 0 3 0 0 

31 B 575 619 561 590 29 24 17 11 

32 B 531 526 488 490 1 3 0 0 

33 B 442 428 465 474 0 3 0 3 

34 B 521 534 544 559 7 0 5 0 

35 B 499 501 497 497 6 0 9 6 

36 B 533 514 548 567 5 14 5 21 

37 B 535 549 544 590 0 3 0 3 

38 B 509 522 541 553 4 3 10 5 

39 B 628 658 623 655 11 17 15 5 

40 B 497 530 510 538 0 0 1 0 

41 B 568 575 550 549 19 0 16 8 

42 B 760 629 618 632 92 21 91 5 

43 B 556 566 533 597 0 5 0 5 

44 B 572 577 571 614 13 8 12 20 

45 B 601 610 588 619 1 0 3 0 

46 B 476 488 494 524 0 0 1 0 

47 B 653 612 644 635 61 10 54 11 

48 B 570 621 594 640 4 3 2 0 

49 B 492 497 502 494 1 0 3 3 

50 B 537 561 523 563 0 0 0 0 

51 B 513 518 502 512 0 0 0 0 

52 B 571 567 570 562 1 0 1 0 

53 C 507 526 489 499 0 0 1 0 

54 C 572 587 536 585 5 0 2 2 

55 C 514 529 490 506 1 3 1 2 
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56 C 535 537 528 529 1 0 1 0 

57 C 505 488 491 513 11 10 10 4 

58 C 603 580 598 572 2 9 1 0 

59 C 567 533 547 580 2 6 9 0 

60 C 498 516 504 503 1 5 1 0 

61 C 553 582 560 522 6 5 6 13 

62 C 510 526 512 539 1 0 0 0 

63 C 477 476 463 504 0 0 0 0 

64 C 493 574 521 526 1 3 0 3 

65 C 520 512 525 553 0 6 0 0 

66 C 557 583 539 573 11 0 16 0 

67 C 501 512 515 565 1 0 1 6 

68 C 468 497 467 538 1 6 0 0 

69 C 439 452 470 471 0 0 0 3 

70 C 471 498 472 510 1 2 0 3 

71 C 536 558 547 597 2 6 5 3 

72 C 530 583 539 555 1 9 1 0 

73 C 637 644 629 659 1 0 2 0 

74 C 561 614 570 590 4 7 6 7 

75 C 529 519 492 520 1 0 0 0 

76 C 492 466 496 529 0 3 0 2 
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Table A.16. Upstanding or Underhand, Experiment 2 Data 

 

 Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 
 Bottom Top Bottom Top 

P Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime 

1 424 438 423 478 1 3 0 0 

2 548 535 533 547 1 0 1 0 

3 633 706 641 726 18 13 16 10 

4 494 496 489 536 1 0 0 0 

5 485 473 475 536 1 3 0 0 

6 454 476 446 468 1 3 1 6 

7 565 590 567 579 7 8 5 6 

8 500 502 464 530 1 0 0 0 

9 472 507 491 515 1 3 1 0 

10 442 438 425 451 1 0 0 0 

11 506 515 530 538 0 0 1 0 

12 477 496 481 564 0 0 0 6 

13 585 609 573 626 0 0 0 0 

14 579 577 540 586 9 6 7 10 

15 578 572 563 595 1 0 1 5 

16 576 586 549 553 0 0 0 0 

17 443 425 473 490 1 0 0 0 

18 531 527 511 560 0 0 0 0 

19 506 569 498 548 0 8 0 3 

20 410 395 383 392 26 23 25 21 

21 651 692 636 660 18 5 15 0 

22 561 580 542 605 1 0 1 3 

23 519 558 520 588 0 0 0 0 

24 650 694 645 696 0 0 0 0 

25 496 565 497 548 1 8 1 3 

26 509 496 469 554 1 0 0 3 

27 508 581 536 603 0 0 0 3 
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Table A.17. Upstanding or Underhand, Experiment 3 Data 

 

  Mean Reaction Times Mean % Errors 
  Bottom Top Bottom Top 

P 
Suspec

t 
Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime Control Crime 

1 G 491 491 511 532 1 0 0 4 

2 G 522 612 513 597 0 0 0 0 

3 G 451 483 464 485 1 0 1 0 

4 G 430 420 413 429 0 0 1 0 

5 G 462 508 482 519 0 0 0 0 

6 G 530 505 558 546 17 26 31 24 

7 G 497 514 513 537 0 0 1 3 

8 G 559 567 568 584 0 0 0 0 

9 G 446 461 447 458 0 0 0 0 

10 G 499 489 463 426 2 0 1 5 

11 G 463 486 482 489 1 3 0 0 

12 G 462 493 430 487 0 0 0 0 

13 G 502 489 514 519 0 0 0 0 

14 G 540 550 564 580 5 7 4 0 

15 G 426 433 433 428 0 0 0 0 

16 G 415 436 439 446 1 0 3 0 

17 G 502 481 481 487 0 0 1 0 

18 G 519 556 522 531 0 5 0 0 

19 G 448 438 452 431 2 0 2 0 

20 G 502 531 495 532 0 0 0 4 

21 G 512 502 515 538 1 3 0 8 

22 G 513 531 526 581 1 0 1 4 

23 G 500 522 511 527 0 0 0 0 

24 G 482 485 461 519 0 0 0 0 

25 G 499 494 520 520 0 0 0 0 

26 G 499 569 516 579 0 0 0 0 

27 G 423 440 425 433 1 4 3 0 

28 G         

29 G 485 455 501 503 1 0 1 0 

30 G 544 531 548 565 0 0 0 0 

31 G 514 518 507 610 0 0 1 0 

32 G 511 568 517 536 0 0 2 0 

33 G 521 560 525 621 0 7 0 0 

34 G         

35 G 465 456 479 460 0 4 1 0 

36 G 532 541 527 616 0 4 1 0 

37 G 445 464 451 510 0 0 0 0 

38 G 501 543 477 546 1 0 0 0 

39 G 512 591 542 588 0 0 0 0 

40 G 550 512 529 552 0 0 0 0 

41 G 428 417 426 478 10 0 1 8 

42 G 510 496 507 537 0 0 0 0 

43 G 433 449 447 456 0 0 0 0 

44 G 507 512 514 521 0 0 0 0 

45 G 553 564 570 609 1 0 0 0 

46 I 547 527 509 484 0 0 0 0 

47 I 525 537 502 497 1 0 0 0 

48 I 567 540 583 528 6 3 7 0 

49 I 473 483 464 470 0 0 0 0 

50 I 518 527 520 495 2 0 3 6 

51 I 544 555 552 556 0 3 1 0 

52 I 512 479 527 514 1 0 0 0 

53 I 473 447 489 478 0 0 0 0 

54 I 421 404 412 418 1 3 1 0 
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55 I 478 472 472 453 1 0 4 0 

56 I 513 505 497 475 0 0 1 0 

57 I 480 459 465 442 0 0 1 0 

58 I 598 610 591 613 1 0 1 0 

59 I 526 514 509 497 1 0 1 0 

60 I 537 525 536 538 0 0 0 0 

61 I 493 468 436 409 2 0 1 0 

62 I 550 514 546 523 0 0 1 0 

63 I 449 457 439 412 1 0 1 0 

64 I 534 518 526 516 0 0 1 3 

65 I 456 425 459 417 0 0 1 0 

66 I 516 482 493 470 0 0 1 0 

67 I 544 553 538 537 0 0 0 0 

68 I 549 531 553 536 0 0 0 0 

69 I 463 446 435 435 0 0 1 0 

70 I 506 521 486 476 0 0 1 0 

71 I 481 460 495 505 2 3 0 0 

72 I 496 477 475 460 0 0 0 0 

73 I 554 539 544 545 1 3 2 0 

74 I 544 525 539 515 1 3 1 0 

75 I 498 506 478 477 0 0 0 0 

76 I 528 524 502 479 1 0 1 0 

77 I 496 471 488 495 0 0 0 0 

78 I 503 499 488 467 0 0 0 0 

79 I 553 577 566 578 0 0 0 0 

80 I 525 563 525 535 1 3 0 0 

81 I 541 536 506 486 0 0 1 0 

82 I 493 494 476 448 1 0 0 0 

83 I 480 488 488 484 1 3 5 3 

84 I 423 420 414 405 1 3 1 0 

85 I 481 491 477 449 1 0 0 0 

86 I 497 474 492 473 0 0 0 0 

87 I 486 502 498 490 0 0 0 0 
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Table A.18. Fading Memories, Experiment 2(pilot) Data 

 

      
Mean Normalised 

SCR 

Mean Normalised 

HR 
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Countermeasures Control Crime Control Crime 

1 20 M 6 6 None -0.054 0.162 0.058 -0.174 

2 20 F 3 5 None -0.099 0.298 0.000 0.001 

3 20 M 5 4 None -0.101 0.303 0.059 -0.177 

4 20 F 5 3 None 0.057 -0.171 -0.119 0.358 

5 20 M 6 1 None -0.133 0.398 0.064 -0.192 

6 20 F 6 6 Slow Breathing 0.014 -0.043 0.155 -0.464 

7 20 F 4 3 None   0.023 -0.068 

8 21 F 4 3 None -0.129 0.388 -0.157 0.472 

9 19 M 4 5 Covert Movement 0.090 -0.270 0.121 -0.364 

10 23 F 5 3 Calm 0.062 -0.186 -0.095 0.286 

11 19 F 4 2 None -0.200 0.601 0.129 -0.387 

12 20 F 6 5 Slow Breathing -0.018 0.054 0.063 -0.188 

13 20 F 6 4 None -0.076 0.227 0.164 -0.492 

14 20 M 6 4 None -0.352 1.057 0.124 -0.371 

15 21 F 4 2 Slow Breathing -0.014 0.043 0.093 -0.279 

16 20 F 6 4 Slow Breathing -0.033 0.100 0.101 -0.304 

17 19 F 4 2 None -0.030 0.089 -0.135 0.405 

18 21 F 6 4 None -0.151 0.452 0.099 -0.296 

19 21 F 5 4 None -0.112 0.336 -0.074 0.221 

20 20 M 6 5 
Think about something 

else 
0.074 -0.221 0.036 -0.109 

21 21 F 4 6 None 0.050 -0.150 0.050 -0.151 

22 22 F 3 3 
Think about something 

else 
0.043 -0.130 0.103 -0.310 

23 20 F 6 6 None   0.161 -0.482 

24 20 F 5 5 None -0.009 0.026 -0.017 0.052 

25 19 M 3 5 Slow Breathing 0.020 -0.061 -0.119 0.358 

26 20 F 5 4 None 0.070 -0.210 0.180 -0.541 

27 20 F 5 4 None -0.121 0.364 0.117 -0.350 

28 18 F 5 4 None -0.036 0.109 0.186 -0.558 

29 20 F 4 4 None   0.131 -0.394 

30 21 M 6 3 
Think about something 

else 
-0.077 0.231 -0.055 0.166 

31 21 M 6 5 None   0.065 -0.195 

32 21 F 5 2 
Think about something 

else 
  0.083 -0.250 

33 20 M 5 4 None -0.155 0.452 -0.069 0.200 

34 21 F 6 4 None -0.098 0.295 0.085 -0.256 

35 20 F 6 2 Slow Breathing -0.007 0.021 -0.118 0.354 

36 21 M 5 2 None   0.110 -0.329 

37 19 M 5 2 Slow Breathing -0.057 0.170 0.128 -0.383 

38 20 M 5 4 Slow Heart Rate -0.118 0.355 0.037 -0.112 

39 22 F 3 3 None -0.124 0.373 0.076 -0.228 

40 21 F 6 3 None 0.080 -0.240 0.060 -0.179 

41 21 M 5 4 None   0.029 -0.086 

42 20 F 5 4 None -0.155 0.466 0.076 -0.228 

43 21 F 6 5 
Think about something 

else 
-0.011 0.033 -0.110 0.330 
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Table A.19. Scene Stimuli Physiology CIT Data 

 

       
Mean Normalised 

SCR 

Mean Normalised 

HR 
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Countermeasures Control Crime Control Crime 

1A 18 F 5 2 3 None -0.316 0.947 0.167 -0.502 

2A 19 M 6 3 4 None -0.382 1.146 0.235 -0.704 

3A 18 F 2 1 2 None -0.017 0.050 0.108 -0.324 

4A 18 F 5 4 5 None -0.014 0.041 0.115 -0.345 

5A 19 F 3 1 2 None -0.298 0.895 0.008 -0.024 

6A 20 M 2 3 3 None -0.296 0.889 -0.220 0.659 

7A 21 M 5 5 4 Suppressing Memory -0.065 0.196 0.189 -0.567 

8A 22 M 3 1 2 None   -0.189 0.568 

9A 22 F 6 2 3 Slow Breathing -0.171 0.514 -0.115 0.345 

10A 34 M 6 3 4 Attend to Controls -0.323 0.970 0.091 -0.273 

11A 22 F 4 1 6 Slow Breathing -0.022 0.067 0.150 -0.451 

12A 18 M 5 2 1 None -0.238 0.715 0.348 -1.043 

14A 19 M 4 3 2 None -0.163 0.488 0.166 -0.498 

15A 22 F 5 3 3 None -0.176 0.529 0.017 -0.050 

16A 18 F 3 1 4 None -0.349 1.048 0.125 -0.375 

17A 18 M 4 2 6 None -0.294 0.883 -0.058 0.173 

18A 19 F 6 3 3 Attend to Controls -0.166 0.499 -0.053 0.159 

19A 20 F 2 2 2 Slow Heart Rate -0.031 0.092 0.106 -0.319 

20A 25 M 4 4 4 None -0.426 1.278 -0.048 0.143 

1B 20 M 3 2 1 None -0.504 0.180 0.250 -0.728 

2B 20 M 4 3 2 Slow Breathing -0.145 0.078 -0.014 -0.341 

3B 21 F 5 1 2 Slow Breathing -0.200 -0.200 -0.177 0.170 

5B 18 F 3 4 4 None -0.233 0.497 0.092 -0.824 

6B 19 F 4 2 2 Think about something else -0.250 0.399 0.335 -0.618 

7B 20 M 3 3 2 None -0.320 0.626 0.275 -1.039 

8B 21 F 3 3 3 Slow Breathing -0.079 0.621 0.083 -0.474 

9B 20 F 6 2 3 Think about something else -0.511 -0.132 0.193 -0.889 

10B 19 F 4 1 5 None -0.312 0.378 0.282 -0.589 

11B 19 M 5 4 5 Slow Breathing -0.338 0.393 0.002 0.501 

12B 22 M 3 4 3 None -0.015 0.147 0.113 -0.365 

13B 20 F 4 3 5 Slow Breathing -0.356 -0.205 0.253 -0.583 

14B 20 M 5 4 4 None -0.458 0.236 0.118 -0.464 

15B 20 F 3 1 5 Slow Breathing -0.289 0.141 0.194 0.211 

16B 22 M 6 2 3 Slow Breathing -0.456 0.048 0.033 -0.516 

17B 23 M 3 3 2 Slow Breathing -0.422 0.634 0.045 -0.061 

18B 20 F 4 2 4 None -0.394 0.894 0.018 0.273 

19B 19 F 5 1 2 None -0.200 -0.200 0.297 -0.714 

20B 22 F 3 2 3 Think about something else -0.409 0.715 -0.016 -0.462 

21B 19 F 5 2 5 Slow Breathing -0.462 0.355 -0.059 -0.414 

22B 23 F 2 2 5 Think about something else -0.179 0.036 -0.085 -0.259 
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Table A.20. Unobtrusive Measures Data 

 

        
Mean Normalised 
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Countermeasures Control Crime Control Crime 

1 I 20 M 4 3 2 Breathing -0.171 0.368 0.084 -0.066 

2 G 21 F 5 1 2 Breathing 0.100 -0.156 0.033 -0.399 

3 G 18 F 2 3 6 Think about something else -0.183 0.176 -0.077 0.510 

4 G 18 F 3 4 4 None -0.601 0.990 0.124 -0.802 

5 G 19 F 4 2 2 Think about something else -0.265 0.150 -0.010 0.094 

6 G 20 M 3 3 2 None -0.287 0.530 0.269 -0.229 

7 G 21 F 3 3 3 Breathing   -0.252 0.522 

8 G 20 F 6 2 3 Think about something else -0.079 0.112 -0.135 0.062 

9 I 19 F 4 1 5 None -0.290 0.102 -0.146 0.093 

10 I 19 M 5 4 5 Breathing   0.008 -0.173 

11 I 22 M 3 4 3 None -0.267 -0.140 -0.005 0.163 

12 I 20 F 4 3 5 Breathing -0.208 0.087 -0.023 0.000 

13 G 20 M 5 4 4 None -0.009 0.302 0.237 0.035 

14 I 20 F 3 1 5 Breathing -0.110 -0.114 -0.215 0.812 

15 G 22 M 6 2 3 Breathing -0.231 0.403 -0.147 0.115 

16 G 23 M 3 3 2 Breathing -0.187 0.739 0.356 -0.644 

17 G 20 F 4 2 4 None -0.068 -0.165 0.218 -0.894 

18 I 19 F 5 1 2 None -0.222 -0.251 -0.035 0.111 

19 I 22 F 3 2 3 Think about something else -0.220 -0.262 -0.196 0.253 

20 I 19 F 5 2 5 Breathing 0.120 -0.232 -0.075 0.502 

21 I 23 F 2 2 5 Think about something else   0.007 -0.286 
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Example Data 

Table A.21. Example RTCIT Raw Data (from Upstanding or Underhand, Experiment 1) 

P 
IV 

(WS) 

Item 

Type 

(WS) 

Epoc

h 

CIT  

Question 

Trial  

No. 
Item Item String RTs 

RT 

<200ms 
Correct 

Too 

Slow 

11 A Bottom 1 3 1 Control 3.4.Control 564 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 20 2 Crime 20.0.Crime 476 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 5 3 Target 5.0.Target 800 0 2 0 

11 A Top 1 14 4 Control 14.4.Control 589 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 9 5 Control 9.2.Control 516 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 3 6 Control 3.2.Control 511 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 4 7 Target 4.0.Target 578 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 16 8 Control 16.4.Control 578 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 16 9 Crime 16.0.Crime 470 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 20 10 Control 20.3.Control 388 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 9 11 Control 9.3.Control 431 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 3 12 Target 3.0.Target 536 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 1 13 Target 1.0.Target 672 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 9 14 Control 9.4.Control 548 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 3 15 Control 3.3.Control 529 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 9 16 Crime 9.0.Crime 738 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 3 17 Control 3.1.Control 456 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 14 18 Control 14.1.Control 623 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 3 19 Crime 3.0.Crime 472 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 20 20 Control 20.2.Control 538 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 16 21 Control 16.3.Control 369 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 20 22 Control 20.1.Control 417 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 9 23 Control 9.1.Control 500 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 20 24 Control 20.4.Control 375 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 16 25 Control 16.2.Control 568 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 14 26 Crime 14.0.Crime 676 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 14 27 Control 14.2.Control 441 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 2 28 Target 2.0.Target 588 0 1 0 

11 A Top 1 16 29 Control 16.1.Control 652 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 1 14 30 Control 14.3.Control 528 0 1 0 

11 A Top 2 14 31 Control 14.2.Control 611 0 1 0 

11 A Bottom 2 16 32 Control 16.3.Control 453 0 1 0 

11 A Top 2 20 33 Control 20.4.Control 388 0 1 0 

11 A Top 2 20 34 Crime 20.0.Crime 626 0 1 0 
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Table A.22. Example Physiology CIT Raw Data (from Partners in Crime, Experiment 1, P33) 

P Condition 
Item 

Type 

C
IT

 N
o

 

C
IT

 Q
 

C
IT

 P
o

s 

T
ri

a
l 

N
o

. 

B
u

ff
er

 

Item 
Item 

String 
Description 

Trial 

Time 

Raw 

SCR 

Raw 

HR 
Movement 

33 Suspect B Objects 1 5 1 1 1 Control 5.1.Control Earth 3 0.212 23.97  

33 Suspect B Objects 1 5 2 2 0 Crime 5.0.Crime Brain 18 0.027 -3.56  

33 Suspect B Objects 1 5 3 3 0 Control 5.4.Control Heart 33 0.240 6.37  

33 Suspect B Objects 1 5 4 4 0 Control 5.2.Control Clock 48 0.000 -3.90  

33 Suspect B Objects 1 5 5 5 0 Control 5.3.Control Jellyfish 63 0.326 3.51  

33 Suspect B Objects 2 7 1 6 1 Control 7.3.Control Financial Details 91 0.052 -1.07  

33 Suspect B Objects 2 7 2 7 0 Crime 7.0.Crime Blueprints 106 0.243 -1.88  

33 Suspect B Objects 2 7 3 8 0 Control 7.1.Control Facility Locations 121 0.084 3.73  

33 Suspect B Objects 2 7 4 9 0 Control 7.4.Control Future Patents 136 0.056 -15.39  

33 Suspect B Objects 2 7 5 10 0 Control 7.2.Control Bespoke Software 151 0.222 -0.04  

33 Suspect A Scene 3 4 1 11 1 Control 4.1.Control Rail Station 179 0.287 1.00  

33 Suspect A Scene 3 4 2 12 0 Control 4.3.Control Overpass 194 0.000 5.57  

33 Suspect A Scene 3 4 3 13 0 Control 4.4.Control Town Centre 209 0.118 7.43  

33 Suspect A Scene 3 4 4 14 0 Crime 4.0.Crime Cark Park 224 0.163 -8.65  

33 Suspect A Scene 3 4 5 15 0 Control 4.2.Control Park 239 0.000 5.87  

33 Shared Objects 4 9 1 16 1 Control 9.3.Control Sledgehammer 268 0.366 -7.01  

33 Shared Objects 4 9 2 17 0 Crime 9.0.Crime Crowbar 283 0.576 3.18  

33 Shared Objects 4 9 3 18 0 Control 9.2.Control Door Ram 298 0.000 0.12  

33 Shared Objects 4 9 4 19 0 Control 9.1.Control Lock Drill 313 0.011 3.73  

33 Shared Objects 4 9 5 20 0 Control 9.4.Control Hydraluic Ram 328 0.000 -3.22  

33 Shared Face 5 6 1 21 1 Control 6.1.Control Steve 356 0.343 -1.82  

33 Shared Face 5 6 2 22 0 Crime 6.0.Crime Mike 371 0.000 6.03  

33 Shared Face 5 6 3 23 0 Control 6.4.Control Chris 386 0.432 -3.49  

33 Shared Face 5 6 4 24 0 Control 6.3.Control James 401 0.026 12.63  

33 Shared Face 5 6 5 25 0 Control 6.2.Control Tom 416 2.984 -13.90  

33 Suspect A Objects 6 1 1 26 1 Control 1.3.Control Cloth 444 0.663 2.14  

33 Suspect A Objects 6 1 2 27 0 Control 1.2.Control Duct Tape 459 0.000 2.53  

33 Suspect A Objects 6 1 3 28 0 Control 1.1.Control Spray Paint 474 0.000 -0.17  

33 Suspect A Objects 6 1 4 29 0 Control 1.4.Control Blu Tack 489 0.000 3.85  

33 Suspect A Objects 6 1 5 30 0 Crime 1.0.Crime Shaving Foam 504 0.276 10.31 
Head 

Movement 

33 Suspect A Objects 7 3 1 31 1 Control 3.3.Control Lock Picks 532 0.541 -9.40  

33 Suspect A Objects 7 3 2 32 0 Control 3.2.Control Wire Cutters 547 0.000 -0.94  

33 Suspect A Objects 7 3 3 33 0 Crime 3.0.Crime Bolt Cutters 562 1.005 -5.51  

33 Suspect A Objects 7 3 4 34 0 Control 3.1.Control Metal Snips 577 0.978 7.94  

33 Suspect A Objects 7 3 5 35 0 Control 3.4.Control Hack Saw 592 1.049 1.39  

33 Shared Scene 8 2 1 36 1 Control 2.3.Control Lab C 620 0.000 -0.93  

33 Shared Scene 8 2 2 37 0 Control 2.1.Control Lab A 635 0.000 -11.18  

33 Shared Scene 8 2 3 38 0 Crime 2.0.Crime Lab E 650 0.080 -0.11  

33 Shared Scene 8 2 4 39 0 Control 2.4.Control Lac D 665 0.000 9.00  

33 Shared Scene 8 2 5 40 0 Control 2.2.Control Lab B 680 0.000 8.85  

33 Suspect B Scene 9 8 1 41 1 Control 8.2.Control Office B 708 0.000 6.56  

33 Suspect B Scene 9 8 2 42 0 Crime 8.0.Crime Office C 723 0.686 9.33  

33 Suspect B Scene 9 8 3 43 0 Control 8.1.Control Office A 738 0.224 -16.74  

33 Suspect B Scene 9 8 4 44 0 Control 8.4.Control Office E 754 0.000 -11.34  

33 Suspect B Scene 9 8 5 45 0 Control 8.3.Control Office D 769 0.000 -9.84  
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Figure A.168. Acqknowledge Data (from Caught Virtually Lying, Guilty) 
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Figure A.169. Acqknowledge Data (from Caught Virtually Lying, Innocent) 
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APPENDIX 4 

TIMELINE AND UNFINISHED STUDY 
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Timeline 

 
Figure A.170. Experiments, publications (italics) and part time work during PhD 

Unfinished Study 
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From Lab to Law Enforcement: Potential use of the Concealed Information 

Test in UK Homicide Cases 

 

Introduction. In  a  forensic  context,  the  CIT  requires  some  initial  

conditions  that  need  to  be  fulfilled  for  validity.  Firstly  the  critical  

information  used  to  construct  the  Crime  items  must  not  be  known  to  any  

suspects  before  testing  (i.e.  they  could  be  innocent  suspects).  Secondly  

there  must  be  information  available  from  a  crime  that  is  salient,  significant  

to  the  case  and  unique.  These  requirements  are  significant  limitations  to  

CIT  applicability  and  indeed  a  review  of  old  cases  by  the  FBI  indicated  

that  the  CIT  could  only  be  used  in  15%  of  cases.  However,  Japanese  CIT  

examiners  suggest  that  they  can  typically  find  more  appropriate  items  from  

a  crime  scene  than  can  be  found  in  post  hoc  records  and  a  plan  to  keep 

information  secret  is  put  in  place.  This  study  aims  to,  review  previous  

homicide police  cases  in  the  UK, using the  West  Midlands  Police’s  

Homicide database, to  determine  the  frequency  of  cases  where  a  CIT  could  

have  been  correctly  administered.  

 

Method. The thorough and meticulous nature of police investigations often 

results in the documentation of a vast amount of information including but not 

limited to witness statements, police officer statements, interview statements, 

forensic and digital evidence. In complex investigations such as those concerning 

homicide, production of hundreds of separate documents by numerous officers is 

typical. Towards the end of their investigation the police will summarise 
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supporting evidence into a case report which is then passed onto the prosecution 

team. Based on the examination of a selection of these reports, along with 

consolation with the West Midlands Police (UK), the authors established that 

they contained sufficient detail needed for the present study. Other relevant 

material that is not used in the case is revealed to the prosecutor via disclosure 

schedules, in particular highlighting material that undermines the prosecution 

case or supports the defence case. These case reports were sourced from the West 

Midlands Police Homicide Database, HOLMES by a specialist Force CID 

Officer. The HOLMES database pools all information collected by the West 

Midlands Police for each homicide investigation and the samples examined cover 

the period from 2013 to 2016 and they includes the final case report summarising 

the details and information from the investigation. All possible case reports 

between 2013 and 2016 were passed onto the authors with some exceptions. 

Investigations that were still ongoing at the time of the collection were excluded 

and 3 cases of a particularly sensitive nature were withheld. Finally, cases where 

the final case report had been passed onto the prosecution team via hardcopy only 

were no longer accessible and therefore not included. With these selection 

criteria, 41 homicide case reports were sourced from the West Midlands 

Police and used for analysis in this study. 

 

Analysis. To be conducted 
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Minor Corrections  

Examiners: [A] – Adrian von Mühlenen (Internal); [B] – Bruno Verschuere 

(External) 

Chapter 1 

1. p6: Figure 2.1 should be Figure 1.4. [A] 

 Corrected 

2. Refrain from overselling the CIT, providing a more accurate accuracy estimate for 

the RT-CIT (it currently reads as if the CIT would be 95-98% accurate, see p.20 

and p265, but that accuracy was only achieved in a particular study by Allen et al 

1992 and does not reflect the average accuracy across studies) [B] 

 Updated using a recent meta-analysis study 

 

Chapter 2 

3. Figure 2.6: Symbol for "objects" line should match symbol in Figure 2.5 [A] 

 Corrected 

4. Reconsider the reporting of errors and use of combined RT-error measures. [A]  

Considering this in the mega-analysis (using all RT data) we find no 

difference between the standard RT CIT effect and the RTCIT 

Effect/Error Diff, p = .938.  

5. page 43, "This is despite of error rates being similar in both Experiments 1 and 

2": Although error numbers were small, they were almost double in Experiment 2 

compared to Experiment 1 (I guess this difference would be significant). Please 

reword to reflect this increase in errors. [A]  

Corrected. T-test revealed that errors were in fact higher in Exp 2 and 

this was noted in the discussion 
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6. P47, error analysis: There are two errors in this paragraph (“marginal”, twice) 

[A] 

 Corrected 

7. page 54, Figure 2.12: Twice the same graph. [A] 

 Corrected with correct graphs 

8. Check statistics, e.g., d=1.4 or d=1.93 (p29 vs p31), [B] 

 These were checked and are correct 

9. Kleinburg should be Kleinberg (p52); Klein Selle should be with a small k, so 

klein Selle (e.g., p 144) [B] 

 Corrected throughout 

 

Chapter 3 

10. Check statistics, p=.04 ‘not significantly different’ (p121)? [B] 

Corrected and recognized in discussion 

11. Make sure risks of the newly proposed procedures (shared testing in Chapter3; 

testing by investigator rather than a computer in Chapter4) are sufficiently 

recognized in the Discussion [B] 

Recognized risks at the end of the general discussion 

12. Kleinburg should be Kleinberg (p52); Klein Selle should be with a small k [B] 

Corrected throughout 

 

Chapter 4 

13. p166, "In the same say as Exp 1, Chapter 2, …": Should say Chapter 3. [A] 

Corrected 

14. p170, "There was no significant two-way interaction between Suspect and Order, 
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F(1, 66) = 2.89, p = .094, …": This effect is marginally significant, and given it 

is very prominent in Figure 4.5", I think it should be mentioned (with care …) [A] 

Recognized in the discussion 

15. p175, Do participants using countermeasures show a smaller SCR CIT effect? I 

think a one-sentence answer to this question (or a footnote) would add value to 

your finding. Or you might want to add a reference to Chapter 8 (or in a 

publication a footnote referring to your thesis). [A] 

 Added reference to Chapter 8 

16. p175, "the SCR CIT effect was larger when the investigator administered the 

CIT.": I think this interpretation is not quite right. It is more the SCR CIT effect 

was smaller when the computer test was administered second. The other three 

conditions produce all a very similar SRC CIT (look at Figure 4.3, effects 0.8-

1.0). I think this different interpretation is more plausible, and you should take 

this up in the discussion (but also in the abstract and elsewhere). [A] 

 Great point. I’ve recognized this in the discussion 

17. p181, " Mean self-reported motivation was analysed …(line 8)": This should 

probably refer to "stress"? [A] 

 Corrected 

18. Make sure risks of the newly proposed procedures (shared testing in Chapter3; 

testing by investigator rather than a computer in Chapter4) are sufficiently 

recognized in the Discussion [B] 

 Recognized risks at the end of the general discussion 
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Chapter 5 

19. Chpt 5, page 219: "t(62) = 3.3" twice, might be a mistake. [A] 

Checked 

20. Chpt 5, page, 248, Figure 6.3: Wrong labels for lines? [A] 

Corrected 

21. P218: Clarify whether the smaller SCRs to control items may be an artefact of 

the standardization procedure. [B] 

I’ve removed the item factor in the analysis and updated the 

discussion. I have also removed the item factor in Chapter 6. 

Relatedly, I’ve also reran all physiology CIT analyse through with the 

item factor removed as recommendation from a recent reviewer for 

this chapter. 

 

Chapter 6 

22. Chpt 6, page 246, last 5 lines: Something wrong in reporting twice the "long 

delay condition". [A] 

Corrected 

23. Pg 248 – swap graph axis [A] 

Corrected 

 

Chapter 7 

24. All RT analyses across the thesis but Chapter7 rely on raw RTs (in ms). Please 

present graphs in Chapter 7 also in ms so that the RT data can be more readily 

compared to those of the other chapters and to rule out that findings are due to 

the standardization procedure [B] 
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Reran analysis using the unstandardized RTs. No difference to the 

findings 

 

Chapter 8 

25. Chpt 8, page 325, "A mini meta-analysis": Is the term "mini" really appropriate 

here? [B] AND Chapter8 represents a mega rather than a meta-analysis? [B] 

Changed to Mega-analysis. I’ve also included some additional Figures 

in the mega-analysis chapter and corrected Pg315 Countermeasures in 

table should be frequency [D] 

 

All Chapters 

26. Move summary of findings from the beginning of the Results section (see e.g., 

p29, p38, p46, p89, p168) to the Discussion section [B] 

I often include a very brief (1-2 sentence) summary of the results at 

the start to flag up the main findings to support the readers 

understanding of the preceding statistics. Others have commented on 

the usefulness of this style and therefore I will be keeping this in the 

thesis. 

27. For studies where no a priori power calculation was performed, please provide 

justification of sample size  and page 46, here and elsewhere in the thesis [B] 

AND You should justify when the number of participants is different from 

previous experiments. [A] 

Updated throughout thesis 

28. Please clarify whether participants were randomly allocated to conditions [B] 

Updated throughout thesis 
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